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PREFACE

The Engineering Design Handbooks of the U.S. Army Materiel Command
have evolved over a vwmber of years for the purpose of making readily avail-
able basic information, technical data, and practical guides for the develop-
ment of military equipment. While aimed primarily at U.S. Army materiel, the
handbooks serve as authoritative references fQr needs of other branches of the
Armed Services as well. The present handbook is one of a series on Fuzes.

This publication is the first revision of the Handbook, Fu ze, , ,e ? a I and
,Uechan wa 1. Extensive changes were made to update the volume. Information
on explosive trains was condensed, this subject now being treated in its own
publication, AMCP 706-179. Illustrations of sample ammunition items, ref-
erences, and test data were brought up to date. New chapters are included on
design considerations and design guidance. The treatment of electric fuze ac-
tions waR greatly enlarged with material excerpted from AMCP 706-215.

This handbook present6 both theoretical and practical data pertaining to
fuzes. Coverage includes initiation, arming, design, and tests of fuzes and their
components. Both mechanical and electric fuze actions are treated. The fuz-
ing of all conventional ammunition items is covered.

Prepared as an aid to ammunition designers, this handbook should also be
of benefit to scientists and engineers engaged in other basically related re-
search and development programs or who have responsibility for the planning
and interpretation of experiments and tests concerning the performance of
ammunition or ammunition components.

The handbook was prepared by The Franklin Institute Research Labora-
tories, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was written for the Engineering Hand-
book Office of Dukte University, prime contractor to the Army Research
Office-Durham. Its preparation was under the technical guidance and coordi-
nation of a special committee with representation from Picatinny Arsenal,
Frankford Arsenal, and Edgewood Arsenal of the U.S. Army Munitions
Command, and Harry Diamond Laboratories of AMC. Chairman of this com-
mittee was Mr. Wm. A. Schuster of Picatinny Arsenal.

The Handbooks are readily available to all elements of AMC, including
personnel and contractors having a need and/or requirement. The Army
Materiel Command policy is to release these Engineering Design Handbooks
to other DOD activities and their contractors and to other Government
agencies in accordance with current Army Regulation 70-31, dated 9 Sep-
tember 1966. Procedures for acquiring these Handbooks follow:

a. Activities within AMC and other DOD agencies should direct their re-
quests on an official form to:

Commanding Officer
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201

b. Contractors who have Department of Defense contracts should submit
their requests, through their contracting officer with proper justification, to
the address indicated in paragraph a.

xvii
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c. Government agencies other than DOD having need for the Handbooks
may submit their requests directly to the Letterkenny Army Depot, as indi-
cated in paragraph a above, or to:

Commanding General
U.S. Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCAD.PP
Washington, D.C. 20315

or

Director
Defense Documentation Center
ATTN:-, TCA
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

d. Industries not having Government contracts (this includes Universities)
must forward their requests to:

Commanding General
U.S. Army Materiel Command
ATTN-. AMCRD-TV
Washington, D.C. 20315

e. All foreign requests must be submitted through the Washington, D.C.
Embassy to:

Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
ATTN: Foreign Liaison Office
Department of the Army
Washington, D.C. 20310

All requests, other than those originating within DOD, must be accom-
panied by a valid justification.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to Army Research Office-Durham, Box CM, Duke Station, Durham,
North Carolina 27706.

xviii
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FUZES
PART ONE-FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION *

1-1 DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF A FUZE There is also a wide variety of fuze related com-
ponents, such as power sources, squibs, initia-

The word fuze is used to describe a wide vari- tors, timers, sating and arming (integrating) de-
ety of devices used with munitions to provide vices, cables, and control boxes which are some-
basically the functions of (a) sating, i.e., keeping times developed, stocked, and issued as indivi-
the munition safe for storing, handling, (includ- dual end items but which in the overall picture
ing accidental mishandling), and launching or constitute a part of the fuzing system.

emplacing; (b) arming, i.e., sensing the environ- Leading nations such as the U.S.A. employ

ment(s) associated with actual use including the most advanced technology available in the

safe separation and thereupon aligning explo- design of modem weapons and are constantly

sive trains, closing switches and/or establishing advancing the state-of-the-art. This is particu-
other links to enable the munition; and (c) fir- larly true of fuzes because of their important
ing, i.e., sensing the point in space or time at and exacting role, constituting in effect the

which initiation is to occur and effecting such brain of the munition. This handbook in the
initiation. See also MIL-STD-444, Nomenclature Engineering Design Handbook Series is con-

and Definitions in the Ammunition Area.t cemed with the basic principles underlying the
There is a very wide variety of munitions in design of fuzes. Since the final design of any

existence and new ones are continuously being fuze will depend upon the required role and
developed. They include artillery ammunition performance and upon the ingenuity of the de-
(nuclear and non-nuclear), mortar ammunition, signer, attention in the handbook is focused on
bombs, mines, grenades, pyrotechnics, atomic these basic principles. Illustrations of applica-
demolition munitions, missile warheads (nuclear tions are purposely kept as simplified as possible,
and non-nuclear), and other munition items. leaving the final design approaches, as they
Because of the variety of types and the wide must be, to the fuze designer.
range of sizes, weights, yields, and intended
usage, it is natural that the configuration, size,
and complexity of fuzes vary also over a wide 1-2 FUZE ACTION
range. Fuzes extend all the way from a rela-
tively simple device such as a grenade fuze to Inherent to the understanding of fuze de-

a highly sophisticated system or subsystem such sign is the concept of the progression of the
as a radar fuze for a missile warhead. In many action of the explosive train starting with ini-
instances the fuze is a single physical entity- tiation and progressing to the burst of the maui
such as a grenade fuze-while in other instances charge in the warhead. Initiation as the word
two or more interconnected components placed implies, sterts with an input "signal," such as
in various locations within or even outside the target sensing, impact, or other. This "signal"
mrnition make up the fuze or fuzing system. then must be amplified by such devices as a

detonator (first stage of amplification), a lead

*This handbook was revised by Gunther Cohn, The (second stage of amplification), and a booster
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories. Valuable con- (third sage of amplification) which has an ex-
tributions were made by C. T. Davey, P. F. Mohrbach, plosive output of sufficient force to detonate
and M. R. Smith. the main charge. Since the detonator contains

tDistinct fuze terms drr defined in the Glossary. explosives which are very sensitive as required

1.1
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to respond to the initial (weak) signals, it is at ' but provision is made for other arming fine-
tbe basic role of the fuze not only to signal the tions such as switch closures all of which are
presence of the target and to initiate the ex- finaliy completed at I, and the fuze is fully
plosive train, but also to provide safety by armed and ready to function,

1-3 TYPICAL AMMUNITION ITEMS
casualties to property and life in the past have
been directly traceable to inadequate built-in Ammunition can carry a fuze in its nose, its
fuze safety. base, or anywhere within depending upon its

As an approach to providing adequate safety, tactical purpose. To illustrate this versatility,
present design philosophy calls for a fuze to several common fuze carriers are briefly des-
have at least two independent safing features, cribed below. Greater detail is contained in Part
wherever possible, either of which is capable of Three of this handbook.
preventing an unintended detonation; at least
one of these features must provide delayed 1.3.1 PROJECTILES
arming (safe separation). This and other aspects
of safety are discussed in detail in Chapter 9. Fig. 1-2 shows a typical round of fixed ammu-

Reliability of functioning is also a primary nition for artillery use. The weapon firing pin (at

concern of the fuze designer, details of which the bottom of the figure) strikes the cartridge

are covered in later chapters (e.g., par. 2-3). primer. This initiates the propelling charge with

Fig. 1-1 is a diagram of the steps involved in the help of the igniter., As the propellant burns,

a typical arming process. At the left the fuze is gases form that exert pressure upon the base of

represented as unarmed so that it may be stored, the projectile and force it out of the gun tube.

transported, handled, and safely launched. The Rifling in the gun tube engraves the rotating

arming process starts at a by adding energy to band thus imparting spin to stabilize the pro-

the system in a proper manner. At b enough jectile. In flight, centrifugal forces, set up in

energy has been added so that the device will the spinning projectile, turn rotor and move
continue to completion o; the arming cycle. At interrupter so that a continuous explosive train

any time between a and b the device will return is formed. The fuze is now armed. Upon target
to the unarmed condition if the energy is re- impact, the firing pin in the fuze is pushed into

moved. After b the fuze is committed to con- the primer which then explodes and ignites
tinue the arming process; therefore, b is termed the detonator. It in turn initiates the booster
the commitment point. The detonator is aligned that amplifies the detonation sufficiently to

reliably detonate the bursting charge.

1-3.2 ROCKETS
UNARMED - PART -)AM *ARMED

Fig. 1-3(A)' * illustrates Rocket, M28. with a
base Fuze, M404A1 that is enlarged in Fig.

C i1-3(B). Rockets carry- their own propellant
which burns during rocket flight. After the

Fu o, F Is rocket exits the launch tube, the ejection pin
ME U-'AMED-- ALIGNED ARMED slides away, due to the force of a compressed

spring, exposing the detonator. Upon impact,
the inertia weight moves forward and causes

Oft the striker to stab the detonator, which causes
ALIGNMENT _,___ the booster charge and in turn the high explosive

OE-A bursting charge in the rocket head to detonate.
TIME --

• Supescript nurmber- ,,n pertain tv Ileferences.
Nunivri al Refernce's are li,ted at the end of each
Chapt,-r hilc lettvred Hejerences are liq ted at the end

Figure 1.I. Fuze Arming Process of tlhe text.

1.2
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RGITwo or three fuzes are used sometimes to in-
- - PIR sure explosion of the hursting charge. Bomb--. PRIMER fuzes often are armed by vanes that spin in

INTERRUPTER the air stream. The vanes are prevented from

DETONATOR FUZE spinning before bomb release by arming wires

ROTOR attached to the aircraft.
BOOSTER

BURSTING
CHARGE i

NOZZLE ANO fI oc tMS W&NNEAO
FIN ASSENGlLY ( okt 2

~BOOST(t"

O.AETY U41 DETONATOR
NAND

ROTATINGBAND

t4 jlE¢II0N PIN -

o oz ti
0 4(BP 

Pure, M404AI

CHARGE Figure 1.3. Rocket, M28, With Fuze, M404A1

> %CARTRIDGE
CASE 1-3.4 MINES

Mines are a class of munitions which are pr-
positioned or emplaced at points or in areas,

IGNITER typically by burying, so as to deter the enemy
from moving into the area. Fig. 1-53 shows

Mine, Antitank, M15 with Fuze, M603. As a
,-CARTRIDGE tank or other heavy vehicle rolls over the mine,PRIMER

tR -E it depresses the pressure plate which causes the
f.-f- WEAPON FIRING PIN Belleville springs to snap through, driving the

firing pin into the detonator, initiating the main

Figure 1-2. Typical Artillery Round charge in the mine. Various antipersonnel mines
operating under lighter pressure or by trip wires
are also used in minefields.

1-3.3 BOMBS
1-4 REQUIREMENTS

Fig. 1-42 illustrates a typical bomb with its
main parts. Fins provide stability in flight. In addition to performing the basic functions
The body contains the high explosive; fuzes of safing, arming, and firing, fuzes having high
may b? located in the nose, the tail, or the side. usage rates should be designed so as to be

1.3
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# adaptable to the maximum extent possible to 1-5.1 IMPACT FUZES
automated mas projection and inspection meth-
ods. This is necessary in order to minimize These are fuzes ii which action is created
human errors in manufacture and assembly, within the fuze by actual contact with a tar-
and to minimize production costs. get; the action includes such phenomena as im-

pact, crush, tilt, electrical contact, etc. Among

1-5 CATEGORIES the fuzes operating by impact action (alterna-
tively referred to as contact fuzes) are: (a) point.

Fuzes may be identified by their end item, detonating (PD) fuzei located in the nose of the
such as bomb or mortar projectile; by the pur- projectile, which furction upon impact with the

pose of the ammunition, such as armor-piercing target or following impact by a timed delay, and

or training; by their tactical application, such as (b) base-detonating (BD) fues located in the
air-to-air; or by the functioning action of the base of the projectile, which function with short
fuse, such as point-detonating or mechanical delay after initial contact. The delay depends on

time. Fuzes may also be grouped as to location, the design and may include a delay element

such as nose or base; as to functioning type specifically delaying the functioning fot as much

such as mechanical or electrical; or as to caliber, as (typically) 0.25 sec. The base location is as-
Table 1-1 lists common fuze categories. How- lected to protect the fuze during perforation of
ever, subtitles within groups are not mutually the target in the case of armor-piercing projec-
exclusive, tiles. In shaped charge projectiles the fuze is

Typical nomenclature would be Fuze, Bomb point-initiating, base-detonating (PIBD) where
Nose, M904E1. Whereas identifying features, the target sensing element is in the nose of the
such vs MT (mechanical time) or HEAT (high projectile and the main part of the fuze is in the
exploave antitank), were formerly added to base. This base position is required in order that
fuze nomenclature, the current trend is to the explosive wave will move over the shaped
minimize such descriptive terms. A more de- charge cone in the proper direction.
tailed description of common classifications Contact fuzes are conveniently divided ac-
follows, cording to response into superquick, nondelay,

and delay. A superquick fuze is a nose fuze in
TABLE 1-1. FUZE CATEGORIES which the sensing element causes immediate ini-

tiation of the bursting charge (typically less
ly End It. By Fund iong A.ti,,n than 100 microseconds). To attain this, the sens-

Somb ling element is located in the extreme nose end of
Genade Point-Ntonatng (PD) the fuze. A nondelay fuze is one in which there
GualedMisie DuDetonating (BD) is no intentionally designed delay, but wheremine Pointvinitltng,Bae
Mirtar Detonating (PIaD) there is some inherent delay because of inertial

Proetue Dely (*tort or long) comy 'nents in the fuze which initiate the explo-
Tocetm sive train. Nondelay elements may be incorpor.
Time

By Purpose Pyrotechnic Time (Pr) ated in either PD or BD fuzes. The inertial device~ (UU)Mechanica Time (MTj is used when a small degree of target penetra-
lectrical Time (ET)

Armor-Pie ing (AP) Self-Detruction (SD) tion is acceptable or desired, and for graze
cmt(Hl) Pressut action. Delay fuzes contain deliberately built-inChuemical Preaure

Concrete-picng (Cp) Hydrootatic delay elements which delay initiation of the
Ho Explo - ve Auitan (HAT) armet main charge, after target impact. The elements

lumition my h ,,,,.. of the fuze which bring about the delayed action

signal
Target Practic am are in effect "time fuze" elements (see below).
Training Internal Delay elements may be incorporated in either

Bly Tactial ApUp'ation PD or BD fuzes; however for very hard targets,
,to-Air armor-piercing projectiles, which always have

Ar. .tomUnd BD fuzes, are called for.
Emplaced In certain fuzes, such as bomb fuzes, longer
Caound.WO-Ai delays are frequently used. For example long

1-5
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delay fuzes for bombs and underwater mines 1.5.5 COMBINATION FUZES
may have delay times after impact (emplace-
ment) of from minutes to days. These fuzes usu- These are fuzes combining more than one of
ally contain antiremoval devices to discourage the above types with one as the Principal (P)
defuzing by the enemy. action and other(s], as Secondary action(s).

1-5.2 TIME FUZES

1-5.6 OTHER FUZES

These are fuzes in which action is created
within the fuze at the end of an elapsed time These are fuzes that cannot be included in the
after arming, impact, etc., as measured by above types Where this occurs the item should
mechanical, electical, pyrotechnic, chemical, be identified, the action defined, and differences
radiological, or other means. Time fuzes are from other actions should be listed.
used to initiate the munition at some desired
time after launch, drop, or emplacement These 1-5.7 SELF-DESTRUCTION
fuzes are generally settable at the time of use
and the timiing function is performed by the use Self-destruction (SD) is an auxiliary feature
of such devices as ciockwork, analog or digital provided in the fuzes of certain munitions,
electronic circuitry, and chemical and pyrotech- primarily ground-to-air or air-to-air to explode
nic reactions. Time fuzes are used for projectiles or "clean up" the munition in case of target
primarily of the illuminating, beehive, and special miss or failure of primary fuze mode. It may be
purpose .ategories, as well as for mines, bombs, accomplished by various timing mechanisms
and grenades. They also have some limited uses such as discussed earlier or in the case of more
in HE projectiles. Time fuzes range from those sophisticated munitions by command through
having set times as low as fractions of a second a radio or radar link. The purpose of SD is of
to as high as several hours or days. Typically a course to minimize damage to friendly areas.
projectile fuze gives times up to 200 seconds in
current designs. 1-5.8 NONEXPLOSIVE FUZES

1-5.3 PROXIMITY FUZES Nonexplosive fuzes have specialized uses. A
dummy fuze is ra completely inert and more or
less accurate replica of a service fuze. For ballis.

These are fuzes in which action is created tic purposes it may duplicate the weight, center
within the fuze from characteristics other than of gravity, Lnd contour of the service fuze. A
actual contact or elapsed time characteristics, practice or training fuse is a service fuze, modi-
Proximity fuzes (alternatively referred to as in- fled primarily for use in training exercises. It
fluence fuzes) initiate the munition when they may be completely inert (a dummy fuze), may
sense that they are in the proximity of the tar- have its booster charge replaced by a spotting
get. This action is particularly effective in uses charge, or may differ in other significant ways
against personnel, light ground targets, aircraft, from a service fuze.
and superstructures of ships. These fuzes are the
subject of separate Engineering Design Hand- 1.5.9 MODEL DESIGNATION
booksp' t

Army service fuzes are assigned the letter "M"
1-5.4 COMMAND FUZES followed by a number (such as M100). Modifi.

cations of "M" fuzes are given suffix numbers
These are fuzes in which action is created ex- starting with "A" (such as M100A1).

ternal to the fuze and its associated munition, Experimental Army fuzes have the letters
and deliberately communicated by the fuze by "XM" preceding a numerical designation (such
electrical, mechanical, optical, or other means as XM200). When standardized, the "X" is then
involving control from a remote point. dropped. In a previous system, experimental

14
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fues of the Army were identified by a separate two major parts:
"I" number which was discarded when the fuse (1) A head assembly that contains striker,
was adopted for manufacture (sach as T300). firing pin, and a clockwork for delayed arming
Many fizzes with "T" numbers ae still in The striker with conical striker spring is espe-
existence. cially designed to permit the fuze to be fully

Navy service fuses carry a "MARK" number effective when impact is at low angles.
and their modifications are followed by a (2) A body that contains the arming mech-
"MOD" number (such as MARK 100 MOD 1). anism (a slider), detonator, lead, and booster
There is no uniform method for designating ex- pellet. Fig. 1-7 shows the body parts of the fuze
peimental Navy fuzes because each Agency in a perspective view to clarify the arming
devise its own system. Howevar, many such actions.
fizes carry the letter "X" as a part of their The fuze has two pull wires, connected by a
nomenclature (such as EX200). Prior to World cord for easy withdrawal, that remove two set.
War 1I, some Army service fuzes and projec- back pins which lock the fuze in the unarmed
tiles also carried MARK numbers. Items of position to insure safety during storage, trans.
Army ammunition so marked may still be portation, and handling. The wire is removed
encountered. just before inserting the projD tile into the

mortar tube.
Operation is as follows:

1-6 DESCRIPTION OF A REPRESENTATIVE (1) Upon firing, acceleration of the pro-
IMPACT FUZE jectile produces setback forces that cause the

setback pin to move to the rear (Fig. 1-7). The
A typical fuze for 60 mm and 81 mm mortar safety pin is released as a result of this motion

ammunition is Fuze, PD, M525, as shown in so that the spring on the safety pin pushes it out-
Fig. 141. The M525 is a uuperquick, point- ward. As long as the projectile is within the mor-
detonating fuze that has been quite successful tar tube, the pin rides on the bore. Since the
because of its relative simplicity'. It consists of slider is therefore still retained from moving, the

BORE PIDING P!N PULL PIN
GUIDE PIN FIIG I

J!V~ ' . 2TRIKER

BoosgrER

~~LEAD CHARGE / M44 DETONATOR CL KWR

CLOCKWORK
SLIDER SPRING

Figure 1-6. Fuze, PD, M525
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FIRING PIN- BLANK HlOLE ~ j f*f~ i 5tiw lUfh

SAFETY IN-7 PDIDNAF fuse when the projectile emergies f&M *0 muz-
zle. The firing pin in its rearward position is in
the blank hole of the lider (Fig. 1-7) t sto act
as a second detent on the slider.

(2) Setback also frees the scapement pellet
to start the clockwork in the head assembly. At
the end of a 3-second arming delay, a spring
causes forward motion of the firing pi, asn

t it to withdraw from the slider. The slider, then,
INTERRuPTER is preente from movig until both (a) the pro-

jectile clears the tube, and (b) the clockwork
GUIDE PON4---'- PIN runs5 down.

(3) When tie slider is fre to move, the
SPRING detoartor in he slid is alined with the firing

COTTER PIN LED ,AO pin and lead. Upon target =mpact, the striker
LEAD HAROL pushes the firing pin into the detonator. The

Figure 1.7. Arming Action for Fuze, PD, 14525 detonation seta off the lead and the booster.
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CHPTER 2
GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The A s an examp e of a complex Modern the Service using the item. Everyone othr than j
dvice. Cuitainly, its design requires an eq- the customer is considered an outsider beesmue
neerig knowledep to handl the forces for his prime intrest is not to uns the produt.
armin end functioning in the environment However, many outsiders have med. sininesst
within which the fun operete Beyond this contributions through their whuim and umdw-
knowledp, the designer must be famnliar with standing of someone ese's need.
the general feco. that apply to fuze dsip. A fuze requirement is usually originated by
Tis chapter dIscume thes 8neral consider- the Combat Arms and sent to the prope sup-
tions. plying agency in the Defens Department. The

request pinpoints exactly what is required but is
2-1 PHILOSOPHY OF DESIGN normally most vague about how it is to be ac-

complished. For example, a munition may be
2-1.1 GENERAL needed to inflict certain damage on an aircraft.

tiLimiting values of environmental conditions
Although the Job of d a fuze i not a may be stated, such as launching site and tazlet

simple one, it should not be considered over. position. There will be a date on which the item
whelming. In the following pea, the" fuze is to be available. Th, may be alL The supplying
characteristics of specific munitions as well as agency must now decide how this request can be

formulas ae given with hints for designmg the satisfied by Government installations or indus.undo& functioning, and explosive components. trial contractors. The length of time availble

Therein lies one of the methods for solving a will help to decide whether an existing device
complex problem: break it down into separate," will be modified or whether a new dew will
workable parts. To be sur, ther are many areas be developed. The final product may be a guided
where precise formulas have not yet been de- miasile, a rocket, or a projectile with an impact,
veloped and many that will never lend them- time, or proximity fue. There may be a shige
selves to precise solutions. Proportioning a given approach or a series of competitive designs.
space to contain the various fuse components, When an outsicer originates a new device, on
for example, defies exact calculations known the other hand, the sequence is somewhat differ.
today. In solving such problems, designers rely ent even though the end result may be the seem
upon past experience and judgment or re- An individual person or group will express an
posted testing. In some ca it may be neces- idea for a specific device the performace of
sary to develop new matcrials, processes, or which is claimed to be or is actually known. For
methods. It is best to keep in mind all aspects example, an inventor conceives a new tim fuse
of the problem, for judgment can be sound only that will operate in a certain way. In fact, the
when based on a firm sp of all pertinent facts. conception of ideas is one job of the fue do.

Once the fu has been developed, it can signer because, in a sense, fuze dee is oq -
benefit from efforts of production and value ized invention. The ideas should be communi-
engineering. It is impotant that this effort be cated to the supplying agency and perhaps to
coordinated with the desge so that desg the Combat Arms. If they seem to here merit,

characteristics we not compromised arbitrarily. a feasibility study will be made, and if the re.
sults bhre favorable, a development progrm may

2.1.2 ORIGIN OF A FUZE UPECIFICATION be initiated. Note that a new Invento has the
best chance of being used when a specific need

For any product, the requirement for an item for it can be demonstrated. In fact, many new
is created when the customer feels the need. weapons have been developed on the basis of
In the Department of Defense, the customer is brilliant ideas.

2-1 I
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2-1.3 DESIGN TRADE-OFFS cides the cost of delivering it to its target as
well es that of producing it. Each of thes qua-

The fuze designer-ike the designer of any tities is, in itsf, a complex combination of di,
other component in a weapon system-must be vers factors which may include aspects of te
thoroughly familiar with the basis for the stated tistics, milit strary q and tactics, and al
requirements. He then is in a position to evaluate branches of engineering.
the rquirements and, if indicated, to give an in- The process of compeing alternative solu-
Wlbint proposal to relax those requirements tions to stated requirements in terms of the
that would be too difficult, time-consuming, or value received (effectiveness) for the resource
costly to achieve. The relcting of requirements expended (costs) is called the Cost/Effectiveness
is called trade-off. analysis. The primary ingredients of this analy.

By direction, new weapon systems must pro- sis w:
vide more than marginal improvements over (1) Objective(s)
existing systems. The improvement may be in (2) Alternative means or systems
the ao of incresd effectiveness, reliability, (3) Costs or resources required for each
safety, or capability not achieved by an existing system
system. It could now happen, for example, that (4) A mathematical or logical model, a set
the improvements of a particular new system of relations among the objectives, alteratve
may be significant despite failure to accom- means, environment, and resources
plish all of the deslgn objectveL This would be (5) A set of criteria for choosing the pr-
a valuable bit of information if a proposed ferred alternatives usually relating objectives and
trade-off is deemed desirable. cost&

An example of this might be the development The objective is the establishment of the al-
of a projectile and fuze for a new weapon. Both ternatives among which it is possible to choose.
gun an projectile development are on schedule. Alternatives that can achieve the objectives must
During testing, it is determined that the fuse is be defined and cost or resource consequences
not operable after vacuum-sten pressure tests. must be attached to each of the alternative
Suppose that existing fues in the field were also means.
not capable of pusing this test. The time required In the course of performing the analysis, each
to redesign the fuze would delay the delivery of alternative is related to the objective through
the new weapon into the field. In this case, "*t a form of intellectual exercise that can be
would be logical to propose that the vacuum- called a mdeI or a set of caleciona. Basically,
steam pressure requirement for the fuze be a choice must be made between maximizing ac-
waived. complishment of the objective for a given cost

Note that MIL-S-D tests are not mandatory or minimizing the cost for achieving a given
for all applications (see par. 15-5). Being aware objective' 3

that fuzes off the shelf or presently in produc-
tion may not meet all of the Military Standards 2-3 SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
for one reason or another, the good fuze de-
signer judiciously reruns all of his necessary de- Considerations of safety and reliability cannot
velopment tests even though lie is using avail- be separated. The fuze must function as in-
able components. tended (reliability) but must not function under

all but the right conditions (safety).
Reliability is a measure of the extent to which

2-2 ECONOMICS a device performs as it was designed to perform
during the usually short period between launch-

The assessment of a weapon system involves ing and completion of its mission. Obviously, re-
the comparison of its value with its cost. The liability of ammunition and of its components is
value per round may-\ be considered to be the of key importance. Weapons are useless if they
product of the military value of the damage of don't function as intended.
which a round of ammunition is capable and the Safety is a basic consideration throughout
probability that a given round will inflict this item life. We are concerned with the extent to
damage. The cost of a round of ammunition in- which a device can possibly be made to operate

2-2
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,ienuaturely by any actitlit .d setiuLtvce or kniown and reproducible. Keep m mind that Lthe
events which mitay ovcutr at any tilwa between tie average value for a paranleter may bit -0: iii
start of its fabrication id its approach to te iportant for design purposes than the extreme
target. values.

Reliability is the probability that naterial (d) As far as possible, design itens in f;ueh a
will perform its intended function for a speci. manner that defects which affect reliability and
fied period under stated conditions'. It is de- safety can be detected by means of nonds.struc-
fined in statistical terms. We say that a system tive tests or inspection.
has a refiability of, say, 99 ptrcent and we make Multiple fuzing refers to the combination of
this statement with a confidence of, say, 95 fuzes or their componentU into a network to
percent' . obtain improved performance over single-.fuze

While safety is also defined statistically, the systems. The duplication may involve the deto-
approach to safety is somewhal different from nator, a circuit element, the sufing and arming
that applied to reliability. The keystone of this device, or the entire fuze. Redundant compo-
approach is the fail-safe principle. Essentialy, nents are used to improve the overall j,.;ability
this principle states that any sequence of events of the system. For example, a multichannel fuze
other than that to which a round is subjected in of 99% reliability can be built from individual
normal operation shall result in failure rather fuze channels having a reliability of only 90%.
than detonation of the round. Compliance with Fig. 2-1 illustrates a fuze circuit having three
the fail-safe principle is usually accomplished switches so arranged that closure of any two of
mechanically, and is the reason most ordnance the three double-pole switches assures circuit
devices must be considered as mechanisms, continuity. The subject of multiple fuzing iF
In terms of added bulk, weight, and com. covered in detail in classified handbooks'.

plexity-which can be translated into terms of
reliability, effectiveness, and logistics--safety is
expensive. Hence, the problem of safety is a POWER ELECTRIC
double one. The designer must be certain that
his device is safe enough and yet impose the
least impairment of functioning.

A number of policies, rules, and safety codes
that apply to various types of materiel have been
promulgated. In view of the variety of these
code3, it is well for a designer to examine in ad-
vance the safety criteria that will be applicable
to his design.

Note the safety requirements for fuzes in Figure 2.1. Possible Multiple Fuzing Circuit
par. 9-2.2. See also the several safety tests that
have been developed (par. 15-3). The design
techniques that will help protect the weapon 2-4 STANDARDIZATION
system against radio frequency energy, static
electricity, and lightning are covered in a sepa- 2-4.1 USE OF STANDARD COMPONENTS
rate publication 6 .

The following rles can serve for general The decision as to whether to dapt a system
guidance in the design of safe and reliable fuzes: design to the use of a standardized component or

(a) Whenever possible, use standard compo- to design a new component especially adapted
nents with established quality level and other to a system is often one of the most difficult a
reliability criteria at least as high as that required designer has to make. On the one hand, a new
by the application. item has often been developed because, in the

(b) Wherever possible, particularly in more layout stage of design, it took less effort to
complex and expensive material, use multiple sketch in something that fit the dimensions than
fuzing (see below), to find out what was available. On the other

(c) Specify materials for which the proper- hand, the hard and fast resolution to use only
ties of importance to your application are well shelf items has resulted in systems which are

2-3
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appreciably inferior to the best attainable with cost and effort because every fuze requires de-
regard to safety, reliability, effectiveness, or velopment, arawings, jigs, fixtures, inspection
compactnes, and in the perpetuation of obso- gages, packaging, and storage space. It is cus-
lete items. tomary to make common fuzes interchange-

As a general rule, the standard item must able.
always be given first preference and must be In some cases interchangeability may be
carefully considered. An important reason in neither possible nor desirable. It would not be
fuze design is the cost and time required to economical or feasible to introduce into all
qualify new items (see par. 2-2). fuzes certain special features that are demanded

When Standards exist for the design of new by special weapons.
items, their use is mandatory. Tre dusgner Interchangeability of fuze parts has not always
should therefore find out whether a Standard received the attention that it deserves. All of the
has been issued, pertaining to his assignment, advantages of multiple usage fuzes are valid for
before he begins to work. For example, the con- fuze parts. Usually, the manufacturer of small
tour of fuzes for 2-inch holes is covered by an p-ts designs his parts for his machines and his
American-British-Canadian-Australian Standard. know-how. Production engineers are attempting
The Standard covers fuzes having 2-12UNS-1A to cut down on the vast number of parts. Ex-
threads for artillery and mortar projectiles of plosive components have largely been standard-
75 mm and larger caliber. Fig. 2-2 shows the ized. No doubt, many advrntages will accrue
contour required for new point-initiated artillery when similar steps are taken for screws, nuts,
fuzes of Type A. Projectile cavity and fuze nose caps, pins, detents, and other sundry parts.
setting-slot dimensions are also covered in this
standard. 24.2 NEED FOR FORMALITY

Another standard of this type is MIL-STD-
320. It lists the standardized series of dimen- By necessity, standards require formality. In
sions for newly developed detonators, primers, a small shop, the proprietor can make an off-
and leads. hand dec;sion or a change to improve his product

One of the reasons for standardizing fuze without consulting anyone and without causing
contours is to enable interchangeability. Maxi. any harm. However, ach shortcuts are det-i-
mum interchangeability is a design goal. Every mental for any large private or Governmental
fuze shotld be usable on as many munitions as organization. Here, it is absolutely essential that
possible so as to reduce the total number of dif- all ideas be properly documented, that all
ferent types of fuzes required. Savings arise in changes be recorded, and that all established

methods be followed.
NOTE - ALL DIMENSIONS I INCHES r 1 The fuze requirements are expressed as full

,S instructions and detailed specifications. They
come from the customer, the Combat Arms,
who is not readily available for informal discus-

WA-, 01A 'GgLt-O7 & Sion. The customer expects a formal reply. Ac-
, VN , OtA I~ "4X cepted methods of communication are progress

OG' W AC reports and drawings. The reports should con-
-- tain brief statements of the problem and the

I conclusions reached to date in addition tow'
_ - disclosure of the progress. Reports on compli-

-- cated tasks are enhanced by including an ab-
stract, a brief history, a description of the

WEIGH? 16 MAY apparatus, a discussion of the methods used,
S0o.o.o, - "s.0 and a list of recommendations proposed. It is

V 376-NO -. just as important to report failures as to report
.97 MAX. successful tests in order to close blind alleys for

others. Drawings will fully describe the hard-
ware and define the contemplated parts. Also,

Figure 2-2. A Standard Fuze Contour adherence to standards and conventions will *

2.4
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a assure clarity and completeness. -ways it will be misused because of carelessness
All changes must be properly documented or extreme environmental stress. Then, too, he

concerning their cause and effect because every must always consider that those who use his
statement in the requirements has a purpose. fuzes vary widely in ability to understand their
Requests for exemptions or modifications may functioning and in many physical characteristics,
certainly be made, but they should be properly such as hand strength. Human Factors specialists
handled. The designer might feel, for example, can often play a vital role in the fuze design proc-
that a change in color, protrusion, or material ess by bringing to bear their specialized knowlo
will not affect performance. However, he may edge in human behavior in the development of
not be aware that the color he chose to vary may Human Factors design data and in conducting
have been standardized as a warning of toxic Human Factors analyses of specific or competLg

gases, that the protrusion may present a pack- fuze designs.
aging problem or that the particular material is
critically needed elsewhere. 2-5.1 SCOPE OF HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

The problem is further intensified because
people in many different locations may be work- Human Factors Engineering is a science inso-
ing on this particular fuze. All designers must far as it seeks to experimentally or analytically
have identical and up-to-date information. A determine man's role in simple or complex man-
change in one lot or in one drawing, even if an machine systems. By understanding the nature of
improvement, could still confuse users, inspec- the system, it is possible for the designer to
tors, and supervisors. Efficiency can be achieved specify the tasks human beings will perform and
only by the freest use of clear communication to their criticality to the system's effectiveness.
avoid error and duplication of effort. For example, the missetting of a delay by one or

It is essential that patent disclosure be made two seconds may have little effect on the success
for all new inventions9 . A patent will not only of the ammunition round. A missetting of im-
insure recognition for the inventor and protect pact instead of delaymay have more serious con-
his interest but it will also protect the rights of sequences. At each point of human use, it is often
the Government. Any designer who has an idea possible to estimate the magnitude and effect of
that he believes to be new, novel, or unique potential human error. Understanding what hu-
should write up a brief description that will iden- mans can or cannot do-their capabilities and
tify it. A simple, freehand sketch always helps. limitations in regard to sight, touch, strength, or
The dated description or disclosure should then intellectual abilily under stress-can help us to
be signed by two witn, ;es and by the designer design these man-machine "interfaces" so that
himself. Thereafter, a patent application will be error free performance is enhanced.
filed and the other customary legal steps can Human Factors specialists have, over the past
follow if desired. 15 years, accumulated a great deal of perform-

ance data relating to areas such as vision, audi-
2-5 HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING tion, design of controls and displays, layout of

workplaces, fatigue, human strength, -_otiva-
The term Human Factors Engineering has tional factors, and anthropometrics (body size).

been used in recent years to characterize design Much of these data has been compiled in easy-
activities aimed at assuring accurate, reliable, to use reference handbooks' 0-1 2 These refer-
safe, and efficient use of components, tools, ences provide design guidelines for such factors
machines, and systems by human beings. When. as maximum torque settings, minimum visi-
ever and wherever man is the ultimate user of bility requirements, and optimal letter dimen-
what we design, his capabilities and limitations sions for labels and instructional markings. More
must be considered in the design process. Al- complex application of Human Factors Engi-
though many aspects qf Human Factors Engi- neering principles, such as evaluation of fre-
neering rely on the application of common sense, quency and magnitude of potential human er-
it is often difficult for the fuze designer to pro. rors, are best left to professional Human Factors
ject the intended uses of his fuze, or the possible specialists.

2.5
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2-5.2 APPLICATION TO FUZE DESIGN PROBLEMS obviously, was not suitable for fruing from a
tank.

Applying Human Factors Engineering to fuze Fig. 2-3 shows Fuze, MT, XM571, with the
design problems reovires that the fuzing mech- setting mechanism redesigned for tank firing
anisi be considereu both (1) as a component The design has the following features:
of a larger ammunition system, and (2) as a sys- (1) There is no need for time settings be-
tem unto itself. In the first instance, the Human yond 10 sec for tank-fired ammunition. The
Factors specialist must consider the entire stock- range of the setting was, therefore, reduced
pile-to-target sequence of the ammunition sys-
tem and assess the impact of such factors as how
and where the system will be used; under what
conditions of environment (illumination, weath-
er, etc.), by what types of troops, under what
limiting conditions. As an example, ammunition
designed for rapid salvo firing may preclude mul-
tiF',ose fuzing because of the time frame in-
volved, or at least, demand that multipurpose
settings be made under extremely rapid condi- KNURL

tions. This would imply that such settings re-
quire minimum applied torque and positive
(visual and auditory) feedback of setting. If
fuzes were armed and set at leisure, prior to
mission firings, more complicated setting and
arming procedures might be permissible. Human
Factors studies might be in order to provide
feedback data on how many fuzes could be
armed or settings be changed per minute under
varying conditions.

Examining fuze design as a component or
system unto itself can be done in a relatively
straightforward manner by considering each
interaction between man and fuze. If fuzes
contain visual displays (arm-safe marks, posi-
tion setting marks, special instructions, etc.),
reference should be made to the guidebook data
for selection of optimal numeral style, size,
color, etc. Choice of control modes-such as
rotating bands, selector switches, or screw set-
tings--can also be made on the basis of pre-
vious study results.

The use of mechanical time fuzes in tank-fired
ammunition is a good illustration of Human

Factors Engineering applied on a system and a
component basis, considering not only fuze de-
sign but the overall use of the ammunition RELASE
system itself. Previously, a setting wrench was BUTTON

used to set the mechanism that was held in posi-
tion by the large torque required to move it
(100 in.-oz). Because of the wide range (100
sec), each 0.1-sec setting represented a circum-
ferential movement of only 0.007 in. Hence, a
vernier scale had to be provided. This fuze, Figure 2-3. Setting Mechanism on Fuze, MT, XM571
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from 200 sec to 10 sec so that each 0.1-sec red dome light during blackout conditions.
setting represents a circumferential movement (6) The fuze is shipped in a ready-to-use
of 0.07 in. This increase eliminates the need for condition, requirb.,g no setting for muzzle ac-
a vernier., tion. (Previously, fuzes were set to safe, thus

12) The setting torque was reduced so that requiring a setting before firing.)
the nose can be turned by hand. A wrench is If one remembers the trying conditions under
thus no longer required. A knurl is provided on -which the user must adjust a fuze, one can un-
the nose to insure a good grip. derstand why this amount of attention is re-

(3) The time setting is held by the release quired for so simple a device as a time-setting
button. When the button is pushed, the nose mechanism.
turns freely. The button has five teeth that
mate with an internal ring gear whose pitch is
such that each tooth represents 0.1 sec. When From the many publications available in both
the button '-, rleased, it will lock the setting classified and unclassified literature, a basic
at any 0.2-sec increment, library has been selected for the fuze designer.

(4) To eliminate the need for tiring tables, These general references, listed at the end of
the scale is calibrated directly in meters. Lines this handbook, are identified by a letter to
are numbered for every 200 meters up to 4400 make multiple referral easier.
meters. The intermediate 100-meter settings Specific references used for the material dis-
have a tick mark. Incidentally, the scale is uneven cussed in this handbook are listed at the end of
because the increments are on a time base. each chapter. Other Engineering Design Hand-

(5) The size, shape, and '.nickness of the books also contain information pertinent to
numbers and the numbered lines were selected fuzes. For a list of current titles, see the inside
experimentally so as to be readable under the back cover.
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CHAPTER 3

PRINCIPLES OF FUZE INITIATION

3-1 GENERAL munition and target, (2) influence sensing with
no contact between munition and target, and

A fuze is a device used to cause functioning of (3) presetting in which the functioning delay of
a munition at a desired time or under specific the fuze is set before launching or implacement.
circumstances. To accomplish this task, the fuze
must become armed, determine a time interval, 3-2.1 SENSING BY CONTACT
sense a target, or recognize some specific cir-
cumstance, and then initiate the desired action, Fuzes which are initiated by contact with the
including any delays or other specialized actions target are the simplest and afford the most direct
that might be required. Commonly, the desired solution of fuzing problems. All functioning ac-
action is to start the propagation of an explo- tions start when some part of the munition
sion. These actions are divided into two main tuches the target. When properly designed, this
parts, arming and functioning system can be used to produce a detonation oi

Arming concerns the shift in the status of a the bursting charge anywhere from a short dis-
fuze from a safe condition to tiat in which the
fuze can function. It is discussed extensively in tance in front of the target to several feet within
Part TWO. the target.

Fuze functioning is the succession of normal The electrical or mechanical action of such
actions from initiation of the first element to de- fuzes is usually activated by some mechanical
livery of an impulse from the last element of the action resulting from contacting the target, for
explosive train. First, the fuze must sense the example, by moving a firing pin, by closing a
target. When the proper target stimulus is re- switch, or by stressing a piezoelectric transducer.
ceived, the fuze mechanism is then ready to go Contact sensing satisfies a wide range of prob-
through the steps that will lead to initiation of lems and results in positive action. On the other
the first element of the explosive train. These hand, a direct hit is required. Other sensing
steps differ depending on whether the fuze is features are needed, particularly for antiaircraft
mechanical or electrical.

use, to function the fuze in case of near misses.
3-2 TARGET SENSING Contact sensing is applied in a variety of ways.(1) On the target surface. The most straight.

Different munitions are assigned specific tasks. forward use of contact sensing occurs when it is
Some are designed to detonate as they approach desired to have a munition detonate on the front
their targets, others are expected to detonate up- surface of the target. When the fuze touches the
on impacting the target, and still others are ex- target, action starts at once and detonation
pected to detonate only after penetrating the occurs as a direct consequence of the sensing.
target. In some cases, it is desired that the fuze (2) Behind the target. A typical example is a
provide for optional actions. Some fuzes are re- munition designed to detonate within the struc-
quired to destroy the munition if no target is ture of an aircraft. Methods of extending func-
sensed within a given time interval or flight dis. tioning time or delaying detonation of the
tance. Some items, such as mines, are expected bursting charge after first contact are discussed
to lie dormant for indefinite periods and then to
function when a suitable target moves into their
effective range. In every instance, the fuze must (3) In front of target. Another example is
first sense the target at the proper time or dis- that of detonating the bursting charge some dis-
tance so that its subsequ'ent actions may be ini- tance in front of target. This distance in front of
tiated. This problem is usually solved in one of the target, known as the stand-off distance, per-
these ways: (1) sensing by contact between mits the shaped charge of high exp!osive, anti

3.1
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tank (HEAT) rounds to develop a characteristic sense the location of the target, or indeperdent
jet that is particularly effective in defeating commands may artificially cause target sensing.
armor. Extremely rapid fuze action (20 u see) When operating properly, the missile guidance
is required to achieve the proper stand-off dis- system compensates for changes in target posi.
tjnce. This can be achieved as follows: a piezo- tion. Once the missile has come into target
electric trrnsducer is placed in the nose that will range, it will then sense the target's exact posi-tion by another means to initiate fuze action.
initiate an electric detonator in the base, or an

explosive element is placed in the nose with 3-2.3 PRESETTING
provisions for its detonation products to be
"spit back" through a tube in the base. The The third type of sensing is achieved by a time
second process is used for slow rounds (1500 fps fuze. Time is estimated arid preset before firing
or less) and when the spit distance is short or launching the ammunition. Time fuzed ammu-
(30 mm weapons). nition may be designed to function: (1) against

moving targets, (2) some distance from a fired
3-2.2 INFLUENCE SENSING target or above ground, or (3) at the target

during subsequent events.

This type of fuzing results in detonation of A range of a few seconds to two minutes is
the bursting charge n the vicinity of the target. common for time fuzes fired to explode against
th busting chargefu in he vni of ttcale moving targets or near targets. The decision as
S\ich sensing is useful in a number of tactical to when the fuze shall function is based on in-
situations: to rain fragments on ground troops formation regarding wind velocity, target range,
from the air or to fill the air around an aircraft position of the target when the missile is due to
with fragments; Since a direct hit is not neces- reach it, and other pertinent details. On this
sary, the net effect is that of an enlarged target. basis, the fuze is set to detonate at the estimated
The leading example of this type of influence most effective time after launching, and the in-
sensing is the proximity fuze of the radio type. terval of time is measured during flight by ap-
Originally, such fuzes were called "VT" but the propriate means, usually a clockwork mechanism
term proximity is now preferred. or an electric timing circuit carried in the fuze.

A simple proximity fuze of the radio type Time fuzed ammunition may also be dropped
or placed at a target and then required to func-

connan a ctiuous-wave tanmitte, a s a tion a long time (several days) after arrival. Such
tenna, and a receiver. When the emitted waves action would, for example, permit friendly
strike a target, some of the energy is reflected troops to leave the area. These long intervals are
back to the antenna. Because of the relative achieved by means of clockworks or chemical
motion between fuze and target, the reflected- delays.
wave frequency differs from the original emitted
frequency and the difference frequency (known 3-2.4 COMMAND
as the Doppler or beat-note frequency) is gen- Command fuzes initiate their munition on im-
erated in the antenna and amplified in the re- pulses received after launching. This is usually
ceiver. When the signal reaches a certain value, done by triggering the fuze with a radio signal
an electric detonator is initiated that in turn when observation indicates that the fuze should
functions the explosive train, function. This point can be determined and the

Proximity fuzes are the subject of other Engi- command sent automatically by use of radar
neering Design Handbooks P t. Some further dis. and other electronic equipment.
cussion is given in par. 12-5.3. 3-2.5 COMBINATIONS AND SELF-DESTRUCTION

Refinements of influence sensing become es-
pecially important for surface-to-air guided mis-
siles. The missile must sense the target both to It is often desired that a fuze be able to sense
follow it and to initiate the fuze action. Several the target in more than one way so as to in-
methods are in use to do this: detectors sense the crease its effectiveness. It is possible, for ex-
target's heat or noise, transmitted radio waves ample, that a time fuze, set incorrectly, might
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far out of range when the time runs oct. On the quires only inexpensive materials. However, such
other hand, a fuze equipped to both contact- a fuze is inherently slow in operation when corn-
sense the target and to be preset would function pared to actions taking place in the order of

en h amicroseconds, and it is not easily adaptable towhen hitting a target before the predetermined

rime setting. In addition, the versatility of a fuze remote sensing.
i si r nFor initiation then, it is necessary to obtain

relative motion between firing pin and primer.
sensing the target. A fuze may be built so that For the simplest solution, the forces on muni-
the operator may preselect the action(s) desired. tion impact are used to crush its nose, thereby
While the impact-time combination mentioned forcing the pin into the primer. In a base fuze,
above is the most common, other combinations the pin or primer may float in a guide throuph
are also used when needed. which it moves when relative changes in mo.

An action often combined with contact sen- mentum occur. Springs are also used to provide

sing fuzes is self-deatruction. In the senre that a relative motion between pin and primer, espe-

fuze is informed in advance when to self- cially in time fuzes where inertial forces of im-

destroy, this action compares to presetting. It pact are not available.
Firing pins for stab initiation are different

differs, however, in that no target is expected at from those for percussion initiation as ex.
that point. This feature is used most often in plained in the paragraphs which follow. Typical
fuzes that are fired at aircraft so that they will firing pins are shown in Fig. 3-1. Ir.itiation by
function before hitting friendly territory if they adiabatic compression, on the other hand, does
miss their target. Self-destruction is accomplished not require a firing pin at all.
when the fuze senses that a certain amount of
time has elapsed or that some change in environ- 3-3.2 INITIATION BY STAB
ment has occurred. This may be achieved di-
rectly by a timer, or indirectly by spin decay or If the pin punctures the primer case and enters

by change in acceleration. a suitable explosive charge, an explosion can be
produced. This is referred to as stab initiation.

3-3 MECHANICAL FUZE INITIATION The point of the stab firing pin commonly used
in United States fuzes is constructed in the shape

3-3.1 THE INITIATION MECHANISM of the frustum of a right circular conec. A firing
pin with a point in the shape of a pyramid seems

Once the fuze receives information that it to improve sensitivity, but is more difficult to

should start target action, a number of complex manufacture. The criteria below have been de-
veloped for the design of stab firing pins. They

mechanis s may start to operate. The necessary are Pustrated in Fig. 3-2.
power to operate the fuse must be made imme- (1) Flat Diameter. Variations in this diam.
diately available. This power must then activate eter have shown little effect on energy input re-
any time delays or other necessary devices prior quired for initiation below a diameter of 0.015
to initiation of the first element of the explosive in. for stab initiated items of currently prevalent
train, design. For larger diameters, the energy input re-

In a mechanical fuze, contact sensing (impact) quirements increase at a much higher rate.
or presetting (time) is converted directly into (2) Included Angle. As this angle is de-
mechanical movement of a firing pin which in creased, the apparent primer sensitivity is in-
turn is driven either into or against the first ele- creased. However, some compromise must be
ment of the explosive train. This is a simple and reached; for, the smaller is the angle, the weaker
straightforward process. Functioning delays are is the firing pin. The angle should be hcld under
usually obtained by pyrotechnic delays which 260 where practical because above this value the
are an intimate part of the explosive train (see required energy input increases rapidly.
par. 4-4.1). (3) Corner Radius. A sharp corner is desir.

A mechanical fuze is simple to produce, rea- able but a small radius is permissible. A radius

3-3
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-11415-41012 OWAU The firing pin alignment with the primea andth

0.079-0.005 WAN. surface finish of the pin will affect the sensitivity
- -of a stab initiator. Other consdertions of im.

portmce pertan dirctly to the primer and as
discussed in par. 4-3. Generally, the primer spe
fications indicate the details of a flring pin and
holder. A typical stab detonator i shown in Fig.

0.140.0 .4-.2 4-4(A).
(4Stab Pin for Fuze,, M5.57 3-3 INITIATION BY PERCUSSION

SContrary to initiation by stab, the fiing pin

w- - 00 -OOO-Qo05 does not puncture the case in percussion initia-

. tion. This difference in action is due to primer
" -- construction. In a percussion primer, the explo-

o2800I OIAtM sive is backed up by a metal anvil. The firing pin
dents the ca and pinches the explosive between

374-0002ce and anvil. The minimum energy of the firingLo.37_o~oo NAM 04s-Qo1

KEyWAy SPHER. RAO. pin is, therefore, a function of the explosive, its
0.126 wI container, and the supporting stucture. Energy

must be applied at a rate sufficient to fracture
(B) Percussion Pin for Bomb Pure, M904, the granular structure of the explosive. Inciden-

to Initiate M9 Delay Element tally, percussion primers are constructed in "this

NOTE:- ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES manner to seal the gas. Percussion primers are
discussed more fully in par. 4-3. Typical prime

Figure 3-1. Typical Firing Pins are shown in Fig. 4B) and (C.
Criteria for percission firing pins have not as

yet been refined to the same degree as those for
stab pins. However, studies have been made of

o the effect of firing pin contour on the sensitivity
INCLUO O ANGLE 260-40 0 of specific primers. It was found that a hemi-

spherical tip gives greater sensitivity than a fiat
0.004 in.r tip and that there is little effect on primer sensi-

tivity as a result of changing tip radius. A hill in-
vestigation of the sensitivity relationship with re-
spect to cup, anvil, charge, and pin has indicated
that sensitivity variations appear to originatk in
the nature of primer cup collapme rather than in

FINISH e~the detonation phenomenon itself C

ALL OVER A study of the effect of firing pin alignment
on primer sensitivity indicates that there is little

Figure 3.2. Standard Firing Pin for Stab Initiators effect if the eccentricity is less than 0.02 in.
Above this eccentricity, sensitivity decreases

of 0.004 in. is specified for the stab pin of rapidly because of primer construction. Sensi.
Fuze, M557 (Fig. 3-1). tivity also decreases as the rigidity of the primer

(4) Material. Both steel and aluminum alloys mounting is decreased.

are in common use as firing pin materials. Tests
indicate a slight sensitivity advantage for steel, 3.3.4 INITIATION BY ADIABATIC COMPRESSION

but the difference is not sufficient to rule out
aluminum alloys or even other metals. A very simple impact fuze that does not con-

(5) Other Criteria. The rear end of the pin tain a firing pin is one that is initiated by a proc-
may be shaped in any way convenient for assem- ess called adiabatic compression. Fig. 3-3 llus-
bly. Two configurations are shown in Fig. 3-1. trates a small caliber fuze of this type. The

34
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ALUNUM WASHER FUZE BODY (PIBD) fuze, sensing occurs in the nose while

detonation proceeds from the base of the missile.
Third, electric lues proave the potential for
accurate time control for time fuses and for

f functioning delays, both of which have not yet
been fully realized. Fourth, the use of electric
power sources and electric initiation affords in-
creased versatility and polsibly less complexity

// + in achieving fuze safety.
The first step in the initiation of electric fuzes

is generally achieved mechanically. It consists in
connecting the power source (1) by using theI force of impact, (2) by electrical signals received
from the target, or (3) by command to the elec-

HH tric circuit. The second step consists of activatingHIGH EXPLOSIV --' any timing circuits which lie between the power

AIR CJUMNN DETONATOR CHARGE source and the first element of the explosive
train. This action culminates in the initiation of
the first element of the train at the desired time

Figure 3-3. Initiation by Adiabatic Compression and place.
More complex, then, than the initiation of

explosive charge can be considered to be initiated mechanical fuzes, initiation of electric fues in.
by the temperature rise resulting from the rapid volves power sources, other electric components,
compression of the air column upon target im- circuitry, and electrical initiation of the first ex-
pact. It is also possible for fragments of the nose plosive element. Electric fuzes are either exter-
of the fuze body to cause initiation. While this nally powered or self-powered, each arrangement
fuze is easy to manufacture, it is neither as having certain advantages. See also Chapter 7 on
sensitive nor as reliable at low velocities or for electric arming. Additional details on power
thin targets as firing pin fuzes. sources are covered in other Handbooks' .!

3-4.2 EXTERNAL POWER SOURCES
3-3.5 INITIATION BY FRICTION

The amount of electrical energy that can be
The heat generated by friction is sufficiently supplied from an external source is large enough

high to initiate an explosive reaction. Friction to ease the restrictions that must normally be
can be generated in various ways, such as by placed on timing circuits and detonator sensi.
rubbing two surfaces together. An example of tivity. For munitions launched from airplanes
friction initiation is Firing Device, M2 (Fig. or fired from ships, external power is readily ob-
13-6), wherein a wire coated with a friction corn- tained. When a fuze is used in the field, on the
position is pulled through an ignition mix. Be- other hand, an external power supply may not
cause the heating time cannot be closely con- be available.
trolled, friction initiation is used only in firing
devices, not in fuzes. 34.3 SELF-CONTAINED POWER SOURCES

34 ELECTRICAL FUZE INITIATION The minimum energy required of a self-con-
tained power source is that needed to fire a

3-4.1 THE INITIATION MECHANISM detonator. In addition, it may be required to op-
erate vacuum tubes or transistors. The source

Why should the designer use an electric fuze? must also meet the necessary military require.
First, the electric fuze can operate within a few ments for temperature, ruggedness, and aging
microseconds after target sensing. Second, the characteristics. The problems become difficult
electric fuze can be initiated from remote places; because of the small amount of available space
for example, in a point-initiating, base-detonating for a power source in a fuze.
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Piezoelectric transducers and electzomagnetic pact switch or other device can discharge the
geeratos are possibilities for converting the capacitor through the detonator to cause deto.
abundant mechanical energy available in a missile nation. Delay time will be a function of the RC
or projectile into sufficient electrical energy. time constant of the circuit.
Various forms of batteries that convert chemical Piezoelectric elements are usually mounted in
or atomic energy into electrical energy have also either the nose or the base of a projectile. Fig.
proven successful. In addition, a precharged con- 3-4 shows a nose-mounted configuration. Electri.
denser makes a satisfactory power source, cal connections are brought out from the faces of

the disk. One side of the disk is grounded and the
3.4.3.1 Piuzoek04ot Tauduuaes other side is connected to the fuze base element

by an insulated wire that passes through the high
When a piezoelectric element is stressed me- explosive. To eiiminate the wire connection, it

chanically, a potential difference will exist across is sometimes possible to use parts of the fuze as
the element which will cause a charge to flow in an electrioal connection between the nose-
the circuit. One common method of manufac- mounted element and the detonator. Any parts
turing such transducers is to form a polycrys- used for this purpose must be adequately insu.
talline piezoelectric material into a ceramic. lated from the Pize housing.
These ceramics can be formed into any desired
shape, such as a disk. For actual use in a circuit, ,oNCCP cMA-
the faces of the ceramic body are usually silver-
coated to form electrodes. In general, the voltage
across such an element is proportional to the

product of stress and element thickness while L
the charge per unit area produced is proportional
to the applied stress. The voltage is developed
immediately when the element is stressed.

A straightforward use of a piezoelectric trans- Figure 3-4. Piezoelectric Nose Element
ducer is to place it in the nose of a projectile. On A somewhat simpler arrangement, in which
impact, the element will be stressed and a voltage the element is mounted in the base of a round,
pulse will be supplied directly to an electric ini- is shown in Fig. 3-5. This arrangement also
tiator. The element must be designed to provide eliminates the connecting wire and results in a
the proper voltage. A word of caution--it is pos- self-contained base fuze. Mounting the element
sible to generate high voltage (10,000 volts) up- in the base, however, requires that it be stressed
on target impact, which will break down the by the impact shock wave transmitted to the
electrical insulation thereby grov-ding out the base along the walls of the projectile.
initiating pulse. In some applications, the complete fuze, in.

Piezoelectric elements are stressed on impact. cluding the piezoelectric element, Is mounted
The signal is transmitted at once in those appli- in the nose of a round. As in the case of the base-
cations where it is desired to function the fuze a mounted element, this results in a self-contained
very short time after impact. In HEAT projec- fuze. Care must be taken to prevent the fuze
tiles, for example, the main explosive charge from being damaged at impact, particularly in
must be detonated before appreciable loss of applications where a delay-after-impact feature
stand-off results from crushing of the ogive or is incorporated.
before deflection occurs from the target at high Quite often, better performance can be ob-
angles of obliquity. This necessitates a fuze func- tained by usir two or more elements connected
tion time of 200 u sec or less after impact ' in electrical parallel rather than a single element.

These elements have also been used in appli- To reduce the possibility of premature fuze
cations where delay after impact is specified. function, a bleeder resistor is normally con-
To accomplish this, the energy pulse generated nected across the piezoelectric element to dissi-
by the element at impact can be applied to the pate any electrical charge that it might accumu-
detonator through a delay network. Another late during storage or as a result of stress induced
possible solution is to stress the element on by setback or spin. The value of the bleeder re-
firing to charge a capacitor. At impact, an im- sistor must be high enough to insure that most
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P61ZOELIC?0I1 CAYST&L tact with the steel envelope. The envelope is

grounded to tke projectile, thereby completing
the circuit and allowing the energy in the piezoid
to flow to the fuze.

Electrical energy is stored in the )ie.oid by a
unique reversal of piezo-strain. Setback forces,
acting on the components in front of the piezoid
(viz.' the fulcrum plate, shorting bar, ball sup-

Fir 3port), generate a compressive strain within the
Figure 3-5. Piezoelectric Base Element piezoid. This strain produces an electrical poten-

tial between the piezoid surfaces. As the setback
of the energy delivered by the elemeit is dissi- forces approach a maximum value, setback de-
pated in the detonator. Some protection against flects the shorting bar tang and makes contact
prematures as well as decreased sensitivity to with the anvil through the slot provided in the
light targets (such as 1/8-in, fir plywood) may be fulcrum plate, causing a short circuit between
obtained by the use of a large air gap (in the or- the piezoid surfaces. The short reduces the po-
der of 0.150 in.) in the circuit between Lhe ele- tential across the piezoid to zero while the pie-
ment and the detonator. This ap is closed by the zoid is still strained. When the setback forces
force of impact with heavier targets. A small gap decrease, the shorting bar tang returns to its
(in the order of 0.010 in.) may be used if a mate- original position, removing the short. The pie-
rial with a suitable dielectric is added. Upon im- zoid is unstrained as setback decays to zero,
pact with the target, sufficient energy must be generating a new potential of opposite polarity
generated by the piezoelectric element to cause which is retained by the capacitance of the ele.
electrical arcing through the dielectric permitting ment until the ball switch is closed. The ball
normal functioning. The use of a bleeder resistor switch was designed to function upon graze
is recommended even with a spsrk gap, The impact and upon impacting soft targets that do'
bleeder resistor should directly shunt the piezo- not crush the nose of the round.
electric element and not include the spark gap in
its circuit. 3-4.3.2 ElectromagnetIc Generators

The Piezoelectric Control-Power Supply,
XM22E4, is shown in Fig. 3-62 . It is the power Electromagnetic generators are divided into
source for the XM539E4 Base Fuze of the two general types, rotated and sliding. Both of
XM409 HEAT Cartridge. The power supply,
housed in the nose, was designed to supply the SHORTING BAR

base element with an electrical charge at the
prope- timc. The minimum charge is set at 300 FULCRUM PLATE B CALL SWITCH

volts with 1000-picofarad capacitance. Basically, F:EZOIO \ \ SWITCH
the power supply consists of a piezoelectric INSULATOR

ceramic element and an inertia ball switch, both A--
contained vnth6 a steel envelope that is hermeti-
cally sealed.

The piezoid is held in an anvil that provides
support during setback and also provides elctri- -"
cal connection to the terminal pin. From the:e, a
wire connects to the fuze in the base. A fulcrum
plate bers against the opposite face of the pi-
ezoid and also acts as the other leg of the elec- TERMINAL

trical connection that follows through the adja-
cent parts and to the impact switch. Further
electrical continuity is interrupted by the switch 1os In -

insulator. Upon deceleration due to impact or
graze function, the ball is driven forward, de- Figure 3.6. Piezoelectric Control-Power Supply,
flecting the tarks of the switch, and making con- XM22E4
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these necestate relative movement between a dance falls which again tends to hold the voltage
magnet and a conducting coil. applied to the load constant.

The generated voltape depends upon the num- The other form of electromagnetic generator
bet of lines of magnetic force which the conduc- can be used in contact-sensing fuzes. Upon im-
tor can cut and the velocity with which this cut- pact, a magnet is pushed through a coil or a
ting is accomplished. As an example of the first coil is pushed past a magnet. This can be done
type, a fuze may be supplied with energy from either by using the impact forces directly to
an electric generator that is wind-driven by an move one or the other members, or by using the
external propeller at speeds up to 50,000 rpm. impact forces to release the moving element
The generator must be small, light, rugged, which would then be spring-driven past the other
stable, and simple in operation. The rotor is a elements.
small permanent magnet while the stator carries Induced voltage for this second type of elec-
two windings, one for low voltage and the other tromagnetic generator follows the same law as
for high voltage. The low voltage, AC, heat. the that stated for the rotated generator. The flux
vacuum tube filaments but the high voltage is can be changed by altering the gap size in the
rectified with a selenium rectifier and the re- magnetic circuit, by removing or adding a keeper
sulting DC siaa is filtered for the plate supply. to the magnet, or by introducing other materials
This voltage may also be used to fire an electric into the magnetic circuit. Any of these circuit
detonator, changes can be accomplished with the mechani-

Fig. 3-7 shows a typical circuit for an elec- cal forces available during impacts.
trical system tha& can be solved for the voltage
across the load resistance RL by applying Max- 3-4.3.3 BatWti
well's loop current methods. Here

Batteries are appealing because they can be
adapted to a large number of situations. They

E - d (3-1) aof several types'.
II Batteries with radioactive elements are, in gen-

eral, high-voltage low-current-drain cells. These

where E is the generated voltage, N is the num- are usually used to keep a capacitor charged.
ber of turns in the coil, and d4b/dt is the rate of They have good temperature and age characteris-
change of the flux in weber/sec. The flux is rela- tics. Wet-cell type batteries can be designed with
tively constant, but since the rotor speed varies any output from low-voltage, low-drain batteries
widely, E also varies. The voltage may be regu- to high-voltage, high-drain batteries. At present
lated by the following method: The load resist- most of them have poor age and temperature
ance is made small in comparison with the in- characteristics. In solid electrolyte batteries, a
ductive reactance of the stator winding. Then as solid replaces the liquid electrolyte of the wet
the rotor speed increases, the frequency of the cell. Such batteries are restricted to small cur-
generated voltage increases. However, the in- rents because of their high internal resistance.
ternal impedance of the generator increases Reserve batteries are those that are activated just
which tends to hold the output voltage constant. prior to launching (by some external force) or
Also a capacitor is shunted across the load re- during launching (by using the launching forces).
sistor. As the frequency increases, the impe- They can be designed for a wide range of con-

ditions and have good age and temperature
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE xL characteristics.

One of the most common fuze batteries in
APACTIVEI use today is the thermal battery. A thermal

GENERATED LO EACTANCE j .^ sTvt battery is basically a primary voltaic cell of the
V0LTG RRE xNT LOO Lo reserve type4 . During storage, the electrolyte isEg CURRENT CRET RL

g in an inactive solid state. When heat is applied to
the electrolyte (temperature of about 7500F),
the electrolyte becomes a liquid ionic conductor.

Figure 3.7. Typical Circuit for Wind-driven I A complete thermal battery contains an integral
Generator source of heat that is inert until required for
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operation. One way of providing heat is to sur- Capacitors are also useful if they are con-

round the individual cells with a pyrotechnic nected in parallel with a battery of high voltage
material that is ignited by a percussion primer, but of low current. Such a battery can supply
The activation time (the time for the electrolyte electrical energy over a period of time to charge

to melt) varies from about % sec to about 8 sec the capacitor to the open circuit voltage of the
depending on battery size; the smaller the bat- battery and maintain that charge if its output
tery, the faster the activation time. Thermal is greater than the leakage current. The capacitor
batteries can be designed for a variety of dimen- can then discharge this stored energy at the de-
sions and outputs. Their active life is about 10 sired time and rate. The electrical energy H, is
min. They are inherently rugged, withstanding all given by
required shock and vibration tests, and have a
shelf life of approximately 15 yr. 2 (H/e G '  (E, - E2. .) joule (3-3)

3-4.3.4 Capacitors

Capacitors can be used as convenient sources where the E's are in volts and C in farads.
when an electric pulse of short duration is re-
quired. Advantages are lightness, economy, and 3-4.4 TIMING CIRCUITS
stability. Capacitors may either be precharged
from an external power source or from a self- Electrical time fuzes and electrical functioning
contained source such as a battery or a piezo- delays are achieved by the same general system.

electric transducer. Assume that the voltage to Since RC timing circuits are used more common-
which the capacitor is charged, the minimum, ly in the arming process, they are discussed in
voltage required to initiate the detonator, and par.7-3.
the load resistance are known. Then the time
interval t during which a given capacitor can op- 3-4.5 INITIATION OF THE FIRST EXPLOSIVE
erate as a power supply, i.e., retain a usable ELEMENT
charge, is given by While the details of electrical explosive ele-

E ment, are discussed in par. 4-3.1.4, consideration
t RL C 1n -L, sec (3-2) must be given to their initiation. In mechanical

E initiaion, fuze functioning and initiation of the
where first element in the explosive train are directly

related. Electric initiators, however, respond to
RL = total leakage resistance of the sys- an electrical signal that may be produced far

tem, including the capacitor, ohm from the initiator so that the electric pulse may
be affected by the transmission line. Also, the

C = capacitance of the capacitor, farad resistance of the initiator can affect size and
duration of this transmitted pulse from the

E = voltage at which capacitor is power source. Different initiators have resist-

charged, volt ances which vary from a few ohms, or even to
megohms. Energy requirements vary from a

= voltage required to initiate the det- few hundred to several thousand ergs although,
onator at the capacitance of the for certain initiators, the initiating energy is notthe most satisfactory or only parameter tocapacitor, volt consider.

The designer, after deciding upon a suitable
The dielectric materials with the least leak e power source, must first ascertain what part of

for use in fuze capacitors are Mylar*, polysty- its original pulse can be passed on to the initiator
rene, and mica. and then he must choose an initiator wh'ch will

detonate when the minimum available pulse is
*Regi, tered trade name, E. 1.duPont de Nemours & Co., applied. This is often a difficult problem be-
Inc., for polythylene glycol ter,,phthala.te. cause the parameters of the initiator have not
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necessarily been determined in the same terms as battery or to choose another initiator. The ini-
those that define the power source pulse. tiators with larger resistance often require higher

Suppose, for example, a battery is chosen voltage levels than those with the small re-
as the source. This battery operates at a cer- sistanceb evn though the energy requirements
tain voltage with one resistive load for a speci, may be less. This circumstance sometimes de-
fied time interval. However, the voltage or velops into a, oscillating test program in which
the time may be greatly changed if an initiator one initiator is chosen to fit the available pulse
is chosen with its resistance several orders of and then the power source is modified to make
magnitude lower or higher. It then may be the fit even ci, ser. Then a new initiator is
necessary to redetermine the action of the chosen, etc.
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CHAPTER 4
THE EXPLOSIVE TRAIN

4-1 GENERAL velocity of sound through the undisturbed mate-
rial. When used in its normal manner, low explo-

The explosive train is an important part of the sive burns or deflagrates rather than detonates.
fuze system in that it provides transistion of a The burning rate depends upon such characteris-
relatively feeble stimulus into tie desired explo- tics as the degree of confinement, area of burn-
sive output of the main charge. An explosive ing surf,-ce, and composition. In many instances,
train is an assembly of explosive elements ar- low explosives are fuels mixed with suitable oxi-
ranged in order of decreasing sensitivity. While dants in order to obtain the proper burning
both high and low explosive trains exist, we are action.
concerned mainly with the former in this As shown in Fig. 4-1, burning starts at the
chapter. point of initiation 0 and travels along the col-

The reader is urged to study the handbook, umn of explosive as indicated'. The products
Exph~s i,,e Trains ', if his interest is in the design travel in every direction away from the burning
or development of explosive trains. This refer- surface. As a result, pressure is built up within
ence contains far more detail and many more the space of confinement. The velocity of propa-
references on the subject than can be included gation increases with pressure until it becomes
in the scope of this handbook. constant.

Low explosives are divided into two groups:
4-2 EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS (1) gas-producing low explosives which include

propellants, certain primer mixtures, igniter mix-
Explosive materials used in ammunition are tures, black powder, photoflash powders, and

substances or mixtures of substances which may certain delay compositions; and (2) non-gas-pro-
be made to undergo a rapid chemical change, ducing low explosives including the gasless type
without an outside supply of oxygen, with the delay compositions.
liberation of large quantities of energy generally
accompanied by the evolution of hot gases. Cer- COLUMN OF LOW EXPLOSIVE

tain mixtuzes of fuels and oxidizers can be made 0lto explode and these are considered to be explo- RI
sives. However, a substance such as a fuel which FLAME FRONT-

requires an outside source of oxidizer, or an oxi-
dizer which requires an outside source of fuel to I --
explode, is not considered an explosive. In gen- 1W
eral, explosives can be subdivided into two
classes, low explosives and high explosives ac-
cording to their rate of reaction in normal STABLE BURNING RATE

usage.
Nearly all types of explosives are represented

in fuzes. Each one has its peculiarities and ef- 0 STANCE ALONG COLUMN

fects. Some materials are described in order to
provide a basis for comparison. Since this is a IN UNDISTURO MEDIUM
complex field, only the essential ideas have been
introduced for use in later chapters. Figure 4-I. Burn i.,g Low Explosive

4-2.1 LOW EXPLOSIVES
4-2.2 HIGH EXPLOSIVES

An explosive is classified as a low explosive
if the rate of advance of the chemical reaction An explosive is classified as a high explosive if
zone into the unreacted explosive is less than the the rate of advance of the chemical reaction zone

4-1
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into the unreacted explosive exceeds the velocity as the vigor of initiation, particle size, amount of
of sound through this explosive. This rate of ad- charge reacted initially, and other factors.
vance is termed the detonation rate for the ex-
plosive under consideration. High explosives are COLUMN OF HIGH FXPLOSIVE

divided into two gro-ns: primary and secondary. 0111 1 1 1 1
Primary high explosives are characterized by ) _ .. .

their extreme sensitivity in iritiation by both
heat and shock. The detonation rate stabilizes i
in a short period of time and in a very small dis-
tance even with a weak mechanical or beat stinu- - /

Itt STABLE DETONATION -

lus. It is generally considered that materials such I WAVE VELOCITY
as lead ozide, lead styphnate, diazodinitrophenol,
and hexanitromannite are primary high expl- -
sires.0

Secondary high explosives are not readily ini- 1
tiated by heat or mechanical shock but rather by DISTANCE ALONG COLUMN ---------

an explosive shock from a primary explosive. ¢, VELOCITY OF SOUND WAVE

Materials such as PETN, RDX, tetryl, Composi. IN UNDISTURBED MEIUM

tion B, Composition A-3, Composition C-4, TNT,
and picratol are considered secondary high explo- Figure 4-2. Detonating High Explosive

antes.
Certain materials can be cited that apparently Ishow an overlapping of definitions even though /t

these definitions are the ones commonly used. [ STABLE DETONATION

For example, a double-base propellant when inl- S WAVE VELOCITY
tiated with an igniter reacts as a low explosive; NONOTONATING "

but this material can be made to detonate if it is 0 IGH EXPLO'. 1E
a

initiated with an intense shock. Conversely, M
TNT, a high explosive, can be ignited by flame 0

under certain conditions, and it will burn with- -

out detonating. D ISTANCE THROUGH HIGH EXPLOSIVE 
- -

The detonation velocities of high explosives =, VELOCITY OF SOUND WAVE

are illustrated in Figs. 4-2 and 4-3. Fig. 4-2 IN UNDISTURSED MEDIUM

shows a column of high explosive that has been Figure 4-3. Examples of Good and Poor
initiated at 0. When the reaction occurs prop- Detonations
erly, the rate of propagation increases rapid)
exceeds the velocity of sound , in the unreacteu
explosive, and forms a detonation wave that 4.2.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES
has a definite stable velocity.

Fig. 4-3 shows the rate of propagation of a Some of the most important characteristics
reaction front under ideal conditions (upper are sensitivity, stability, detonation rate, corn-
curve) and poor conditionq °.)vwer curve). The patibility, and destructive effect. Although these
reaction starts and becor !- a detonation if the properties are the ones of most interest to th(
proper conditions exist. However, if the ini- fuze designer, they are, unfortunately, difficult
tiating stimulus is insufficient or if the physical to measure in terms of an absolute index. Stand-
conditions (such as confinement or packig) are ard laboratory tests, empirical in nature, are still
poor, the reaction rate may follow the lower used to provide relative ratings for the different
curve. The front may then travel at a much explosives. Hence, the designer must rely upon
lower speed and this speed may even fall off these until more precise methods of evaluation
rapidly. are dev;sed.

This growth of a burning reaction to a detona- input sensitivity iefers to the energy stimulus
tion is influenced considerably by the conditions required to cause the explosive to react. A highly
-4f density, confinement, and geometry as well sensitive explosive is one that initiates as a result
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of a low energy input. All explosives have charac- Stability is the measure of an explosive's abil-
teristic sensitivities to various forms of stimuli ity to remain unaffected during prolonged stor-
such as mechanical, electrical, or heat impulses. age or by adverse environmental conditions (pres-

The most common form of mechanical stinmu- sure, temperature, humidity). Samples of the ex-
lus is impact. See 'Fable 4-1 for impact sensi- plosive are removed periodically (annually) from
tivity ratings of explosives, Senttivity of an ex- storage and tested for any change in propertieb.
plosive to impact is determined by dropping a Ordinarily the time required for such surveillance
2-kg weight on a sample of the explosive from tests is too long, hence accelerated tests are car-
different heights. Sensitivity is then defined as ried out under simulated environmental condi-
the least height at which 1 out of 10 tries results tions. Weight loss, volume of gas evolved, time
in an activation. The greater the drop height, the for traces of nitrogen oxides to appear, tempera-
lower is the sensitivity. Different apparatus yield ture of ignition, decomposition, or detonation
slight differences in results. There are two types provide data from which the stability oi the ex-
of apparatus commonly employed:, one devel- plosive may be inferred with a reasonable degree
oped by the Bureau of Mines3 and one by of certainty.
Picatinny 4,rsenal4 . ('omipatibility implies that two materials, such

as an explosive charge and its container, do not
TABLE 4-1. IMPACT SENSITIVITY OF EXPLOSIVES react chemically when in contact with or in

proximity to each other, particularly over long
PA Illpa(t periods of storage. Incompatibilities may pro-

irop of .- ky Bur,,au of duce either more sensitive or less sensitive com-
xploste Weight, in. Mines, in. )pounds or affect the parts they touch. If the

Lead Azide 5 7 metal container is incompatible with the explo-

Lead Styphnate 3 7 sive, coating or plating it with a compatible mate-

TNT 14 40 rial will often resolve the difficulty. The com-

RDX 8 13 patibility of two materials may be determined

Tetryl 8 11 by st3ring them together for a long Lime under

Composition B 14 30 both ordinary and extreme conditions of temper.
ature and humidity. Table 4.2 lists compati-

Heat energy may be applied as friction. The bility relations among various metals and corn-
friction pendulum test measures sensitivity of an mon explosive materials. The blank spaces indi.
explosive when exposed to a pendulum on which cate no definite results to date.
a shoe swings and rubs on the explosive. This Table 4-3 lists several physical properties of
test shows to what extent the i:plosive is af- high explosives. The densities are given in g/cm3

fected by friction and impact. and the detonation velocities in m/sec. Other
Another method for determining sensitivity to properties are found in standard reference

explosive input is provided by a brisance test. books ' ".
Bnsance is the shattering effect shown by an ex- Table 4-4 contains a list of common explo-
plosive. The weight of a primary explosive neces- sive materials. They are used, for example, in
sary to obtain the maximum crushed sand from primers, detonators, leads, and boosters (see
the sample explosive is found. The standard test par. 4-3).
uses a sand bomb holding 200 g of special sand.
A No. 6 blasting cap containing 0.4 g of the
sample explosive is buried in the sand. The 42.4 PRECAUTIONS FOR EXPLOSIVES
weight of lead azide (used to initiate the sample
explosive) necessary for the sarnpl to crush the No explosive materials are safe; but when
greatest amount of sand is the measure of input handled properly, all of them are relatively safe'.
sensitivity. For example, explosive A is con- The first requisite for safe handling of explosives
sidered nore sensitive than explosive B if less is to cultivate respect for them. One who learns
azide is required for A than for B. Other recent only by experience may find that his first ex-
methods for measuring output include tests of perience is his last. The potentialities of all com-
detonation rate, internal blast, plate dent, air mon explosives should be learned so that any
shock, and cord gar tests. one of them can be handled safely.

4-3
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TABLE 4-2. COMPATIBILITY OF COMMON EXPLOSIVES AND METALS

Lead Lead
Azide Styphnate PEN 7W HX Tetryl

Magnesium N B N S
Aluminum A N A N A N VS A N VS A N
Zinc C N A B VS

Iron N A B S
Steel C N B N VS AVS S C H
Tin AN A AN

Cadmium C A
Copper D N A B N VS A S S AN
Nickel C A AN

Lead N A A N

Cadmium plated steel B N S VS VS A N
Copper plated steel N B N VS B VS VS A VS

Nickel plated steel N B N VS A N S A N
Zinc plated steel N B N VS A N S AN
Tin plated steel N A B VS

Magresium aluminum VS B N S
Monel Metal C N
Brass DN B NS AS S B VS
Bronze N A A VS

18-8 stainless steel A N A ANN A N N A N
Titanium N N N
Silver N N N

CODE

A no reaction H heavy corrosion of metals
B slight reaction VS very slight corrosion of metals
C reacts readily S slight corrosion of metals
D reacts to form sensitive materials N no corrosion

4-2.4.1 General Rules for Handling Explosives electricity.
(6) Avoid flame- and spark-producing equip-

(1) Consult the safety regulations prescribed ment.
by the military agency and by the local and (7) Keep to a minimum the number of per.
Federal Governments. sonnel at work in the same area, but one man

(2) Conduct all experiments in the prescribed should never work alone.
laboratory space, never near storage spaces of (8) Be sure that the chamberm for "loading"
bulk explosives. and "exploding" are well shielded electrically

(3) Experiment with the smallest sample of and mechanically.
explosive that will answer the purpose. (9) Some explosive materials are stored wet,

(4) Keep all work areas free from contami- some dry, and some in special containers. In-
nants. sure that the special requirements for each type

(5) Avoid accumulation of charges of static are complied with in full.
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TABLE 4-3. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FUZE EXPLOSIVES

P/hy.twl (Clam-aterixtie~v V*tonatiny Velocity Loadinuq Pre., sure

Howe Ihnsity Pot it, Density Usied, Velocity, I'?esvute. bensity,
Ex~plosive Loaded V,(./cm1 ,/. JI i gsr 'e C psi g/cm

Tetlyla Premsed 1.73 130 1.71 7850 5,000 1.47

RDb15,000 1.63
RDbPremsed 1.82 204 1.65 8180 5,000 1.52

15,000 1.65
PETNc Pressed 1.77 141 1.70 8300 5,000 1.58

20,000 1.71
Lead Azide Pressed 4.80 Decomposes 4.0 5180 5,000 2.71

15,000 3.07
Lead Styphnate Pressed 3.02 Detonates 2.9 5200 5,000 2.23

15,000 2.57
TNT 1  Cast or 1.65 81 1.56 6640 5,000 1.40

Pressed 6825 15,000 1.52

NOTE: a 2,4,6, Trinitrophenyl Methylnitramine
b Cyclotrimetbylenetrinitramine
c Pentaerythrite Tetranitrate
d 2,4,6, Trinitrotoluene

TABLE 4-4. COMMON EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS

Acceptable Use Only for
Use Normally Used for mixrture8 Special Applications

Primer Lead Azide Antimony Sulfide Diazodinitrophenol
Lead Styphnate Barium Nitrate Mannitol Hexanitrate

Basic or Lead Sulfocyanate Mercury Fulminate
Normal Nitrocellulose Nitrostarch

Tetracene
Detonator

Intermediate
Charge Lead Azide Same as above
Base Charge Lead Azide Same as above

PETN
Tetryl

Lead or Booster RDX Pentolite
RDX/wax Pressed TNT
Tetryl PETN

4.2.4.2 Storae of Live Fuzes effects of an explosion of the fuzes. For the pur-
pose of hazard categorization, ammunition is di-
vided into twelve classes depending upon their

Fuzes like other explosivp items are normally relative strength and sensitivity. Of these tern.
stored in igloo magazines covered with earth. fuzes are of medium hazard, hence are listed in
Protection is afforded against fuze~ initiation due classs 3 to 8 depending upon their coaltents
to external explosions and against spreading the and packaging.
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4-3 INITiAL EXPLOSIVE COMPONENTS 4-3.1.2 Prcassion Primema

Percussion primers differ from stab initiators
in that they are initiated and fired without punc-

4-3.1 GE"JERAL CHARACTERISTICS turing or rupturing their containers. They are
therefore used in fuzes mainly as initiators for

It has been convenient to use the term initiat,,r obturated (sealed) delay elements. The essential
to refer to a class of devices including primers, components of a percussion primer are a cup, a
detonators, and several special devices that are all thin layer of priming mix, a sealing disk and an
in"ial explosive components. anvil. Initiation is accomplished by a blunt firing

A primer is a relatively small, sensitive explo- pin which squeezes the priming mix between cup
sive component used as the first element in an and anvil. Typical percussion primers are shown
explosive train. As such it serves as an energy in Fig. 4-4(B) and (C). In general, they are lesse transducerconertin uc tsrvas an mehanil sensitive than stab initiators (12 in.-oz is a typi-
transducer, converting electrical or mechanical cal "all-fire" point). Percussion primer cups are
energy into explosive energy. In this respect, constructed of ductile metals, commonly brass,
then, the primer is unique among the other ex- in order to avoid rupture by the firing pin.
plosive components in a train.

A primer, which is loaded with sensitive mate- 4-3.1.3 Flash Detonators
rial, has a relatively small explosive output. It Flash detonators are essentially identical in
may not detonate, but it may induce detonation construction to stab initiators. They are sensi-
in succeeding components of the train. Some- tive to heat. A typical flash detonator is shown
times, however, the purpose of a primer is per- in Fig. 4-4(D). Flash detonators are considered
formed, for convenience in fuze design, by other to be initiators for convenience of grouping even
components such as an electric detonator. though they are not the first element in the ex-

A detonator is a small, sensitive, explosive plosive train.
component that is capable of reliably initiating
high order detonation in the next high explosiv 4-3.1,4 Electric Initiators
element in the explosive train. It differs from a Electric primers and electric detonators differ
primer in that its output is an intense shock from stab initiators in that they contain the ini-
wave. It can be initiated by nonexplosive energy tiation mechanism as an integral part. They con-
or by the output of a primer. Furthermore, it stitute the fastest growing class of explosive
will detonate when acted upon by sufficient initiators (see also par. 4-4.5.2).
heat, mechanical, or electrical energy. Several types of initiation mechanisms are

Primers and detonators are commonly placed commonly employed in electric initiators: hot
into two groups, namely mechanical and electri- wire bridge, exploding bridgewire, film bridge,
cal. Electrical includes those which are initiated conductive mixture, and spark gap. Typical elec-
by an electric stimulus while all others are me-
chanical. Therefore, the mechanical group in- tric initiators are shown in Fig. 4-5. Electrical
cludes not only percussion and stab elements contact is by means of two wires, by center pin
which are initiated by the mechanical motion of and case, or occasionally by two pins.
a firing pin but also flash detonators which are To describe the construction, let us exanine a
included because of their similarity in construc- wire lead initiator. Two lead wires are molded
tion and sensitivity. As a group, electrical ini- into a cylindrical plug, usually of Bakelite, so that
tiators are more sensitive and difter from the the ends of the wire are separated by a con-
mechanical group in that they contain the ini- trolled distance on the flat end of the plug. This
tiating mechanism, the plug, as an integral p oa.
The paragraphs which follow describe the com- gap can then be bridged with a graphite film or a

mon initiator types. bridgewire.

4-3.1.1 Stab Initiators 4-3.1.6 Squibs

The stab initiator is a rather simple item con- Metal parts of squibs are identical to those of
sisting of a cup loaded with explosives ard coy- electric iitiators. A typical squib is shown in
ered with a closing disk. It is sensitive to me- Fig. 4-6. A low explosive, flash charge is provided
chanical energy. A t:m-ical stab detonator is to initiate the action of pyrotechnic devices (see
shown in Fig. 4-4(A). also par. 4-4.5.2).
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BRIcwgRE air shock, the hangfire, namely the time lapse be-

PLUG .. SLEEVE tween supply of mechanical energy to the primer
LEADS output; and flame duration. Each of these meas-

-T urable quantities has been related to effective-
o01 ness in one or another application by experi.

ment, theory, or intuition. Howver, no general

037 quantitative relationship of value to a designaer
N/ has been developed.

FLASH CHARGE COMPOSITION-' As its name implies, a detonator is intended to
Figure 4-6. Electric Squib, M2 induce detonation in a subsequent charge. The

two features of its output which are useful for

4-3.2 INPUT CONSIDERATIONS this purpose are the shock wave it emits and the
high velocity of the fragments of its case. The

When using primers and detonators, one must output effectiveness of detonators of current de-
consider both input and output characteristics, signs is directly related to the quantity of the ex-
The decision as to which characteristic to use is plosive which detonates, and to the vigor of
often dictated to the designer by the quantity of this detonation. These quantities are somewhat
input energy available. For details on fuze initia- less predictable than in most other components
tion see pars. 3-3 and 3-4. Sensitivity should be because the transitions from burning to detona-
no greater than necessary in the required appli- tion and from low order to high order detona-
cation. tion take place in the detonator.

Output of the initiator must be considered at These transitions can require anything from a
the same time as input. The system requirements hundredth of an inch to the whole length of a
will usually determine the type of output detonator, depending upon such factors as load-
needed: a flame, a detonation, or a mechanical ing density, composition, particle size, confine-
function. While perhaps to a lesser extent in this ment, and column diameter. However, recent de-
regard, the fuze designer is also concerned with velopments in lead azide production have re-
construction features. suited in materials in which these transitions re-

Information has been published on the char- quire so little explosive that the output of a
acteristics of initiators that can serve as a good detonator can be predicted with a fair degree of
starting point for consideration3'o. Functioning confidence.
times as well as sensitivity are readily available The effective output of a detonator includes
together with sizes, mounting methods, and con- factors of pressure, duration, and area over
nections. The exploding bridgewire initiators which the pressure acts. Clearly a simple product
have been surveyed in a journal article'. Many of these quantities is inadequate as a character-
explosive trains of different types exist that ization because a low pressure of either long
have a proven record of performance c. duration or large extent would obviously be

ineffective.
4-3.3 OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS Detonator output is measured by means of

gap or barrier tests, sand test, copper block test,
The output of a primer includes hot gases, hot lead disk test, steel plate dent test, Hopkinson

particles, a pressure pulse which, in some cases, bar test and in terms of the velocity of the air
may be a strong shock, and thermal radiation. shock produced c.

Measurable quantities which have been used to The output characteristics are achieved by
characterize primer output include: the volume means of the explosives used. Primers are loaded
of the gas emitted; the impulse imparted to a col- with one of a variety of priming compositions.
ume of mercury by the pressure pulse; the light Typical detonators have three charges--a priming
output as measured by a photocell; the tempera- charge, an intermediate charge, and a base
ture rise of a thermocouple exposed to the out- charge-although two of these can be combined.
put gases and particles; the ionic conduction be- The priming charge is like that of the primer.
tween a pair of probes exposed to the output; The intermediate charge is usually lead azide
the pressure rise in a chamber in which the out- while the base charge can be lead azide, PETN,
put is confined; the propagation velocity of the tetryl, or RDX.
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4-3.4 CONSTRUCTION Fig. 4-7. Representative delays covering various
time ranges have been compiled in a compen-

Initiators usually consist of simple cylindrical diumin.
metal cups into which explosives ate pressed and Explosives for delay elements may be grouped
various inert parts inserted. MIL-STD-320 de. into two categories: gs-producing delay mix-
scribes design practices and specifies the standard tures and "gasless" delay mixtures. (See pars. 6-5
dimensions, tolerances, finishes, and materials and 6-6 for mechanical means of achieving delay
for initiator cups. In general, all initiator designs and par. 7-3 for electrical methods.)
snould conform to this Standard. However, it is
not the intent of the Standard to inhibit the de-
velopment of new concepts so that an occasional
departure from the standard may be necessary
for special circumstances. PRIMER OLDER

Initiators are loaded by pressing powdered ex-
plosive into the cup at between 10,000 and
20,000 psi. Whlo the length of an explosive BAFFLE

charge is greater than its diameter, the usual
practice is to load it in increments not over one
diameter long. After loading, the cup is closed 0.173 in

with a sealing disk and crimped. In addition to DELAY ODER

the explosive, electric initiators contain a plug
assembly consisting of the plg, electrodes, and COLUMN
bridge.

ELEMENT RELAY,

4-4 OTHER EXPLOSIVE COMPONENTS M6

4-4.1 DELAY ELEMENTS BODY

Delay elements are incorporated into an ex- Figure 4-7. Delay Element, M9
plosive train to enhance target damage, by allow-
ing the missile to penetrate before exploding, or 4.4.1.1 Gas-producing Delay Mixtures
to control the timing of sequential operations.
When the explosive train provides a time lag, Black powder has long been employed as a de-
the component creating this lag is called a delay lay material. Formed ir.nto compressed pellets,
element. The delay must, of course, be so incor- columns, or ring segments, it has been used to
porated in the fuze that it will not be damaged olztain delay times from several hundred milli-
during impact with the target. This feature is seconds to one minute. Black powder is easily
most easily achieved by placing the fuze in the loaded and ignited. It is readily available in a
base of the missile. If this is not possible, the variety of granulations and quality. However,
delay must be buried deep in the fuze cavity in since burning black powder produces consider-
the event that the forward portion of the fuze is able quantities of heat and gas, vents or gas col-
stripped from the missile on target impact. lecting chambers must be incorporated into such

Generally, delay columns burn like a cigarette, delay systems. Black powder is affected by load-
i.e., they are ignited at one end and burn linearly. ing pressure, atmospheric pressure, moisture, and
Delays may be ignited by v suitable primer. Igni- confinement. It has largely been supplanted by
tion should occur with as little disruption of other delay compositions, particularly in more
the delay material as possible because a violent recent designs.
ignition, can disrupt or even bypass the delay col-
umn. For this reason, baffles, special primer as- 4-4.1.2 "Gasles" Delay Mixtures
semblies, and expansion chambers are sometimes
included in a delay element. A typical arrange- Since pressure of the evolved gas affects the
ment is that of Delay Element, M9, shown in performance of delays, efforts have been made

4-9
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to produce "Palen" delay mixtures' ,2. "Gas- 4-4.3 LEADS
les" mixtures are superior to other types, par.
ticulary where long delay times are needed or The purpose of a lead (rhymes with feed) is to
where space is limited and escape of hot gases transmit the detonation wave from detonator to
cannot be tolerated. In general, "gasless" delays booster. Leads are less sensitive to initiation than
are intimate pyrowchnic mixtures of an oxidant either detonators or relays and are arranged ac-
and a metallic fuel carefully selected to yield a cordingly in the explosive train.
minimum volume of gaseous reaction products. Leads may be of the flanged type or of the

Delays that are sealed or protected from the closed type. Flanged cups are open on the
atmosphere produce more consistent times and flanged end while closed cups have a closing disk
have better surveillance characteristics. Hence, similar to that of the stab or flash detonator
there is a trend toward totally sealed delay shown in Fig. 4-4(A) and (D). Flanged cups are
systems. pressed into place whereas closed leads are held

by staking. The choice as to type is based on
44.2 RELAYS considerations for handling and safety. For ex-

ample, the flanged type lead, having exposed
A relay is a small explosive component used explosive on the flanged or output end would

to pick up a weak explosive stimulus, augment be undesirable in designs where the lead pro-
it, and transmit the amplified impulse to the trudes from the base or where dusting or flaking
next component in the explosive train. Nearly of the explosive charge could interfere with the
all relays ate loaded with lead azide, a pi nary operation of the fuze mechanism.
explosive. The diameter of a relay is generally The input end, the solid end of the cup or the
the same as that of the preceding and the follow- closing disk, receives the shock wave from the
ing component but it is often thin. Relay cups detonator. This wall thickness is therefore im.
now used are made of aluminum. portant. In practice, the wall is generally 0.005

Relays are commonly used to "pick up" the to 0.010 in. thick.
explosion from a delay element or a black pow- Loading pressures for leads range from about
der delay train. They are sometimes used to re- 10,000 to 20,000 psi. For convenience in manu-
ceive the explosion transferred across a large air facturing, pellets are often preformed and then
gap. Subsequently, they initiate a detonator. reconsolidated in the cup. Tetryl and RDX are

A typical Relay, the XM11, is shown in Fig. the mobt common explosives for leads.
4-8. It has a closing disk of onion skin on the Because leads are used to transmit detonation
input end to contain the explosive but not to waves, their size and shape might conveniently
interfere with picking up a small explosive be set by the configuration of the fuze; i.e., the
stimulus. diameter is nearly equal to the preceding com-

0095 in ponent and the length depends on the distance
between preceding and succeeding components.
However, most efficient functioning is obtained
by properly designing the lead just as any other
upon explosive density, confinement, length,

and diameter. A common length to diameter
Iratio is 1 to 1. The effectiveness of the lead de-

/flot LEAD AZIDE fou fe pends upon its in.iating the next component- CHARGE --- (booster charge) over a sufficient area so that it
too will form a stable detonation. Some con-

OSK figurations demand duplicate leads so as to as-

sure reliable initiation of the booster charge.

4-4.4 BOOSTER CHARGESCUP '--"4

-The booster charge completes the fuze explo-
sive train. It contains more explosive mate,,4

Figure 4-8. Retry, XM11 than any other element in the train. The booster
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chap is initiated by one or several leads or by a the shape is commonly dictated by space con-
detonator; it amplifies the detonation wave to a siderations. If the booster charge is external to
sufficient magnitude or maintains detonating the bunting charge, extreme ratios of length to
conditions for a long enough time to initiate the diameter are to be avoided. For best output, the
main charge of the munition. length to diameter ratio should be greater than

In common usage, the term booster charge is 0.3 and less than 3.0. Ratios in the order of 2" 3
abbreviated to booster. Actually, a booster is a or 1:2 seein to be optimni. Shapes with an in-
separate fuze component provided to augment creasing cross section outward from the initiating
the other explosive components of a fuze so as end are more efficient, but difficult to load
to cause detonation of the main explosive filling, uniformly' 3 .
It consists of a housing, the booster charge, a
detonator, and an auxiliary arming device. A
booster is shown in Fig. 10-6 wherein part O is 44.5 SPECIAL EXPLOSIVE ELEMENTS
the booster charge. A number of special explosive components

may be found in explosive trains or as inde-
4-4.4.1 Explosives Used in Booster Charis pendent elerrentA.

The density to which the explosive is packed
'hito a booster charge affects both sensitivity and 4-4.5.1 Actuators

output. Thus loading techniques are important.
At present, there are three methods for loading An actuator is an explosive-actuated mechani-
booster cups: (1) loading a preformed, fully con- cal device which does not have an explosive out-
solidated pOet, (2) inserting a ppeformed pellet put. In an explosive train, it is used to do me-
and applying consolidating pressure with the chanical work such as close a switch or align a
pellet in place, and (3) pouring a loose charge rotor. Most present actuators are electrically ini-
into the cur and consolidating it in place. tiated. They are discussed more fully in par. 7-2.

The first method is the most convenient in
production and the most widely used in fuze 44.5.2 Igniters (Squibs)
practice. Pellets can be produced to close size
tolerances and uniformity. However, this method Igniters or squibs are used to ignite propel-
is not acceptable with more complicated shapes lants, pyrotechnics, and flame-sensitive explo-
or in some high performance weapons. Conical sives. They have a small explosive output that
shapes, for example, are always pressed in place. consists of a flash or a flame' 4 . A typical squib
Each of the last two methods assures a firmer is shown in Fig. 4-6. Igniters are electrically ini-
mounting of the explosive by positively pre- tiated and are similar in construction to electric
venting voids between pellet and cup. Hence, primers, Igniters consist of a cylindrical cup (usu-
one or .he other must be used when the round ally aluminum, copper, or plastic), lead wires, a
is subjected to accelerations sufficiently large to plug and a wire or carbon bridge assembly, and a
shift, fracture, or further consolidate the pellet small explosive charge. The cup may be vented
since these conditions may lead to premature or or completely open on the output end.
improper detonations. The third method is the
most convenient when only a few samples are 4-4.5.3 F
needed.

Tetryl and RDX are the most widely used ex-
plosives for boosters. Other explosives have been tain a column of black powder or pyrotechnic

used, such as granular TNT, RDX and material. (Note the spelling of fuses as distin.tures, and PETN. guished from fu2es.) They ale used to transmit

fire to a detonator but only after a specified
4-4.4.2 Description of Booster Charges time delay. Delay times are adjusted by varying

the length of the fuse. Delay fuses were em-
While the shape of th3 explosive charge affects ployed in early designs of hand grenade and

input and output characteristics to some extent, pyrotechnic explosive trains.
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Figure 4-9. MDF Used in 37 mm Spotting Cartridge, XM415E7

4-4.5.4 Detonating Cord onates rearward to ignite the black powder ejec-
tion charge through flash holes in the igniter

Detonating cord consists of a small fabric or tube. The MDF continues to detonate rearward
plastic tube filled with a high explosive, usually to ignite the PETN burster charge in the boom.
PETN. Detonating cord must be initiated by a The PETN burster charge functions before the
high i~tensity shock wave; it in turn propagates ejection charge because the MDF has a faster
a detonation wave along its entire length. reaction rate than the black powder. When the

burster charge explodes, it blows off the boom
4-4.5.5 Mild Detonating Fuze with the fin and opens the rear end of the steel

body. The black powder gradually builds up
Mild Detonating Fuze (MDF) consists of a pressure, ejects the pyrotechnic mixture from

column of high explosive material in a flexible the rear opening of the body, and ignites to
metal sheath. Currently available MDF is made generate gray smoke.
with PETN as the explosive charge enclosed in
a lead sheath. Experiments are underway with 4-5 CONSIDERATIONS IN EXPLOSIVE
other shield materials and explosives' s. TRAIN DESIGN

MDF is used mainly to transfer a detonation
some distance away. It is available in charge 4-5.1 GENERAL
weights from 1 to 20 grains of explosive charge
per foot. Smaller izes of this material will trans- The explosive reactions employed in fuzes are
mit a detonation with little disturbance to the usually started by relatively weak impulses. It is
surroundings. A minimum of protection is re- the purpose of the explosive train to amplify
quired to prevent blast and fragments from caus- these impulses so that the main charge detonates
ing damage. at its stable rate. As described above, this proc.

A typical fuze application of MDF is shown in ess can encompass the following steps or proc-
Fig. 4-9". Iite problem was to simulate the full. esses; initiation of a deflagration, acceleration of
caliber Davy Crockett roand with boom and tail the deflagration so that shock waves are gen-
fin in a subcaliber spotting round. The figure er ted, establishment of a detonation, and propa-
shows the 37 mm Spotting Cartridge XM415E7, ga on and growth n^ this detonation to its
with Fuze, XM544E1. Operation is as follows: stable velocity.
On impact, the fuze ignites an XM64 Detonator Normally, separate explosive components are
tht ignites a lead cup assembly that in turn ig- used for most of these steps. If the projectile or
nites the MDF in the igniter tube assembly (1/8 missile small enough, only one component
in. inside diameter by 5 in. long). The MDF det- need be used. Larger projectiles have several
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components because it is too hazardous to between a delay and its primer to reduce blast
handle large quantities of primary explosive in effects and particle Impingement. In general,
a single package. Hence, for safety in manufac- increasing the free volume between these two
tur and assembly of ammunition, the txpiosive will make initiation more difficult. Decreasing
train consists of several small components. confinement of the delay column will have the

In military items, the smaller, more sensitive same effecL.
charges are isolated from the larger ones for HIash detonators and relays are sometimes in-
safety in handling until the item is armed. Again itiated from a distance by a primer, a delay, or
as pointed out earlier, mechanical desig ccnsid- even another detonator. In this problem particu-
erations indicate the advisability of small corn- lady, precise performance data are difficult or
ponents and chemical kinetics design considera- impractical to obtain. The alignment of the two
tions indicate that the most effective explosive components is probably most important to suc-
material for oie component is not neceesarily cessful initiation, if the air gap is confined, it
the most effective for another; these considera- should be at least as large as the detonator diam-
tions result in further subdivision of the explo- eter and perhaps slightly larger.
sive charges. - Since quantitative da~a for any particular con-

In the course of the growth of each detona- dition do not exist, trial and error methods must
tion, discontinuities are met. Transmission of a be used in design. A convenient method to de-
detonation across a discontinuity is affected by cide upon the adequacy of a given system is to
a wide variety of factors including the proper- vary the charge weight of the initiating compo-
ties of the explosive employed, the density at nent to find the marginal condition for initiation.
which the explosive is loaded, the material con- G.nerally, the designer chooses a component
fining the explosives, the size and geometry of with double the marginal weight.
each charge, the relative positions of charges, After the amplification of the explosive-
and the nature of intervening materials. The per- impulse has carried through several components
mutations and combinations of these and other in the train and a detonation has been produced,
factors are innumerable. Data on all of the vari- even more care must be exercised to complete

ous combinations of interest cannot be obtairnad; the process. Initiation of a tetryl lead from a
in some cases, because of interactions, data that detonator is indicative of the types of problem
are available are apparently conflicting, encountered. Once again, confinement is most

important. A heavily confined charge can re-
4-5.2 PROBLEMS IN EXPLOSIVE TRAIN DESIGN liably initiate another explosive component,

whereas a charge of twice that amount would be
In the course of designing the train, many required if it were unconfined. Empirical data

problems arise such as determining sizes of the obtained under various conditions indicate that
various components, packaging each one, spacing the effects of confinement are optimum when
or positioning them, and, most important, mak- the wall thicknesb of the confining sleeve is
ing use of the new charactei istics created by this nearly equal to the diameter V the co'llmn. On
train effect. the other hand, the nature of the confining

In fuzes employing delay elements, primers material is nearly equally important. Data have
which produce essentially a flame output are been obtained which show that a detonation
used to initiate the deflagration. It is some- can be transferred across an air gap nearly
times necessary to initiate delay mixes across a twice as far if the donor is confined in brass or
sizable air gap. Such an arrangement is practical steel rather than aluminum Relative data on
but care must be taken to avoid destroying the gap distance for various acceptor-C iarge con-
reproducibility of the delay time. If initiation fining materials are: steel-13, copper-7, and
from the primer is marginal, delay times may aluminum-4.
become long. On the other hand, the delay time In fuze explosive trains,,one seldom works
may be considerably reduced if particles from with unconfined charges. The explosive compo-
the primer imbed themselves in the mix (thus nents used are nearly always loaded into metal
effectively shortening the delay column) or if cylinders or cups. Even this relatively thin-walled
the delay column on disrupted by the primer confinement gives considerable improvement
blast. Frequently, a web or baffle is employed over air confinement in transmitting or accepting
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detonation. Further improvement can be made of the acceptor charge may now be somewhat
by increasing the confinement as prviously different because fragments of this barrier will
indicated. be hurled at the surfa-e of the next charge. It

When a detonation is being tr',nsmitted from has been found that a snizdl gap between the
one explosive charge to another, the air gap components greatly aids initiation in this case.
should be kept small for greatest efficiency. Such So as a general rule, one can say that wlierc det-
a condition exists in initiating a booster from a onation must he transferred across a metal bar
lead. However, a different condition sometimes rier, the air gap between donor chargv ad bar-
exists when firing from a detonator to a lead. In rier should he negligibl, hut a s.mall gap (in the
this instance, the output face of the detonator order of 1/16 in.) between barrier and acceptor
(donor charge) is confined in a metal cup. Hence, charge may be desirable. Beyond the interrupter,
a thin metal barrier is interposed in the path of explosives no more sensitive than RI )X should
the detonation wave. The initiation mechanism be used.
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PART TWO-BASIC ARMING ACTIONS

IN 1'I1)11 C TI ON INI wL4'II two 44fl1111tidiIJIM (I) t~ihgE. ware I,oitgiml
wh~ichi in Li-ii ioriil rtir Iimiufitog; if the m--libitivi-

-'it 0m dvau Itjgsi~itl the I'iimi,oil ioriiiej, (Joy-iV' i hytdi'lIE ii~t~~ ~i'r
ph il' iizp.s, di': I%cuiiimi iichidiem i-InIral hdo.- mirml, the IDUIMLIOUg chitiu'gw of Ltii jimuidgtii

" 1I i I : 1i( i~i'ttI i i 11, 1 irini'I t. ?4 oru riuujiitisith'u, will mit, e~xplode, anl (2) (li' ai~red conidition
W11~ dw vllilv. (main, whihIs (We nornal for fuewndling: If thi-
P'art Two. itiiti-i andu~ oinioulrit lorieiiles ,wriitive t*,plosivt's aire initiated at the souIevttql

itiviulvil ti InlL mthoil asvil in the irinhi; IpT'o. timidj n place', tlic huriting chaurge' will texplodeI"
(vs, Thvi arivl I ,mv, 'r p~ rovide hs it fnimsi (ii See liar. 01.2.2 for safety r';e(loins-nts.

CHAPTER 5
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF ARMING

5.1 GENERAL If the sensitive detonator accidentally explodus
in the unarmed position, the detonation wave Is

Tht- prinimry jpurpt-4c' of at fuze is to function forced (by the malalignment (if the components)
the hursting c.harge Ii a miunition at it specified to travel such it tortuous path that it carinot ink-
Limea. or placv, The lived for many types of fuzes tiate lead or booster chaerge.
i,4 a)parnt when we consider the various items The arming p~rocess consists mainly of the ac-
of animitnition Ii uge -projectiles, bombs, rock- tions involved in aligning explosive train elements
ets, guided missilesl, and minles. The conditions to or in removing barriers along the train, The time
which a futze Is subjected when used as Intended for this process to talke place Is controlled so
mnay be myriad, For the sake of safety, the fuze that the fuze cannot function until it has traveled
must be designed to with stand the effects of con- a safe distance from the launching site. In terms
clitiotis encountered throughout the stockpfle-to- of personnel or materiel damage, distance is all
target sequence. However, such environments as Important; however, it Is frequently more con-
pressure,. tomperature, accelerations, or. electri- vonient to consider the arming action In ternms of
cal fields provide forces which can be used to elapsed time from launching, Hence, an arming
arm the fuze when they are different fsom those mechanism or, consists of a device to measure
encountered before firng. The forces resulting an elapsed 'time interval. The designer must in.
from the ballistic environment will be discussed sure that there Is sufficient energy to align the
and illustrated In Part Two, trai n and to control the, action time In accord-

ance with the safety requirements of the isparticu-
6.2 MECHANICAL ARMING CONCEPTS lar munition. Occasionally, in' high , Orformances

weapons, an elapsed time inherent in the arming
Tlhe safing and- armiing mechanism of the fuze process provides -sufficient delay to meet fuze

is placed at a point in the explosive train so that siWety requirementts. More often though, the
it will be followed only by high explosive mate- fuze designer must devote considerable effort
riali; no more sensitive to Initiation than RDX, to develop a suitable tlmt, measuring device
TIhe term detonator safe conventionally desig- that has the required precision.
nates a particular status of the arming device, A Arming mechanisms operate upon an input of
fuzte Is said to be detonator safe when an oxplo- energy resulting from the launching environment.
si'on of the detonator cannot Initiate subsequent This may come from a sourco contained in the
compoiietits In the' explosive train (lead and fuze itself, or It may arise from a potential ere-

4 boositer charge), Fig. 6-1 Illustratos a simple ated by an external environment such as accel.
itrmng device which includes detonator safety. eration, spin, or pressure. The space In a fuze

Best Available Copy51
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LEAD Of TONAIOR froin a design v'iewpoint, ea--h presents limita-
tions which are best .:harac.rized by examnining

the types of mnissile used in each environment.I

&-3.1 BALLISTIC E'%UATIONS

'rfie subjeL' of 6allistics covers both the gross
and the detailed motions -f the munition during
launching, during flight, and at the target; hence,

A the three divisions: interior ballistics, exterior
600STER - IRING PIN ballistics, and terminal ballistics. The following

(A) uze afe ond~lonbasic equations are usd to calculate arming
(OU~T OF LINE) oes

5-3. 1.1 Acceleration
LEAD 1-DETONATOR

When a projectile is fired from a gun tube, it
accelerates in the gun as a result; of thte rapid ex-

pansion of propellant gases. This acceleration is4

a=PA gft/Se2

FININ PINwhere P is the gas pressure acting on the projec-
BOOSTR Z_ IRINGtil e, psi; W is the weight of the projectile, lb; A is

(8) Fuze Armed CondIfion ir d2 /4 where d is the caliber of the projetfle,
(IN LINE) in.; and g is the acceleration due to gravity, 32.2

ft/sec'. Since A, W, and g are constant, the accel-
Figure 5-1. Simple Arming Device eration a is proportional to the propellant gas

pressure P. A typical pressure-travel curve for a
is often small so that the energy that can be projectile in a gun tube is shown in Fig. 5-3.
stored within is much less than that obtainable For convenience in calculating forces, the accel-
from a change in external conditions. Hence, eration is often quoted in terms of g's. In the
an external source of 'energy is usually more con- cas of setback
venient. However, if the environmental change 1,a PA
is small or itseffect iscomparable to that created a TM-71 ' (5-2)
by rough handling, the designer mitst incorporateg
a power source in the fuze. Such a power source
may be triggered by ballitic forces. W I) NIH ACCELERATION

5-3 SEQUENCE OF FUZE BALLISTIC EN- 9 (3) LOWACCLERTIO
VIRONMENTS (fidOWfbS

The three ballistic environments for which a 0
fuze may be designed c-9 depic-'4 in Fig. 5-2.
They represent the instances when (1) the muni. INTERIOR EXTERIOR TERMiINAL.
tion undergoes Very high initial acceleration, BALLISTICS BALLISTICS BALLSTICS

(2) the munition undergoes low initial accelera- (durinlg launching) (during fighlt) (target)

tion, (3) the munition undergoes a very slight or
no acceleration at all. Certain ballistic equations
are applicable to each of thwsr environments but, Figure 5-2. Ballistic Environments of a Fuze

15-2
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Figure 5.3. Typical Pressure-travel Curve Figure 5-4. Drag Coefficient KD

53.1.2 Drag Fig. 5-5 is a nomograni for finding the spin

A missile encounters air resistance during velocity (,, of a projectile for any muzzle velocity

flight and decelerates. Various theoretical deriva- of several standard guns. The mcthod of us, is
illustrtted with the example of a 40 mm gun at

tions have been proposed for the forces of decel- 2870 fps muzzl -velocity.
eration of which Newton's method is easiest to
understand. The drag is caused by the impulses 5-3.2 BALLISTIC CONDITIONS
communicated to the projectile as particles hit
and bounce away from it. The formula is Three types of ballistic conditions will be con-

(12 sidered: high acceleration, low acceleration, and
-

12 , , 'b /g,, (,-3) gravity acceleration.

where p is the density of the air, lb/in?, d is the
diameter of the projectile, in.; v is the air velocity 5&3.2.1 High Acceleration
of the projectile, ft/sec; and KD is the drag co
efficient, dimensionless. Fig. 5-4 shows, for a Projectiles fired from small arms, guns, howit-
particular round, the relation of KD to the Mach zers, mortars, and recoilless rifles are subjected to
number (the ratio of the projectile speed W the thl ballistic environment called high acceleration
local speed of sound). launching (see Fig. 65-2). During the interior

ballistic period, the acceleration of the projectile
&3.1.3 Rotational Velocity reaches a maximum (40,000 g or more in some

7 - Mar weapons) and then drops to zero by the time
Many small arms sd artillery projectiles noe (2 to 90 mwelA the projectile has traveled a few

-stabilized by the spin imparted by the rifling in cahbers beyofid the muzzle of the gun tube.
the tube. The angular spin velocity, a source of Thus, the useful inertial forces created are set-
potential for the arming process, may be calcu- back, centrifugal, and tangential (see per. 6-4).

lated from either of the following equations In the exterior ballistic environment-fre
flight€-the missile is decelerated by air friction24nrvre/e

= r/ (5-4) and resistance. The drag forces on 'le missile
produce creep of its Internal parts (see par. 5-4).

12 rev/sec Finally, at the target, the missile encounters
(5-5) impact forces often of extreme magnitudes.

These are the ballistic environments for a fuze

where n is the twist of rifling in terms of the and its components which are launched with
number of calibers of length in which the rifling high initial acceleration.
makes one complete turn (the projectile travels r Two types of missile are used under these con.
calibers when making one complete revolution); ditions: spin-stabilized and fin-stabilized. In gen.
v is the instantareous projectile velocity, ft/sec; eral, fins are used for stabilizing missiles having
and d is the cndiber, in. either low or very high velocities and spin is

5-3
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R~ATES of 'V -'

3N.~ Miu %,M4, d MI, i fA d", -1"'k- f'oGAMW. nL "Ot
- ?Wmm CUM,( MIA,21 6 M9 30 C, !01N Af.' )cl. i 4~

?'.yn. w, 1, it-A, t A" 1 C.JfN !1,! GJ ; M1 , t

75mm~ tW. M3, ZO CA. TI'fN- NOG~ '~, 1, , CAIR.
16, 13UN. MIAA?, 12 CAL! T.,RN 40.... vol .. f~l, ef; !Cl. Ivf
S IN GUN .1 M ,'4 17 40 CAL." TURN

1600 1400 .200 100 GO " 4 00 ?'

I EA-MPLE FOP 40mm GUN, VEL = 2870 fps N ~-~-

2PROCED VERTICALy TO-8, 30 C~/UN

3 PROCEED HORIZONTALLY TO C, 40'vti LINE\\'
II4. PRIOCEED VERTICALY TO 0, REAEIL 730 rps I

IL *q~~q-- \I~~.> 0

MUZZLE VELOCITY ifps

- - Figre 5.Roh~ogtq'nT f or Det0Minin_95h Spin PHY 0.oct gf Prokfrcte

used 'for stabilizing those, having- intermediate higha acdeleratipn followed-by -a slight decelera-
velocities. tion i n flight. The-accelerationwor setback forces

-The spin..t~bilized missile is subjected to.,all are reproducible and large enough to be used- for
- - ~Thrbohout-free, -- thearming-f~rge.

gt, -the spin of the Missile 'ecays, but the rate
of. decay is so smhalli in most-cases, that for -the 5.3.2.2 L6W, Acceleration
ar .ming period -the- design~er may treat the spin as
constant-. Spi'r decay in 'flight ,may be u'sed- for The second type-of ballistic environment for
self-destruction, but'it is not usually used, for Which fies -may -be designed is one in which a
armin g the fuze. rocket carries its own propellant. Since th9 pro.

Fin-stabilized- missiles that are launched with pellant is consumed during the, first portion of
a high. initial -acceleration, are subjected, to all of the missile's free flight~Jt may be mary-seconds,
the! forces mentioned' above -except that rl- -iathe r -hnmlieodbfr h isl t
-sult~g. from spin. These missiles do not spin or, tains, maximum velocity. Therefore, -the accel-era-
tf th fy- do, the-spin rate is so -small that tkhe tion. is_ ruch smaller than that of a gun launched
forces-usuially cannot be used. projectile. Fig. 6-2 illustrates this acceleration

Grenade propelled -by an inf'Imtryman's rifle conditiWon also. There are no especially large set-
or by a grenade, launcher are subjected to cbie, back forces; in fact, forces created by ordinary

5-4
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-- vibration ~and hiandlinig -maiy be -nearly as large. ward acceleration during -launching, The force
WhN~en the force-time xorbtion i.,_ffight is~snmilar necesbary - to acelAerate the part together, with
to- that of' handling, integrating rather -than dif- -the munition is balanced' by a-,reaction force.
-ferentiating, devices are used effectively. These Thia is called the setback force. It may-be calcu-
devices prevent-the handling forces from arming lated by determining the acceleration a of--the
the fuize (see par. 6-5.4). projectile and-multiplying iv-by -the moass int of

the part affected. Dimensions must beo kept
*5-3.2.-3, Gravity Acceleration consistent.

lkirplaiie'bomibs- are launched-with an accelera- F -A vi (a-6).
tion nearly equal to that of gravity. F ijg Z5- 21-
-lustrates this- as the third- ballistic environment. If the acceleration a (Eq. P5,2)-is. given in g's,
Release from the bomb rack pr-oduces a stimulus one multiplies it by the weight III of thepart
that is sifiiiaf-inagnitude to ordinary handling affected,
stimuli; hiencej- th-e designer. must resort to a
-manual or mechanical operation to etreate.,a suit- F II C-' ,1 -LL 11 1b-5.7)
able force for-a-,rmihg. lie mray'also utilize aero- I
-dynamic or- barometric forces created, as the 'lFig. 5-6 shows the propellant forcePA and-the
bomb~talls. Iw--any case; the fu zing -pro blens are -
vey different from -those in an artilily pro- sebc-frei, onthfue

jt~ctile.Thus -for a -0.0014 -lb part undergoing~an ac-
:Hand- girei-udes rn'ust -be armed manually by clrto of10- g 32,0 tsC2 ) the

removiig -a safety pin. -Thi§,action is-positive and foc wlb
has-.the advantage'of proyidng-a-vi~ualsignal' that-
the ~e-ade is-*iied. I-- -. 014 - J2;:0 =' .4 -i. 'o(5-8)- - -

~Somne fuzes are used in ammunition, such'as _ 32.2
lafinmines and boobytraps. htrean station-
,ary :uiitil enemy action- initiates:h exlsv. Y .- 1 1,0 4lTeemsbearmed by -ie exl1v.' .04x 000 1 b(.9These~~ mus bey red~ forces. Sea
mines_-and'depth charjes havec automatic arming -

-processs with elaborate triggei devices- that (RSUE=R
requiri designs similar to, arming devices-of- other -

ammniton.WPk -
~uzz~%a~ -PROJECTILE, P W

- ~ -~(WEIGHT' W,), SETSACK .
t - NViA6ONMENtAL _ENEGY-SOURACES 0 - FRC E - -

- ~~So many forces of differentcnsaddf AE-A UEP~
-ferent. map Initudes -act upbn -a muiinition,, from (WEIGHT -WP)

marnufacture -to target impact, that fuzes must be, - Fgr .. StakFreo uePr
_&.ced wihspecial care so as- to discriminata,
among -the, forces. The fuMe mut-be capable of- 5-4.2 CAEEP

- i- responise- to the desired frcesand inqapale of
jreisi~ ii lere;oxipe:teatin Creep is the 4endeicy for compact parts, of a
the arming -mechanism may, be conitrolled solely munitionT to move forward as the munition slows
or in Combination by -any of -the following down. This is- similar to setback but is much
forces: setback due to initial acceleration, cen- smaller and acts -in -the opposite. direction; -The
-trifugal- due -to spin, creep due to deceleration, inertial force -Is calculated by multiplying the
wind -due to airflow past the munition, or pres. weight If, -of the, part -by the-deceleration of"
sure due to ambient conditions':. - t-i-nunitibfn,see-Fig. 5-7. By use of Eq. 5-3, the,
5-4.1 SETBACK creep force on a fuze pdrt is given by

Setback is the relative rearward movement of F 2d I2 D, P (5-10)
component partq in a munition undergoing for- gCr

-55
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--CREEP FORCE F. respect to time op. F . P 4 sine
____;n H i

pressure-time curves are generally-inore available
PROJETILE015.1,elocity-time curves.

(WEIGH ::)-46CR L&O E
DRAG CFRORCEORS

DRAG FRCEShe Coriolis--force is seldom4 used.-to opferate
an arxiing device, but -in, certain 'fuzes its~effects

Figqe5-. ~reepFore~o a Fze 0(1may be balanced outto improve fuze-opefation.
It is ilistated in Fig. &9Q.s a force on a bAI in 4

S.4.Z CENTRiFUGAL FORCE iadial slot, ta-raesat the angular. iieocity .
If-the ball is not moving relative lb the slot',

Temost-conmonly used meAns-of airming a there -is no 'Coriolis foc.-'le hall-moves
fuze is centrifugal force. Wherever -rcinl in the slot, theie must-be a Coriolisiorcce. A sim.-
forces are increased during-setback, -centrifugal pleexplanatioii is afforded by citing, the- Coriolisr rming forces may not pievail until the rota- 'force as Lhatsnecessary- to change th Actangential-

eutionl veoct incrase sufojnl (5stak.13)y q te ala isdsafc~rrntec

WesA xist t enifuga ofoce r-altdter of grrtof a/e.thetiolhags. force sowF. 5-9,c
fWrtefrom quthin§~l l f(Fi.~58

lb~ar an, planej ot pr

Figre .8 of-rfgd~c mas a in,,e 5.9. and.(,s oe nguzelar6lty

5.4. TNGENTIA/FORCETorqe t ois e rdceo as foren its -9

Fori examplhe sring -ad'ed weroft iy of* ceeato ofIat n h ceeai spo
genialy uderth~aplictio ofangla accc. porecoato tetrqiue ab'ov th atiaecessary to

where~j7 i theangulr ace~eraionI ca be aus d by-cntrifuale effet, and(3thldroise

FF
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al~spinnifig b6odies. f-- UNITION AXMIS
Consider the firsit type. ThQeorque is equal 'to

the produict of-ihe -iiiinenL of inertia and~ the rVT---

angular accdleratioil. If a.n a'ccelerating torque is 1LC

tranzmqitted--through a small shaft, the effects of-
inertia aLre useful forarming d~ies-becauspe'the 1
frictional- countertorque is shmall. 'NADI /

Trhe secoiid type is mnore commffonly-us-ed. TheI
driving torque is dived fromn aniinetial force-- --

*acting, at' the center Qf~miass of -the- moving pert or RATY

bt not- acting through-its pivot point., Tihle pivot o RVT

-axis -may be goeincndceulai te the spin axis, as in
the Semple -Centrifugl- Plunger shown inw Fig.,
5-10(A) or parallel'to it a in- the rotor shutter of

* ig.- -10(B); (A) Sempl1e -Plunger

The third~type is characteristic df all spinhaing,
bodies. If the -parexlperiences a -trqtfe about
any axis other~than its Ispin axis, it wil-preces , ~MNITI0 TOROUC- FORC"EX

,i.e., it will turn abot still another axis. The rate AI
and. directioni of turniig-pay be obtained from
the- equations concerning -the, dyniamics of ro-
tating, bodies. It is, readily s4fown -tlhat-thiepartPIO
will turn-about an aicis~thaf isperpendicular, to C
both, the spin axis of the -munition and theOFGA 9'
torque direlction.A-f the torque is G, the moment

*of- inerti 'a, is 1, and, the, spin is (o,, then- the pre-
cessional angular velocity fi, both* w and fl- in, 8 Rotor Shutter--
rad/sec,.is

G Figure 5-40. Torque on a Fuzie Part

and, depth charges., It may be 'used - in bombs
&.4.7 FORCES OF THE AIR'STREAM dropped, from aircraft, but the available pres-

sure -differences--are--not.-as~lariezin air as-intdhe
Air forces, are vqed to-turn. propellers .inq, ',.a._1fe hydrostatic pressure P. is given by

bombs az~d rockets, The-torque created'depeii
tipon-the~air flow past the prop~Ae lds The. -P. p 'h (5-16)
power deve ped 'is a function of 'area, angle 6~
attack, and- mdan radius of- the blades as well as' where P. is the density of the water, 0.037-
density and velocity of~ the air stream.- Usually an lb/ifil., and h is the height, in.
empirical solution -is developed from ts, in a'
wind tunnel. -Past work 'has indicated, that the rs-4.6,OTHER -FORCES

powe ouput ~ my beexpesse asTWo additional environriiental- forces affect
ll, = CP po,2(dl d ) (5-15) fuze- operation.' However, quantitative analy's

for their consideration do nhot yet exi'st. The
where -Cp is the coefficient of po 'wer, derived;, p is first of these is called' setforward. This-is a nega-
the air density, (0) is the rotational velocity, 'and tive setback-an acceleration in the directioin of
do and, d, are the 'outer and-inner diameters of 'projectile travel. -Setforward occurs, when pro-
the blade area,-respectively. -jectiles'are- rammed into an automnatic weapon.

's~ ,~Present,_poirit o kn~iii, time, and-proximity
5-4,8 AMBIENT PRESSURE fuzes will, withstand 'about 100~0 g setforward.

While weapon designdrs would like -to double or
Ambient pressure is often used in sea mines triple the ram velocity, -present fuzes cannot
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survive this force, exceptperhaps point-(ketonal,- vice-such as a slider, adetent, or a clockwork-
ingfuzes. so as to imaintain -parts in their safe condition

The second of tlese- forces is a siCv,.oys prior to arming or to move parts after they are
- force. In practice, perfect alignent of a pro- triggered or released. Springs are discussed in

jectile and gun axis prior te firing is not con- ,par. 6-2.
sistefitly achieved. Therefore,- upon lirihg, the
sidetvays, force results. as the projectite aligns 5.5.2 BATTERIES.
itself with, the gun tube. For example, the
175 ummfieldgun and the 120 mm tank gun have The arming process may involve the battery
such high lateral forces that fuze ogives have in a. mechanical or an electrical .way: (1) the

broken -off. Hence, special fuzes had tobe pro- -power may -be used to throw a switch or turn a
-vided These- forces have not been measured or rotor, or (2) the battery may 'be activated by
cal.cul'ated to date. In air-gun and: drop tests, bringing the electrolyte into contact with the
damage was simulated by accelerations greater clectrodes or by activation of'a thermal'battery.
than 10,000 g., Of course, this battery may also be used-for the

5-5[NON EN V!RONM ENTAL ENERGY functioning process (see par. 3-4.3).

55.3 METASTABLE COMPOUNDS
When there is, no motion of the munition or

-when the -motion is too small to actuate a fuze Active chemicals may be miixed to generate
mechanism, an auxiliary power source muist be heat. They may also generate gas to expand a

added. Trllis may 'be~a spring,a-battery, or active bellows so-as to move a, fuze component. Since
chemicals. this must be accomplished rapidly, explosive

climicals are usually used (see par, 8-3).
5-5.1 SPRINGS

Marny other ,pfinciples are-'in use in fuzes and
A spring is-commonly used to, operate a de- many more remain to be develbped.

-- REFERENCE

'I. Leo,,Hppneri Special, Study of Setback. and Spin Proving Ground, Md., Final Report DPS-1963,
for Aitilery and Tank Ammunition, Aberdeen April 1966.
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CHAPTER' 6-
MECHANICAL ARMING-DEVIES

6-1 GENERAL t,- opposite direction from the displacement.
Table 6-1 gives equations for the types of

Historically, fuzes have been developed by springs-mentioned.
improving an existing design. Arming devices
readily lend themselvesto- this-type of- develop- The spring constant depend,. upon the physi-

ment. especially those mechanically, hydrauh- .al iproperties of the' spring material.and the ge-
caly, or electrically 'operated. Fuz ,s operated ometry of th bpring configuration. The former
by mechuiical devices make use of springs, is expressed ,in the modulus (E or G ), and the
gears, slidersi rotors, aid plungerb.Somtv typical latter is-its ,oefficient. Standard books of tables
miechanisms from amonlg those now used in contain values of E and G 'for various materials.
-standard fuzes are described below under their
appropriate heading. 6-2.2 MOTION OF MASSES OF SPRINGS

6-2 SPRINGS' When unbalanced forces act.on a body, differ-
ential-equations can be written to express its mo-

Springs play an important role in fuzes. When tion. The simplest equation couples a, simple

properly designed and manufactured, they 'pro- force with the acceleration produced. Additonal,

vide a convenient source of- stdred'energy which forces can be -included such as spring constant,

,remainconstant over the 20-year shelf life re- 'frictional, viscous resistance, setback, and ce-

quirecd or 'fuzea. They also act as restrainers for. trifugal forces. These are al treated' in an, ele-

bal, entary- fashion with solutions to equationsL-he various ,parts of a fuze (detents, pins, balls, enr faho wihsltnsteqtos

rotors). The information- which fdllowsis a de- stated-as simply as possible;

scription,6f the springs normally foiind'in fuzes,
the motion of parts with springs, attached, and
-the starting conditions required- for spring-held When a mass is supported and mOved hor-
Parts. zontally by an attacheds spring, the force 'dia-
6-2.1 ,TYPES OF- sPRINGS- gram is as indicated in Fig. 6-1 where the spring

fsiunder.andnitial compression-equal -to, x.. Eol-
lowing Newton's second law,

hlere are three general types of springs, all of
which are, used in fuize arming meclianisms. The F = i x - (6-2).

-flat leaf sping-is a thin beamiiwhich create sten-
sile and compression stresses when it bends. The where i is the acceleration in the x direction and:

fiat spiral spring is similar to a clock spring, i.e., m the mass of the'bcdy, When the spring is corn-

a leaf spring wound into a spiral. The helical coil pressed, there is a displacement x. When measur-

spring-is a wire coil in which a shear stre.ss is in- ing x from the equilibrium position,

duced when the coil is deflected. . m =-kx
(6-3)

The general equation for a spring is anexpres- By means of standard methods,.theBy mansof sandrd mthosi,.hegeneral solu-
sion of-Hooke's laW (restoring force proportional
to displacement) ' tion of Eq. 6-3 is

FB-kx (1Bsin t + C Cos

where k 'is the spring constant, x is the displace- where t is the time from the releaseof the body,

ment from' -the equilibrium position, and the and-the' arbitray constants B and C are' evaluated
minus sign' Is an indication that-the force F is in to fit the boundary conditions. At t 0 (the

6-1

.3
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tABLE 6-1. SPRINd. ECULATIONS,

Type &zaiple E11qiois * C'~s ons~al'i

Ge,;eril'Spring F - lx~ k

Flaelcaf -l l
-(Cenier load, - x
-two end supports) 13 1

Flat-Leaf -2 I.12 El,
(Center Moment G - -0 --

-two end supports),

Round Mir - o. fAr1'
(Axiil'NMoment) 1

Spiral Leaf - 2

(Torsional). 7 121'- -

Helical F~ -G''d!X

- Young's modulus, psi hi = height of spring, in. d. diameter of Wire in
"G' = shear modulus, psi =thickness of spring, in. 0 =deflection angle,- rad.

A arammnt n'=rdu frudbr n ,=tru-i.l
= aea mllomet s n r N raiu of ron bai.N=oru;i.
= egho pring, in. N= inumzber of a~tive coil k = spring constant~Ibfin.

F = force, lb d =mean diameter of coil, in. x = displacement, in.

start); x x,0 which requires that B 0 andC and the solution for x 'becomes
x.. Eq. 6-4bcomes Q, ( r),QI

X =)COCOS F t + 71 -,Cos -tJ(6-7)

X = XCos ...- t (6-5) X MQO n \-
This, represents an oscillation about a new rest

At assembly, most fuze springs are given an ini- point Qik. -if the setback acceleration on apro-
tial displacement dencted, by x,. jectile is constant, 'Q in" Eq. 6-6 equals 9'a".

-Iitisassumed~tal cyclicmotion~is -possi-,
*When a constant force Q is exerted on the ble,, Q, (being Iunidirectional) ,is 'a driving force

mass (independent of displacement and, time), for, 'one half of the cycle and a-. resisting force
* the equation of motion is for the- other half. If Q- is to be a.;esiitance-

force for both halves of the cycle (not unidirec-
M:+ kX = Q (6-6) tional), the equation must be-written

x DISPLACEMENT my+ kx= Q- (6-8),

and the solution becomes

X = XCos -t±T\ co (609

kx where the proper sign, + or - is chosen.
- Fig. 6-2(A) shows the displacement x (Eq.

6.5)'as. the projection on the-vertical axis of A
point travelinig on the circle'. ,Fig. 6.2(B) is thie
same, as 6-2(A) except that the center, of the cir-
cle, has been displaced a distance- Q/k in, the, posi-

Fgure 6.1. Biasic Mass and Spring System tive direction. 'n fact, all displacements of point

6-2
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Ahave been raisedby the amount Ik This- is atruly damped oscillation, -whereas that. -
Fig. 6-2(C) , shows the displacement of the -expressed by Eq. ;6-9, represeri's an oscillation 41

point- when Eq. 6-9 is-used. For the first- and with-, stepped ,dimping. I
third half cycI6s the displabcets -ar projcc-
tions'from the- circles drawn- with their center at 6.2.2 Examples of-Friction

Q;forithe second half cycle the disolacements
are Projections from the circle drawn with its At times thecompressed- spring moves a body,

-center-at -(k. Since thecircles must match at in ,spite of, small frictional, forces. However, for
B-arid D,,the radii- gradually decteaseuhtil at Fa motion perpendicular, to-the munition .axis, the
circle cannot be drawn as a continuation with its frictional forces caused by setback ric large
center at -Q/k. This illustrates -the effect- of enough to prevent motion. For--example, Fig.
frictional forces actifig'againit the motion. At F, 6-3 shows a mass undergoing an accelerating
the resisting force -Ojkis greater than the spring force 6such/as stback. W is the weight of the

force, which means that the body stops moing, moving pa and a' is th'imposed acceleration
This, is a frictionaY type force that-always -op- expressedin g (Eq. 5-2). The force offrictio
poses the .motion. given-by i Wa" +,f- where i is.the coefficient of

Sometimes the mass m. moves through a fluid. friction-and f is 'the friction of the side Walls. In
In this. case a, term representing the viscous the case of a nonrotating fuze the equation-is

resistance shduld beadded toEq. k 6-3 . f...(.

~MY -kx - pi (6-10)
hee the velocity and\ p isthedamping where Fr is the restrairig force that' pears

where, p when, the mass moves. In fired projectiles, a 'is a
force of the -surrounding medium proportional' function of'the time after .firing, say g(t)., Eq.
to the velocity. The solution to this equation is- 6-12 then-becomes

sint + i, cosit) (6-11) my&+ kx= - [fI Pg (0 (643)

where j9 is, 2 which cannot be, solved without knowing g(t).
P- Setback, accelerations vary with time; how-

m 4- ever, the deceleration of-the munition caused by

ap0 t:O. 1:

MOTION- -MOTION MOTION/

A/

A 'A

IF 
Q

C - -

Ia X0 a*Co" ehJ7 %a xocos'4i7 "- ttO/k (I-CcszFkffl t) X' oe ,k/mn t !O/k (I-CosJi t)

(A)() c
Figure '62. Projection of Spring Motion

,4 ,
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air, drag is -nearly. constant. Hence,_the deceleix, -SPIN- AXIS --- .--

-atingj-_ffrces oriih_ bbdy daii 'W 'eihd c~ i:-
-stant aid'equal- to. IV a'. Then, -kxr is cliAgn e . xz DISPLACEME~NT

large enoug t move-tne body when these fric- ~~
'tiial forces caused by, -the -drag are priisent. kEq..* 6-12 canz he solved for x as,- -

and.the time to move ad dstance .S is obtained by FITOsiigE.64o iue63 asadSrn ne c~~rto

(6-45) time to armtcanbe-dathrmined.
k ~ *I %7This, last calculation gives the time after

Fe, M525' (Fig., 1-6), -contains a spring launching for the mass to tea'vh its, appointed- ~
loaded Component, that moves under two- condi- psto,.
tions:- (1) -when the setback acceleration is small
enough to allow trafsversle nmotion int the g4n, -6-2.2.3 Effect of'Centrifugal Force
tube, and: (2) when t 'he- drag forces are. constant
in-the air. The problem, is -solvedby a step proc- Centrifugal forces caused~by projectile Iota-
ess wth boundary conditions (velocity, -position, tion are effective- in- moving sliding masses qper7
and 'time) -matched, at the, common point. The pendicular to the spin axis, of the projectile. The
follo Ing is, a sample spqqen~e. 'force is computed as the product of-thelmass of.

Condition (1):, the body te distance from its Center 6f-gravity
(a)- Suppose the restraining force. F, to be re- tO the axis ;of rotatlion, and the square of its

moved. The compressed spring, will accelerate the angular velocity in-rad/sec..
mass to, the left (Fig. -6-3). The friction force, , Suppose, as -in Fuze, M48A3, the-centrifugal
Wil be reversed-and resist, the motion. By using force is opposed by-,a, spring. The equation, of
t Ihe static c oefficient, of -frictionfor it, the valu~e -motion ib.(see Fig. .6-3)
of a' can be determined for which the masswillm k+m 2 (+ )-f (-7
-move to the left with the equation Y k+inl(x+r)6172

myx kx± (f+ 1dv a) (6-16) where co) is the spin of the projectile in r~d/sec
and r,, is the-radius of the center of mass of the

.(b). -In- -Condition- -(1) -the--projectile is still- 1bodyfr-m -thie sp in axis-w-hen the disolacemeift
within the, gun tube undergoing a forward accel- is zero. With 'an initial- displacement x0 the equa-
eration a'I that -is decreasing. As the acceleration tion -for the displacement at any -later timni is
falls, 'the value obtained :in 'Eq. 6-16 will, be,.-
reached and the mass will move, and the time
interval during which the aicvreh-atio -!s, present c - ! f;(6-18)
can be found from- gun data. -6-16,s solved L. O~f( . 6-1 8)

* like Eq. 6-12 to give Eiq. 6-14- so that the dis-- /

- tance the mass ,will move can 'be determined and
cal led-S and the time toxmove a given distance S'is

Condition (2):,

it "Ate ~ th6projectile leaves the gun tube,, coS (6-19 S-

perience a creep acceleration. From (b) in Cond i- -M.
tion (1-). he remaining distance which the-mass
must move -o, complete its-part in the armfing in some instances,.the- interrupter is made of'
sequencecan~be-determined.. two..parts which, separate as they move; Ani ex-

(b) :Using an equation similar to 6-15 but ample is the slider of Fuze,:M48A3. in this case,
having the-,plus Signs replaced by minus signs,,the the inner part is not always under the influence

6.4
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of the sprinig. lts ,inotion, theninust be studied- _ '
under two copdijions:--Eq,- 6-17 and. the following,____ 62*

2 + f
pp2 x+ -f"(-2) where- d s-.the-inside~diainiet~r of Uei'icasied -is

The-soitition of-Eq. 6-20 is the outside dianieter46f-the, arlor and J_ wi the I.'
spring thickness;, all' dimensions are in inches. '

-The- numiber- of'-turns, N -delivered is
___ __ __ 41

t'-of (62)U- (6-23*)

whered-d

The, total time 'for the inner part1 to mve is the 0

sum of1 qs. 6-19 and 6-21. -In Eq. 6-19, S-is the '"'(2*

isace 'hne art- moves- while the, ipring '(~i ~) d~~ 0force is actrgo 4 i.nE.61,x i's equat.,
and x-is the total distance the part must move. 6-2.3.2, Hairsprings

Classicially, a haispring: is ~a -special' sAral
'6-2.3 PSPRINGSUSED IN FUZ -k sprig -tdfesfrom -a .power, spring by i

major factors: (1) there -is a space 'between- the
The'deign ocolsrnsicoee'av, col , d (2), the -sprig is small. The number of

Fig. 6-4 illustrates,,the method of specifying coil coils ds usually large and the outside- end, is,
'springs \Ised in compression. Diameters, length, clamped. The' number of turns N produced by a
type of ends, and wind-must be specified as well jmoment A is given-by
as material. and any' specia- features. Examples
of such features in fuze-desionire level of-impact N(6.25*)sensiivit (mainumis frequently specified), ~Et
'required: functioning time, and rain' sensitivity.

The Belleville spingis a special. spring in the where-b is the width of the spring, in.;_E is the
shape of'a conical 'washer 'that snaps from one- Modulus of elasticity, psi; Al is-the ap-plied ma-
stable position,, to another when the proper, force ment, in.-lb, t 'is the -spring thicknes, in.; and I
is applied. The spring's equations are given and, 4s4.he active length ofthe springin
Jits application~isiutaefrus'namnzn The-thairspring regulates.-the-4maasssysteri--of-
par. 13- 12.1~ In addition, fuzes make use of power the escapement. Because of the various forces
springs, hairsprings, anid constant-force springs. acting, on artillery' projectiles, spiral -springs are
Design formulas are given below .Materials and not, suitable. Rather, the escapement has, been
factors affecting 'spring life--such as wear and- regulated with straight springs deflected by bend-
stress-must also be considered-'; ing, or torsion. A typical example is shown in the

Junghans escapement, Fig. 6-26. These springs
6-2.3.1 Po wer Springs are designed with the formulas -of Table 6-1

(see also par..6-6.3.3).

Power, springs, alid called mainsprings, are, flat 64.33 Constint-force Springs
spiral springs used to drive clockworks. The
springs are usually contained inside a hollow case Co nstarit-force, also called negator, springs
to which one end of the spring. is attached; the' are spiral' springs so wound, that'a'constant fortie
other end, is attached t o the. arboras. shown in ca Iuses a continuous-unwinding of the coile. -They
Fig. '6-5. It has been dete~zined experimentally r aeb omn pigo ltsokt

thata mximu nuberof trnsis dlivred tight radius,, the coils touching one another. -The
when- the woupd-spring- occupies aboitt half the
volume availablebetween arbor and case. Under. *From MechanicalSprings by A.14.'WahI, Co yright '1 62.
this condition, thie length of the spring I is 6sed by permiesilon of Mct~raw Hil oBok Clompany,trinc
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C A S E u n m u .i ) .A .. s ,o ~ u o f ;, -b iu l a n d
- UfIUO~lwu)i~uzS ofcurvtur

V~ ~ ~ is the -ou ter- radius, -of coil, both in. inches.
_,-PRN Design formnulas -for constant-fre spring are _

given. in '2l 62. The stress factor S1 usedin
the equa4tions-depends -upon the material used

-and th6nticpatk nglife.. For high-carbn
steel- at less than 5O00 cycles, a Value 6f 0.02 is
suggested. In- the fib]e, x 'is the deflection re-

d- njqure in inhes, and- E is ,the mfodulus in -psi.
The other symbols aredefined above.

(-4) nound- ('8)Wound-

Figure 645. TypicaliCasidj Power Spring -§SIPR
-spring is placed oer an arbbo-fdiam~ter-sigtly, Many fuze components, such as interrupters--
greater 5than the-free inside diameter, of the un- anlckismoewtutheidfrlerr
stressed spring. bal berings. Since substantial forces. are avail-

Whena frce isappied n aradal drecion able for slidinig motion in spite of friction, com
frW he axis, te s 'piral uncu ria hwnicn ig ponenis cill&;, slideris can - be- incorporated in

6-, heload bin patical in epedn fd fuze design. Also, larg tlrance canbeallowed
fltionZhe-maitueo~h oc in order to-reduce the -cottof manufacture.,

agntub -fth 21ceV Sliders ate~rnoved'by springs and inertial forces
F=~T ~ ~ lb (62) Siders-may be designed -t travel along noma

\n 'f]to, or it anangle with,-the muanition axis. they

whee r istheminmumnatral(fre-psiton are usually -held in their 'initial -position by-

TABLE 6-2. -DESIGN,-FORMULASF OR CONSTANT-FORCE SPRINGS

Springs WIith Springs Wit ?
Variable, in. 10 Coit&. or Less Over 10 Coils

26.4 F -- 26.4F
Spring Width -b -. b-Et Et R ~

Vr- iimium natural Eb :0:
radius of curvature rin -f 4

Maximum natural Et
radius of 'curvaturei 

A.F

Spring thickness t > > 6A
EbS 2  AS 2

Arbor raius r2  12 r2  4l.2r.

Spring lengt , 10 lr2 -,.+ lOin 2.

-64?
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5 -0

(A) .Free -Position 18() Oderating Posiion

Unmounted "Mounted On Rolle

Figure 6-6. Negator Spring

6-3.1 AXIALMOTION OF SPRING-DRIVEN SLIDERS dicular to the direction of motion,of a munition
may be-drivef, either by springs orby centrifugal

Components designed to move. along, the di- forces. 'Usually the sliders are held in their initial

rection of motion of a munitionare constrained position'by a lock pin which is removedas part

by springs and njoved by indtialforcs. That is, of the arming processand Eq. 6-12 rapplies. The

in an impact device a spring holds the part until situation may easily become that of twc-separate
impact occurs; then that part continues its own conditions with the time to act given'by the sum.

motion by sliding within'themunition-according of Eqs. 619 and 6-21.

to Newton's law on conservation of momentum.
Hence, there is relative motion between compo- 6-3.3 TRANSVERSE MOTION OF CENTRIFUGALLY
,nents according~tothe equation DRIVENSLIDERS;.

The motion of the slider under centrifugal
m" + kx I' - S (6.27) forces isgivenby Eqs. 6-17 and 6-20. However,

if the slider is At an angle-other,,than 900 to tle

Under setback or irpact conditions, the fric- spin axis, setback ,and creep forces will also in-
tional forces are much smaller thanthe inertial. fluence the motiondirectly. This occurs because
'force I1'a' and may be neglected. the timhe of these forces have acomponent'in, the directionp

action may be obtained from Eq. 6-7 whete of motion of the-part.
Q= Fig. 6-7 shows the dentrifugally -operated

However, ,under drag or ait resistance forces -slider in which -k is the spring force and ;F -is
,where the deceleration is constant, the solution the normal force (reaction) of the restraining
to Eq. 6-27 becomes -wall,( F disappears when the slider is not touch-

ing the wall). F, is the inertial force equivalent
SkS- fa + , (6-28) to the centrifugal force m, •r where r is the
k ,s radius, of, the center, of mass of the slider from

k "cs- kxo is;7 / + f the spin axis.,

Let a' equal the acceleration of the slider in
In this case, xo is measuredin the direction of the direction of the munition spin axis. Then by
motion anddenotes the amount of compression assuminga forceF necessary to provide this ac-
of the spring. celeration, the forces are resolved in the XV direc-

tion (slide motion direction) andthe Y direction.
6.3.2 TRANSVERSE MQIION OF SPRING-DRIVEN Upon combining these two equations, one ob-

SLIDERS tains

Components designdd to move in a direction -I14'I'i(i.4 n idos,/) - mo(A. (cOs2 ) - 11cosds I

plerpefidicular to or with a component perpen- m M,)2: (cOs - i~si) (6-29)
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:where b is the slide angle. This equatii is ex- the slider will move,'This equation is ofthe same

amined to determine (0 and a't.a whici Y be- form as, Eq. 6-12. Hence, thetime to move the
comes positive;,this is the condition under which distance S is

k" F 11V (sino + pcoso)' i tr. xo(cos2 -- jtcos~sii4 )
M / -- mo~ro (cos€ - jisin1) - mc2S(cos24/>- jicosqsink)

co's1< .1 -j- q)(,'s' '1s o
k- O ,- cos€ siio)j kx ha (sa$ +icos ) -- MPtU1 (eosq - isn9) J

SIn XIS / .. .... (6-30)

/ only When -the migsile strikes, the target; hence,
thepin-is-designed to withstand, impacts resulting
from norma hain dling shocks. The pin can, be
shearedwhen an inertia weigh& t strikes itexert.
ing a force IIa that produces a shear stress 4

" "" .r --- s'i(6:31)
2A

/0 A is-the-pin cross-sectional area ih in?. and the 2
as required if Ihe, pin is in- double'sheai (sup-
ported on twc. sides). The, area of the pinmay be

SPIN AXIS found fJIr any decdleratioh a' by-,U. ing the ulti-
PN mateshdar stren&th, iy 75,000,psi.

Hinge pins-(Fig. 6-8) are slightIy, differentin

-, . ,that a larger clearance'is necessary for the mating
I parts to move. Bending ,of the pii then occurs

which ,reduces the allowable shear stress. AKmax-

_ -C 6. imum bending moment'is cormputed by, assuming
In thatthie wholid-i bnitentrated at the middle

& o of the pin and that the pin isfreely-supported at
Fa ,.S" the middle of each clevis arm.,

OS+ - The shear stress r Will be

Figure 6.7. Slider at an Ahgl where F is the -force being transmitted. The,
bending moment %I will be

6-4 MINOR MECHANICAL PARTS F ID11 =2.(w. +--L'-+ ,in.-, lb, (,3

The family of, minor mechanical parts used in 2

fuzes' includes shear pins, hinge pins, links, where w, is the width of each clevis eye,'w, is

detents, knobs; screws, trip levers, pivots, bear- the width of the eye, and-, Iis the clearance; all

ings ,etc. Each one serves a distinct purpose and dimensions in inches. The maximum fiber stress

maybe designed from basic principles. No com- a from the bending moment is (tension on one

plicated formulas are, required; in fa-ct, many side compression,,oithe other)

handbooks contain tables of data or n-omographs (
for the designer's use' . =r ah - psi (6-34)

TA
6-4.1 PINS, DETENTS, AND LINKS' where d is the pindiameter in in. and A is its

second moment of area ( ndp/6 for a circle).
A shear pin may be intended to be broken Therefore by substitutiig Eq. 6-33, for M in Eq.

6-9

Vi

f- -= = "• • ;= " " *- - *" -= = " ' • -m
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Thue shear, stiess -is computefby Eq. 6-32 where
'F is'the-whole load.1'h motion of'the detents-is
complicated, if they are allowed. to become
skewed; i.e., they 'twist and jam, if the clearance
is too large or if the length in the- guide is too
short. With -a short rod, large clearance, and sharp
corners, friction is:incredised because Athe load is.

HINGE confeentrated 'ai~ the bearing areas so that there is
PIN a tenden~cy to 'gall or go'uge the'-detent. Fig. 6-9

illustrates this general,,p lrblem.

'76-4.2- KNOBS,,LEVERS,"'AND PIVOTS

' ~'Knlobs, are used ,to, select or get fuze function.
Normal -knob-d'esign can. be appliedcbecaUse Ahe

(A) Asembfr "

F

(A) MnmmClearance -Adequate Lengh.

'F/2 2  AREA A

'(8) r~ces on Hinge pin,

Figure 6.8. Hinge Pin

'6-34, the stress caused by bending-is found'to'be

Both stresses r and a must beoless than the u'lti-
mate strength of the pin'for it to be safe..

Linkages are bulky, 'and~are not used often ()c~'laac dqaeLni
because space is'limitedinqfuz~s. Since links-are-,
long slendler rneris that, are primiarily adapted
to transmitting miotion in one Plane, neiiher they
nor their 'joints resist lateral -forces well. They /./
tend to wobble and bifid. Setback and cenitrifu-
gal forces are nearly always at right angles- to
each other;,hei 4ce, linkageg are not desirable in
fuzes f6r ug -in spin-stabilized 'projectiles. They
are better suited to stationary or 'low velocity ////

munitions.
Detents ~qre shdrt-rods with a"length -to diam- (C) Excessive Clearance - Short Length

eter rativoof 2:1 or,3:1, Their'purpose istore-
strict, moO. n by exerting their shear strength. Figure 6-9.- Deteni Actions

6-10
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.only coiflicting- torque arises during aigular 5et opening torque piesent is balanced by aclosing
back. In &I instance, the frictionaltorque must torque that depcnds -upon friction.- These are

.. * exceed the sback torque. By designtngthe part sensitive to small: motions by the driving, force

so, that linear- setback ill increase the friction because a sliding iadtion once- started will' cont-
the kfiob hearing surface has-A component per- tinue. 'the kinetic coefficient -bf 'friction IPk is

pendiculL to the spin, axis), the-effects of the less than ,the , static coefficient p, Which means
stbak torque may be defeated. that the part s Itas-to move when p'Fr < G5. in

A rip- '.ever. restricts the motion of another the equation,
tptby a locking-action., Fig. 6-10(A) illustrates

a positive lock ih which, any opening torque is - -Fr 10, 'in,-lb (6-36)
fbaiced 'y a, -definite cl6sing torque. Fig.

.6,3 13(B)'shows a ,sensitive 'brake in which 'the where 0i is the. spring torque and r is the friction
radius, 'ifi'in. (see, Fig. 6-10(4)). At the instant

-''DESIRED when , L .drops to Ilk ,-the angular-acceleration

'MOTION. - increases With a jump.
Aftother trip lever is operated by an inertia'

._.- ' ' type -all-way switch ,for graze action. Fig; 6-11
r"shows how an inertia ring will move a -trigger

plate regardless of the direction of the force on

/-REACTION
- FORCE GUIDE

NCLOSINGE

'--RIVING IRIA TRIGER
FORcE LATE

(A) Positive Lock
FINGERS GUIDE

_MOTION,
-DESIRED 'A Unarmed

G SPRING TORQUE

GUIDE

/ COIL SPRING LEVER

FS SPRINGN3 I TRIGG"ER'

FINERTI GUI L

(B) Armed ,

FORCE RIGPLT

,, (B) Sensitive Broke

Figure 6.10. Trip Leers Figure 6-11. Firing Ring-for, All-way S iVitch :
SPIN 6.11.-

S
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the inertia ring. The fingers thenraise the lever mandatory. A light retainer spring around the
along its-guide. outside- of the coil bundle tkeeps the coil, intact

Pi'ots are made fronr hardsteel rather than during transport or-rough handling.
from jeWels because the operating life of the Delay time can be varied from a few milli-
pivot'is.so short. Thus, the impact .ength nec- seconds to a half second depending on projec.
essary tp withstand~setback forces,;bedbiies the tile spin rate, ribbon length (10 to-36 in.), and
-importarit iequirement, Sleeve or- ball bearings -cavity diameter. 'ltia-unwinder requires high spin
can be used When necessary, but simple surface rates, 12,000 rpm being about-the lowest applida.
contactis normally usedlbecatise space is limited; tion to date. Unwinders- have I en, made of'soft
1f'the-bearing must be-lubricated corrosion prob- -lulminum, copper, and, brass ribbon, about
lems arise, particlarly afteriong storage. 0.00 i,".thick.

The unwinder begins to opeAte, and con-
6-4.3 SPIRAL UNWINDEk tihues to operate, when the force causing bundle

rotation exceeds, rotatipial friction drag forces.
The spiral unwinder ,system, provides arming, See Fig. 6-13 for definition of symbols and

-delay in fuzes due to the effect ,of projectile units. The centxzfugal~force F, of the-unbalanced
.spin. The unwinder c6nsists of a tightly. woind ribbon bridge is
,spiral coil of soft metal ribbon, located concen- 1, 7 2 A 72,,

tric with the slin axis around a fixed hub, Fe l (6-37)
'surrounded by a cirdtlar~cavity (se# Fig. 6-12). rbo bidel
After firing setback has ceased, projectile slpin where W is the weight of the, ribbon bridge, lb
causes the "free end of the ribbon to move out- and N is the rotation, in rpm. The, force tangent
wa rd Across the gap 'to-press against the cavity to the bundle at its outside diameteris
wall. Continuing spin transfers successive por-, F
tions of. the dolled ribbon progressively put*a d dF = F cos 0, lb (6-38)
until all of the ribbon hai unWouhid from the
central hub. The time taken by the unwinder to and torque on the ribbon bundle
un-tirap provides the arming delay. As the last
coil, of the unwinider ribboil :opens, successive G, = F, r, , in. -lb (6-39)
members in the ,arming process are released or
unblocked. The unwinder' has been ;used to Because of-tha manypossible varieties of inter-
block a striker 'in the safe position- to restrain locks and engagements, calculations for the fric-
an explosive traii barrier, and to provide elec- tional drag on the unwinder are not given here.

trical switching. The' calculated value 'of total frictional torque
The tightly wound' bundle must-be free to C. should be compared with G1 for the appro-

rotate around the fixed central,hub, either by a priate-Values of r., r,, r. at several points,
loose fit or, preferably; a bearing sleeve onto, in the unwinding, action, specifically at its be-
which, the ribbon ,is *rapped. Correct direction ginning and ending. It may then be 'determined"
of coil winding relative to prbjectile spin is, from the results whether the unwinder bundle

will start'to operate and fully operate.
The excess of G, over GF will rotationally

accelerate the coil bundle. Rotation of the bun-

~. dle is necessary to transfer a specific length of
"' f ribbon from a .smaller diameter 2 r I to'a larr

diameter 2rc . It may be deduced that, the
larger the difference of G over Gr , theless the
unwinder is influenced by variations in friction,

-, and the more consistent will be the time delay
S-..provided by the unwinder design..

'Unwindingshould be smooth and free, with-(A) UNARMED '(6) ARMED
(Wound) '(Unwoond,borrer displaced) out cyclic variations. Folds or ripples in-the un-

wound ribbon lying aound the ,inside of the
Figure 6.12. Spiral Unwinder drum cavity will produce chatter caused by,

6-12
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changing length. of 'the ribbon, bridge and may of inertia of the -rotor wvith -rqspect to the muni-
stop-the Unwinder. t ion spin~axis is a muaximum.

The angular~accelergtion aof the ribboxrbffi-
dl~duetd (~-d is 6-5.1 OISK-ROTOR

~lf(C-40) TIhe disk rotor is forc-ed&-to turn about its di-
7 aineter that is coincident, with the munition

where I is~the momient'of inixtia spin axis. In this motion, the disk will rotate in
w / its own, plane about an axis perpendicula to the

-2 Ib-r2c il. (64) spin noxis according toteabove princpe The
2g ~ ~ (.1 rotor shown in Fig. 6-14 is in its initial'position

Also " /with itssyinmetrical diametral axis at the anigle 0
to spin axis of the munition.

1"p tws (6-42) -When'the angelo is zero, the disk has assumed
the-positioii. of' dynamic equi' librium. According

where p is the deiisity,,lb/in? ,,and- wv is the rib- to Fig. 6-15, the device may actually become
bon width, n. ari-ied',before 0 ,. This ip because the detona-

tion wave from the detonator, may be~prol5agated
Then across the gap at the overlap of detonat - r and

2g G I ri q20 ral/c 2  lad edges; This meAns thefuzeais nbJA11liger safe.
a ' radse (6-43)-

1 2t

This angular acceleration Will be reduced by
nmomeni~s due -to both thie elastic bending re-
straint 1l of the ribbon and friction drag 11fi

2g (C.r -A.) ~
fr r~-.-~ p r'ad/sc (6.44) F

Further derivation can 'be made for. solution of
dO __the values of.-. r' and' drfor increnments of time,
dt2 - ct90

yielding an approximation of the delay time
provided by the unwinder and diameter of the
colt- bundlb remadiing. -H-owever, the -increase in
retarding frictional drag-. with increased' rotd-
tibnal velocity of the bu6-dle will 'probably be
unknown, Thus producing results somewhat in
error. rc RADIUS OF CAVITY INTO WHICH

6.5 ROTARY DEVICES THE "UNWiINDER 'OPENS
r, RADIUS OF OUTER COIL

Some'components of'the Arming mechanisms r, RADIUS OF INNER COIL
are pivoted so that they can turn through a spdci- rm=RADIUS OF MIDPOINT OF R1BBON
fied angle. This rotation 'xiay be-caused b'y cen- BRIDGE
trifugal effects, by air stream effects; or by un S =LENGTH OF RIBBON BRIDGING
winding springs. Theaxes of' the rotating mem- BETWEEN'BUNDLE AND CAVITY WALL
bers may'be parallel' to, perpendicular to, or at s RIBBON THICKNESS
an, angle with the munition axis. These features ALL 'DIMENSIONS, ARE IN INCHES
are discussed according ~to whether the davices
are in stable or unstable~equiltbrium, i.e., wheth_ NOTE RIBBON IS ASSUMED TO-BE STRAIGHT AND
er the munition spin causes or merely afffe's TANGENTICTONTEBNDE O
their motion. The devices follow the general-IPIFCTO
principle that the rotors turn until the moment Figure,6-13. Nomenclature for Spiral Un winder

,0 13
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SPINAXISwhere r is~the radius of the disk, -0 is any-inter-
(i ~mediate position of -the disk, j is, the angular

:~iETNATOR accelleration,- and:J, I.., and 4Dae~ionnso
FIRING PINt P6RT inertia about the three, axes.

P If-a 'xs -zero, the friction~al torque is~i~rci. The
solution of E~q. 6-45 then becomes on elliptic in-
tegral of the first kind

1 (6

,' where s~j, sil-, ,nd K___sin00

X Tables of the function can be used to solve for t.
.a The. equation has been analyzed'and solved for

F ~the T370",series Of fUZes7 .--
'if at' is not zero, Eq. 6-45-must be solved by

Dintegrating once to give,
LE~b CAV(T

LEA2 CAV0T 0)-,. (6-47)

Figue 6J~.Dis' RtorThis shows, that the- kinetic term -must exceed

Hience,, for minimum arming, distance, the de. the maximum value of the friction term in order
signer must -calculate the time for the. angle, o that the-disk may turn;'.e., 6. must be real,
to reduce toO 'rather than to o.Eq. 6-47 is integrated by nuimerical, methods.

The important equation for a disk is the 'The value of 0 is obtained, by substituting vai-
torque equation -,about the, polar axis. For the ous angular values, fromn 00, to 0. in this equation.
disk shown in Fig. 6-14, the torque equation is Plot the reciprodal of 0 against, 0 and measure

'the area under the curve from- 0,, to 0.,The area
40-(P- ID) sia60 cos0'= - W a'-A r '(6-45) will 'represent the time for the disk to move

p from 0, toO..

tf () f f(0)0 (6-48)

FIRING -PIN0

e. 6w5.2 CENTRIFUGAL PENDULUM
DETONATOR0

This device is a bar pivoted at' its ceniter of
mass. In Fig. 6-16 the pivod ~axis is shown~per-

S pendicuWa to-the munition. spin, axis. If 'the cen-
~' ~ trifugal pendulum spins about an -axis perpen-

S dicular to the 'pivot axis, it will rotate until it
reaches the position ~of ma:imuih, moment of

OVERLA inertia with respect to the spin .axis.
OVRA ~ /INITIA'L This device has an eqaio f motion-iden-

/ POSITION tical with that of the disk rotor. There will be
very little friction so that -the friction 'e

LEAD may be negledted and Eq. 6-46 wiff'irepresent
-' SPIN AXIS 'the time to swing the bar.

Note that for the disk rotor, (iP - ')is small
so that 0 will, be small *and t will be large. How-
ever, for the'pend ,ulum, (I P 1D) is large; 0will

Figure 6.15. Detonator Overlap in Disk-Rotor -be large and t will. be small.

6-14
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ANGULAR VELOCITY The quantities shown in Fig. 6-17 lead to the

I'L3' torqueequation,'
ANGULAR SPIN AXIS 20~

wh-ereG 1 'is the frictional torque which may be
overy smnall compared to the cenitrifugal'force and'

, .in in; is the radial dist~n'&_-fromthe pivot tb
the center of gravity of-the leaf. If Gf is ,known;,

______ ____ then the, equation -may- be solived by niumerical
- integration, as -was Eq. -6-46.

fO dO

CONT / .. ± (co- coso0 )
PLATE 90'D 2  gz 4 2 1 (-)

Evaluate the denominator and~plot its-reciprocal
'against- o. Meagufe the areaune hc'refo

Figure 6-16& Centrifugpl.Pebduludn 0, * to zero whcunl eteier theugero
to move.

6-5.3 -THE SEMPLE PLUNGER 6-5.4--SEQU ENTIAL ARMING-SEGMENTS

This device senses the velocity change resulting
Thbis device, shown in- Fig.-6-17, oper-ates by from 'a' coiitinuied linear acceleration in 'the di-

centrifugal effects so-as to pivot, when released,, iectibn of the projectile axis as :shownin .Fig.
-int 'apreerrd oienatin. Sine t~ cnte of 6-18. The mechanism-consists of--a series ofpiV--

mass is not on 'a line, of symmetry of 'the body, oted segments, each held in position by a spring.,
the moment of, inertia Y 'about the -pivot point, Wheni a sustained acceliration' occurs-as w~hen
must be calculated' fromn the expression. the prpjectile is launfched-the-first segment ro-

Ifm~d ?tates throughi an angle sufficient to release the
-. rm(6-49) -seconid segment which, after rotatirg, releases

w PIVOT
PIN -HOLE,

SPlIK
-AXIS, PIVOT

PIN

PLUNGER .

I C.G.

---- FC 1

SPRI NG DETENT 0
-j

F

Figure 6-17. Semple Plunger'
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the thi-d segment. -Whei this lastsscgment ceinial.
pletes'Its iotation,0a lock pin disengagqs-a spring-.
helaiotor.. °

The segmentsare designed to operate on set-
back. Any short-period'accelerationsuchas !nay ROTOR OR LATCH'

occur'in a fall or a'jolt will- not causethWhiele
•sequenceto be completed:/ m

Considerthe iproblem, of %designiiig.a sequea,
tial' leaf. mechanism to- operate: vhen it. experi,-
ences, an acceleration of a certain minimum -mag-
nitude.a'for acertain minimum duration t2 - t.
The, vlues -of a', t , and t would-be- selected
from the setback acceleration curve, Fig. 6'19,
soias to utilize a largeqportion of the area-under
the curve (velocity change). 'The -differential
equation, of, motion for a single leaf is-

I0-= Wa' (t)cos(O - a)P- (G + kO) - Gf (6-52)

The symbols'for this series of equations are 7 ' ".

V = weight of leaflb \,- /

= radial distanice'from pivot to centerof DIRECTION '

gravity of leaf, in. ACCELERATION
;OF PROJECTILE

I moment of inertia Of eaf',aboutaxis

of rotation, _2 in?'abu~xi ~
in ~ 0

0 angular displacement of leaf, rad AI'\

0 angularacceleratib, rad/sec2  
- -

RELATIVE"

a" '- design minimum acceleration assumed -DIRECTION,
.. .. I OF INENTIAL

constant, g F5tCE. O N
I •LEAVES

a' (t) = applied acceleration, g

Figure_6-18._. Sequential Leaf-Mechahism
a = angle between perpendicular to 'direc-

tion of- acceleration and line through ass umed, equal to unity without :introducing
center of gravity of leaf, and, axis of serious error. Also, the, initialspring torqjue G.
rotation of leaf, rad can be expressedtas Wr e", where a"< a'.Thus

-4'- the equation becomes
G,, = torque due to prewinding of spring,

in.-lb 10 = -lrc fa' (t) - a" - kO - Gf (6-53)Cs -J
k = spring constant, in.-lb/rad Assuming a'(t) = a a constant, and

Gf -friction torque, in.-lb 0 (0) 6"(0) = ,the solution is

9 Wrg (a* - a"- ' (6-54)If leaf rotation is limited to- the rarge of 0 0 -(- -5OO

22.50' from the-horizontal, cos (0'- a)can be k

6-16
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~where fVkIie arming. time 'for a single
-leafi~tu FLASH HOLE/

(1 o&iI- ate
Hlria ta -1 a")

PIN SPRING -7For a -mechanism Withthree identical leaves,-/
azi' t~a ru and in, the. c.ase under consider-

Atioi, t 3 41r 't t1. and a'= a".
For sustainied acceleration- of, a magnitude ~

above the minimumi-mangnitude a ',the arming
_-time-decreases; with incereasing acceleration fiiag.
nitude A&ctiise~ffi'~ie of this is thiat a sustinie& CLHRiVGA P N
acel"ration of magnitude greater than -dfV'mnight

arm~thfe-mfechanism even -though ~the acceleration - PIVO7 PIN HOLE- FC

taste-for-'less than'the time interval t., _.t1 zJtha MOTIO'i TO AM

been--found that a carefully desigited-mechanismn----
can- be in'ade- not. tdarmf only fo~r drops up- to a
height for which~the -impact- velocity is, one-half' Figure -'6-20. Rotary Shutter
-the design-velodity change. F~or droos-wherd theT
iinpdt -eleitL- -i ,equa1 -to-or greater than one- to capture the burniing particles;,fla~h holes have
half the design velocity change, -each drop pulse 'been found'to be unnecessary 'in recent designs),,
mth sebak cceertin urve echle ad (3) the ceniter -of maps is-loc ated -neither at

the sebc ceeaincre ahlawould. -the pivot nor on the--munition -axis. When thebe designed to operate at. a slightly different mpin- fuze spinsi centrifugal effects will- cause the
irunaceeato.Thscn edneb arig shutter~ to -turn, after the centrifugal piri -re-

the thickness -of the, leaves.. Fig. 649 sho~vs a leases it.
-typical -setback acceleration curve and the por- The -moment of inertia I about the pivot must.
tions-of the cuirve, utilized for operationof each -be found from ;Eq.,6-49 and' then the equation,
leaf. -frito 11b

2 Where in is the. mass of' the-disk, r and rp are
-radii ndic~ted& in F'ig. 6-20, and 954s the angle as

LEAF -indicated' The- soluitibn- must-~again--be-fodtnd--by-
U O \LAnumerical, integration of the equation --

TIME .sec, 0016 -t - dos-

'Figure 6419. Setback Accelerction Curve -~o _2n~r f cs6-

J6-5.5 ROTARY SHUTTER' This will be the time- to rotate from (6.57)o
(0,-0). At this angle the detonator is~aligned'

This device is illustrated in Fig. 6-20. The with the, munition spin axis. As before, 0 may be-
plane of adisk type'shutter is rotated about the larger than (q0 - 0) because the detonator
spin axis of the munition. There are three p'nints could be- initiated before *it is exactly on center.
peculiar th the construction -of this shutter:
(I) it-is pivoted at the center of the semicircular 6-5.6 BALL CAM ROTOR
-part, '(2) it is set to rotate in its- own plane so

I -that: either the flash hole bpifoierotation or, the A dqyice can beused thjat has aAiming cycle
detonator after rotation is centied-on the muni- 4ivibrsely pprtional-to- the rotatitinal velocity,

-tionaxis'(the flash hole' is abidhole inteh'dod oQf 6,6 fuze.,.Since projectiles from, a given. gun
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haive very Inearly- the iamespi when firedrider 16-58)
identica conditions, 'this device produces a ~j~Cb~
nearly niformtinie elay'Te device consists where 4, is the slot spira angle andote (-)

:of. tree-parts: (1) ,a ball which 4moveislfa- ce -(The-center of rotation is on tefz pnai.
trifugal field, -(2)- a-stationary part with--a- slot T'he -force equdtons (F ma) for tfieball are
-radia[ to the fuze spin axis to guide the ball, and.
(3)'a rotor with, a spiral slot iwhich is.-tuned, as ma - I,,('cos0+ psin-) -pI , AFnt (6-59)
the,,baji-ifmovesc raily., Fig. 6.21(A) shows. he
ball in the slots of the rotor and, stitor. The
forces 6n the sira slot are shwnin Fig. 6-21(B ). T -yii&-1 ics)=(6-66)

and -those on the bal A Fig. -6-21(p). 'The
torque eqluation, for the rotor is where F,, is-,the Coriolis force -necessary to-ac-

celerate the, ball about the axis because it has a,
radial, velocity, (see par. 5-4.5). C6orii'bine Eqs.

SLOT IN 6-58,, 6-59,,and 6.60 to eliminate F,, -and, ,.
ROTOR Te equation, becomes,

r2 2, atio
1+ 2tiat -11 6-1

4- To solve Eq:-61 conveniently and obtain an ap-
proximate soltitioni, defin 6r asr + 90 *here sis

BALL thespiralcnat -recognize Ithat r tan S6equals
4r/d0;jet(1I - p/tanSQ)/ (1 + 2 ILtan O)equal C,
a constant; assume p (tan-6;an asm

- 2
r &) > Fwhere F is theradial acceleration of the
ball. Making the indicaied substitutions, one

(A) oli Corn Rotor Assembly can write the, chfferenti!ii equation

10 -mo 2 CsO-= ma) 2Csr 6  '(6-02)
/ from which is obtained

Acosh~/ (Q-63)

r -This eqluatibn shows thit~ithe timfe to rotate the
A~~n rotor is inversely .proportional. to the spin of the

projectile.

% 85.7 BALL ROTOR

If the faze-in a spinning projectile requires a -.
(M) Forces on the S:Piral Slot larger- Arming delay than that, obtainable with,

some disk rotors, a ball'rctor like-that shown in
P Fq Fig. 6-22 can be used. The bil,_has a diamietral

cavity for he,)detonaibr. In the-tijiarmbed ,posi-
Fn tion, the ball is oriented and held by four deitente

mw~r* so that the detonatoris out of line with the -firingt pin and the booster. During the arming process,
the -etents withdraw fromn the ball as thespring

(0Frcsonte e expands when 'the projectile reaches the proper
(C)Fores n Iie o/lspin velocity. Theball is- then free to turn in its

spherical seat until it reaches the position of dy-
Figure 6-21., Ball Coin Rotor namic eiquilibrium. The detonator is then alignc.
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One approach to- the~ eqiuatiofis of ;notion for F RING PrN _
-the billis given-nAppendix L. Equations'are~de- .7
rived for' the starting conditions, and- 'the spin-

veoiytwihthe -dtns drpou sfon SPRING STOP'- V 'BALL ATOA

( J_ -)S sin ilCOS(L (~4 "I

The meaning of the symbols -is given in -the 'appendix. ETNOR
Because the -.ball inevitably rolls in its spheri- CDETENTS

Ncal- seat so that the contact point varies With () nre, oi o
-time,, the~differenitial equations, becomne exceed-
mngly~ complicated. Usually, the practical solution _-FIRING-PIN
for, the- bai rotor is obtained by experimfental L
-iiethodg. SPPING STOP DETONATOR CAVITY

The.factors considered necessary to-'design a
bail-rotor are the moments of inertia of the'.ball, __DET

spin of-1the projectile, -time' delay required, size -HOLE

of th e 'detonator in relation to-the firing -pin,.
and- size -ofi the detent -springs; Some of 'the-
parameters that may be. changed are diameter, .DETENTS ROOR

pstion of the center of gravity, anddensit of
the ball. It'is suggested that -the center of gravity()ArePoiin
be close to the' geometrical center of'the ball, ,the dPsto
preset angle of the detonator be near-450 and
the detents. simultaneously- disengage the rotor.

; Figuri?6-22. Ball-Rotor
-CLOCKWORKS

Aclockwork may be used to establish' a time 6-. SAEMN YE
-iitervahfromnthe-instant-'of launching-to~he ini- -

tiation of'the primer. It is not ordinarily used to- Escapements are the re-gulaidrsof mechanical
-measurel -arming- times--although- the principles- time fuzes-while gear-tratins.are-theirttrzisduicers. '

could be extended'.to iring.:,Clockwork is one. There are three types of regulating; devices:'
"of'the. oldest devices used successfullyi in'fuzes .(1) Group I - Untuned' TWo-center Escape
for-timing. ments: A" pivoted mass driven by "an escape

There are many partsof a clockwork *but only wheel. Physically, -this is a mass oscillating with-
the escapements And gear trains arediscussed in out a spring by depending on its own inertia to
detail. Design, features of gears, bearings, and' control its motion. Example:. runaway, escape-
shafts are covered in -standard design'texW". inent.
Note, however, that "conventional designs must (2) Group JI - Tuned Two-center Escape-
be used with care. Normally, the procedures a- mn: Acobatnofapivote balnead-
vanced are for machine elements having smooth mass restoring spring,. pulsed -twici_ per cycle by
power transmission. in contrast, -the. fuze clock- an escape wheel. Physically, this is a m ,ass on a.
work transmiits-low levels of torque at low run- spring, executing simple harmonic motion. Ex-
ning speeds. In addition, the fuie~has space limi- ample: Junghans escapement.
tatio' P'that requir the use of small pinions with. (3) -Group' III - Tuned Three-center.Escg±
few tef ',(usually 8). Remeinber.'also that the ~ments: An intermediate Ink is placed'between

.~.enviro11r.,a*crQ- in vere (see par. 9..2.1), special escape wheel and oscillating mass to improve the
lubrication1 problemfs. exist (see .par. 14-7), and precision of impulse delivery--ind to minimize
the relation of- the- setting~and-indicaiing devices drag torque. Eiapedtah' lever' escape-
is critical'(see par. 14-4). 'et
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6 6.2: UNTU1 ED TWO-CENTER ESCAPEMENTS ,-..i " " LEVER "

Ani unturied or runaway escapement-is. 4Aini- LE'7/,TI7NDS
ing device with a 'cyclic. regulator that does not ~.
,execute sinpile harmonic motion. The system SPRNG- /  

.. ) . ,

-consists of-three-parts':(1) atoothed-wheel acti- 7. ,

ated by an applied torque,,(2) h pallet with two-. -
teeth, and (3) ai mass oscillating without a, te ° pt , 'x
storig .force. Fig. ,6.234shoivs' one'-shape for an , (, ± .t.~~~~MISSIL,L ' / ,
escape wheel. It differs from that in the tuned es- ,McSSLO II.. . .. . OAX,\ - GEAR TRAIN~capemdnt because-'it mriust awmys,-pe 'trit m' ltion )
,of -the,palldt. Whe'w the escape wheel Au mn-s, -one l j ;!'

pallet .tooth is pushed along the escape- ;wheel
tooth. The other pallet tooth, then engages the MASi

escape, Wheel. A cbnstnt torqueappliedito the se -
-~ESCAPEWHEescape-wheel will, causethe oscillating system'to wEL

opeate ,like a governor because. the mass of the
oscillating part must be- driven through-a re- PALLET

stricted-pathi. -All chanAges in this torque will, alterI
the frequency of oscillation,.of the runaway
escapemefit. . Figure 6-23 RunawayEscapement

The4requency of pallet oscillation f, may 'be
-calculated from, the torque G on the escape variable to measure arming distanceswith timing
wheel .if-- the following assumptions are made; devices, even if the assumption were tre that all
(1) the half cycles ,of the palet,:are equal in- r6ckets performed normally.
time, (2) the driving torque is constant, (3) the This is brought about by the fact that the ac-,
impact is inelastic, and (4):'he friction is negli- celeration-time 'diagram for rockets is not, the
gible.,If 0 is the anglebetween extreme positions' -same even for all those of one type. Fig '6-'47
of, the pallet in radians and 1, 'isthe mbment of 'shows the influence of rocket motor tempera-
inertia of- the oscillating mass nsiugin? , 'then ture (at the time of firing) upon the acceleration-

/' 1 r /r~time diagram. Other factors sucn as air, density, 4
(6-65) velocfi ofthe launcher, and steering activity can

S= " ' : - ,have pronounced',effects on the acceleration-tinge-
diagram.

,where rp is the radius 'of. the pallet wheel; in.; Suppose for example, that it is desired to arm
r, is the radius of the escape wheel, in.; G is the-'rocket-at, 700 -plus or minus 100, feet-from

the torque, in.-lb. Thus the frequency vanes as the launcher. Fig. 6-25 shows that the arihing
the square root of the escape Wheel torque. When time must vary with, the acceleration-of the rock-
designing the gear train, the designer must ri et if the arming distaiice would be-held within
member that G.-the actual ratheirthan the theo-
retical torque. (Use 30%.of the theoretical torque so

as-a first approximation. , 140*F INITIAL MOTOR TEMPERATURE

To meet' safety requirements, the fruze must -

not become armed ,until- it has traveled a certain £ 40,

minimum safe dlistaitce from, the launcher., The 0I
F 

INITIAL MOTOR TEMPERATURE

ideal device would measure this,dist nce'directly.
In lieu of. this'difficult if not'impossible 'task, a o
time interval isn em ured in such a way-that it is
directly,related to' the distance. A timing device -

would 'suffice if the speed of the projectile were 0

constant. Timed' ar ing ,devices-.can be'applied TIME, sec

with reasonable confidence to projectiles; how-
ever, the behavior of rockets and missilesis. too Figure 6-24. Typical Rocket Accelerations

6-20
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the specified tolerance. Thus,a- fixed-tinietimer Eq. -65 describes an idealized~device-anid can-
1 Would 'not be-satisfactorv. not account for effects of' friction or-materials.

The problemrcan'be solved wiha runaway es- For a particular-one-eodteth mica
X aeiet timer'. If' the escapement, is driven, by a- equation for the averagd velocity 0 of the escape

device which derives its power from the Acceera-
tioyldfthe-rbcket-.the esca-lem~nt can be -de- Whe sienb
signed! to -effect , arming i- the- saine,46itance 6.= .23l'I,,-I G/I1,O 6. (6171)
even -under differinig values of0 acceleration.* Fig. where .~is-the mnomfent ,of inertia of the-escape
6-23 shows a device in which the.toiqUe appliedote
'to the escaemn will' be proportional to. the wheteershvnbenpviulapeentdefined- This is of the same, form as Eq. 6-65
setback acceleration.

11The'tiiie-t'to'arm~canbe expre*scc as.bcue f~A~02r (-2

t~= (6-66)
k~f~where N~is the humber of teeth- in'the escape

beas i eedsuo t~nmero4osil- Wheel., The constant coefficient in Eq. -6-71 i&i
tios o thpalet nd'h~ne~uon ts reqeny found todepend upon various factors: center-to-.

f,'k, is a. proportionality 'constant. The dis-' center distancebetween escape.wheel andpallet,
tance, along the -trajectory that the rocket will radius, of the ;pitch, -circle of 'the" escape wheel,,
travel during the arming -time, -assuming constant, friction- of the'gear train, and number of times

acceleraion, istha the, mechanism 'has been "run down.

S= +a t2 - (6-67) 6&6.3 TUNED TWO-CENTER ESCAPEMENTS
4'2

Thetorque is given by When masses nsrnsvbae the amplitude

of. the oscillation decreaies to iejo accordifigto
Z= mar,, k2  (6-68) Eq. 6-11. riction dam~ps out the oscillations so

where mn is the mass of the driving mass on Fig., that a force must be applied to miaintain the os-
cillations. If, -this driving o&adenryi6-23,,a isthe rocket accelerati'on, r. is the radius) ~fread nryi

of he scae hee, ad'~istheraio onsan phseth frequency of oscillations will not~be
between driving gear and escape wheel. CIorn- changed; But the natural frequency is dependent
b ining Eqs. 6-65 to 6-68, a'conistant arming ,dis- upon the frictional forces (usually undetermined)

taceca-b e.pes-das so that the'designer-must. approbach the ,problem

The escapement is, the part of a timing device

kmkr~(6-69) which (1) counts thfe number of 'osc l-ations'exe-
-' n hih lltemsonth rgh ae ndpedet cute d by, the ,oscillating mass, and (2) feeds

in ofith rokallis-thergh rsidpedn energy to the oscillating massg. The. pallet, con-
of te rbke~balistcs.trols the rotation, of' the escape wheel while it

The runaway escapement can' lbe employed to
establish a constant arming distance in thi's cir-
cumstance. -However, the'analysis assumed.'that ~ I
forany -one -rocket the a~celeration during flgt U
Would be -constant whichisnot nec~ssarilytrue. A' 17C-11 ARMINGO ISTANCE SPECIFIED

S Some rocket motors -exhibit ch9 racteristics,which '0

make the rocket, accelerations vary with, time. Do
Fortunately, the total arming distance ST, is only 49 RNEOROCKET 6001
moderately, affected as shown in the equation 20ACCELERATION

" '.S S+'(6-70) ~0 110 20 0 '40 50' 606 70 86
k a3  ACCELERATION, qgs

~'Since both k3 An'da are large compared to S, the
second -term~bedbmes insignificant. .Figure 6-25. Variation in Rocket Arming Time,

rVI
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recivs nery ha mintin te scilaio, bout to -be released by the pallet. In Fig.
Ai the pallet. *t.Atrap and, releas escape wheel, 6-26(C), the 4escapwhetohC has fallen
teetthhAe rotation of the escape wheel-depends- onto. the pallet t66th B' whichi i s the -opposite
upon the frq4ency 'pf-ose~illations ,ok the pallet, -part of the cycle from-Fig. 0-26(D)). If-theline

of action of the iruipqilse passes houi the pivot
6.3.1 DeQiption of Es6appnent MehanIsms of -the pallet, the -motion ,f the, pallet will noti

be,,alteied. As Aooth, 8 3'slides beneath- tooth. C,
'in the recoil' or~unghans, mechanism, the es- th -escape- wheel stops., in, Fig. 6426(D), the

cape wheel. recoils- or moves backward after a 4pallet his returned to its equiiriumn position
pallet tooth impact. Hlence, -the escape wheel and aiid is being driven uy the escape Wheel as shown:

th e geig- train are, mome~ntarily -reversed. Any in Fig. 6-26(B). If the- energy- is4 added as the
tendencey to lengthen the -distance, the pallet pallet, Oasses through its -equilibriumf position,

--coil -design lenids Aitself- to, seif-starting:. perhaps -is least affected.
at the ekpense of accuracy. In the -deadbeat 'In order to- save -space, -pallet teeth, are placed
Junghiains escapement, the escape wheel- stops but 'close to, the pivot but this is, limited Nicause-
does not reverse-its motion.. Fig.'q-26(A)-Shows steep-angles between, Pallet, and, escape -wheel-
tooth A falling, on pallet tooth A'. In Fig. teeth increase wear. 'Wheel tethare undercut
6--26(B), -the pallet is passing through the equilib- to allow the pallet to swing to its fullest extenit.
rium point in its oscillation where tooth A is The Juhghans escapement described above

DIRECTION -OF -PIG

'FALL IMPULSE

ROTATION,-. B ASE CIRCLE RTTO

(A) Pa/let Tooth 5/iding Along, Escape Wheel 7ooth Foce (8) Pa7/let Of Eiquilibrium

D '4 -) C A

STOPPED 'ECP NK.ROTAION_

(C) Esape Whel ~ Sction HE

T0soe'he oothi Foiling au-Pallel Tooth (0)Pal/t dt Equilirium

'Figdre'6-26. Action-of Jun ghans or Deadbeat 'Escapement

6-'22''
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i -- haa'been modified by DMck10 aid~opovitch''
t4 Gimprove-,_accuracy. T7e Dock modification
'uses around wire esaeetsrig'In place of AC

'-the bar-shaped spring of -the-Junghans escape-
ment., The -Dock <modictioni -reduces the spin TOOTHT

4 sehsitivityr of ~he mechanism, and- also, obviates
stagteiigo the spring after it J3Is inserted'

_into, thi ro.TPpvth modification is-"'ON
shown 'in Fig. 6.2711. It- -uses two, outboard O~NO

sprinp instead of an escppe-spring on the arbor. COORDINATM S;

This 'modification, also' rlces, the spin sensi-$
tivity bf the-mechaniism.-

643.2 Decrpton of ToohDsins FO6

FOR DETAILS- 'WHEEL

Escape wheel tWeth -deliver eneg-to theB
palle, and the,,ideal, toth contourisi the locus -

,of, contact point as, the pallet oscilts Even Ulates
though the osc6illation is- damped, the imfpulse C
should compensate for the,-damping forces. How- 'F ga 628CoriaeSsmfrAnlisfever, such~a desigi mprailbeusthe- gre2.CoditeStm aAaliso
qI;,uired tlerances are too small. Still, the toler--oohDsg
ances are not 'so stringent if the pallet velocity weer i
and the torque accelerating the escape wheel are ~ oterdu fteecp

both cnsteel and, G -ii the torque thereon, v is its periph-
eral velocity, ad i is the total momejit'of inertia;

Fig., 6-29, enlarges the portion, circled in .Fig.
-~Ab VTM~f~LCK6-28. The coordinhate system consists of arcs

-~ ~ *, -drawn With the pivot point of the -pallet and the
rSCAPIMS PaIN escape~wheel as respective centers. The origin is

' noted for x =y o . By-assuming representative
_valu&j, the contour -shown in Fig. 6-29 was

- plottd-rp. (the-radius -of ,the pallet tooth)-is 0.
in., r- isO .25,in., the frequency of oscillation of
the pallet is 110'cycle/sec, I is 10*5 sug-in,, , the,

MR, minimum 'torque G is 0.2 in.,-oz, and -v is
ASISUMLY 9.65 ih./sec. The lower contour curve repre-

y SALLEsents 100% energy transfer with no allowance
r- - - - - for frictional losses in the escapement. If the

- - ~mWN*L losses are 20%, the ordinate *.,,!being,.propor.
tional to G- X, must be increasedby a factor. of

Figue 627.Popoitc Moifictio of10%.Ihe upper curve on Fig. &-,29-is the contour
Jungons scepmertallowing for these losses.

6-.3.3 Description of Spring Desig
Kelly and Zar derived an- equation for the es-

cape wheel tooth- contour using the conditions The natural frequency fof the escapement
for maximum efficiency"'. The x cand-y cordi- neglecting friction,is
nates shown in'Fig. 6-28 are related by the equa-1
tion = 4 cycle/sec z(6-74)

~ r21r-
x --16-73) where k is the rpting constant and Ia is the mo-
2 V ment of inertia of "the oscillating system. For

6,23 -
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Where C is the torque, 0-the angle inradians, 0"
the-shearniodulus, I the length-of the spring,-ahd,

TO PALLET CENTER C k" 'aconstant depending upon the.cross section.-'rO Q I " io CURVE FOR .. ... I

rpo, . ON A standard text such as Roark should.be studied'

.- before using this formul la -.

01-~UV O 6-6.4 TUNE-bTHREE-CENTER ESCAPEMENTS-
oNO FRICTiONd -In, the-detached lever escapement, one end of

900 . a pivoted'lever acts,b by means of two ,pallets, in
conjunction with the escape wheel. Ttio other
end adts-on the balance mass. A pin-pallet de-
tachtd leverescapement is shown in Fig. 6-30 1.

The figure illustrates the mechanism-as usedin

TO ESCAPE, I clocks, watches, and certain ordnance timers but
WHEEL CENE-R does not-show'thMrecentmodification for artil-

RA nOIUS r~ ...5- lery fuzes that is still classified. The iew escape-

ment uses a torsion bar restorihg spring and a
folded lever. Tests have -demonstrated that the

NOTE:- ALL, DIMENSIONS IN INCHES accuracy of the escapement is on the order'of
0.1% of the set -time for flights up 'o 115 sec-

Figure,6-29. Escapement Wheel Tooth Design ords. In contrast, tuned two-center escapements
have achieved accuracies on the order-of-0.5 to

sabilifty, the spring forces should, be -large com- 1%.
pared to the inertial forcesiciused,.by the munti-
tion's accelerations; hence, 'k mu t be large and 6-6.5 CLOCKWORK GEARS AND GEAR TRAINS-
'Ia Small. Since a'(vitch spring. (hairsoiring) does
not, satisfy these- requirements, a small beam or The design of the gear tiin depends ul~on' the
torsion bar is used. The,-type shown in Fig. timmeasured The gear train is

6-26 hs bee used or -mny yeas. Th fi i- e interval -to bemesrd.hegertani
6-26 has been used for-many years.. The figure signed accordiig tothe following equation
shows 'that the spring -is doubly sutiported at
each end with the pallet at its center. Table6-1 = ft360/(ON) (6.76)
gives the spring constant for a.flat leaf'spring,
-12EIA1 1, where 1 is the length, kA. is the scond where NI -is-the:number.of teethon the escape
moment of- ,the cross-sectional area, and E is .wheel, x is the total gear-ratio of the geartrin,
Young's modulus. By- using this k in Eq. 6-74 0ih degrees is the required hgle for thelast pin-

and the data from a representative fuze-'A i ion, t is the functioning delay, and f,. is the es-
6.56 x 10 "1 1' in. , is 1.86 x 108 slug-in. capement frequency. If f, is'368, N is,20, and
I is 0.953 in.i and E is 30 x 10 psi-the fre- t is 30 seconds, then x would be 2208 if the final
quency will be 184 cycle/secl. Naturally, the d6- pinion rotates 900.

sign 'includes a means to change the dimensions N, must be designed to .place a maximum
of the, spring because an adjustment is usually number-of teeth on the escape wheel without in-
necessary to compensate for manufacturing tol- creasing the moment of inertia, , should be high
erances of the timing mechanism. for stability, and t is' setby the requirements

Another type of torsion spring has been intro- placed upon the fuze. The. ear ratio must be set
duced recently. If-a torsion bari placed along so that, the above stipulations may be met. Nor-
the munition axis, the spin of the munition will mally, individual gear ratios are held to small
not affect its action. The formula given'in Tabie wholenumbers.
6-1 is good for a spring of circular cros 'setion. For the Jdnghans-escapement, thpe maximum
For other shapes the formula is given by escape wheel torque is that at which friCtion

G 'G stops -the pallet. The, minimuni torque is just

0 - (6-5) above that at which the proper toothfails to fall

6-24
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ontothe dead face of the other pallet. Eq..6-73 pendicutirlyto the plane of the.gears. This tends.
can be --ised ftt ths.type of escapement to de- to bendthern so that they will bindor even-drop-
teimine the tooth form when the escape wheel. out of mesh vith their companion gears..Conse-
is turned by a constant torque. quenfly, the arming action- should be de.ighed

'When the efficiency of the gear, trainr'is de- .so that the gears dre not expected~to transmit
termined, the magnitude of the.applied torque high torque, while 'undergoing high setback
that can overcome all these losses ahd stillmajh- forces.
tamn the necessary torque at the escape, wheel can Both ihvolute S and epicycl6id tooth shapes.
,be .pproximated; Usually,, several trials are re- are used, and the selection often depends ulbon
'quired before' all conditions of size, shape, fre- 'the production facilities, available. The Wicken-
quency, and torqueare satisfied. berg gear tooth- design allows greater radial tol-

The disturbing effects of both linear and angu- erances because of the largzr root depth.. A-mini-
lar acceleration~of the munition are-minimized if mum of six teeth is used on small pinions in cur-
the escapement pallet is pivoted on the muni- rent practice.
tion's spin axis, As. in all other mechanisms, the Tooth strength, wheel configuration, shaft
friction of all bearihgs andi the mass of all parts stren'gth,, and bearing size are calculated by the
should be kept as smiall as is consistent with pro- usual':methods, ofgeiiehial machine design with
per operation. due consideration given to the, peculiar condi-

Note that. setback forces will-usually Actpek- tions stated abovde 6  7

Hairspring --

Balance.heel' -/ I

"Pallet Lever SaAt.

- Pallet Pin'-

Esiapemrent Pinion

I. I FT1 ""-Safety Roller

Safety Lever

iallet Staff
Escapement Whel,

Figure 6.30. Detached Lever Escapemient
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CTAUTER, 7
-ELECTRICAL ARMING DEVICES'

71 GENERAL :must be small-nd. rugged; musk close (or.open)in.
a -specifi6d time, and must remhin cl6sed_(or

Elhdtric, arming actipns include-bothall-elec- open). long enough to do their, job. Switches
tfical,'ctiohis (for example, clhsinga switch)aiid may be operated by setback, centrifugal force,
mbvemnent of. mechanical devices by electrical impact, or other-means.
mealis. Electrical de'vices' possess- many advan- A typical trembler switch (Fig. 7-1) ise&sn-
tags under' certain conditions especially when -tially a Weight oneasping. When a,.nunitions ve-
'fast aqtidn is desired. Switches and explosive locity changes, inertial f6ices cauke the weightt6
motors are commonexamples. deflect the springso that the weight makea con-

Electrical, arming is an, obvious extension for tAct withthe case. The switch shown has.-a:cur-
fuzes. that/function by electrical means. Itmay rent rating. of 100 milliamperes-andoperatesat
be ,conVenient to activate 'the but-of-line device' accelerations of 4G6o 100 g.
by electrical'means"or add electrical arming as an
'extra safety deqice tointerruptAhe circuit'orto-
sh6rt ciicuit 'the leads of the electric :detbhator.
A n electric fuze always contdaiis th'latter safety
feature. When desighing :p electric fuze, tle NO OUN
order of armingis important. Since electrical dis- SwITc-

chiges may occur,, the electric circuit should'be o.IN.ULxTW

corhpleted before mechanical arming actions 0 in . .

occur. _

In 'addition to convenience, electrical arming
also makes, possible spme features that -are' ex-
tremely difficult to achieve, otherwise.. For ex- 4
ample,. long' delays are easily obtained electri-! -

,cally.
For'preselected arming,.electrical means have 0.185 CONTCT

a pyrotechnic'train. Preselacted arming implies
that a- -fuze- has seVeral* possible, arming- delays; SIX LACES

one of which is selectkdprior to launching. The sPRIN CONTACT TEIA

armifg delay is selected by adjusting a resistor or ,MoUAS ,NoUYAC',NC
a capacitor. External power for the fuze can be- . L- "Ot DI°SONMAY ArKINSON, WIS.

applied in aircraft -ortanks, but unfortunately
this convenience will not always be available in Figure 7-1. Trembler Switch,
the field. Comimand arming, transmitted to the

projectile in flight, must be electrical. Fig.. 7-2 shows a mercury-type centrifugal
The circuitry used for aiming is often similar switch. As the munition spins about its' axis,,

to that used, for functi6ning (see par. 3-4.4). For, mrcury in the right compatment penetrates the

convenience, RC circuits are treated fully in par. porous' barrier to open the, circuit. The switch
7-3. Some power sources and other components has an inherent arming'delay that depends on,
are discussed in par. 3-4, while others are treated the porosity of the barrier. Mercury-type switches
in par. 7-2. Devices such as switches and explo- should not be used at temperatures below
sive motors are used almost exclusively'in arming. -- 40O0F. .

Heatgenerated in 'thermal batteries may be

7-2 COMPONENTS uqed to activate simple, reliable time 'delay
7-2.1 SWITC-IES mechanisms that permanently close an electrical

circuit at some specified temnperature. Perform-

Switches used' in safety and arming devices ance of these devices aswdblay elements depends A

7-1
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S P (NR1 The self-destruction swit~vhshown-ih Fig. 7-4
-CABR-\ LASS has an, average -functioning -,time of' 4 to, 6 sec.

70 Closure tiffes range -from-3.5 sec at +i2150F to
7,0-s ec at -40*F. Its -thermally-activated. elenment

____I__avvressed pellet of mnercuric -iodide which has
ifuttigcharacteristics at normal- temperatures-

be6,comes a- good electrica conductor at its
__________ ____ I elting -point, 5000 F. More unif6rnvswitch-.'lo-

CLCTICLsures are ob-ine-y..ringloading- on-etof 'the
POROUSobta LEADSp

BARRIER rLCRCLswitch- contacts., This 'brings the contactifig'sur-
faces. together sharply when -the iodide pellet

Figure,7-2. Switch for Rotated Fuzes melts and reduces contact resistance in the-closed.
switch to'a~ew hundredths of afrhrn~m'

upon- cloie control of the -rate-of 'heat-transfer OC

fromi the battery to Ithqe_ t'hermald switch. 'T Iheir, CONTAC

application is generally limhited to-eaieyhi EL- -EN/ co, I2c

tie'eay'if toa-e sciisIi pplications NEAT SATIE

where high accuracy, is not rejifed. Tw.o CNAiik~

Switches of this;type areshown i Figs; 73,andi J
7-4'. These "fuzibledink thermal sWitches are
utsed to provide the electrical'aimirig delay and - ~

'h~Self-destruction deihy in the M217- HandZ0
Grenade Fu~e. 90'th 'switches operate over an _

ambient temperature range of :400 ibo.125 0 F.
The- arming, delay switch, Fig. 7 3, closes

-within 1.0 to .2.4 se6 after initi'ation of the ther-
mal battery; The switch contains a, cadmiumf-
lead~zific alloy disk having a 4nelting boirit- of iA'pi oi o 8 /sdPsto'

abot 200 . Tis'meal iskis'adacet t a Figure 7-4. Thernal~.Delay Self-destruction Switch,
larger- Fiberglas -disk,' which is perforated with
a nu~mber of small holes. When the metallic disk Although other thefmal-§ensitive devices, such
,melts,' the molten'metal flows through the holes- as bimetals, may be feasible forthernfial switch
in ,the Fiberglas, bridging the-gap between, the applications, the fusible link aqppears to possess
'contact4,. and ,closing, the switch. Coating the the advantages of -simplicity," safety,.and' reli-
'Fiberglas insulator with a. wetting agenit to ifi- ability.- Its comnpactness, an d-rugged design-mrake.
prove flow of the molten metal gives-'more uni- it resistant to'ddmage or'malfunction caused by
form switch closure. rough'h~ndling, shock, or vibration; There is also
HEAT SOURCE 'little variation in the temperature-at which~the
AND CONTACT switch c loses because this is-determined by the

melting point of the fusible link. Bimetallic-ther-
EUTECTICmal switches must often- be individually calibra-

ted and'Adjusted, and thereafter- mayr be subject
to deformation or premature closure. Cost and
Size also favor the fusible-link-desigii.

Ambient tmeaueVrtincan. greatly
- affect the function' time of a thermal switch.

Care should be' taken to install the switdhes so

HOLES N~hCT that, their ambient temperature is kei~t as nearly
INSULATOR constant as possible,, The-following~precautions '

(A) penFostion (8)Cloed. osiion will, aidzin reducing the adverse effe~ts of'varia-
(A) penPosiion YB, cloed. osiion tions in-ambient temperature:

(1) Place the thermal switch as close to the
Figure 743. Thermal De'lay Arming Switch heat source as practicable.

7-2
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-(2) Minimize the mass of, -thermal switchl o.292 DIAM.- DIMPLC -
components and~of any-comnpoients interpose& WIRE 7 -AFlER-Vj between, the heit-source'and~the-therrnal switch. LEDS7,

()Use miaterials with. low s~pecific heiit --
wvherever possible.

'It' is also important to closely con~trol- -thb .

;following, other factors that. nfluence perform-(A mle o/r4-
ande: (A Dipi-ido,#

1(1)>Tlie4jutantity.anid'caloric value of, the-
!h~at-producing materiah '16 CONVOLUTIONS 1DIAM.-

* (.)Theimkflnsulation of the aseby

(3)- Manufacturing tolerance of compbnents.
.(4) Uniformity of assembly,,including assein-. _____ zi

-bly, pressure on components, initimacy of contact
-between nvn ting surfaces, etc. WRELLEADS A

7-2.2 -EXPLOSIVE MOTORS (8) Be/lows Mo/at, -tv6

Aa explosive ;motor, also called an explosive- NOTE:- ALL DIMENSI.ON' AN INCHIES
actuator,, uses 'an electric initiatoi t6 ~provide aFgr;-.EpoieMtr
smai.,controlled. motion. It i sa Ione-shot device. 'iue15 EpoioMtr

tha s utut ianogthe exlosive Justa s , in tlis type are affected'by' high, ambient temnpera
tha i tsoutut s~nt, xplsiv. Jst s i~a ~n--tures, but circuits can 'be adjusted to correct for

ventionial electric initiator- the electric, input these variations.
stimulus initiates release 'of explosive -energy
which is, converted by V.the motor to- mechanical', 7.2,4 EE:ECTRICAL GENERATORS
force., The chaarge mjust produce sufficient gas-
eous products to deform the -case -as' desired. Small wind-vane-driven zor air turbine-drien

Two types of explosive motors are called genierators have been used in, some bomib; rocket,,
dimple. 'and bell'ws motors, as shown 'n Fig. .and. mortar, fuzes-to Pr~yide'delay and electrical'
7-5. The, motor_ is -initiate.d, 'the 'explosive com- power for arming'.* Generators, eliminate the7
ponents burni to, evolve gases; and, the. case de temperature and ,shelf life :prblemgs associated
formffs. Dimple iiaotors have a travel 'of' abount with batteries. For additional' details,, see par.
0.1 n., anid'deforiji faster than he bellowsPmc.- 3.3.
'tors that expanid about. 1 in. Each is -capable of
producing forces up to about ~ten pounds. 7-2.5 RESIERVE BATTERIES

Explosive 'miotors may be used to* move, locki
or unlock an arming devic,,d-they may'be used 'Reseive batteries are those that have an in-
to, operate a switch. 'Dimple, motors are often. herent activation delay beause-"the electrolyte
used to close ar lectrical contact. An explosive is not in chemical or physical contact with~ he4
switeh is a packaged'unit containing an explosive plates. Usually, an additional,-interval oftime is
motor and a switch. required after -the battery is formed, before ttatb-

7-2. ELETRONC TUES'taifns its rated output. See par. 3-4.313 fur more
7-2. - LECRIDNC TBE&-details about'these'batteries.

the .time'lag from the -tiie power 'is-ipplied, 7-3 AC CIRCUITS
to the heater of a diode,,untili electricai' conduc-
tion through the tube takes- place has been con- KC circuits provide arming delays - in many
sidered to delay 6rming.-Delays of 4'to 60.sec are fuz ap4ctos'Tecrcisaesmlra
possible -with commercial tubes of the heater- sonably accurate, -and' economical. The desired
'cathode type2'. Delays of from 0.1i to 1 see-'can delay interval may -be .'easily set by varying,'the
be obtained With filament~type tubes. Delays of value, of -the resistor, capacitor, or charging

____
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potential. E,, to rise to- diode "striking potential ,E..By use,
in simple delay systems,, a battery -is switched- of Eqs. 7-1 atnd M-, any one of--thew'fi-param;

on at-the star-t of the delay period to charge a ca- eter can, be determined when the. others are
pacitor, through a resitr.L In other systems, such- known.
"Athe EBomb 'Fuze.Sy-SteW, f1§' ,a tank capaci- -

ta is chared from~he aircraft power supply'. 7-3.2 TANK.CAPACITOR RC DELAY CIRCUIT
7- -The 'tank capacitor then charges A second cap'aci-

tor through a resistor to obtain the desired delay. InFg77takcpiorCishaedtp-
Si*x- types of RC delay circuit are discussed in tential -E. during the briefihter' al, that switch. S'
tiparagraph:' the biasic -RC delay circuit, the iscoe.IAhe Bomb Fuze, M990, this interval

tank. capacitor RC delay circuit, 'the- triode6 RC is about 104msec4 .1If switch S.2 is, permane'ntly-
delay circUit,.'the three,wire--RC delay'~circuit, closed,,'delay, begins- ,When- capacitor, C, i!s
the cascade RC delay- circuit, and, the Ruehi- charged. lf'switch S2 is open at~chaiging, delay

*mann, RC delay circuit. The-equationis for these begins when it is closed. Since. charge flows from
circuits are- basedt on the assumption that theca- capacitor. C1 through resistor-fl to capacitoi-C2.,
,pacitors; have negligible internal leakage currents; potential h, derases hl oeta .~ n

* Fcr-circuits used over wide temperature ranges, creases. T1he ratio C1/C2 Must be considered in
temperature'vakiatiois ofthe leikage resistances, determining th& w$rig potential P., because,
alongwith temperature vafiati6fis of other circuit at -the end,,of the desired delay, pptential' E 2
elei~nts, .limif the lengths of delays realizable in must reach the value E, at whichdiode- D strikes,
piactice, to initiate operation of load ,L.

The 'simpler 'types of- RC circuits have 'been In terms of, ti-me t, 'measured from -the initia-
used- successfully for delays up to a minute un- tion of the delayr, potential ~2 is gien -by
-der severe c'onditions. Casc'ade and three-Wire dif-
ferential circuits extend,.he delay range several. E,,) -C E, (1 e~ etT) (7-.3)
fold. Under restricted conditions, RC delays of a- C1 'i C2
few hlours cin' be obtained, and

7-3. BAIC'T -74)
7-. RBSCCELAY CIRCUITS C1 +C

Fig. '7-6 shows a simple RC delay circuit with T'is the time, constant of the tank circuit, in this,
its power supply,, At the beginning of the opera- cas th tiea'h ChE2 eul prxmt

-tio, cpactorC i asumedunca~gd~ with ~ 0.42 E. Eq. 7-a can be solved to give the time t
is closed.,-to-initiate charging and is kept closed rqie fr aaio ~'ora sm'pee
during'-the timing operati'on. iWhen -potentialE C2 teEld au
oi capacitor C is' lower than striking potential
E,, of the biode 9,,current through the diode'is . /ROAC \ 9b (6
about 10713 1 ipere. This curr~n't'is too low to t )I C1 c, ' '

fie dtoatr n oaL.When 1.7 equals strik- C1  21  :\E - ,,E2/
i ng potenitial' k ,,the diode fires and ,permits a b C C

current through thecload.
In terms of time t, measured from switch dlo-

sure,,potential E' of capacitor Cis given by

C D

E ' 5b (l..et/Rc~ (7-1) POWER 'c k-
SUPPLY _tEb TE,0and' CIII 'J

RC In se (7-2)
b c

where R1 is in ohm, EI is in volt, and C in farad.
Eq. 7.-S gives the,-time t required for potential Figure 7-6. Basic'RC'De'lay Circuit

7-4
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closure of'switch- SF. Potential Eb2  may be, either

P7 higher ,or lower- 4han .potentiaI F_ b ut the dif-

SPWEW 1b ~2=ja feiece betweent Ei 1 and ' E2, 'niust be less thaniIstriking potential E of diode 0). Also, , 1-Must

Potential'i of-capacitor-qi- remains at the
constant- value Ej biWhen switch'S 3 clome, ca-

Figur -7.7. Tank CapacitorRC'Delay Ciruit piioC dshre hog eitrI.At the
end of-a delay t, potential F-2 rfialy-drops to

7-3.3, TRIOD6ERC DELAY CIRCUIT such a Value, that -the potential ( -E,1 - '-, 2
across diode. -D reaches its striking potential E.

;$ in. Fig.7-8, capacitor. C is charged through re- The. diode -then firesfanid initiates the desired op-
sistor -R. ,Potential El' of capacitor-C at time t,, erition of the load.
measured, from- closure of1 swi tch, S,,, is given by -Potential of capacitor C it given by 4

to atain any otental Eis gven b Eq.-72~E6 E et2C-
Eq. 7-1, and the time re-quired for capacitor C - thC

When potenitial V reaches ,the required pae Diode D) striking potential' E. itthe end- of delay-
potential, of' the triode and sgwitch-S2 is closeti given by,
applicationi of-, a suitable- ignal to the grdo0 h
tfride causes 'it to conduct. Capacitor' C dis- Es=Ec - -c & E62 (6 '?/RC2 (1-7)
charges through -load' , to initiate -the desired
operation. When this equation is solved for delay

This circuit is used, in the,.arming systeiii of E 2
some proximity fuzes. Switch, S, I may be omitted tR 2 i

.- if a reserve battery is activated at' bomb release. 2 -E 78
§witch S2 -ma~y-be orfitted'or it may be-closed l 8

-'by an iuxiliary~arrning system at~the end of-its

delay. When delays of-both armning systems are Cd , X T-
triode. - - [_jTI

This circuit may be used as, atwo-event -i- L
ing system.MTe first event closes switch S, or --

activates' th batteryj source. When capacitor C
is charged to th eurdpaeptnilo h Figure M-. -Three-wire'RC'belay Circuit
tiode, the secondevent-ztriggei* the-triode. :Load-
L is an explosive switch or-explosive iotorthat, Figs. 7-10 and& 7-11 show the, discharge, be-
aligns the, explosive -train, closes functioning ir- havio.-.of this circuit. InFig. 7-10, b2 is'higher

cuits, -orverforms; other operations to complete than E ; in Fig. 7-11, E62 is lower tV'ianm Eb
the armiiig.. In -either case, diode, D' strikes when $potential

',2 falls to the value -of--Ebl E,
This circuit -has less Variation. in delay with

variation in temperature than the circuits men-

SUPL so C thn -.- ohSp2tr ekmr thge
POWE, -b E tioned previously; particularly- if Eb2 'is higher

temperatures, but the potential drops of the- two
L A capacitors,,caused by -this leakage tend-o corn-I

pensate each other. When-the diode finally fires,
,Figure 7.8. Triode.CDea Circuit, -the difference* in potenti Ial- between the two ca-

pacitors is caiused-iiiainly by the decrease in po-
'i4THREE-WIRE RC DELAY CIRCUIT tential E .of capacitor 2 from discharge

- 2
through resistance R?.

In Fig. 7-9, capacitors C, and C2 are charged S2 is- a safety switch that, is open at~the be.
to iffren poentals~biand E2 by a,-bfief ginning of arming- -to prevent prefiring in case

-5
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The value, of potejatial E.2 teached at time: I after
siktkii-clsure is givenby

POTENTIAL 5Ecz E22b [e~ (eb!-JL) 7 9

3 J_

Figuire.7-10. D'ischorg6.CurveJfoi Capacitor In, Fig. 743, tank c6pacitbi CT is added, to.
_C2 TOb2> Ebi), provide instanitaneous charging. Switch, S 1 4s

closed for a ptib d~of-'ess thanA1 sec to charge
capacitor Cr to potential £,F Delay-starts when
switch S2 is closed. thetsvitch remains closed&

~Ebl 7-- for the-duration of the delay, operatin ic
the potential of tank capacitor CT falls-as charg
-E ~ 2-b-Sleaks, to capacitors V, and C2 the d laysae,

-J~y - OTENIALEca loniger-than those using the circuit-,of Fig.'7-12.

-TIME t' -P. -CIT 1C.~ Ec2
,Figure,-1I., Discharge-Curve for Capacitor SOURCE;EIS

IC2 (E6 <'EblT

switch S does -not- close ,both circuits at' the
same instant' or if 'there is~a break ih the cir- Figure-7-13. CaicadeRC Delay Circuit-With

-'cuit Which wouJ& prevent one capacitor from In'staiitahe ous 'Chargi'ng.
charging.

.- 35~ ASCDE'C DLAYCIRUIT7.3.6 -ifuEHLMVANN,1RC DELAY CIRCUIT

'Fig 74 snws~i etenson tthb~i RC Three tank capacitors give th Ruehlmnanfi

delay circuit, (par. 7-3.1) to lengthen delays sev- ciutadaagsoeriplrRCcrct.
eral fold, -while using componentsof comp~arableTedoesrkn oenil~nwihR ea
values. Delay 'begins When switch S, is closed, accuracy depends, is-stabilizedimmediately be-
The, switch, is kept closed- throughout the opera- fore delay begins. Therefore, wide'powei supply
tion of the syste m. variationis-can be tolerated.

Thesolution is simplified if7-. TW DI E L H IVA N CAb T
R R1 2 and C 7.C W-ID UHMN ICI

Fig. 744 shows a circuit that gives accurate
R 2 ,.delays from 10,to 20 sec. This wide rarige'is oh..

I CI oZ I tamned by varying charging'potentialVR 4 - Varia-

SOU#CE L I C~~ tion of E in this circuit is permitted by theT ~I lLcharging~diode 2T11 lResistances R, and Ri are set for the desired
delay. The ratio of E4 toj E, onewhich delay de-
pends, then remains constant even though, sup-

Figure-7-12. Cascade5RC Delcy Circuit ply potential' P, may vary.

7-6'
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1-- • or, on substitution of vales

SU
2~ - - AE) M, 4kE 4 (1)

'Cl Cthen"LI 'Rc U, -E1  (12)

from which,

-: +,- ' Figure 7-1i4. Two-diode Ruehlmnn Circuit, e 4 -i (743)

- Capacitors C~ C2 ,,and CA are'charged during and'
a brief, closur& of -switch S1 .,Capacitor '02 -is t RI ln- - (7-14)

chargd through diode- D to a potential (E - '

,where is the extinction potntia ofdio d D t 2  h d When AE is negligibl, with respect. to El, Eq.dite . Cpaeite r 2 the dischrges- throuh y nealy Uals

diode ,! ,resistor , and capacitdrC-C tintpo--
tewial E,- equals E, .Af where Fii 15, (7-15)-

-diode )s stiking potential. I <f- C C2 AE = jc) °

may be-of the order of lOmillivolts. The param- r

eters of, the diodes, and potentials E1j and'E4 Sic Sic

must be chosen' so that the potential aceos ',i+ :. .4+... . .. .~4 + E'r. . - 4.C
0 0.dode D2 does not. again reach-the striking po- EciC,

teitial. The resistance of diode' D2 can be con-
s i d e r e d in fi n it e a f t e r , e x t in c t i o n '. T h e s r e l a x a t io n _ _r__ 

_ _ _ _ _

LOAD:" opefatiorids, completed in- about 0.25 sec.

hDelay begins when the gang switch S2 clbse s -

sthe kries circuit shown in Fig. 7-14 giving the
circuit shown in Fig. 7-15. The initially highe Figure7-15\ Circu-AfterCIosure of Switch S2
potential,' V - E, opposes the um of, poten-

tials V2 and V ..Potential V4 = 4 = kEj, where 738 SINGLEDIODERUEHLMANN CIRCUIT
k~is~afunction of~resistaiices4I and-R R-Poten-

ia on The single-diode circuit shown in Fig., 716

'tial E+ at time i i E = Ee -"c . As stated compares 'i-performance With the two-diode cir-

previously, E, 2 = (E, I- AE). During the period cuit of Fig. 7-14 except that i smaller variation,

'that pdtential V, is high enough t6 dominatethe range of charging potentials can be tolerated.

series "circuit'but not high enough to cause diode This circuit is partiicularly suited to applications

'D"to strike, terminal m ,of the diode' is at a in which the leakage resistance R1 can be ad-

high rpo'ential than terminal n, and the sum of jusqtedto vary the delay.
potenials in the circuit'is

E \ E 1 4 - t ' A ( u r i e. n t a s s u m e d - E 2 r t R ,_ j

Finlyzero) - ' I $ eo

Finally, potential",, drops to the point at , , I

which ET equals iero, and with further de-
creases'of E, terminal 'n of diode D1 becomes 1 -J

more end more negative. At the potential, El "ER -

Ei I,"the tube fires, and

-- E 2 -- k 4 , + Ehs 0 (7-10) Figure 7-16. Single-diode'Ruehlmann Circuit

7-7
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CPapacitors C1. 0 C. indCXt arecharged during fractional error is computed by differentiating
closure. of switch S1,. After discharge of capacitor Eq. 74 4'With. respect to each piraieter. in

02 hrogn , 3 ,andC 3 ,switch S282 ih4lown each cae aneution is obtained of the-form,

initiate _ AF~h
Wto at the delay. by-'establishinig-a series-cir- At _ __ term, F repreients any one of
cuit zsimilar to that shown in-Fig. 7-45. Equa- the* parameters. Table 7-1 contains formulas for
tions developed ,for, the twb-diode circuit-apoly deterining--delay errors of.Ruehlinann -circuitsk

to the single-"de c6ircttalso. When other dutoersincm nntvls.-j
* ~ iramter ofthe ircit ~refixe; R ca be Table 7-1 also, contains the forinulalto deter-

foun~frm E. 714 o gve he esieddlay mine the delay~error. due. to variation in striking

739potential. The formula is, derived from Eq. 7-11
ACCRAC O RCDELYSby substituting P. + AE -(the actual- potential lit

the -timeof firing) n t teata ieo
Delay errors arede primarily to errors in, 'rnfor E, - and t t (telactuaslvtime fof

measured value oi components and variation of fiig adt rsetiey adslvn o
dide -srkn potential. Tedelay error is ex- 'For a, circuit using, a)diode -of riiced strikifi

* *presseod as, w, fraction 'of the desired del tiay tiMe, poteuitial,. the dela may be adjusted by varying
4t/t. By sufmmng all the errors due, to dompo- eihe - hrigp~il roeo oeo the
nent 'tolerances, there results a -maximum Possi- cpctr o ei~r~A nlsso h qa
b§le error.j he probale 6fractional error would tions, governing delay-error theory points. out
)be the square root of the-sum of' the-squares. that a much greater delay range can be-obtained7

A t AR, AC 'by varying the charging potential.
(7-16) The chargingotenitial can be varied by suit-

able charging gear. Capacitance, and resistance

At values can W changed dlirectly, or c ,ontrolled,
At JA -j+( remotely by applying radio-frequency Pulses,

tproabf Xc ~%(7417), from. control equipment to explosive'transfer
swi thes in. the fuze. -Resistors 4required for

The, methods of calculating errors are- now such a switching system- are inexpensive aind tak~e-
illustrated With the Ruehlmann circuit., The little space.

TABLE, 7.-. FRACTIONAL ERROR RELATIONS FOR THE RUEHLMANN CIRCUIT

'Type of Paranzetei, Mutipiyin 'Factor Error
Error F MFEq uation

At AR1
Component Errors j 1R= 1

At= AC1.,

-1 At IlAk
kInk t Ink -

Variat~on~of -IAt 1A
Striking,-Potential Elkink t 1 ink TE1

7-8'
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• CHAPTER 4

OTHER ARMING DEVICES

8-1 GENERAL tions; and (2) Fluerics- the area within the field
of -fluidics, in-which fluid components and sys-

While mechanical and electrical approaches are terns perform sensing, logic amplification, or con-
the ,most used arming techniques At~the present trol functions without 'the use of any moving
time, there'are other devices that can be used in parts. The terminology, symbols, and'schematics
arming systems. These include fluid, chemical, used'with flueric systems are containedc in a pro-
ahd motion-induced arming deVices. These addi- posed MIL-STD3 .
tional- devices are useful primarily in providing The application of flueric techniques to fuze
the aring delay that is necessary-to permit safe arming-systems is-in its infancy. However, a start
mechanical separation. -has been madeto apply these devices to fuze de-

-sign ' . Much of the original research and devel-
8-2 FLUID DEVICES -opment was oncemed with the invention and

improvementof flueric comporients. Present pro-
8-2.1 -FLUID FLOW, grans'are-more and more concerned with the de-

velopment of, complete flueric systems with, in-
Matter is fluid'if'the force necessary to deform creasing numbers of the individual components

it approaches zero as thevelocity, of deformation beiig available off-the-shelf. However, the fuze
approaches zero. Both liquids, arid gases are designer will still, find it necessary tohave some
classed0.as fluids. Their, distinguishing character- of his components specially developed. Present
istic concerns th'edifferencein cohesive forces: te~hnologypredicts that many of the control and
gases expand to fill any-volume; liquids coalesce sensing functions, nowprimar'ly in the domain
into thelower regions of'the'vohime with a free of electronics, or other nonfluid 'power tech-
surface as their up er~boundary, Inaddition to niques, can be accori'plished by flueric systems.
true fluids, there are certain materials -such as In fact, flueric analogues exist f6r ,most elec-
tiny glass 'beads or greases, and, ,pastes which, 'tronic devices.
while technically' not fluidi,, behave, very much

'like fluis. These pseudofluids are frequently use- 8-2.2.2 Flueric Components Used for Aiming
ful under particular'circumstances.

In general; fluid-operated devices &i beused 'In a typical electronicfuze timer, thefunda-

to, transfer motion with an amplified. f6rce or mental components are an oscillat6r and a binary
displacement, provide arming or functioning de- counter. A flueric timing system can'be built up
lays, and',program .events for complex ;devices. in the same nianner. In a present flueric timer,
The field of fluid mechanics'is large and complex the oscillator consists of a proportional fluid
but well covered in standard texts',. amplifier with modified sonic feedback loops

coupled to'a digital fluid amplifier. Fig. 8-1 is a
8.2.2 FLUERICS diagram of the amplifferS. Thedigital amplifier,

as do many, flueric devices, depends upon en-
8-2.2.1 'Fluidic and Flueric Systems trainment in which a stream of -iluid flowing

close to a surface tends to deflect towards that
While the use of fluid devices with few or even surface and, under proper- coiditions, touches

no moving parts can-be traced back toancient and attachesto the surface. The attachment of
history, it is only in recent years that a spe- the stream to the surface is known as the Coanda
cialized-technology has grown maing extensive effect. The proportional amplifier uses the prin-
use of such devices. This technology, is now desig- ciple of jet momentum interaction where one
nated',by two names: (1) Flu idics- the general streami-is deflected by another.
field of fluid devices and systems with theii, The digital amplifier (Fig. 8-1,(A)) consists of
associated peripheral equipment used to perform a fluid power supply S, two control ports CA and

'sensing, logic,, amplification, and control func- C5 , two.attachment walls, It' and H's, and two
8-1
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output ports 0 a >and,.. The outputports serve 0
as conduits for, irectiYg fluid pulses -to the'suc-
ceeding element .i thefluid circuit. In this de- ./

vice, a-gas supply.S',of' onstant pressure is pro-
vided t6form a jet stream through nozzle, N. The
jet stream will entrain fluidofrom the space be-
tween the stream nd&the" wall,-1owering thepres-
sure. The higher-atmospheric pressure will force 'SPLfTTER

the stream against the Wall The geometric con-

figuration of the. fluid amplifier' can1b6 con- W / WE
stiucted in such' a manner that the jet'streAfi'ill
always, attach itself to one preferred wall. This is
accomplished by placing the prefeired wall ata c

smaller angle with thecenterline-bf the flow of CA /C
thejetstreamthan the nonpreferred'wall., N

The figure shows a jet stream attached towall
andn output jet stream from output con-

duit 0 If it is'(disircd6tO provide an output jet {
stream B from conduit O- ; a control jetlstream to
dontrolconduit C 'willdaus 'the main'jet stream. (A) IITAL

to become detached from wall WB . Entrainment
on. the opposite side will cause the jet to switch
over to 'become attached to wall WI . The physi-
cal relationship which occurs in accomplishingthe - VENT

swit~hifg functions is that of momentum inter- o0
-action between the doritfl jet streamat 'C8 nd
the mainjet'stream atright-angles to-each other's
direction ,offlow. The fluid amplifier is properly
,called n amplifier because the switching of the
main jet stre'am which has high momentum can
'be accomplished by a control jet stream with
relatively low. momentum. The ratio of momenta yENT VENT

or g9in of an amplifier cin,be asphighas 20 or
above, depending..on, design requirements. The ,____..._______
higher the gain, the less stableothe attachment CA c
of the jet streani-to the~attachifient wall. N

The proportional fluid amplifier (Fig. 8-1(B))
has iio attachment walls. Tip main jet stream
flows in a symmetrical- pattern through the noz-
zle to the vent so that no output is provided-at
either condilit 0 A or 0' when there is no con-

* trol jetstrern in either conduit C or(C WhenA -' Bl
a control jet strear is applied-at C8 ,,the main jet
stream will' be deflected toward output conduit (B) PROPORTIONAL
0 A in proportiori to the momentum of the bon-

,trol jet 'stream. Correspondingly, the output jet Figure 8-1. Schematic of Flueric Amlifiers
stream through'conduit 0 A will be proportional' shown in Fig. 8-28, The lower porti6n of the
to the deflection of the main jet stream. Ina sim- circuit consists of a proportional amplifieprrhaving
ilar manner, rn output jetstream in conduit 0s  sonic feedback paths PA and P8 connecid from
will be caused by a control jet stream in conduit the-proportional amplifier's output 0 , and 0,
CA. to its control ports' CA and C8. The purpose of

A fluid oscillator can now be made up of,,a the sohic feedbackpathsjsto mbake the main jet
fluid circuit using these tw9. components as stream oscillate from one output port to the

8-2
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other. The rate of oscillation depends on, thle tal amplifier will decrease-its switching frequency
speed (sonic velocity) at which, the portion of .with: increasing pressure. In-additionia small de-
the outout jet streari travels through the feed- gree ,of compensation for temperature variation,
back, path back to interact, with tlhe main jet is. obtained, with the combinations. As a result,
stream,,causing iL to deflect #.c the'opbosite out- variations in'the,frequecyof~oscillation are +10
put port. For example, when the jet stream is pefcent forwvariations in pressure from 6 to 18
deflected to 0 A of this proportional amplifier,, psig 'and temperature variations fr6mi -650 to
the portion 6f 'the jet stream in the feedback 1650F.
path P8 which-is causing the deflection thenbe- Although the accuracy: ofthis oscillatorjis suf-
comes zero. ,However, the'main jet'stream being ficient for some safing and arming applications,
deflected over to 0 A now provides an output to other applications often-require a greaterderee
path 0A and feedback'path PA .Part ofzthis out- of accuracy,3 particularly over the above military
put is now diverted back along P4 to interact temperature iange., An oscillator,-Whichis insen-,
with the main jet stream, ,causing the main jet sitive to both pressure and temperature varia-

stream to oscillate to the opposite side. The fre- tions is describedin.par. 8-2.2.3.,This oscillator,
quency of the oscillation is'directly proportional which utilizes an R-C-R (resistance-capacitande-
to the velocity (speed of sound),of the outputs resistance) feedback network, exhibits'frequency
in thefeedback paths. variations of less than +1% over the above pres-

The outputs'of -theproportional amplifier in stvre and temperature ranges. 'Even'greater Accu-
Fig. 8-2 drive a~digital amplifier so that the out- racies may be achievable with simPle moving part
puts from the proportional amplifier are con- types of oscillators.
nected directly to the cofitroLports of the-digi- The ,binary counter or frequency divider for.
tal amplifier. Inthis manner, the'main jet stream ,fhe timbr can be built up' from a number of flip-
of'the digitalaniTplifier is switchedto follow-the flop stages. A completf counter stage isshown
oscillations of the proportional amplifier. The in Fig. 8:3', Theports tP'(w) and PB (w) are used'
purpose of connecting the two types of amplifier to preset the counter. If this were the first stage
in tandem is to provide an csdillator (the com- after the -oscillat6r, .then the' outputs- frof-the
bination) which has ai oscillating frequency that oscillator would be-conhected to the two control
is relatively insensitive to variations in ,the com- ports, A (B) :and' B B(B) of the buffer amplifier.
mon supply pressure (Sp - St) The proportional This. would 'ause the main jet stream of the
amPlifier will inherently increase its oscillating, 'buffer amplifier to switch back and forth be-
frequency with increasing pressure, and the digi- t~een its two attachment.,walls at'the same fre-

quency as the oscillator. One output of the
0 O buffer, amplifier is vented so that pulses are sup-

plied-to input Iw of the Warrenoopat half the
frequency of the oscillator. The outputs 0 A (W)

and 0B(W) of the jet stream of the counter are
connected to the two control' ports of the buffer

WA 1-1 we DIGITAL AMPLIFIER amplifier of the second stage in the same manner
VENT$- ATTACHMENT WAL0(W,) as the outputs of the oscillator are connected to

4A GoAs SUPPLY aso) the first 'stage. Similarly, the second stgeis con-
00 nedted to -the third stage, and~so on until the

, ~ last stage.

PROPORTIONAL The operation 'of the counter is as follows;
A 4 0 AMPLIFIER A jet stream of gas, supplied by pressurized gasI VENT dfrom power supkply S. , is caused to flow through

pA P the o~ifice and will attach itself to one of the

walls. Fig. 8-3 shows the stream attached to wall
, IV tA (w) after being switched-by the buffei ampli-

GAS SUrPLY (S,) fier-signal applied at input Iw . When the bu;fer
-SONIC FEEDBACK PATH (P,) amplifier signal is removed from input Iw a par-

Figure 8-2. Schematic of Flueric Pressure- tial vacuum will now be formed at the attach-
compensated Oscillator ment wall IIA (W) (Bernoulli's principle), causing

8-3
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an entrainmient flow of gas frdm' the control- Each counter stage receives pulses, at a specific
port of the wall 11A(W) around the Warren frequency,,.divides that frequ~ency by two, and
loop in a clockwise direction. When asiknal -fromn provides pulses at this reduced 'fre u~ncy toihe
the, buffer:aniplifier is-reapplied at A. it follows hepxt coun ter stage -.%viich, in~turii-repeats the op.
~the lpreferred'direction ~setup jn the Warren loop oratio ,n. _For'exarnpje,.the first counte'i stage-re-
.(clockwise) ibd causes'the mainstre~i-4tsWitch ceives~an' input of 64,0 pulses per second from,
.to OB(w) When the buffer amiplifier',ignal is the oscillator.. It divides'this frequency by-ltwo,
removed, the -entrahrinient nfow in Athe Warren pioducing ~an output of' 320 pulses per second
lqbp -will reverse 'to 'a couinterclockwise direc- which are provided, as input to the second stage
tion. Thebuffer-anplifier signlal, when reapplied, of the- counter. The second^ stage tsimnilariyr pro.
Will, be directed around the 'Warren- loop 'in a 'vides -pulses, to the third, stage -at a frequehey of
counterclockwise direction and, switch the main 160 pulses'prse'cond, and-so on.
stream back', to 0 (),.as, shown in Fig. .3. While other devices are required'andiare being

0 A(W) 0B13(W)

DIITL AMPLIFIER

PAW

IWARREN LOOP

BUFE"AMPLIFIER ~\ 7****
IA(B) t CONTROL 'B(B)

S B
)Figure 8.3. Schematic of Flueric Counter Stage

8.4
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SETTING GAS UPPLYV!

BINARY COUNTER
(12 STAGES)
VENT-PORTS

AMPL. .POWER J C
A : "AMPLIFIER POPTS

..-=. -i'VOLUM I, 5 CUBIC ]NIHES
I.FLIP' FLOP' "STTING; Z to 200 HL'ONUS"

POWER JET 0.1.SC INCREMENTS-
POWENGASSUPPLYF : 5 UBC INC ES
.OSFILLATORE QUENCY DIVIDER (5 STAGES)

Figure 8-4. 'Flberic Timer

developed for a complete arming-system, those the preset signal from the remaining ports. Any
discussed above are, the basic building blocks. time from 2 to 200 seconds can be preset, in' this
Fig. 8-48 shows a timer constructed from units manner, ih'.1-second increments.
of this type while Fig. 8-58 shows sample ele- The volume of the flueric systemis 5 in. 3 of

ments used. The oscillator of this timer has a fre- which the timer (1/2 x'3/4 x 1-1/4 in.) accounts
quency of 640 pulses per second. The oscillator
is followed by 18-counter stages. However, the
first 5 stagesoare not settableaiid act as afre- '
quency divider. The last stage is alwiys-set one -1aHw
way because, when it switches, it delivers its OSCILLATOR ' OUT PUT 10; OSCIT

output to whatever function the timer is to trig. PLATE OSCILLATOR PLATE DT-r I ROPORTIONAL AMPLIFIER

ger. In between these two end packages are 12
settable binary- counter stages. The counter can
be built up so that if n counters are connected in man
series, the output ,frequeicy of the final stage'is
reduced by a factor of 2" over the frequency
provided to the 'first stage' by the oscillator. COUNTER PLATE SEPARATION COUNTER'PLATE'AMPIFIER PLATE FEED MEMORYTherefore, if the frequency of the pulses pro- APIR L ACL O

vided by the oscillator to the first stage is 640
pulses per second, .thefrequency of pulses.sup-
plied by the seventeenth stage to eighteenth
stage, causing the eighteenthstage to provide an
output, is 640 divided by 21, or 0.0048828125', ____I_

"- pulse persecond, or approximately 200,seconds SEPARATON OSCILLATOR OSCILLATOR
p PLATE SEPAPATION FEED BACK LOOP
per pulse. The 12 settable stages can be setby OSCILLATOR PLATE

means of a card which allows a preset signal to be
applied to the desired control ports and blocks Figure 8.5. Sample Flueric Timer-Elements

8.5
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Sfor about1/2_in3 while air supply system occu- cillator output-which causes a back pressure The
pie the rest of the space. b4ckpressaure induces-the-oscillatoir- power jet to

spyead and fordes a portion to feed back into the
j 8.22.3 Reiuatin OW1I*tor R-Czt'.network inifiating oscillitions

The binary amplifierand 'he oscillator bave a
A relaxation oscillator'(Fig. $6)9 is basically common supply so that achange of input prei-

an R.CR feedback typ; Some of the fluid from sure in one is iccbmpanied by a change in the
the power jet Js ,retunied-,to 1he control port other.. This .actiO6is needed-because someofthe
through hefeedback network, causing the'unit. +increase in flow through the oscillator, nozzle-is
to'oscillat. The amount of fluid entering lhe ca- conveyed to the lower pressure region in the
pacitance is +determined, by 1the resistance R1 , binary amplifier control ports.
Placed n the upper portion of the capacitande,. In addition, the 'binary :amplifier -is provided
and the fluid leaving, it by the resistance R', With a, set of bleeds, locatedin the separation
located at the bottom of the capacitance. Hence, region; The function ofthe bleedsis'tO exhaust
R1, R2., and-the capacitor volume determine the 04y increase in back pressure that arises when the
filling.time oithe capacitanqe; -which will inturn amplifier is loaded. The binary smplifier is-used
determine the frequency of theoscillator, as- a bufferbecause an appreciable gain is needed'

The oscillatory inodeis excited only for pres- to amplifythe oscillator output.
sure ratios for which the jetspreads-to occupy, The compensation- in-the network takes place
the full idth of the output channel. This, is nec-- as foll6ws. As, the temperature rises, thresist-
essary to achievea feedback process that will in- ancd of the network increases, -causing, the bias
duce oscillhtion. The spreadingof the pdwer, jet 'flow to diminish. -If this increase in resistance,
is a function of the -input-pressure and the pres-, were -the only- change im the network, the fre-
sure of the field into which it is operating. If the quency 'of oscillatioh would drop. However,-the
pressure,at the output of the oscillator is atmos- tank capacitance- decreases with higher tempera-
ph'eric, a high pressure at the input is'required to ture with 'a consequent rise iin frequency. Hence
achieve the pressure ratios-necess'y for oscilla- by adjusting the size Of the resistances and: vol-
tion. Such behavior is normal andis chracteris- ume of, the capacitance so that one compensates
tic of jet flow. the other, temperature insensitivity can be

achieved . Pressure independence is achievedin a
similar manner. With proper design, temperature
and piessure insensitivity can be achieved simul-

*"'0 " taneously. As a result, variations, in the fie,
,'quency of oscillation are ±1 pecent for varia-

S.tions in the "frequency ofU30-psigaridteinpera-
ture variations from-- 65* 'to 2000F.

CAPA'CITA'NCE~
....r AE$SAC - 8-2.2.4 ArmingConsiderations

I The+ size limitations that fuze arming devices
place upon the designer create a special'problem

. with respect' to flueric systems, namely, the,
C,IAr. c, * problem of the power source. To drive a flueric

PU RESI ,STANCE system, one must have a reservoir of fluid:of suf-
", . ficient size to deliver the proper, amount.of fluid

. J, for the desired period of time. Most of the pres-
en' thinking has resulted in the use of self-

Figure 8-6. Flueric Relaxation Oscillator contained' pressurized' gas bottles. If times are
short and space is not too critical, then gas bot- .

In this'particular case, the oscillator exhausts ties are- a valid solution. If times are longer and
initoa binary device, (Fig. 8-7) which has a pres- space problems are critical, small volumes must,
.sure below ambient in its interaction region. The be usedwith the-fluid at high pressure. Since op-
amplifier control area sets a fixed load on the Os;- erating pressures for typical miniature flueric

8.6
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Figure 8-7. Flueric kelaxationw Ocillator-and Digital Amplifier

devices are 1/2 to 20 psi, rather sophisticated, assembly; Which provides for. an- arming'delay
pressure regulating equipmeit Would. then be after-firing. The delay, 1-1/ 2,to 6 sec, is achieved

-required. by an external bleed dashpot 1' . The fuze is
One of the more promising possibilities for shown in Fig. 8:81 . After the setback-pin (not

military applications, is to-make use of ramair shown in-this view) has moved rearward and the.
after the projectile starts moving. This source of bore-riding pin (G),has been ejected, the slider (F)
energy will be widely used Withir the atmosphere is driven into the armed position by a muaic-wire
oniprojectiles with velocities in excess of 400 ft. spring. However; slider motion is-retarded bythe
per sec. pap assembly.. This assembl, conists,. of -alUmi-

Table 8-1 " compares -the fluidic approach num cap (R), aluminum plug P),and a sintered
with the other,, logic ,and control ,techniques. monel alloy restricter,(T). A rubber 0-ring,(U)
Problems still remain. in fluid systehs,, but the isfitted on the slider'to provide a seal so, that air
promises- of -flueric -systens-appear-toodtweigh can, pass --only-,through-the--restricter. -A--plastic
their prdblems and to offer an effective timing disk covered with pressure-sensitive tape (V) pro-
and control mechanism for, fuze. application. tects the restricter during shipping.

The present design was empirically developed
8:2.3 PNEUMATIC DELAY for interim-use'due to the need of mortar fuzes-

with a delay function to provide forthe safety of
Arming delays can be achieved using the'prin- mortar crews. Additional developmental work-is

cipleof a fluid dashpot. Industrial dashpots-often required,to improve its storage, and temperature ,
,use oil in a piston-cylinder arrangement where characteristics.
the oil is bled through-a small orifice or through
a~porous member. Oil dashpot uhits-cannot be 8.2.3.2 Annular Orifice Dashpot
applied to fuzes because of leakage problems,
and variatibns 'in time with temperature. When An' annular orifice dashpot is shown, in Fig.

air is the fluid, leakage is eliminated, and vis- 8.91 3. The "orifice" isthe minute clearance be-

-cosity changes can be minimized 'by various de- tween pistontand cylinder. By selecting materials

sign features. for piston and cylinder having different thermal
coefficients of expansion, the orifice will change

8-2.3.1 External Bleed Dashpot withtemperature, thus affording a means of ap-
proaching a donstant flow in spite of air viscosity

Fuze, XM717 is one of a family of single- changes with temperature' A . A glass cylinder can
action, superquick mortar fuzes that has a stider be accurately produced- and the piston can -be

,; 8 -7
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S,ground from.cerami9 -or metallic materials, rectangular ,duct -of the, same dimensions, i.e.,,
-The piston is pushed by .Aspring. The holder, width -equal to clearance and length equal to

of silicone tubber 6r 6 olydthylene, -holds and: circumference. The-clearance
seas the parts. Models-have been niid from-(1. r 121)1 - 1/33

18 in.,diameter and 1/3 in. lbfhg to 1-4/2 in. L ] (84). coaee ad-in ln li deAy varies .be- P z - pd (84.) .

-tween 0. -econd, and Onefh6ur. The -dashpot
) has .been used in experimental fuzes and is where h is the-clearance-frdili piston to cylinder,

plamned for incorporation in Fuze, XM431 for in.; q is the viscosity'of the air, slug/ft-eC;-r is
the 2.75-inch rockt s. :the~radius, Hin;;/•s thee!ength of air-travel, in.; P

A - STRisRthepressure in -the )cylinder, psi;,P2 is the am-
S-"SPRING bientpressure, psi; and t is the desired time de;---L _ C --FIRING :PIN !

. - HEAD lay, sec.
"F- SLIDER

6 : SAFETY PIN 8-2.4 DELAY BY FLUIDS OF HIGH-VISCOSITYH -,GUIDE -PIN
J - DETONATOR

K- - BOOSTER'LEAD . 8-2.4.1 Silicone Grease
*L TFTRYL BOOSTER . .n.Ges

R'- .CAP The viscosity of silicone greases and gums
SS ."'PLUREsTRICTER offers resistance to motion. The -temperature

- -S-"o" RING viscosity curve of silicone grease- is flatter than
V - SEAL that of-other oils and greases. In the past, use of

& F" this -substance -has therefore been attempted,to
.S_ provide time delay. However, the leakage prob-

T ~lem Was severe: the grease gummed tip the arming-
_- ; mechanism so asto" render it useless. This prob-

R len was overcome in Grenade Fuze, XM218 and
XM224 ,by sealing a silicone gum-in a plastic sac
made up- of heat, sealable'Mylar tape. This fuze
provides safrng, arming,, and functioning for -a
number, of grenade& and bombiets. The fuze arms
when a specified spin rate is achievedby the de-

SL scending grenade. At that -point, centrifugal'
forces disengage from four, lock weights to per-
mit a detonator rotor to turn 90 to the armedp siti-fl-this releasingthedla-y-ase--bly.

Figure-8.8 Fuze, XM717 Fig., 8-1016 shows the sac and rotor delay
" mechahism of Grenade Fuze, XM218, The sac

:< fSPRIN6-- " ~~~~~~~~assemblfy consists of a 'metal backing disk aid ) lticaseb°u34 i . in d m te a

plati capsule, about 3/4 in. in diameter and'
1/8 in. thick, containing, silicone grease. The

HOLDER periphery and a segment of the plasticdisk are

/heat sealed to the metal disk, to form a pocket
:,for thedelay fluid. The sac assembly-is pIlced

i CYLINDER against the delay rotor Assenibly (the space be-

PISTON tween the two assemblies in Kthe ,illustration was,
introduced solely to show the -sac assembly

(A Oort Deley 18, ,,, Delay clearly). In operation, thedelay is obtained when
Figure 8.9. Pneumatic Dashpot for Arming Delay the four blades of the delay rotor, by virtue of a

torsion spring, slide over the surface of the fluid
Theory of operation- is based on the corn- sac, thus displacing and metering--the fluid from A

pressible flow of air -through the orifice. The one side of each blade to the other. After rota-
annular orifice, in this case, acts the same as a tion of the delay rotor, a firing pin is relea.3ed to

8-9
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initiate:the explosive train. The design described from crown-barium type glasshavebeen u~ed in
was-obtained tiy empirical nieans. Theahalysais-is these devices. It, is critical that beads are near ' i
complex because the flo'in the fluid: sackpas- perfect spheres or they tend to interiock. Pie-
sages varies as a-function-of rbtorradius. Analyti- conditioning of prts-and" - assembly areas with
cal techniques' relating, to the interactions :of controlled atmosphere are required to exclude
timer geometry, silicone fluid properties, and moisture which causes sticking Pr0perly applied
friction levels havetnot been completed. dry surface lubricants, such as molybdenum, di

SAC suplhide,imprqve performance. Atilowg:v ues,,
ROTOR & SAC- difficulty-has been eXperienced' with-stifit- elec-
ASSEMLY, :tricity. Generated by the rubbing beads, Aitic

electricity tends to' make the, beads:stick aridl
-\ impede flow. Silver plating the glass beads mate-

'' i~ l i .• rially improve§ the dissipation of static charges.

8-3 CHEMICAL, ARMING.DEVICES
'1 Chemical reactions are~used to provide heat,

ooR- LAE todissolve Obstrctor r t6activate -electrical',
RoO batteries. the first example, heat processe, in-._ ~ ~4TOR 'DELAY...-

D AY volves explosive, reactions described in par. ,4-2,,
Figure 8.10. :Delay Assembly of FuZe, XM218 'and the-last example, 'electrical batteries,.is-de-

8-2.4.2 -Pseudoflulds scribedrin par. 3-4.3.3.
Time, bombs may contain a, chemical long.delay fuze. One formc ontains a liquid that, dis-

It-has been found that small glass beads flow dela fuzk On orm tains a liqiha is
somewhat like a fluid. Hence, their use hasbee s a l i o eri .
ivestigated for arming delays and safety detents is usually-termed a fundtioning-delay. The liquid

,8 2S&A's "  Glass beads:are era is kept in a glass vial that is brbk n to activatepnfoe ando Mthe system. Fig. 811 illustrates a system ,in
ployed as follows: Motion of a piston causedby which a plastic collar is dissolved in acetone So
acceleration is regulated by the flow of beads that the firingpin will slip throu and stiike
through an- orifice. Either a central' hold or the sli through
annua , space surrounding the pistoncan serve s the detonator.
that oifice. This delay is relatively simple to build but the

time interval is not consistent because'the rateGlass'beads have the advantage that their op- of reactioh is so strongly- dependentupon ambi-
eration is much less temperature dependent than- e .fiit~d_. ~flis.G~bead~el~.?mec~fiism en temperattire., Fulrther, if, the solution is,

thatof-ruefluds.Glas bed~dla~mecanims~ stirred or agitated, the-reaction rate, Increases;
,have been successfully tested in mortar fuzes
with-launch accelerations from 500 to 10,000 g. - - SPRING
Other glass bead safety switches have been used
in missiles and rockets under accelerations of.
10-50 g. -ACETONE,

Factors that affect the performance of glass1

bead accelerometifs include: SOLUBLE
(1) 'Orifice, piston, and container configura- PLASTIC =

tions RING

(2) Bead size andmaterial
(3) Bead shape
(4)' Moisture content

. (5) Surface lubrication SBPIN
(6) Electrostatic charge OETONATOR PIN

No design parameters have been established
for the size 'relation of orifice, piston, and con-
tainer;, past designs have been -empirical.. Beads
of approximately 0.005-in. diameter formed Figure 8.11. Chemical-Long Delay System
8-10
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SY mifd ithe original.concentration. varies, there- very strong interactions. They 'have been used
action- rate varies accordingly. For simple reac- mainly for the initiation of fuzes'but they could,
tions, the Aarhenius equation, is a good'apprdxi- be ,aplied to arming process. Also commands,
nati6nfor the rateof reaction 2 . could be relayed to munitions to controltheir

fuies'.
fELECTROIAGNETIC INDUCTION signifies '

K = Ko (8-2)" tlaan electromotive force.is-inducedin an elec-
tric circuit when the magnetic field, about that

where K. in ieactions/sec and II in cal/mole circuit is changed. The basic equation is.
are conStants, R is the .universal gas-constant- ,

and T is the absolute temperature. For first E = - N '(8-4)
order -reactions. Ko is approximately 101 ' re- dt
actions per second and for second-,order-re-
actions it is about 10'.(A first order reaction is where, Eg is the induced voltage, in volts; N'is the

one in which the-rate of reactioii is directly-pro- number:of coils of wire through which'the .ma-
portional to the -concentration of the reaciing netic flux (,in webers, changes. ,

substance. A second order reaction is one in This is1usful in sea mines as shown in Fig.
which the rate of reaction depends upon the 8-12..The earth's magnetic field is shifted by the I
concentration of two reacting substances,) iron ship- so that the magnetic flux threading the

For first order'reactions, the-concentration I coil is changed, as.the ship passes, over the mine.
a ter a time t is The electric voltage induced in the coil actuates

a sensitive relay which closes the detonator firing
= 17, e. (8-3) circuit. (See also par. 3-4.3.2.)

COMMAND FUZES operate by receiving sig-
- nals from an operator. For example,. harbor de-

S ,whre Po in moles/ccisec is the initial concen- ses have been operated thusly; an observer

tration and K isgiven by Eq. 8-2. Although these: notes when enemyships pass through mie fields
equations are valid, they should be used only a so that he may explode the mines by remote con-
an approximation. Then, empirical methods trol (see par. 13-3).

should be employed to set the dimensions. These Munitions are sonietimes operatd-by. radio
tests ,involve measurements of, concentrations signals. Usually, this method is reserved- for
which can be done in any of the following ways: guided missiles' in which other Signals are re-
(1) measure- the solution concentrationby quan- ceived via radioas 'well' as arming and initiating

-' -,-titative chemical analysis (the-.mbst -reliable-but signals.

expensive), (2) measure the volume of gas pro- , : ,
d~iced (sinile butgreatly affected by tempera- / / / I  , / " '
ture); -(3) correlate-thecdncentation with light /S,/ , , / : i,- , / //, /
-absorption (continuous measurements),(4) meas- . , / ,SU F A

ure the density -of the solution (comparatively ," " ' /," '' / ' / , ,, , / '

simple and widely used), (5) measure the re- $/ A / / ,,, -,

fractive index (continuous and not too depend- " , ', / , /

ent upon temperature), (6) measure the viscosity ',' ' " .. ..
of the solution (slow, inaccurate, and incon- Mio,,b's Afo.ro,,c field ,,0S

venient), and (7) use radioactive isotopes as
tracers (expensive and not as wellknown). Once I -- 11
the rate of reaction is deteimined, the approxi- IN. I

mate delay time- may be found by calculations.

8-4 MOTION-INDUCED ARMING DEVICES " ) o.,

'C' l( 5~l S(S tW !'U'i.4

--' " Moving arming devicesare possible in certain .........
cases. They require high relative velocities or Figure 8.12. ElectromagneticInduction Sea Mine
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PART THREE-FUZE DESIGN

INTRODUCTION will contain a safetye mechanism so as toprevent
premature functioning as described in -Part Two.

There'are ffw,,ifahy, mechanical devices for In Part-Three, considerations for fuze design are
coimercial .or -nilitary use that must satisfy as discussed and then applidd to simple' but repr -
many stringent requir6ments- Ls the fuze-for am- sentativefuzes. Subsequent chapters are devdred
murfition. :4t must not-only withstand the rigors, to sample designs of specific fuze featres-and.to
oftransportation, field storage in any .part of the fuze testing.
world,and launching under a multittid of condi- .Itshould'be stressed that theexamples given
tions, 'but also, it must function as desighcd, upor are not meant to iestrict theprinciples.to tie few
the first application of the-proper stimulus. From, described, That is, examples of sliders and rotors
the assembly line at the loading plant until use' are giveni for fuzes of spin-stabilized munitions,
on Ithe 1battlefield; the -fuze must be safe to but such fuzes are also armed and functioned-
haidle. wi ti-sequiential armingleaf systems, setback ac,

Thus, the fuze designer's-.problcm is-twofold. tuated de"ices, and clockworks. To avoid repe-
He must design a fuze that ,first will amplify a tition, differeit items htave been.discussed with

- small'stimulus-so as to detonate a high explosive various munitions to cover, as -many types as
charge, as described in Part One, And-econd that possible.

CHAPTER 19
CONSIDERATIONS IN, FUZE DESIGN

9-1 GENERAL may be designed for a specific round that is used'
with one particular weapon~or it may be designed

A designer's ability to develop a fuze is con- for assembly to aiy one of a given typeoofpro-
tingent on his knowledge of exactly what a fuze jectile, say all HE projectiles used for guns and
must do and of all environments to which it will nbwitzers ranging-from, 75 mm to 175 mm and;
,be exposed'the purpose of this Chapter is to dis- 8 inch. The first~fuze satisfies a set of specific re-
cuss the more basic safety and environinental re- quireiients, whereas the second must be operable
quire ents; to present a general plan for the over a range of launching conditions, muzzle ve-
major phases of development from first pencil 'locity of 420 fps,(105'mm howitzer) to 3000 fps
sketch to final fuze acceptance for production; (175 mm gun). In addition,the fuze is designed
aneto illustrate the-sequence of design and the for different tactical situations-for ground de-
application of the principles developed in'Parts molition, (on the surface or after targetpenetra-
One and Two. tion) or for air burst.

These illustrate the scope of target and firing
conditions. that may diictate design considera-

9-2 REQUIREMENTS FOR A FUZE tions for ohly one series of ammunition items;

similar lists could be made for the fuzes of other
Fuzes are designed for tactical situations. They series. Therefore, before undertaking the develop:

are used with various series of ammunition items; ment of a fuze, a designer must be thoroughly
artillery projectiles, aircraft bombs, sea mines, familiar with the tactical iequirements of the
-small arms, rockets, and guided missiles. Each fuze and the conditions prevalent ini the weapon
series has its own set of tactical requirements and concerned.
launching conditions which govern the final de- All fuzes, regardless of tactical use, must
sign of its fuzes. Within a series of ammunition satisfy definite basic requirements of environ-
items (artillery projectiles, for example) a fuze mentand safety.
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-- 2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES when subjected to-theproperi target.conditions.
The tactical situation often requifes~the use of a

Tactical requirements vary -fgr specific fuzes, very sensitive explosive train-one that responds
but every fuze will undergo a number of-environ- to small impact forces, to heat, or to electrical
mnental .conditaons: from assembly to.5 use. While energy. Another of the designer's important con-
all fuzes do-not undergo the same environmental siderations is- safety in -manufacture, in-loading,
conditions, the -more common areas' have- been in transportation, in storage, and-in assembly to
'standardized, and g6uped together -for, cdfiven- the munition. In some cases, the forces against
ience j. Accordingly, the specifications foi new whichItlie fiize must be protected may be greater
fuzes can be written simplyby reference. The en- than, the target stimulus. Safety then is a real,
vironmental conditiohs influence choice,of-mate- challenge for the designer. No 5phase canobe-ig-

rials,. iiethod lof sealing-and'pr6tebting the fuze, noted because an unsafe fuze may become a
ayotit and design of component-parts and subtle weapon for the enemy.

-method of packaging. Many of the-Pwidely used A fuze designer knows thesafety requf,-
,features- are included'in, the following, list (for. -rents; these govern tht approach he takes. At ,
more details, see pars. 15-3 and 15-4): each step-in design-and developmenteof a ,fuze,

(1) OPERATING TEMPERATURE.Thefuze lie--must be conscioiis,,of-safet y. Safety applie-
must-withstand temperatures ranging from an air not only to the complete fuze but also to each,
temperature of 125F (ground temperature, of step during-processing and assembly of-the vari-
145F)in-hot-dry climates to-an air temperature pus components of the explosive strain. If the
of -50°F (ground temperature of -65"F1 ) 'in requisite detonator cannot be manufactured
cold-climates'. Temperatures can drop to -80 F safely, then the design of the fuze-may~have to-
,in bomb-bays of.'high flying aircraft,,and aero- be changed.
dynamic, heating can raise the temperature of 'Safety enters every ,facet of iuze and compoz
missiles launched-fromohigh speedplanes above nent development. In additionsto the broad as-
1450F. pects, there are safety features infuzes that are(2) STORAGE TEMPERATURE. The 'fuze mandatory, desrabl , or' both. Frequentiy, 4he,

must be capable of-withstanding storage teiper- desirable features can: be included at the de-
atures from :-70 to 160 F and be -operable signer's discretion without interfering with the
after removal from storage',. basic design. It should be noted that these

(3)- HUMIDITY. The fuze, must withstand "extra" features represent the designer's-com
relative humidities up to 100%. petenco and ingenuity.

(4) RAIN. The fuze must function as in- A tcardinal requirement for- all' fuzes is that
tended even whenfired in a rain storm. they be detonqtor safe,, i.e., functioning~of the

(5) WATER. The fuze -may, -in certain in- detonator cannot initiate subsequent explosive
stances, be required to be waterproof, showing train components prior to arming. An inter-
no leakage, and be safe and operable after immer- rupted explosive train (mechanicafseparation) i's
sion-in wvater at 700 ± 100 F under a- gage pres- the basic method for attaining thedetonator safe
sure of 15 + 5 psi for one hour. feature. Examples are out-of-line eleients such.

(6) ROUGH TREATMENT. The fuze must as a slider or a rotor. The interrupter should,
withstandthe rigors of transportation (including have a positive lock- while in the safe position.
perhaps parachutedeiivery), and rough handling. The detonator must be assembled'in the safe po-

(7) FUNGUS:Thefuze must be able to with- sition so thatthe fuz-is safe during, all:final as-
stand fungus growth. sembly steps and during subsequent -handling.

(8)- SURVEILLANCE. The fuze must remain Artillery projectiles, mortar projectiles, and
safe and operable during and after storage in a rodcts must-be bore safe.:The fuze must be so
sealed' can for 10 years (20 years are desired). designed that the detonator will not initiate a -

bursting charge while the projectile -or rocket is -

9-2.2 GENERAL SAFETY FEATURES in the launching tube. Hence, it may be neces-
sary to add a device to delay the ar Ming, of the

The basic mission ofa fuze is to function re- fuze until after the munition has left the
liably, and to, receive and amplify a stimulus launcher.
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The fuze rius never remain'in the parti.lly 9-3.1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND LAYOUT
armed position. As soon as ihe force that caused
partial arming is removed, the fuze must return Many timesitacticaltsituatibns in Ihe field es-,
to the uiarmed-position. For example, if a fuze, tablish 'the need-fora new fuze or a revision of
that became partially armed' during transporta- an existing fuze toextend the use or lethalityof
tion were loaded, inco a gun, that fuze might be a weapon. In either case, ,the first, step in'the de-
neitherbore safenordetoator safe. velopment of a ,fuze -is a thorough analysis, of 74

Fuzes must have~two ialeperilent safz ng fca- what fiing conditions the fuze will encounter
tures whenever possible, either of which is.ca- and precisely what'the fuze must do. -Further-
pable of preventing 'an unintended detonation. more, the fuze designer should maintain ,dose
before the munition is projected oi emplaced. liaison. with, the designers of the complete
The philosophy- is,based- on the.low probability weapon system just, in- case specifications are
that two features will fail simultaneously. If pos- changed. It is discouraging but"true that impor-
sible, both-safing ,features should-be !'fail safe' tant, changes have gone unnoticed' until it was all
and-each should be actuatedby a separate foice. but too late.

- The safety requirements for Army fuzes are A good fuze desi n includes' the 'following
contained in a MUCOM Regulation3 while those features: (1) reliability of action, (2) safety in
for Navy fuzes are contaihed in a MIL-STD4'. handling and use, -(3) resistance todamage in

An ,arming indicator is an example of a de- handling aid-use, '(4) resistafice to deterioration
sirable safety feature for fuzes,if it can be seen in in storage, (5) simplicity of construction, (6),dew,
the assembled round. The indicator clearlyshows quate strength in sbe,,(7) compactness, '(8) safety
whether the fuze -is safe or armed. Some bomb and ease of manufacture and loading, and
fuzes and safing and arming devices'aiieady have (9) economy in' manufacture.
this feature, and-it is becoming more poPularfor With the knowledge of what the fuze must ac-
other fuzes. An anti-insertion feature is also con- complish, preliminary sketchesoare prepared to
venient, in 'the field. Some fuzes- cainot be in- depict the coraponents of the explosive train and
serted in their fuze cavity unless properly arming device.
adjusted. Present manufactur. ,g policies dictate layout

Some fuzes and fuze -components are assem- and design of all compbhents. A design, even in
bled in.production by mechanical spin'assembly the preliminary stages, is subject to severe criti-
equipment. To insure that spin-actuated fuzes of cism if'it isnot kept in mind' that parts must be
37 mm and' above are not armed by this opera- mass produced economically., For assembly 'line
tion, the fuze must at no time be spun in excess techniques, the comporents of a fuze must be
of 300 rpm nor can thetfuze be acdelerated-to relatively simple, difficult to omit or malas-
300 rpm inlessthan one second Thus the de- semble, and, of course, safe to handle.
signer must insure that production riiethQds can-
:no compromise-the safety feattires of f .'uzle. 9-3.2,DIMENSIONAL DESIGN AND CALCULATIONS

9-3 STEPS INDEVELOPING A FLIZE After the preliminary design, has been ap-
proveu, the required explosive train has been es-

Development of afuze is considered successful tablished, and the-basic arming actions have been
and complete -only- ,whi pilot lots have passed selected, the ddthil drawings are prepared from
all tests and the -ft, fias been accepted as a which prototype models can be made. Materials
standard item readT,,ibr mass production. -Many are considered. As was done in the preliminary

- steps are involved between the fir:- -preliminary stage, all tactical, enirbnmental, safety, and de-,
sketch and' the, production of standard fuzes. sign requirements for fuzes ,afe ,reviewed criti-
'Throughoutdevelopment,the de-igner must-con- catly. Other similar fuzes already>in production
sider a myriad of details at each of fotir b-isic should be examined for typicalparts that might
phases: (1) preliminary desian and laycut;'(2) di- be used interchangeably (screws, shafts, and col-
mensional design and' calkulations, (3), model lars); this step frequently reduces manufactdring
testing and revision, and (4) final acceptance, costs.
safety, and'proving ground tests. At this poiri, the designer evaluates forces
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acting, on the fuze, selects materials, anJ de- nents- to the required setback and centrifugal
termines componeftt sizes. External, forces to forces. Model t,,sfs of-partial assemblies and sub-
which a fuze may besubjected are shodks aid vi- -assemblies in the earlystages of development Mll
bfations that ocdurlvhen a fuze is transported or often reveal' flaws that.are not evident on the
whien accidentally dropped. Accelerating forces drawing board.
on different fuze parts ocicur during launching Model tests at each stage and detailed layouts
(setback), during flight (centrifugal and creep), of the design are important for the successful de-
and, at the :tLrget (iriipact).. All these >forces the Velopment of .a fuze. They ,permit early.evalua-
fuze must-be able to withstand without changing tion-and revisioi of comppnent parts before the
its operating characteristics. Forces nust bd con- design has progressed to the advanced stages. It
puted in detail. 'Finally,-the choiceoof materials is possible that a change in one component might
and dimensions for the parts depend- on elastic precipitate ,a series of changes -in other compo-
modulus, strength, corrosion resistancei machin- nents that are already being fabricated in, the
ability, availability in. timeg of emergency, and model shop.
cost., During this phase, performiance is calcu-
lated and reliability is estimated. 9-3.4 FINAL ACCEPTANCE, SAFETY, AND PROV.

Secondary effects thiit might necessitate a ING GROUN6 TESTS
change in shape or *balancing of parts are reso-
nant -vibration frequencies, Coriolis effects, -and
overweight. Those who are familiar with-hand- A, fuze that haspassed all of the preliminary
ing, storage, and tactical requirements may sug- model tests satisfactorily is ready for rigorous
gest other changes. safety and surveillance tests and for proving

The final drawing-board layout should include gound acceptance tests. These are genera,yper-
different views, so that interferences may-be de- 'formed on samples selected from a pilot lot,, a.
tected'and the orrect iotion of every part may thus are nearly re reseittive of' lhioduction
be assured. The failure to make such checks is quality. The safety and surveillance tests are
often responsible for costly delays in the modeL describedin pars. 15-3 and 15-4.
shop, and -in scheduling, proof tests. See also The only completely reliable test for the effec-
Chapter 14 for additional guidance on design tiveness,,of, a- ftuze is the firing or proof test that
details, is made under actual conditions of use Thefuze,

if t functiois, is destioyed; henie, design fea-
.9-3.3 MODEL TESTS-AND REVISI6N S  tures must be judged good'or bad'by the applica-

tion of statistical analysis. The- evaluation of a
The complexity of forces acting and the strin- proof test ,is extremely important. Sometimes

gentrequirements imposed on a fuze.emphasize -the -results are surprising and perhaps- discourag-
the need for extensive tests after-the prototype ing. Accumulated tolerances and conpromises
or modei has been fabricated. The actual'sdhedule by designers of other components-of the weapon
used and the number of items tested for evalu- system (projectile, gun chamber, and propellant)
atingia fuze design depend on the type of fuze, cause the operating conditions to differ 'from
severity of requirements, available time and those on which the fuze designe "basedhivcalcu-
funds, and related factors. On one hand, the lations and. thus can cause -malfunctions, This
evaluation must be reliable. On the other hand, should encourage the fuze designer.to learn m ore
it must be realistic, must permit design revisions about the complete weapon system and to main-
at various stages of testing, and must allow short tain clos6 liaison with the designers of the Other
cuts when indicateo by the particular iipplica- major components to arrive ata well integrated
tion. The tests are described in more detail in system.
Chapter 15 on Fuze Testing. The prooftest may indicate the need for basic

While most tasts are performed on the corn- modifications to the fuze or an area for compro-
plete assembly of the prototyp fuze, model testg mises so that the fuze can be used throughout an
during the preliminary layout stage can be most ammunition series. -Likewise, the pilot plantpro-
helpful and may save many headaches. For in- duction run may suggest other refinements to en-
stance, a novel idea for an arming action could be hance the ease of manufacture. These changes
evaluated, by ;ubjecting the pertinent compo- must be made and evahiated'by additional model
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and-firiiig- tests. In- the end, the succe~ss of the~de- a current-fuze are summarized-in par. 9-4.4.
sign depends onrwhether- the fuze is practical and

its ost-reaonabe. 9.4.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR ,THE FUZE

9-4 APPLICATIQN'.OF-FUZE -DESIGN PRIN_
CIPLES- A new weapon system can evolve in, one of.

-two Ways. Either -a combat eledient deteimines
A review of the foregoing parts of'th-is Hand-, a need ~to mieet certain tactical situations or it

book shows ilhat ~concepts, fnd formuias have capitaliizes on a brilliaint idea- (designs in some
been .preseiited' for'-functioning~afid arming of a cases) for a ne'w weapon. In' either case, the tadti-
fuze. The- purpose- now is to, develop and'illus- cal requirements provide the input- data for cx-
trate the~rudiments-of a design procedure. Such tenrsive ballistic studies,- from which the general
a procedure could be illustr~ated in two ways: size and sltape 6f the comrplete projectile or
(1) the voluinou's notes, sk -etches, calcu lations, misiile'are derived. Assume flow that-a~fuze for a
and drawings of a fuze could be edited and'tran- projectile is--required. Withscale factors, in hanid
scribedt as an example' or (2) a commentaryr on the. theorist allows -s'ace for- the fuze based on
the hihihsof a step-by-step' development of a -existing: standard Orojectiles.,(He has already es-
fuze could be presented. TPhe latter has been -tablished the outside~sirface of'the fuze by-fix-.
chosen. The discussion will treat the problem ai ing length and radius of the ogive.) All these. are,
though it-applied to a-newfuze for~a new weapon sh own-'on what is termed a caliber drawing of the
system. projectile, Fig. 971. At tesame time, the theorist

The fuze setected for~development-was chosen 'has calculated the'amount of high explosive to be
for its-simplicity. It illustrates the design princi'- carn~ed by the projectile. Additional data avail-
ples discussd above and lends itself readily to a able are ballistic curves for the, weapon ini' which
step-by-step presentation-. However, it-do~s not the projectile will be fired (Fig. 9-). From
necessarily meet all -of the current fuze require- these, the fuze designer can determine the forces,
ments.nok use the latest available components. available duiring projectile travel i-the gun tube
Hence; the following presentation serves as a and at the muzzle. 'The tactical use establishes
sample' design procedure rather than as,\an cx- the minimum arming-,listance and'how the fuze
ample of current fuze-design. Design features of should function.

- - 4.81

80 .50709.0

7 NMI
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The requireifents- which govern the fuze de- TABLE 9-1. REOUIHEMENTS AND DESIGN DATA
sign- for'the illustrative exlamiple are summarized -FOR SAMPLEFUZE
in Table 9-.

In additio n to -the,,specific tabulated requ ire- Fo h alsi uie
ments the.esigner tiust -keep 'in -mind the gen-
eral requiremients..(par.-9!.2) aidthe acceptance Maximum Gas Pressure 40,000 psi-
teits (pars. 152-to 15-5). Gas Pressure, At Muzzle 9000 ji

-the fuze designer has his assignment; the re- Muzzle Velocity 2870 fps
quirements -have- been outlined. In- essence,'he Rifling ,Twist I-turn in,30-cal
has -been handed-a chunk of metal witlrthe hini- Bore Diameter 1.5754in.,(0.1312 ft)-
tations shown i'n Fig.. 9-3. Into. this, space he must Projectile Weight 1.985 lb
-fit'eiplosive train and armiing mechanism.

9-4.2-DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS -Othee Ai
Arming.Distance- -hore-safe

The- first step is to make a series of sketches, Boostei Pellet Mateiial, Tetryl
of -wich Fi. 94 rnight~be on e, to illustrate the Typeli of Initiation Iilc
components of the~ex'plosive train. It is-first,,hec_ Functioning Action PD SQ
essary to apportion thie--available- space among n . '
'the components. At least a bd6oster charge, a ddt- the space allotted; This space can ~be mhachined.
bnator -which can be moved away from the open- -out-of single block for the fuze or it ,can be gen-
ing 1to the- booster charge, an arming device, -and 6rated by assembling-, pa~te -pieces. For. this
the firing pin are -required. Thus, the design of small fuze, a did cast Ablodk may be cheaper to,
the. fuze, will'include three-basi c subassemnblies~- ,manufacture, than any other ,type. Thenf for con- I-
booster assembly, detoniator assemfbly, ,afidi- venience inthe loading plant, 6s6ter, detonator.
tiating assembly-all of Wh ich must- be fitted into and "initiating assemblies should be>encaed-In

.... ....

Fiur 9..BlitcDawn ok0m u
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the explosive- train,4-he sainelype-of explosive-as shown to be sufficient to initiate A tetryl booster
the .6osterpellet, tetiyl, is inserted in the -hole and the input sensitivity is'great-enough-for this
to-cariy' the detonationi wave~to4he booster. This fuze (sho~n-later).

7 istermedalead'. This component is initiated'by In order to,provide detonator safety,'the det6-
thie detonator andieacts the deto'nation into the nator must Ibe moved, out Iof, li Ine with the lead.
booster. A simple clcvice~foi doit~, this is awdisk rotor that

carries the detondtor. in the unarmed positioni,
9-4..2' etoatorAsseblythe explosive train is completely interrupted be-

cause th iig pin is blocked from tedtntr
In this simple fuze, the detonator converts the and the detoiator otu fdis not close to, the

kinetic energy of the,-firing pin into awdetonatio~n lead. In the, aimed -ppsition, the disk wi~ih be'ro_-
wave. Thus a stab detonator is required ffiat mil tatec so that' both, of these safety precautions
be sensitiveto the results oi~thle expected target will' he removed., Fig. 9-5 shows these features.
impact and yet, Will-have an, output-that willre- Trhe rotor diamneter must.ibe just larger than
liably initiate the tetryl booster. th4e length -of the detonator (0.41 in.), and, the,

in Accordance with, the desire -that standard, rotor thickness, (the, detonator has a diameter of
components, be, used Wherever possible, a-'stab '0.11 in.). must surround 'the detonator with
detonator is sought that will 'fulfill thie require- enough matedrial to provide adequate confine-
ments. For example, the MARK 18 MOD 0 stab -ment'-(see-pqr. 47'3). These considerations~fix the.

,detonator las. ah input sensitivity of 24 in.-oz. dimensions of~the 'rotor. Detents are added tbt
The explosive componients part of 'the Army- hold the disk in the unarmed position; the detent
Navy-Air Force -Fuzae'Catalog0 and the' volume springs are ~leld-in place by the detonator assem-
on -Explosive Componients"! list, additional, -data. bly housing sho5wnin1Fig. 9-5.
Output is given as an indentation -of t~ least Fig. 6- 14 shows a representative' disk rotor.
0.090 in. 'in a lead.-di sk. This output has been the approximate dimensions-of the rotor will be

/ DETONATOR ASSEMBLY
-EEN HOUSING

/DETDEOAATO
ASSEMBLY - ' ROTOR HOUSING

BOOSTER
ASSEMBLY

BOOSTER

(A) Froni View (B) Side View

Figure 9-5. Booster and Detonator Assemblies

9-8
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selected',a -7/16 in. in diameter 'and 5/32 in. Table 9-2lists the various inomentsof inertia
thick inorderto properlyhouse the-detonator. for the ,rotor and its parts as caculated by the

-Rotor-'material is selected on the basis of den- usual' formulas. By using Eq.'6-46,with 0o =, 55'
sity, confinement, and safety. An alunihium alloy and 0' = 0, the-time'to arm at the spin fors-the
that can be die cast would be convenient. muzzle velocity (Table 9-1) is found-to be about

Next, the designer deteimines the arming, 3 mnsec. Since' the friction. present,,always de-
limiti. While in theory a fuzefanns,at a certain creases the- velocity as evident in Eq., 6-47, the
instant, in prctice, allowances-must bemade'for time to arm 'will be greater than- 3 insec. While
dimensional tolerances-and variations in friction, the lead, weights decrease the arming-time, they
Hence, both mininum -aid -maximum.,aminng also increase the stability- of the rbtr 'in the
limits must be selected. The specified armig' airmed' position which increases~the reliIability of
levels are converted into units' applicable to the the fuze 'to initiate the bursting charge.,
particular design, such as setback or spin levels. TIO restraih the disk in the unarmed' position,
The minimum arming level (must-not-arnivalue)' detents are inserted that are held by springs.
must be sufficiently high to assure'safety during, If friction between detent and rotor h'le iscon-
handling and testing. The maximum arming sidered negligible; these spriigs are set with an

level (mist-arm valu6) must be well Within the initial compression equivalent to the centrifugal
,capability of the weapon and must fulfilL the force produced by the detentsat the minimum
stated, requirement. The spread between these spin to arm. At the latter spin rate the detents
,two valuls must'be reasonable from a viewpoint will 'be in equilibrium while at any higher spin
'of manufacturing toleraices. Experience dictates rate they will' move radially outward to release
which of the many values,that meet thesebiaada the rotor. Eq. 6-17 ,definas, the motion for the
limits are optimum. detents. Twoitems are important: (1)'the spring

For the sample prdjectile,,the spin at the'muz- force increases, as the spring'is compressed, but
zle isifound from Fg. 5-5 as 730rps or 44,000 the centrifugal 'force increaes at the same'rate;
rpm. Reasonable arming limits, based on -the therefore, once the part moves it will continue,
above considerations, would be 12,000. and to move'radialiy outward; and (2) the frictional
20,000 rpm.. forces arise from the torque induced in the rotor.

With the equations in pg. 6-5.1, the time tO The resisting, torque on the rotor is represented
arm (the ,timed for the 'rotor to, turninto the by the second ,term on the'left-hand side of Eq.

'aligned position) is calculated. For a first approx- 6-45. From the 'vwtie of the disk assembly' in,
Imation Eq. 6-46 may be solved for t by neglect- Table 9-2, the torque is found'tobe3.72 x 10 "3

ing -frictiph., This value should-be the miniffium lb-ft and the frictional force on ,each detent is
arming-time. 015 lb. The centrifugal force on the detent,

Note. from 'Eq. 6-46 that the time to arm de- weight 4 giains, 'is calculated' from Eq. 5-11 as
pehds only upon the ratio of ,the ,moments of 0.37 lb., The initialsspring load, according to Eq.
inertia of,thedisk. However, densityis not an ig- 6-17' must be atleast 0.22 lb to prevent arming
norable factor. Th'e individual moments of inertia below the spin of 12,00 rpm.The spring design
depend upon density of rotor and its cpmp6nents. is explained in p4r. 10-..,

TABLE 9-2. COMPUTATIONS OFMOMENTS OF INERTIA, Slug-F?2

Solid disk 1.1-74'x 10"8" 1.042 x 10 "8 1.042 x 10"  0 x 10-1
Hole for lead 0.078 0.082 0.0092' 0.0,73
Hole for detonator 0.151 0.014 0.151 -0.137
Hole for detent 0.0046 0.0032 0.0019 0.0013
Disk 0.830 0.836 1 0.858 -0.022
Detonator -0.0954 0.0106 0.0954 -0*0848
Lead weights 0.322 0.340 0.038 0.302
'Disk assembly 1.569 1.527 1.029 0.498
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,94,2.3Initisting.Au snbiy spring is convenient to hold the firingpin: dei-
Tentsdnward. See pa. 10-3.2 for the ca'Qcuations

T ahis aembly, shown in-fig. 9-6, contains the appropriate for such a spring.
firingpin, the firingpin extension, twodetents, Frchd the specifications provided for the ogive
a firiN pin housing. -and the spiral -spring., One shown on Fig. 9-3, an enlargement of Fig. 94,,it
notes that the firing pin will be subject to~rear- is noted that the nose of this particular projectile
wardm motion on setback. Since this is highly un- is rather long. Hence, the, designer should :use.a
desirable (the point will,-be damaged), some light firing pin in order to decrease the inertial
means are usually provided to prevent such~rear- effects. A plastic firing pin extension on -the
ward, motion. Fig. 9-6 indicates two hourglass metal firing 'pin will suffice if the two, parts are
shaped tetenis between firing pin shoulders and rigidly connected to provide for oblique impacts.
container to preveht reaward motion. Th~e The firing pin itself 'can be reduced to a weight
detents are subject to the snae considerations- 6of 1-1/4 grains and the firing pin extension~to 2
rotor detefits relative to length and ,clearance grains.
(see par. 6.4.1). The hourglas shape provides a Will'this~firing pin asseifibly provide the neces-
more positiye lock than a cylinder because set- sary 24 in.-oz to initiate the detonator? One
back tends to cock the detents to restrain their could calculate ,the 'kinetic energy for a reason-
-motion. Therefore, these detents will be-releised able firingpin velocity, sa 3.iOfps, making the
at a:higher spin than-the otor detents. This ar- necessary assuihbtions, for" riction in the firing.
rangement assures Athat the firing pin cannot in motion for. both ,square and oblique im-
move until the detonator-has rotated into i e. pacts. However, such computatibn 'is not of
Onc& the setback acceleration is removed, the much value; It is more reasonable to assume
detents are free to.move radially outward just as that the firing pin stops (in ffdct), on impact,
the rotor detents are and that the energy of the projectile is available

,For this geometry, a spiral (wiap-around) to fire ,the detonator. Hence, the. detonator has
'a satisfactory, input sensitivity for this fuze._ -- FIRING -PIN

EXTENSION, 9-4.3 TESTS AND REVIS!ONS

Finally, the design-shown in' Fig. 9-7 is
FI.RING PINFderived. Parts.are manufactured and assembled

OU I RG PIN into the fuze. The design must now meetproof

ststandad. When the fuze 'passes the appli.
cable tests of pars. 15-2to 15-4, the designer

SPIRLhas achieved his goal.S PIRAL I '- ". . ." -i ' ) ,

SPF6,G DETENT 9-4.4 DESIGN FEATURES OF CURRENT FUZES-

, - 9.4.4.1 Example,of Current Fuze Design

I ----7 YFrze, XI 539E4, is, a point-initiated; ,base-
detonated fuze for the XM409 HEAT Cartridge.

It has few moving parts (no clockwork), asia'

matter of fact, %as few total parts. It meets
stringent safety requirements, through mechani-
cal and electrical safety. It is spin armed and hasi delayed arming. The point-initiating element in

=-i -- --- .. Fthe nose is the ,piezoelectric Power Supply,

XM22E4 (see par. 3-4.3.1).
The fuze is shown in Fig. 9-81. During storage

Figure 9.6. Initiating Assembly and handling, the explosive train-that consists
9-10d
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of-. the XM65 Electric Detonator, a lead, and the-
boosterpellet-is :intbrrupted by the QuV-of-line
psition-of the rotor- 'rhe-rotor is locked-in the

- K out-oflinb, or unarmed, position by two. -op.

k' V -l ftyA into holes at each end-bf the iotok,
Two set screws serv'e as thrust beai-ings on the

ends of the rotor shaft. A- return arm 'assembly,
X, ~consistingof a weight biaied to the return frame

is Pivotable abouit a return anishlagnt
7' - DETONATOR -pin n shl gis

P'~ ASENAL!the rotor stop pins- by the rotor return spring.
All are contained-in an aluminum die-cast hous-
ingi-tAt in'turn' s' contained' in the body,: and
held by the booster cap assembly. A plastic,
plate carrying the roto~r stop terminal post, and.

~/0 - fjj'contact leaf is held, between body -and rotor

dntrifugal. force,, gefierated by the. high- spin
velocity -of the projectile,.,acts on the detents
fori~ing~them to move radially outward, unlock-
ing the rotor'. Setback and cenitrifugal forces;
also acting on the return' weight, -caus6 the re-
turn arm- to ~piv6t aw~.ay 'from the rotor; The
rotor is then- free to arm. Spin forces acting on-

Figure 9-7 . Complete Fuze Assembly the dynamic unbalance of the rotor induces the -

tROTOR HOUSING- B00STER,-D1SK

(AUI GINT) - BOOSTER PELLET
, '(AIG GNENT)BOOSTER

ASSEMBLYCU
-0 2 2INCH4ES XM5ECTI

-~~~~ ______£ ATOR-

RTORt RETURN.-
WEIGHT,

PLATE MAC COTAC

TERMINAL POST

TERMINAL INSULATOR ~W- E DCUP ASSEMBLY

~ ROORJ ETSCEW '*-ROTOR RETURN PIN

(SET R V.-'SPIN DETENT (21

SRDR R*JN(THRUST SARINGX2) -II SPRNG~\_SPIN DETENT
RTROTOR RETURN SPIN' DETENT WASHER(2)

FULCUMJFRAME SPRING (2)
PLATE [SPRING PIN

STOP ASSEMBLY (ROTOR STOP) (2)
BODY TRMINAL POST NUT

GROOVE PIN CONTACT LEAF ASSEMBLY
(FUZE ORIENTATION4)

TRINALPOST
SCREW

Figure 9-8. Fuze, PIBD, XM539E4
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rotor to rotate -un til the detonator contact is, 0;k_
against the stop, and-the detonator is 'aligned
'with the lead cup.'Ih-this position, the detonator *Alng

makes electrical coninection' with the contact' 2DHNW

'leaf, 'Electrical, ener~gy, transmitted from the HA

C006IR AN 141itinose~element upon imnpact or graze' initiates 'thie
,detonator that'propogates through theexplosive \M

The retu'rn' a ,Will return the rotor in the PIPN o SUPO I -

,eetthat- the fuze does not function if the spin m~ n
-drops below 20100'rpm . This'insures against firing' \Iw \COSS SAN 131

of a pieaimed'fuze .and provides for safe disp'osal
and handling, of. spe'nt projectilebs that were ~not

desr~yd b 'tr~zt ioac. igur(e 9-9. Head Assembly -for Fuze, M557A JE 1
-d e s r~ y d b y t ar et i ii ~ ct .(R a in In se n s itiv e )

.9,4 4 4 lxa ppi of ain t n e~sti~ D e igndrops 4 m m and larger in diam eter and reduce
Am effective empirical rain d'esensitizing fca- their momentum,to a level siafficiently-'bel6W'the

ture for point-detonating fuzes, consistsof a re- threshold energy for initiation. Four drain holes,
cessed cavity in front of thie superquick eblement spaced equally around the base of the cavity,
(which consists of'-firing pin, firing-pin support expel by centrifuge action any -accumulation of
cup and a d~tonator) as shown in 'Fig. 9-9. The water.
head, assembly is the one used 'to make Fuze, This type, ofhead is also effective in desensitiz-
M557A1E1 rain insensitive. The cavity dimenh- ing fuzes for more effective penetration of jungle
sions can be varied' so~as not to seriously ~affec. canopy. In this type of environment, the bars
finctioning against norialArgets.. Dimensions and. the re 'cess -serve to, cup up, all foilage,
of the cavity illustrated are 1/2 in. diameter and branches, etch, encountered, filling the cavity
3/4 in.'deep. The recess is baffled by three cross -while providing a delay benpeath the canopy.
bars of different depths and -oribntatiomsdn the, When the cavity is -completely filled, the fuze
holder. These bars effectively break-up rain functiois~ in the regular, impact uode.
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2 CHAPTER 1
FUZES* WAOCHD- WITH HIGH' ACCELERAION

1041. -G g1 ERAL 10-2.1.1 Restraininig Motion

As stated- il par. '5-3, mtunitions. are 'laui-iched Assume the following problem: Design a
with a .high o.5r ,3low', acceleratidn. Munitions are striker spring.,for,,a fuze hiead assembly as shown
'fiormfally called -projectiles if -fired- from guins,, in~Fig 1O0J. The spring is roquiired~to prevent the
howitzers, and, e~coilless rifles. The,-projectiles forces &Iperieiced in flight (exteri6i ballistics

Part rus withstand great setback forces and forces)'-fr6fii driving.,the figpirf into the deto-
rei retain' their operability; This requiries, strong :aruntil -tile -target is struck.App~ioximate di-

Parts. 'While the projectile is in the-guiiibej set- meiisions are~scaled -froi -the outside dimeinsions
-back forces all, part- rearward-al-ong the munition ~of1:lheliqtq.
axis. :Motioh-in-the- tangential direction- for both
arming -and"functioning caii begin i-'heii'the set- -,KtO I STRIKER SPRING,

back acceleration is sufficiently reduiced, after '.. ,I

the projectile leaves the muzzle. M&chanical X
arming and percussion iflatinae the-sippjst 0-
:for the fuzes.

found in projectile fuzes. Springs;-rtos sNOes,~- '
l6ck pins, and sequentiallea~vesardtypiaprs ED-

pica~p~g. \SfRIKER

-10-2 FUZE COMPONENTS FQR FIN-SAB- iue 0.Fz' edAseby
LIZED1PROJECTILES' j

Fin-stabilized' projectiles either-do not spihi-at The drag forc'e- on the strikur ic dalculteebyall or spin at alate belowv that'iequired to stabi- 24,q 5-. in' Whic.A 0.35, d = .82'iniP

Hie projectiles. The centrifugoi-frces actihcig 'on 0.0806 lbf/t 3 ,-and the eVlocity,' '700 fps. qjnce,
the fuze*-parts~cannot~be usedfor arming'because the daj force is 2. 0 lb. Note thiat ,,because of the
they' are not-s4ufficiently, different from those of streamlining, of 'the' piojectile, the 6 vefall drag
normal handing. 17ail fins 61'- these projectiles dbefficidnt -is 0.066,-for- the 60 mni Miotar Pro-
prevent tumblifigiflaring flight. Aimiing is'acco-i- jetlM4A2.Tpevtfingpiaoia
plished by means'of springs-and fitiatibn by 'the riring~pin spring must bedesigped to have an imi-
effect of~target impact. The springsmymv tia cdujessioirload'of at least.,2 0 lb.
sliders, hold .lockpoins; -or tuirn i"Otors. Eah must If a-,helical wire.spfing,.is- ased',the~vire diai
be designed accoiding to its purpose. eter may be estimated froml the.,6ippirical'fcdrmula

1M2.1 CO L .PRING DESIGNFd(1-)
f' 'it04.

One common-sproblem' for. a fuze designei-is '0.3r
that of designing' a spring 'to support -i certain4
load. Usually the designer calculates the load ajid ,where F is the, lad~at solid~iheight, saly, 4 lb;,d is
then fits a-sring into the available space that will the,'meandiameter of the spring, in.; and ris the
support that load. FHe-'determIes wire size and safe~shear stress, in the wire, psi. Frm Fig. 101
ma-trial,number 'of. coils, and free height-neces- the allowable mnea- diamieter is 0.15 in, -Let hs
sary' to fulfill the requirements.An approximate be d and the allowable strms be 90;000,psi. .Eq.
design is made that may be modified la -er, if nec- 10.1 indicates the wire diameter to be :0.040 in.
essary. The followving example illustraies the Although, the spring formpulas take inkL ac-
procedure. count-ol torsional stress, the tescaused by

~10.1
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transvekse shear may be accounted for by in- tor of sidety of 2 is preferred. However, if a-high,
eludinig the Wai factor h~ This correctioni fac- safety fau.4or is required, the-~sensitivity of the'
.tor depends upon 'the ratio of ill- me1 diamneter fuze will, be decrieased'
of the spring toihe wire diameter.

'For 4his spring 10.2.1.2 Controlling Motion

d /d 11. 3 (10.2*) Ilei ca] springs may .also, be used to cntol
the motion of a mass. As~an examplehe lock-

The Wahl factor K~ is estimated from ing action of -a setback pm'in ot~n~her p!nwi'

1.2 6.36 0.5 'be discussed. A suggestedinterlock- is show~n in
+i- (1O i3) Fig.I10-2.

C CG2 C During -lau nching,.setback: forces drive the set-

so that K =1Ai2. The designer calculates the back pin rearward, whchrlseh aft pih
actul. bea stessunde th gien oadso thatth6 safotypin spring can~pull tne pino6ut-

actul, ~arstrss nde th~gien oadby the ward. Since the~sdtback, pin is free toreturn fol-
equaionlowing, launchilng, 4the- designer must be certain

8Ed~ *that the safety, pin movesfar enough duringor

d_ 80,000 pi(10.4)' just after launching to prevent -the setback pin
from re-entering the locking h6le'aftersetbick-

which-is withinithe allowvable limit, forces cease. C

The following,,pafamet4rs-are needed,.to comn- 'The motion of~th6 safety pin iscofitrolled by
pl'ete the solution: the frictional'f~rce /1 a$' , ,Whre P 'is thd oeffi-

(1) Pitch Ph.-of theb-unlohded helit (0. 14, in;-) cient of friction; 1J1J is the Weight of the-piit, lb;

8Fd and d' is the acceleration, g. During Setback. a"~'kS
Ph +-.~ 11c~ h, in. (10-5), 14rge-so that ttll'w ' > 'F which peicts that tfie

G'd safety pin does not miove during launching.-

wherli s~te clarace etwen 1all 'Therefore, it must move fast enough after iaunch-
10 f~e iedaetro f cos~sy ing~so that the setback, pin.,do~s not re-enter thia

Eq. 10-'5) and G' is the shear modulus* of th lockinig~hole. (This is the marginal conditi on )
wire;Let tha design set the, 66ndition thaV thz safety,

(2). Number of active coils IV for a closed pnwilmvadstcegatrhn 4th
etid cil" 'diameter of the setback ~pibefore,it returns-to,

hlock the safety pin. Thiags of tb pinis 0',55
N l 2, coils- X~ '0" slu'g, its spring constant is 1.31 l'b/in., and,

dL, (10-6) the coefficient 6f 'frictioni is assumed to be 0.20.,
the This safety pin iszacted. uppn by the spring, the

Where h, is tesolid height, 0.60 in. (the height friction force resdlting 'from' creep p1±,a ',and,,
at~oad,_minus th~e dead coils divided by the *ire thefitoa
diameter plus the clearance). F~r, this case, N isoc 'au~'ytesld hte
13 active coils;FINGPWOR

-(3), 'Free' heighth ofthe coil (1.94 in.)SHTE

Np, -din. (107)

The formula for the spring coinstant- is given, in ' .9 n L~

table 6.1 from which'the co'nstant'is found to be
3.1 'lb/in. Therefore, if the'designer specifies an
initial compressioni of'ohe inch, there will'be a SETBACK PIN LEAD CAVITY

to beca e- (BOTTOM POSITION 'SAFETY-PIN SPRIN.
:safety factor of 1.6,becase the load t'bre .079 in, FROMIN

sisted_:was -calculated- to be 2 lb. Usually a fac- SAFETY PIN) LSAFETY -PIN

*Froin 11chasnical Springs by A.MI. Wahl, Copyright 1963.
l~e4 toy pnrmisMio6 of Berwl~ ook Company. Figure 10-2. lnterldc king. Pin

1 0.2
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pressing on~the pin. The equation ofamotion'for acceleration inuit be greater than that resulting
-the pin- is-sinilar to Eq. 6-12 where j is 0.25-lb 'from a drop but less than that produced by a
and a' is 10 g. To solvefor tie-time to move the properly fired projectile (see par. 6-5.4l.
distance - , the initial compression of the T'e three-leaf mechanism used as the hafety
spring x, must be known. This is typical of de- device in the 81 mil Mortar Fuze, M532, is
sign problems: assumptions are made, computa- shown in Fig 10-3. Operation is as follbws: Upoit
tions are performed, and-ihen the original dimen- setback, the first leaf turns against its spring.
sions are corrected if necessary. When- it rotates far enough, it permits the second

Hence, if x0 is 1.5 in. and. if the pin must leaf'to rotate, and that in succession releases the
move 0.029 in. (1/4 of 0.116 in.), the time-inter- last leaf. The last leaf moves out of the way to

,val will be 1.1 10"' zec from Eq. 6-12. low far release the armingrotor.
will thesetback pin move in this time? Fig. 10-2 The mechanism utilizes a large portion of the
shows the pertinent dimensions for the setback area-under the acceleration curve because succes-
pin. Let the spring constant be 1.31 lb/in. and sive leaves are assigned to successive portions of
the pin weight 0.0022 lb. To obtain the greatest the curve (seeFig. 6-19). Each leaf is designed to
distance that the pin will move, the, effects of operate at a slightly different minimum accelera-
friction are -neglected; in that case Eq. 6-5 will tion: level by-using identical springs with geomet-
serve-in which:.x is-approximate:] 0.45 in. Thus rically similar leaves of different thicknesses.
x = 0.39 in. whichmeans that the pin will move Eachleaf operates when it experiences approxi-
.0.06 in. Therefore,, the setback pii must be mately half of the-average acceleration occurring

,bottomed at, least 0.060 in. away,,from tljzsafety in theqinterval to which it- is assigned For examr-

- pin. -ple, the :first leaf -is designed to operate when it
,-" The setback pincwill strike the safety pin some experiences an acceleration of approximately

e, time later-than 1.1 msec, and the pin Will not be 450 g for 2.5 msec. The total d-sign .velocity.
able to re-enter the hole; hence the fhze will con- change is approximately 1-10 ft/sec.
finue to arm; The mechanism, has beeri shown to be safe,

when subjected to 40-ft drops. 'This safety re-
10.2.2 SEQUENTIAL LEAF ARMING, sults-from the fact,that the irpact velocity in a

40-ft drop (about 50 ft/sec) is less than half- tle
For projectiles that do not rotate, armingis design velocity-change for the mechanism. How-

'usually accomplishedby setback forces. The mo- ever, the parachute drop-imposes the mosustrin-
tion 6f sliders arid rotors that is impeded by set- gent requirements on this mechanism. It speci-
back.:canb e:usedtoachieveboresafety. Acceler-- fies that the46zeimust-w;thstand the ground irri-

,aions-resulting from a drop are higher (Fig.1 5-5) pact forces that -esult -when, it isdelivered by
but are not sustaindd-as long as those resulting -parachute. The mechanism will prevent arm.ihg
;frorft firing (Fig. :5-2).'Hence, many. devices are when the--amriwinition-,,isdelivered byca-properl
built to discriminate between firing.setback and functioning parachute because the imjthct veloc-
inpact forces due to drops. ity is less than that !for a 40-ft free-fall 'drop.

perhaps the esiest way to discriminate ,be- However, if the- pardchute malfunctions during
tween -the two is, to build a device that is-actu, delivery, the velocitychange atimpact is greater
ated only by the accelerations present under fir than the-design velocity change. It is, therefore,
ing conditions.,, An approximation to-'this accel- possible that ai foiled parachute delivery could
eration, an be obtained with -a, sequential leaf produce the-minimum design acceleration for ,
mehanism2 . The main featureAn its design is length of time sufficient to arm the mechanism.
the requirement of an extended acceleration,,
much longer than that presentjh a- drop ifipact
into aity medium usually encountered. With-a 10-3 FUZE COMPONENTS FOR SPIN-STABI-,
provision for- return to the unarmed' positiot, LIZEDPROJECTILES
'this device can- withstand many drop impacts
without becoming committed to arm. The ariningoperations of munitionsstabilized

Sequential'leaf mechaftisms are designed to re- by spin may -make use of, the forces due to
spond -t A threshold acceleration sustained for the spin on the fuze parts. Sliders ah'be moved
some period of time. The product oftime and by the centrifugal force -field, rotors nay be

10-3
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repositioned-by turning, and detents can he ith- ogive. An angle of 75' wil! serve as a, first ap-
drawn against spring rproxinmation. '1'he final angle depends on the

ratio of setback to con trifugalforces.
10-3.1 SLIDERS A retainer speing can.satisfy requirement (2)

as well as the-rough handlintgrequiremens. It re-
Sliders form a conwenient way to hold the mains to adjust the spring constant and'the posi-

-detonator out-of-line. Here tie- designer is in- tion of slider mass cente" with respect to the
terested -in -the time interval, after firing the spin axis, Fortunately, requirement (3) is oh-
projectile, during which the fuze is safe or the tained with the same calculations.
slider ha- not moved, lie calculates this froin Siice the slider will generally continue to
estimated dimensions of the slider. The time move once it starts (tile spring;force is balanced
interval rcquirement may be stated in this fash- by the increasing centrifugal force and the ki-
ion: (,1) the time interval for sliders must not netic friction coefficient is less than the static
begu-until after the projectile leaves the gun be- onc), the designer needs to know the conditions
cause the fuze must be bore safe (the separate under which the slider will move. Set x x .e in
time delay, required-while the fuze is in the bore, Eq. 6-29 and reduce it to
is usually achieved by setback), (2) the fuze must tdf - -kx - Wia! (sined ,i cosd)
not arm below a certain spin velocity (the con- (10-8)
trifugal field is too weak to cause afining),,and f, f)2 r. (cos - Itsinq)I
(3)'tie fuze mustdefintely arm abovea certain-
spin velocity. These coicepts are discussed-more For requirement (1) < 0 for all possible
fully in par. 9-2.2. values-of (o, for requirement (2),£ < 0fora'-- 0

'If lte- slider is, placedat air angle less than 90 0 and where w is 4the 'l)wer spin specification, and'
-to the spin axis, setback-forces will have a corn- for requirement (3)° x" > 0- where a' is the creep
ponent that opposes radial outward motion of deceleration and w is the upper spin spec~fica-
the slider. This provision .an satisfy. requirement tion.
,(1). For a nose fuze, a convenient angle is that As in example, Suppose it is desired to find'
which makes,:'the slder perpendicular to the the~ glarspin vel6city necessary to arm a fuze

' RUEASE L{vE R

*EEr'NOr.B SH4 1~~FQW
ASSSEMOI

i~~~ At O hT -4b-

)J

•r~3 qqu, - -7 § - --

Figure 10-3. Leat'Arming Mdechanism of Fuze, Md532
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having fthe slider showr, in.Fig.,647. The diata are ball?
P-15" 0.300 in., I ,,= 0.0(52-in., if 0.2, -hippose -the detent siiiIng is a beryllium

,and the spring-constant k 1.0 lb/in. Table 1041 copper strip 2.505 in. long, 0.115 in, wvide anid
shows a summnary, of'the uonditi~ns and calcula- 0.005 ill. (hik. This L, %vound-into a coil 0.65 in.

ions. For Y 0 U ,k~ ll.,' it~ in diameter whecn unloaded. Th'lerefore, thle rotor
P140 (Isd 1b I nolr) which implies that unit will appear approximately as shown in Fig.

,10.4. A spring stop is needed to prevent the
kxspring ftron walking around thle ball.

ha ~1)19~ic~t$)By taking advantage of Lte axis of symmetry
in (osp - (10.9) -through the spring stop, deflections need Ibe (-a];

1 Ls~1'~)culated for only two (letents. The deflection of
Thle sp'-cifications state that this fuze mnust not thle spring at detent 13 will-be calculated lbecause
arm at 24100 rpmi but -must arm, at 3600- rpmi if B can move far enouLgh to release the rotor,

Calclatonsshowv that the specifications arc- then -1, being closer to the openf end of the
Calcultionsspring, will also release the rotor. The spring de-

satisfied.
flection at B will be caused by three effects of

10-3.2- ROTOR3 DETENTS centrifugal forces: -(1) the cantilever action pro-
duced at 13 by The motion of detent 1, (-2) the

Another device used in fuzes to obtain detona- mto feet1,ad()teepn~no hspring~itself.tor safety is a. splibrical -ball rotor as shown in -

Fig, 6-22'. The ball in a spinning munition tries to Spring a,,, iygis shows that the radial defle6
align its polar moment of. inertia axis with, thle tion of the spring Yi ,at tle detent B by a-force

-,F, at the detent A onl Fig: 10:4-isspinvaxis (see par. 6 5.7). This alignment must be ~
lPrevented'-both before firing and until the pro-
jectile clears the gun. Usually detentsholct the SPRING STOP SRN

rotor iii the unarmed position. In turn tlle -

dotents are held by a spring.
A 57 mm recoilles -rifle projectile Will,-serveas- .

,an example. Ballistic-constants are the following:
muzzle velocity 1200 -fpg,, weight = 275, lb, 7EEN A

rifling- wist-of- 20 cal/turn, and'a propellant pres- /
sure 'at the mluzzle ofROTLE.5 tae DTNT ? '

that the spin angular-velocity, is 21 -a/e
while Eq. 5-2 shows that the-projectile acceleia- .. / r -DETENT-5-

tion at-the muzzle'is 2876g, SPIN--~- /
To keep the rotor dynamically balanced, four AXIS INTO

* cavities are drilled radially- into it, for theldetents..
Because.,6f- the rotor's small shin, one turn of a
flats siral spring serves to hold the.detentsin the SMER

!'all. How-long should the designer make the-det. XI

ents A&ndW far should they~penetiate into the Figure 10.4., Spirbl Spring for'BaII Rotor

TABLE 10.1. LSUMMARY OF CONDITIONS'AND CALCULATIONS,

Gene ral Condit ions Atic1111 IValues

- ,,pIitg - k , tolin

flequiremienv x .. a' (1 .11m i11se~, lb 1 o .' in)

(1) <0 very large setback reasonable value No No -13,600 0 z9,000
<0 mtizzle-value Setback,. muzzle spill No No .2,500 0 i25,000

(2 <0 0 muzzlespin 'No Yes '0 0.300 1 2,980-
(3) >' 0, <~ 0'(cieep) muzzle spin Yes Yes --10 0.300 2,520

.10-5
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1 - ~ 0136

'RN DETEtNT SPRING DETENT
~. . (100 STO STO

Ternis are def'ined in, the figure. This equation \
- can be used for effetsls1) and (2) but ~ a it

foir effect (2). The third effect, the expansion or
the spring ) , is calculated with the eqtution 0 0563 563

' ,DIAM L ) OIAM

BALL SPRING ''BALL SPRING -'[ I ' IR076R ROTOR
t . j(1011 (A) Long Detent (W/ Short Detent

NOTE.- ALL OIMENS!G'NS IN INCHES

where

E Young's modulus, psi Figure 10-5. Effect of Detent Length

area,cnd met of t cross-sectional 10-1, and 10-12, thelength of the detent can ,be

determined as a functionof the spin velocity 0o

1) density, of the spring, lb/ft(i YA + YtBB +i YVBc= Y(W)(1!5

= Sprint thicknessi in.The following data apply

r = radius of. the spring loop, ft a =1200

Note that F = mrw 2  for the detenWhe=6
," is-the radial distance to the cefiter of gravity a = ;607

oft the detent. Fig, 105,§hows:two.extremes for r = 0.03601V
,the length of -the detent; The, hall diameter is
0.563 in. and the spring, diameter is ,(0.136 + t = 0.005in.
2:505)/- = 0.841 ,in- Therefore, the length of S

:detent extending outside of the ball i0.-A39 in. P = 531 slug/ft
The'distance-tothe-cent~,r of-mass4or the-detent ,, ,
is I =_ 18 x 06 pgi--

g . 4 ..-- 1 2 ) ,1 = 1 .0 0

and - A' = 8.62x10 " ft -

y = (1 - 0. 139), in. (10-13) The expression forl as a function-ofco becomes

.where I is the length of the detent, in., and y is 1 - 0.0116 =
the radiadeflectionof-the detefit, in. (0.7361l 10.3812 + 0.00155) o2 >; 10- 5

-Sincethe detent mass is ir.= p 1Ap, the force F (10-16) 4

is The rotor 'must not arm at 2525 rpm. Hence, I
0 /'114'-2 can be 0.246, in. The spinghas been'deflected

F .0353 , lb (10-14)- 0.432-' 6.650/2 = 0.107'in. during assembly so
t-, that the detent will not moye until, the spin

where p is the density of the brass deteht, reaches at least 2525 rpm-. -What spinis required.
lb/in.3 , and A is the cross-sectional area of the with an initial'spring deflection of 0.107 in. if 1 is

2
detent, in. Thus by, combining Eqs. 10-10, 0.246 in. long? According to Eq. 10-46, the

10-6
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detent will -release the rotor at, a spin, of 2560
rpmn which is in the specified range.

There is one feature that has been neglected:I
the torque of the ball rotor bquenzes the detents -

laterally. This will- put a 'friction force on the
-(letents, which will hinler their tendency to
move -outward. Therefore, the spin- -must be I

geater than the value calculated to cause arm-
ing, or the length of the detents can'be less. In
-the actual' fuze, the detent is- only 0.208 in.
long which according to -LEcI- 10-16 wouldi' re-
lease the rotor at 2370 rpmn.

'Ad-3. ROTARY SHUTTERS

Since the bursting charges of -high explosive i
projectiles are -relatively insensitive to shock, a
comparatively powerful detonation is necessary
to initiate themi. This is provided by a booster. N
For exam pie, Booster M121A4 is used in certain
fixed, seni~fixed, and separate loading projdc-

a' tiles. Fig. 10-6-shows this-booster with, two iria-
joi parts: (1)- the booster cup whiceh. contains a
-tetryL chaige,.-and (2) -a brass -body- containing- a N

etyl lead and a detonator-rotor ass enbly. The ______ ______

latter ,provides~an out-of-line feature -within the A-BODY J ROTOR LOCK IN LOCK

booster in order to make it safe, if handled'aldne. D0-COVER K-CFNTRIFUGAL'PIN

The rotary shutter- is used- to pivot the deto- E -01ION SKIN PAPER L- OT0R IVOT PIN -

F F-ROTOR STOP PIN M-LEAD
nator into alignment with the other- ekolosive G-CTONATOR N-BOOSTEft CUP"

eleent i fue ad oose.Th- center of' - H-ROTOR 0-BOOSTER CHARGE
elements~ ~ ~ ~ ~ infz n otr h -ROTOR LOCMPM P - CENTR!FUGAL- PIN'LOCK PIN

gravity of the rotor is not on- the- center line-of
the rotor pivot and not on, the aspifi -axis. The F4r 06 oseM14
-centrifugal force that is ddVelobed wvill there-Fire0-.BseM2A

for roatethei~tr. etets re~s~do lck. Bodster,,M21A4. Basically, -the..shutte6r-is-a~disk.
the, rot6rlri both unarmed and' armed'positio; wt tolresemnsrmoe.Tftsacru

The shutter action is described in- par. 6-5.5' a aiy h emnsaectott raea
- - -~~afid-illustratedin-Fig. 6-'20.'The torque caused by -a osittems etrt on

--------pi~jej~ ppi'clultd ih q 65 -n unbalance soastshf h6msceeroapin
a tih6-reg 16~ V f§tIn is-aclted ith -6,i diametricallyopposite to the detonator. This-will

insure that the detonator can move -ow~ard the
spin ax is. Since these rotors can be sliced from an

G t r r sino (10.1) extruded bar or-made by a sintered metal, Itech-
niqu e, it is- not diff,,ult 'to produce -this-shape.

where m is the mass of the shutter, slug; a) is-,the Wifh~the limited space allotted to the rotor, r,
angular velocity, rad/sec; A-is an- aingle, rad; and, ;And rwillI be small (on the orde rof 0.1 in.). Eq.,
r-,and r~ are radii, in., all defined in Fig.,-6-20. In' 6-56 indicates-the torque required to -accelerate

-order for the shutter--to turn, G, must be greater the ,rotor; -Suppose the -frictional torque effec-
than the frictional- torque G / (after the locking -tively -acts at the center qf gravity; it will be
detents are'removed)

WVhen the langle -becomes, zero, the driving G =1'arl-t(08)
torque ceases; therefore, -the detonator rnuit = P'Y'r1  bf 1-8
move into alignment before 4 becomes zero.

Fig. -6-20 shows the actual rotar r shutter-of in which a' is setback or creep acceleration, and

10-7
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1,is the welpit of tlit. I tor, lb). 1 albh' 10- 2 Ir'ts rounds retittre longer rur.A.ng times and mightI the Various conitions for p 0.2. Airgoi-~ angular acceleratio.-Ad',ring flightL(whule
If -the ro)tor moves, i, muit. be-gredtvr thanl 0. thtv timning miechanisin is-in operadiofl. Also, the

ox- levels of setback and spin in rocket-assisted pro-
jectiles will norinally be lower, b r the same

4 (101 ~ rai~gs, -hn levels for regular servico~ proetls

In addition fu des;igning the faze so that it will
have to bense two different environmrents before

For the above cases, 1 0.22 in. anid 115la armng special' considerations are necessaryr to
provide safety in the event of rocket motor mal-

TABLE 10-2. SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS function. Rokcket mo~ors, malfunction if the
inotor fires when it is not desired, producing a

p. * ~, *,.I projectile with a longer range than 1)lannecL Al-
Setack- -ternatively, the motor may not fife when de-

S(te 2000 0.050 0.2 0.00833 t3 66 sired, producidg a short-range-projeectde. In-the'C~e 100.05 0. 0.0833s.33104 former case, a-sensor wvould~be desirable to func-
tion the p~rojectile in the ait before it passes be-FAt what spi will this condition be true? By solv. yond thitende~d target. In The latter case, it[nq 101,wi onIt e50rvscfr wudb eial for the fuze to dud any pro-

jecil -hatfalsshort of -the target.
-the booster will not arm during setback but, will

arm once the projectile is out of muzzle. Armaing 1- EHNCLTM UE

back changes to creel)-and g forces are momen- Mechanical- time fuzes are used to providerbil ocusaigl ntatitra hnst
tardyzero.preset functioning time. They are applicable to

In order to obtain a rough -estiimate of the antiaircraft proj esY -bomntsiser-tc~hurst above-
time to arm,.the designer may use the expression, rud r iilr rje~lsstfrarbit

- - They are initiated when they are launched rather
7 ~ - than- when they sense the target. A largenumber(s -(10-20) of 'tinning mechanisms has been employed iii

where (b -)i h nua is~cnfrtid fuzes in the past4 . Note-that rocket-assisted pro-
-andti-e -~) s te agulr dsp~c~mnt ad, jectiles will- require longer runining 'times ahd

adteangular acceleration, k;j is assumed con- mgt - agtraclrto uigfih-san fo te~tmer ]rmmigh-5-wtt~h undergo aglraclrto uigfih
-stnt or he-tine-t. Froi. q; -56r-wth he-(whiile. tht: -timing mechanism- -is -in- operation):

conditions mIn 0.0016 lb-.slug, o. 12000 rpm, For details, of -clockwork desgeepr 6-6.--
anl - .- <10"6 su t-the iitial accelera- sgsepr

tion bis 0.154 x, 106 rad/sec". if ((k -10.4;1 CLOCKWORK-DRIVE
-1.71 rad, then twill be 4.5 msec.*

Once the arming time is- found 'to be within In current fuzes, the clockwork is driven by a
the proper order of-magnitude, the de:signer may prewound clock-type power spring (see par.
solvie the problem,- by,/numerical integration or-he 6- 2.3. 1); Older <fuzes'in spinning projectiles *rere
may :build-a model-and test it. Usually a-certain- sometimies driven by the, action oftwo, centrifu-
amount -of computational work will. be worth- gal wdigbtsin the centrifugal field produced by

hild-imW~vr~ti~-ds~uon~owwlidthe--the-spinning projectile'. Although-this drive is no
assumptions are and how closely the-mathemnatics longer used, it is described here to-illustrate a de-
-will. describe 'the actual conditions. -sign- approach.

*Fuze; MTSQ, M502A1,-is an',ekample df a fuze
10-3.4 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS "FOR ROCKET- having a centrifugal, drime Its timing miovement is

ASSISTED PROJECTILES shown in Fig. 10 ;7S. The centrifugal weightsat-
-temipt tomove radially thereby aqpplying a torque

When -designing fuzes for use with rocket- to the main pinion which is g~ired -to the es-
assisted projectiles, certain factors need to be capemient wheel, and lever. The safebty lever plate
considered. Mechanical time fuzes for these locks the-escapemient-lever in position until the
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HAIMMERS rE f1l -'ijCii'9 WE2IGHT
SETTING P~

SETTING LuG_-' -* /

UPRIGHT into FIRING NOTCH A
WEIGHT

FIRINGN ,$
ARM

SPRING.

SETBACK PIN'SFTY EE

FIRING ARM1 SHAFT
ESCAPEMENT LEVER

FIRING6 PIN SAFETY PLATE

Figure 16-7. Timing Movement 'of Fuze, MTSQ; M502Ai

fuze is spun-'at a 'ate approachingthat produced the .settig pin and the setback pin drops away
during~1auncIin;; The 4iring pin is spring-loaded -from the firing arm shaft. As the pr~ jectile spins;
.but is .h kl it position, by tho firing pimsafety, itesft ee'lt oves-so that the escape-
plate until-he fiti" arm rotates into the firing mont lever~ is free to swing. Release of tlie es-
notch on the timfng .. isk. A setback pin, prevents capemient lever allows-the centrifugal weights to
premature rotationmcLth e firing arm shaft until move the main pinion (the gear train is free to
it shifts on setbac., Tn< timing disk is rotated move) aid hence torotatethe timing disk.
wi'th respect to saiet , 4isK -andmain pinion when When the upright of the firi'ng 'arm indexes
the time delay is, sc~. .Pon launching the ~pro- with the firing notch in the timing disk, the
jectile, the hamnmers~dej;ress the setting lug. froib firing arm shaft rotates and' releases the firing
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linsafety-plate. The firing pin spring then drive.s cause there are friLtien and bearing lubbeb %%tbiuh
the~firingpin into the primer, the gear train, only 28% of the theoretical torque

will appear at the escapement shaft or 0.0640
10-4.2 DESIGNOF ONE COMPONENT in.-lb, Since two-centrifugalgears are aluayv used

in a drive-syste of this-t, ype, all torque values
The fuze can be -:scd oply in spin-stabilized should- be -doubled. This value is of. the same

,projectiles because centrifugal force is required order of magnitudu-ab quotedin par. G-6.3 %%here
to drive the timing mechanism. The Lentrifugal ti clockwork ebcajement is dibcussed.-Partiuular
weights, acting as the p )wer source for the es- attention is, given to ebcapements in that para-

-capement, move radially outwar-, thereby treat- graph -because they represent the heart of the

ing a 'torque on the bentrifugal gear about its clockwork.
ceniter shaft. This, gear,forces the mnain lpinion-to The'tiniing, disk -rotlites with the inain, pinionl
turn. The torque on the centrifugal gear is-ex- su that the centrifugal gear rotates the timing

pressed inEq. 6-56 as disk ata rate controlled by, the escapement lever.
Thus the clockwork measures the functioning

M( = mc2 sr silh (10-21) delay because4he explosive train is not initiated
tUntil 'the- firing pin is -released. The firing arm is

where G is the torque onthe pivot-shaft, m is the spring-loaded arid counterbalanced to assure thatwhee Gis.thetorue n~te pvotshat, istim it will release ttie firing pin- when the firing

mass of the gear segment with its center of mass it v rese ,ielfi
at A, the radii, r and r, are shown in Fig. 10-8,
and 6-represents the angle tlrough which-the gear 10-5 SMALL ARM-FUZES
could be turned by this-torque.

Fbr this gear, the mass is 0:014 slug; r,:and rp Ca1.39 and cal .50 ammunition do notrequire
are 6.48 and 0.16 in., respectively; arhd 0 is 135' .  separate fuzing with out-of-line detonator safety.
Let is assume -this projectile andffuze are firedoja105 j-lhowitzer with- a-velocity of 2200- The quantity-of explogives ahd incendiary mixes

o - ., - used in them is so s'mall and the damage possible
fpsAc aspin of 225 rps (see Fig. 5-5). This pro- due to propagation is minimal. The chemical
duces an applied'torque di 39.5,in.-lb. The gear- compositions in these bullets react on -impact.

raio s 7 o tat t6toqu n-h escapement-ratiois 275 sothatthe torque on the esca t For example, incendiary and spotting charges,
shaft is decreased to 0.0144 in.-lb. However, be- will igniethemselves upon impact. Tracer-and

some incendiary cartridges are ignited by the
-propellant through a pyrotechnicdelay-.

MAIN PINION -On'the other hand, 20 him and 30 mm rounds
- -require--fuzes -havifig all-safetyfeatufes -justlike

larger projectiles' There-mustbe two independent
- - - ,>,, .attns'. -Small aim rounds differ-from

Iariger calibers in three main respects:
; (-)- 'Obviously, they are'smaller. The initia-

"-- - ~ . -tion and arming. mechanisms must be compact
because little space is available for-them.Arming
-devices most commonly used are disk rotors (see

SI Apar. 6-5:1), ball rotors (see par. 6-5.7), and
PAPE spiral unwinders (see -par. 6-4.2). While -the

booster is small-because the main. explosive
d - filler is small-it nevertheless occupies a signifi,

cant portion of the space allotted to the fuze.
(2)' Spin rates of small arm fuzes are higher

than those of larger sizes. Rates of 35,000 to
,CENTRIFUGAL-' CENTRIFUGAL- 100,000 rpm are commum

WEIGHT GEAR .(3) Small arm fuzes are subjected to addi-
tional forces while being -fed into -the weapon.

Figure 70-8; Centrifugal'Drive During feeding from magazine or belt into the

10-10
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chiamber of teweapon, flhe Cartridges, r:nd- cease., and a sjpin-of 70,000 rpmi is reachied.
thierefore the fuzes, are-subjected to aceeleration
and imipact, inl bothi longitudial an~d transverse HIXBOTRCRIN ROTOR, DETFNT

directions. Hfighi rates offrCeiie osdrbt HARGE / PERCUSSION PRIMER
velocities ill tile feeding, operation thiat, leads, to- SHEAR COLLAR
severe imipact. loading on-sudden chiecking inl thle
chiamber. FRN I

Fig. 10-9 shiows a typical smnall armll ftize, the :

20 mmn point-detonating Fuze, M1505A3. Thle
fuze is uspdV inl the 111210 aiid,11 56E2- Cartridges.
Its, Construction is slimpie--conisisting of, a fuze
body withi windsieldl, a firing pin that shecars on "iIDSIL
imipact, anl unbalanced rotor thiat hiolds thcbt ---IOiSK ROTO

onator out-of-line, and a sealed booster assemlbly. \DS OO

Thie rotor is reitraineV fromn turning by a C-riiig
detent thiat wvill release thle rotor after setbadk Figure 10-9. 20 min Fuze, M505A3
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CHAPTER 11
FUZES- LAUNCHED WITH- LOW ACCELERATION

11-1 GENERAL through the atmospheze.

Chapter 10 discusses exanples of fuzes-under- -11-2 ROCKET FUZES
going high accelerations duringlaunching. Accel-
erations on the order of 10,000 to 50,000 g and Rocket fzes usually cannot depend upon
-rotational rates of 10,000 to 100,000-rpm are .spin for stabilization or arming. In general, the

common in those items. fuzes in modebr high-g rockets are of the same
Munitions having accelerations of less than general type s those usedin-artillery projectiles."gnea type a1000 tgs usdiaytir prjet, clfcdsgth.fr roe

10,000 g may be classified together4or-purposes Arming methods suitable for rocket fuzes are
of describing the force fields useful for arming. discussedin Chapters 6-8. Two, types of rocket I
Examp!es ar - rockets, guided missiles, grenades, fuzes are mentioned because they are of histori-
aw l some mortar projectiles. Rockets have ac- cal interest.I celerAtions in three.ranges: up to 40 g, from 40,
to 400 g, and 400 to 3000 g. The last are usually 11-2.1 HISTORICAL FUZES
obtained by Virtue of an, assist (gun-boosted-
-rockets). Guided missiles generally have acceler-
ations of less thaii400 g. Handgrenades have but Early -rocket fuzes had-wind-driven generators& a few g's, and-rifle grenades may experience ac- or- Were gas armed. Wind-driven .generators de-
celerations up to,1000 g. On.the other hand, the -pend upon air flowing past the round while it is
acceleration of riiortar-projectiles.delends upon in, flight to turn a generator which supplies the
the amount of charge iised. Hence, their fuze de- voltage necessary for fuze operations. Wind-
sign is more complicated, driven generators were populai for electroniccir-

Therefoie,- the forces a'vailable to move fuze cuits contained ,in low accelefation, nonspin
components for arming in munitions launched munitions because they were small, rugged; and
with low acceleration are smaller.than those for had a long shelf life ,Howdvdr, while, these gen-
high-acceleration projectiles: Fortunately, the erAtors, -were theoretically very suitable for
time duration of- this acceleration is compaM - rocket fuzes, they'introduced problems of sealing,

-tively long, from two to four seconds in some and position-dependence in theround which, have
rockets. In -these rock!ets, acceleritibis df 20 g caused-them to be pm-ctically dropped from con-
may be deyeloied at launching. The bulk of the sideration. The fuze of today is ntirely- ealed,
munitions launched with low acceleration are fin- :has no external pull pins or-vanes, and in- many -=

stabilized- With-a few-excep'iofis, therefore, cen- cases, can be located anywhere in the round.
trifugal forces are not available for arming. Gas-armed fuzes used the pressure developed

A differentiation will be made between rockets by the rocket motor tooperate some device. -For
and guided missles. Ini military use, the-term proper design of such asystem, one must deter-
rocket describes a free flight missile, merely mine the available pressure asa function of time
pointed' in 'the intended directipn offlight, and, in order t6 know how long-it would taketo com-
depending upon a rocket motor for propulsion. plte- a given action. Gas-airmed, fuzes can and
Guided niissiles, on the other hand,-can be'di- -have been used effectively, but their use-maket
rected to their target while in flight or-motiori,, the fuze dependent on the-detaildd motor design
either by a preset or self-reacting device within and closure pressure. The tendency is toelimii-
-the missile, by radio command outside the mis- -nate fuze mechanisms that can be used only with
sile, or through wire linkage to the missile. Note one motor and, warhead. While it-is true that a
Also -that a ballistic missile, while commonly fuze, as such, is designed fora particular round
grouped with, guided missiles, -is guided in the and ogive, modern fuzes are, becoming niuch
upward part of its trajectory but becomes a free more versatile. Hence, ga3-armed fuzes are now
falling body in the latter stages of its flight practically obsolete.

i'iS
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-11-2.2 SELF-DESTRUCTION lengths of detonatinig doid fitted- with PE'IN, re-
lay -caps, connect the output-of these niechan-

Self-destruction, devices -are added to- gujiied isms to., three Warheads. Only -one of the paths
missiles (and projiectiles) degigned~for~defeat of need be conmpleted for successful 5missile --opera-
aircraft. Such, de(icec, are to prevent afined-ami tbon.
'inuntion from falling to the giouncl and causing' -Even~tloug1 severai-of -the-;uzes described in-
damag~'in -friendly- teirito~ry. Thefollowing inech- th6 foregoing thxt might opera6te in guided mis-
anismns, iiiany of whichliVe also used for arming -siles, the- conditions on these-mnechanisms war-
and, iiave-'bebin' descibfi elsewhiere', in, this hand& ran~t designs peculiar to- them alone. At the-
book, are used to provide self-destrutio-n: _present time, missiles ai'limied4o'anacceleia-

(1), An ordinary inechianical' time fuze con- tion o.f about 60-g;,therefore, the arming mech-
taining a clockwork that wil detonate-the burst- anism mus-be designed to operate withthislac-

ing~h~geat heendof~ pese tihe ineral;if celeration. Although a wound spring might be
the'targetrangeis too shiort, the missileivill over- used as a source 6fp4 er asa eral rule anyr
shoot, in which case the clockwork. acts as a self- arming system~lhat uses stored energy, is thbught
destructioni device (see par. 1O-4). to be undesirable. Perhaps the best power source

(2) ,pyrotechnic de lay eler it that is usu- for these low a'ccelerations involves a time acce[;
ally desigried, to be initiated or.. setback, With a, eration integrator.
separate firing' pin; thie output of the delay ele- Suppose an arming device' is required for a
mnent ties ~n with the-explosive trains (see par. hypothetical, missile that has the followingchar-

acteristics! (1i) it shall arm when und~rah-ace el
(3) In case of a spinning rocket,, spin- decay eration of 11 g if-this accbleration 'lasts for five

devices may be used- the d6vices may 'onsist Of' seconds, and- (2) it shall not-arni whenwunder-an
3equential lever mechanisms (operated -by ceP- acceleration less than 7 g for a period of one,
trifugal. force); of detents, -or' of -centrifugal second. Onsider the armiing device shown -in'
weights that release a spring-loaded firing pin' Fig. 11-1. Setback forces encountered- during ac-

(4)e A p ar. mai deic-hihwil).tit celeration of the missile apply an inertiafoct,
(4) , 'bf~m~ic evic whch wll iitit he, slider. Thus after a specified time, the det-

the weapon when it has fallen belowa predeter- onator will "be, aligned with the booster'and the'
mined heighti latch will drop down to lock 'the slider"'in the

armed position. 'If at any time during'tis proc-
*11-3 GUIDED MISSILE FUZES ess the acceleration, -drops 'below 7 g, the slider

fii'ust 6 be fuimed-to 'its initial- pbsition by','e
Guided mnissile fuzes contain an arming mech- turn spring. Because of its- weight, the slider

'aiinimand an explosive trainl'just as othei fuzes'. would mbVe too fast under these, accelerations;
How!6ver, the various -fuze componments may be hence;, a restraining forceVs necessary.;It is-possi-
sepalated from the warhead as well as from each ble that a clockwork escapement may be used to
other. The'terr' for the:separate arming device is regulate the moition. The following da ta. andas-
Ahe safing And ar'ming (S&A-) mechanism. The iii- sumptions will help to determine the' size 'of
Atiation sources- may be physically separated from sprimigs and wbights:, (1) neglect friction in- the
this mechanism. The S&A mechanism may also systiem, (2) altangentiai force is needed to over-
-be separated from the warhead, the only connec- come the ifitial restraint -of the' clockwork,
tion- being a length of detonating co~rd or an (3) the .weight to be founid includes the -in'ertial;
electric cable. 'S& A- mechanisms -ie the subject ffcts' th-hlssm n 4,hspring is
of a compendilim2  not stretched beyond its elastic limit.

The guided 'missile "is a large, 'dxpengive item In order to prevent motion of the slider under
with high functioning probability required so 'setback Accelerations less than- 7 g, an initial ten-
that miultip1lc fuzing is co'mmonly employed. The sion x sgvnt h sebe pig
advantage of 'the multiple paths is that-/the prob- The differential eq uation of motion can be used
ability, of failure decreases exponentially. For to determine the restraining force P,
example, one warhead detonating, syrstem of, a '1
missile consist. of -two Oaralleled S&A &.echan- - Yal - kx -F(11

isms, eachi containing a detonator. Then five, &1
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11.2.2 SELF-DESTRUCTION lengths-,of detonating cord -fitted- with PEJNre-
Jlay caps connect the output -of these mechan-

'Self-dlestruction-, devices are added to- gutded' isms to- three warheads. -Only one of- the paths
missis (aiid proj-ectiles) designed~for-defeat-of -need' be comnpleted for successful missile~opera-
aircraft. Such- devices are to prevent afnied-amn- tion.
munition from falling to- the ground anid~causing ~Even-tiough several' of -the -uzes described'in

amg- in friendly territory. !lhefollo wing inech- the for&going-thxt- might operate in guided, mnis-
- anisis, many of- whiclivare also- used for arming -silos, th6 conditionscon these- mechanisms war-

-- afd havd-bebn described elseWhiere)-in, this hanid- rant designs peculiar to-them alone. At the
book, are used to provide self-destruction: p~resent time, missiles are limited-to an, accelera-

-(1) -An ordinary mechanica- time fuze con- tion of4about 60-'g -therefore, the aim-ingmech-
taiiing a-clockwork-that will detonate4the- burst- -ansm- mus~be -designed to opraewttha-

-ing.,charge atthe'end of a preset tirne interval; if -celeratioli. Although a wound spring might be
the target range -is too short, the missile -wiill over- used as a source bfpbwer, -as-, a-generaml rule any
shoot, in which case the clockwork acts as a self- arming system-thatuses stored energy, is'th6ught
destructiofi device (see par. 1Q-4). to be und1esirable. Perhaps the,-best power source

()Apyrotechnic deliayee ithaissu for these lo wa ccelerations involves-a time accel;
ally desigifed, to be initiated or.- sbtback with a- eration integrator.

- ~~separate firing- pin; the output ofthe delay ele- Spoea rigdvc-i eurd:o
* mont ties-a-n with the, explosive train- -(see par. hypothetical,,rmissile, th t has the folloighr

* 4-4-I~acteiisticsi: (-1-) it shall arm when upndera-accelb
(3) In case of a spinning rocket, spin- decay oration of 11 g if-this~acceleration-l ,asts~f Ior five
devcesmaybe used; the dsvices may 6ohsist o - seconds, and, -(2) it shall not-arni whenudra

3equential lever mechanisms (operated-by cen- afceleration less than -7 g fo r a period of one-
- ~ fugal force), of detents,.--~or of -centrifugal second. Cbzisider the arming device shown -in,
-weights that' release a spring-loaded firing pin Fig. li-i. Setback forces encountered- during ac-

:see -par. 6-5). celeration of the missile apply an inertial force- to
(4 Abm~mtrcdeie hihwilintat the slider.-thus after a s ecified time, the dot-

th weapon when it has fallen-below-a predeter- Qnator iwill be- aligned with the booster-and the-
mined-height; latch will drop down to lock'the slider in- the

-armed position. -If at any time during'thi§ proc-
-11-3 GUIDEDMISSILE FUZES ess the acceleration drops 'below 7 g, the slider

miust-be ietfiied-to -its initia,41 pobsitio6n -by a-re-
Guided missile fuzes contain an arming mech- turn spring. Because of its- weight, -the slider

Aism and an explosive traiin-just as other futes'. would mb~e too fast under these, accelerations;
Howeaver, the various -fuze, components may, be hence; a restraining force-is necessary. Iti-ps-
separated from the warhead as Well as from each ble that a clockwork osdapementmdy be used to

- other. The-term for-the-separAte aiming device is regulate the rhotion.. -The following data and-as--
The safing And aiing3(S&-A- mechanism. The ini- -su-mptibns will help -to -determine the, size -of
tithiosouce may be physically, separated from springs and wbights:,-1)' neglect friction in the

timechanism. The S&A mechanism may also system, (2) a~tangential force is needed to over-
-be separated from the warhead,,the only connec- -come the 'itial restraint -of the clockwork,
tion being a length of detonating cord or an (3) the -weight to be found includes theiftial
electric cable. -S&- mechanisms-aie the subject effects of- the whole-syslm,-and (4),the-spring is-,

-of a ompendilimm. not stretched beyond its elastic, limit.
Thie guided missile -is a large, 'expensive item In order to prevent motion of the slider under--

with high functioning probability- required so -setback Accelerations less than- 7 g,,an initial thn-
that miultiple -fuzing is comimonly. employed. The sion F = kxO is given to the ai~embled spring.
Advantage- of the multiple paths is-thai/the prob- The differential equation of motion can be used

-ability of failure decreases,- exponentially. For to determine the restraining force F,.
example, one warhead detonpating sy'stemn of -a -11

missile consist. of -two paralleled S&A machan- .w-k--(-)
isms, each containing a detonator. Then fiVe- &"
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FLIGHT, DIRECTION- At- any -other acceleration a; -the timeito a1fm
willbe different. B: SubstitutingYF, in Eq. f-Ai

LATCH -- -SL'IDER, and' using- a. new: acceleration- a' the- ime to
move theistance S may be foundby solving the

OPENING - DETONATOR, transcendeAl equation
TO BOOSTER- -W j, W -

S(- a - a)cIos h. - ('
gk r g

V " t + -% -T (eAA'/ - - (li-4)

'FROM ST Since sojutions of these equations- are obtained
CLOCKWORkRT by interpolation fo'mulas .. t is-best toesimate

slider weight- and spring- constan~s ,(note tht II'
Figure i1 1-1.. Saf ing and.Arming-Mechanisn, and k always occur asa- ratio);-then to calculate

-armiig'tme-and adjust as, necessary.

where i is, the acceleration of the Weight- with re- In some ftize applications, the slider-is made
pect t0 the ,mechanism, a'is the acceleration Of lightand a separate weight is coupled to it with

the mechanism in g, and k is the spring constant. a spring soa to cushion the clockwork.against
By -assuming that the velocity -of the weight shockoads. This-additiori spring, changes the

reaches a-steady value quickly-and then relmains equation of motion for the mechanism.
constantuntil the arming process is cople An example of'this type -of-mechanism is the

long arming time can berealized. The expression Safng and Arming Device, GM.M30A1 shown
.for the velocity i may take the form in Fig. 11-2. This device is,, of course, much

more refined ,than the example cited. Some of
the data for the above example were taken from

= V,, (1 - e t/Tc) (11-2) this device.

in which the velocity is zero at t= 0 and ap- 11-4- GRENADE-FUZES
proaches v0,2 the initial velocityi as t becomes
'infinite. The time constant of'the equation TC 11-4.1 HAND GRENADES
fixes the timfie for, - to reach-37% of v . By int&.
grating Eq. 11-2 to obtainx, differentiating itrto A hand grenade is a munition hurled against
obtain Y, and Substituting these, three (-x, i, and the.enemy. Its fuiction is explosive (blast or'frag-
) into Eq. 11-1, Fr is-determined as mentation): or chemical (irritant, incendiary, or

r " kx kvT )-kvt smoke). Unlike projectiles that strike on their
-= r a - + - nose,, the trajectories of-hand grenades are- un-

kT\ '113' stable so that- the direction oftarget impact can-
-- + k e-/r (11-3) not be, 'set. They experience no -unique-forces

C)that can 'be used for arming, none that are not

also present, during normal shipping and hand-
This equatiomncontains three terms: a constant ling. For this reason, therequiren-ments for out-
-term as expected, a time-dependent term that de- of-line detonator safety and an independent arm-
creases' to, compensate for the increase in the ing force have been waived for all past grenade
spring force, and a transient term that is neces- fuzes, While there are no, present grenade%'fuzes
sary to allow the weiglt to accelerate 'to the having the detonator safety features, it is highly
velocity v'. The time-dependent, force is typical desirable that a practical detonator safety device

of the forces produced in- an unwinding-clock, be developed -aid incorporated into future de-
Hence,- a clockwork escapement is applicable, signs. Grenades are treated more fully in a sepa-

'Eq. 11-3 determines thedesign of the clockwork, rate publication3 .
With this force function it will produce the re- Fuze action, is either time (4-5,'ec) or impact.
quired arming delay.. Impact action fuzes also contain a 1:2 sec arming

11.3
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ATCH
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o,- IGN" T CLOCK E SC APEMENT.

Figure 11-2. Safing andArmingDevice, GM,-M30Al

delay anda self-destruction feature that-willex- the grenade'leaves. the operatr's hand. Thetrig-
plode the grenade in 4-5 sec. Since timing a6cu- ger mechanism of hand grenades is similar to that
racy is not critical, a pyrotechnic element is-thv of, the firing device shown in Fig. 13-5. The
simplest and most widely used-method to achieve M204A2 Hand Grenade Fuze is shown' in- Fig.

delay. The explosive train consists of a-percussion '11-4". An example is given, in par., 3.3-4 in which.
primer, an obturated delay element, and a flash the design featuies of the sriker spfingae dis-
detontd broblAstiig cap -that wilLdetonate the cussed.
grenade. The detonator 'base charge -may be Let us design. a typical haid- grenade fuze
omitted in chemical grenades where the main using the firing device and, other standard coin-
charge is merely igni!.ed. ponents with a functioning delay of 4 to 5 sec.

Since. the grenade's orientation to the target The energy used to initiatethe percussion primer
at the time of functioning cannot be,predicted, isderived from the potential energy B, stored in
impact action-is difficult to achieve. by mechan- the spring and released when the striker swings
ical means. With an elehtric detonator, an omii-
directional switch will solve this-problem. Two = GO =1o kO rdO- (1!5)
trembler switches (Fig, 7-1), at right angles to Jo-
each-other perform th desired, action; but tiis
arrangement is probably too bulky. The M217, where G is the torquethat is proportional to.the
Grenade Fuze (Fig. 11-3), for example, has an deflection (= kO),,and r is the radius arm of the
all-ways ball switch. Energy -is provided by a striker that swings through 17.radiafs -(1800).
thermal~battery having an activation time of 0.5 Since r is 0.5 in. and k is 28/r lWrad

sec. This interval plus that-of a thermal arming
switch, closing in 1.5 sec,, provides the arming / -, = -7 u lb-in.= 352. in.-oz .(11-6)
delay. A self-destruction switch closes in 4.5 sec.

Manual arming of grenade fuzes occurs i;ntwo
steps: the operator pulls a safety~pin (pull~ring) If the device is 50% efficient-because of fic.
and a safety latch (hand lever),is released when tion, the energy availableas the strikerhits the
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t ~Figure 11-3; Hand G~enade FuzeM217 "

percussion, delay' -element is -1-76= in..oz., The -Unlike -those--for -hind grenades, -the- frzes- of
velocity of. impact is important, too, but the e xllosive rifle grenades must contain all of the
specifications are not so easily set (see par.. 3-3). required arming features. Fired at a velocity of

A suitable obturated; pyrotechnic delay is se- about !5.0 fps, -the grenades are subjected to set-
lected in. regard to time, size, inputsensitivity, back accelerations of. 500 to-1000 g, about mid-
and output.The output would be a flash That can way between hand grenades and small' mortar
ignite a standard flah detonatr. A standard projectiles. This setback- force in combination
blasting cap will then be sufficient to initiate the with an escapement timer can sere for arming
buxsting chairge. " safety. Grenades are treated more fully in a sepa-

rate publication3 .
11-4.2 RIFLE GRENADES Rifle genades are comnionly used today for

• HEAT or chemical rounds. Chemical r~ufids (sig -
-nal or smoke) are set off by a simple igniter.

It is recognized that the current standard serv- HIEAT rounds require a base-detonating fuze
ice rif1 is not designed to accommodate a rifle (point-initiated) to, make room for the shaped-
grenade. The inclusion of fuzing for a rifle gre- charge cone in, the nose. Mechanical fuzes (spit-
nade is for the record and to make-the handbook back or firing pin backed by a-high-inertia mass),
complete. Rifle grenades are used by the infantry are no longer used :in iifle grenades because of
to hurl larger charges of ,explosives longer dis- their low reliability and slow action. The best
tances than can be thrown -by hand. They are design isia piezoelectric nose element that ini-
fired from a rifle by use of a grenade adapter. tiatos an electric base fuze (see par. 3;4.3.1).

11.5
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SPRING,11-4.3- LAUNCHED GRENADES
',PRIMER, ,M42 --

a ULA. grenade, launcher has A functionf simnilar-to
o - RING that, of aiifle~gr nide, namely~to propel'a gre-

nade farther than it can be thrown -by'hand.
Gdrenade launiers have -a, range of -About 400
meters. The launcher, differs, from, -the 'rifle in

-ASSEMBLY 'ta t also-imparts' spin to-the g&nadeA fence,
both setback -and-spin can be used for arming in',
a grcnad61auncher.

Fuze,_PD; M551 '(Fig. 1'5)-is used for gre-
nades launched. from the 40,mm XM7 9 Grenade

NON,-GASiOUs1- :Launcher. It functi ons by'impact or graze 'and-
'OEL'A CHARE -* rcquires-the followngrfour actions toarm:'

(k), The - setback -pin retracts'fromfi the rotor,
'against its-spring retainer diue to setback, and the
pin locks- into the retainer at the 4 l-eaves, "in-the

BLASTING -rear positioni.

CAP -(2) The hammnerweights of the wagon-wheelI
cteplate assembly pivot, outwa~rd against the

hammerweight, spring under -centrifugal- -force
alwng 'the- firing pin and spring ass~mbly to

push 'forward on th6 push?pin, thus disengaging,
Figure -11-4. HandGretiade Fuie, M-2O4A2 - the-firing, pin from thie rotor.

CENTR IFUGAL, LOCK'
'SPRING ASSY & PIG

STAR WHEEL HAMMER- WEIGHTS,
(3)

W/

/9 -9

SPRIG RTAINR.- ' 'HAMMER. WEIGHT SPRING
SET BCK PI '--CENTERPLATE

'ROTOR GE'AR "-E NTO

Fiure 11.5. -Grenade Fuze, PD, MSS5I
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()At, 300Q -to -60G0 rpm tile centrifugaL wheel -on -each- oscillation. T1his action provides
:force is sufficienit to cause'the centrifugal lock to 'anaiiig tm of 66 to '132 msec;.coriespoid-
compress its spring an~d unilock -thle 'tarwheel-, ing-to,60 to 1204't in range of the'temperituke-
thus allowing the e6capeiiiefi to p6'6pate. extremes.

(4) the rotor spring rotates tile rotor gea Upon imfpact, the haibinerweighits pivot inward
assembly (containing the detonator), into t ,he -du6 to their/inertia' an~d: strike the-pughpin -whibh
armed position, -but jts, movement-' is_ Iowed 'In Aurnv strikes thle -firing pin. The firing-piln iiti-
down, by, the veigd throughzthe starwheel -and ates'. the'NM55 -Detoiiatbr ;cdausing detonation in

*pinion assembly. rIThe verge oscillates with,,a- turn of the booster. On. graze impact,, one
-regular. 'beat governed by it weight 3ahd rotor, ham merw~ighit provides' sufficiefit energy to ini-

* spring, torque, .releasing one -tooth' of 'the star- tiate-thd detonator.

RIEFERENC.ES_

1. K. A. Van Oesdel, Primnary Yactors T'hat ilf- Artic le 27.0 of' the- JANAF Fuze, Committee,
fecet the Design of Guided Ifiss i/c Fucing Sys- March 1962, AD.346 125 (ConfidenitialI).
tems,, Navad- Ordnanei Labcratory, NAVWEPS 3. AMCP '706.'240 (C), 'Engineering Design Harfd-
Report 5953, Corona, Calif., 6 July 1960. book, Grenades (U).

2., A-Compendium -,of f'Mecbanics -Used? in Missile 4. TM 9-1330: 200,Grcnades, I/and and Rifle, Dept.
Safety and Arming Devices,(U), Part I' Journal of Army, June 1966.
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SHAPTER-12°

BOMB FUZES,
] -1 2-1- GENERA oak"hte

12 .. Lrk..h .th end is'threadedi.(f6ugh tepar- -r
-ing vane, gothat it prevents the vane from ro-

A bomb-fuze, like other, munition fizes, must -tating. Wlhen the bomb is released, the wire being,
arm atan appropriate time-after release and func- attache,dto the !omb rack is withdrawn from the
tioi at ornear the target. H6wever, certahpecu- uzf; the vafieis-4free-to .rotate in the air stream
liarities arisefrom the;folldwing cohsideratidris'- and the arming process can begin. This feature

(1) The bomb iS dopp , raher than pro- -gives- -tlie- vane-actuated, mechafism a -definite
jectd, usually from fist flying aittraft. advantage over a clockwork because the clockL-

(2) Bomb dfuzsdo-not experience setback work is only held- inoperative, by the -arming, -
forces. wire. if it becoinms necessaiy- tojettson the

(3) After release, the bombfollows the air- bombs, th'- arming wire is no6twithdrawn from
craft closely for- a shorttiie. the fuze but is allowed to fall'with theb6mb.

(4) Ajarge-risk to.peronneiand materiel is While the arming -process appears straight-
involved in the delivery ofa:bombto a target. forward and is usually, successful, certain diffi- .

(5) Two and-sometimes three fuzes-are war- culties may arise and.stepsmuct be ,takentom in-

ranted. toincreise theprobability of function- iiLe their danger: -the wire may break before
6)ifg. i the bomb is released so that the part remaining
(6) If an electric iver .supply is, used, jit -in the fuze- will prevent its arming; the wire maymust be ,of a type that will operate at the low not b securely attached to the bomb rack so

temperatures encountered at high altitudes. that it falls with the "bomb, and when the bomb
(7) Bombs released in clusters may experi- -isjettisoned, the wire may catch on the aircraft

ence cross detonation, ifprematurely set off, and' be withdrawn unintentionally, On the other
These considerations iccount for some differ- hand, air-integrating zero-g.devices could be used

ences mn f'ze actions compared to artillery fuzes. that Would optrate whe h-e. bomb is in free fall.
In tum, :the action affects-impact, time, and spe- Such.-a device -must be-capable of differentiating
cialbomb fuzes. Additional information on bomb, betWeen free fall-6f, thebomb and free fall of the,
fuzes is, containedCin bomb maiuals' and a cata- aircraft with boih.
-log onair-liunclhied-Weapons-ftiZing '. Fig. 1"2-i shows the trajectories of a -bomb

afterrelease from an aircraft inlhorizontal flight
12-2:FUZE ACTION at various speeds. Parameters commonly used ,

are indicated-on this figure pnd are defined as
-s; Fig. 1-4 illustrates--a *typical general purpose follows: - -

bomb. 'Nose and tail fuzes are shown and the im-
portant parts are identified. A transverse or body (1) SVD:
fuze isnotshos on te drawing because itis not 'Safe vertical drop,, SVD, is,, the-vertital,
used in this type of bomb. Attention is directed; distance 'below release altitude in, which the
particularly to arming wire and arming vanes. fuze must be safe. The 'distance albngthe bomb

Bombs are coinmonly armed by a vane. Ex- -trajectory to, this point iscalled -minimum safe
cept for clusters, functioning action is the same airtravel, or Min SAT. Hence, SVD is, the vertical
as that for other fuzes. component of Min -SAT. The arming zone is that

part bf-the bomb trajeetory-in Whic)hthe-armin .
12-2.1 THE'ARMING PROCESS: -process is completed. Even for fuzes of the same,

type, the 'arming process is not complete at the . .
When a bomb is carried in-an a crift, the same poitit in, the trajecto . This spread is cre-

fuze arming process is held in abeyance by one ated by the existence of manufacturing toler-
or more arming wires, One end of the wire isat- ances and the variations of speed and altitude of
tached by a swivel loop to a paw!on the bomb thd plane at the moment of release.

12.1
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plane speed and tajector. Fig. l22 displays

-MDA. MAXIMUM DROP TO ARM an, exainple-,of -this complex situation where
0e *-POSITION oF PLANE AT 8OrM8 4MACT tinte of -,light is a function of riceai aangle,

jJ9" iPOSITION OF PLANE AT BOMB REEASE and altitudes
-trajectory, adattds

600.

oomph 12-Z2 THE FUNCTIONING PROCESS

200Aph \ A bomb fuzefunctions like any other fuze.'If2oo -pc "T T -OO- ""..

1 - it is desired to detonate the bormb in air, the
3o ~"~,MO

A \r
A00 pAraieter, used may be time, barometric pre4-

400mph ---<.. " 200 sure, or taiget stimulus. (Proximity fuzes are
DI0rnpIA-- the subject of -other handbooks t If a bomb is,

TR6ETo to be detonated atthe moment it first contacts:,: ~ ~ r-! -"" :Zo:::- ,_ 'xx\ the 4 get, tihi accomplishd eiher:by means

______ I I . s xtrikef:-dr,,b-vthe- inertia-of~sbme riioVable.
700 500- 000 1000 TARGET compoinent. If penetration is desired, v, delay

'RANOF, ft: feature-is built into,.the fuze.

Figure 12-1 Bomb Trajectories As-in projectiles, the nose fuze in a bomb may

(2) MDA: be designed. to functionibefore, at, or after im-
The maximum, drop to arm, MDA, is the. _pact. A combLiation of nose -and' tail fuzes is

vertical distance below release altitude-at w hich- often used-to insure detonatioh-of. the bursting
the fuze: mrst be armed.. Thc. minimum release charge. For example;,a typical combination con-
altitude, MRA, is a minimum altitde At -whichc

thebom m ay beireleasd anltile av sists of an. impact nose fuze having, mechanicalthe bomb may 'W ,released, and still, have 4nr,.

armed flze upon arrival at the target, it is the Itimeaction and aonnelay tail fuzehaving ira
same distance as MDA. pact -inertia action., With this -combination, the

An inherent disadvantag ofbasing aniing de- nosefize is ekpected'to function inthe air after
lay direetly on air travel is shown on Fig. '12-1. the expih-tion. of a certain time interval. -But if

Bomb trajectory depends upon aircraft speed, the impact occurs befcre the interval .expires, the
greater the, speed the flatter the trajectory. firng pin willhnitiate the nosefz6. :Furtheri4fI
Hence, arming, measured by air travel-does not the nosefuze fails, the tail fuze will be.initiated
provide consistent safety-distaLces between bomb on impact. Nose and tail fuzesusedto supple-
and plane. However, the, Vertical drp is a diedt' -ment-eachotherin-his-wayare -known as com -

function of 'time, practically independent of panion fuzes. In the case of certain very large,
plane speed. For this reason an arming delay sy- bombs, three -fuzes 6fthe-same-type are some-
tern based on, time. instead of air travel is de- times 6rnployed to'insure initiation.
sirable. Such- a system is readily obtained by at-
taching a constant, speed ,goveinor, to the fuze .ooo , L,,f a"'L;44 0 "
mechanism. Another method involves coristruct-
ing the- vanes with flexible blades so that they /
tend to rotate at a constant speed - :. ,

The trajectories shown in Fig. 12-1 present the ', , ,

isimple case where bombs are dropped fromi andive F t -the initial"bomb-velot-

aircraft ki horizontal flight. It-is common, how- -O .A .E ' - fI.

ever, to forcibly eject bombs when the plane isin -- C..MT *W O ML

a dive. For this condition, the initial bomb veloc- -a" "')" ?''-)

-0 200 4000 WO00 W00 I0X000 12,000 14,000 MO00
ity due to ejection-on the order of 5-10 fps-is
another factor to 'be considered. Also, vertical,

drop time -is..now no.'longer, independent of, Figure 12-2. Typical BombfRelease Curves

12.2,
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12-2;3 CLUSTERING of the ariniiigstop rotatethe striker body assem-
bly (5) that in turn drives the striker:1pin aiid

Clustringaccomplishes two. purposes. First,,it guide assembly (6); Arming delay .is determined
enables an aircraft'to carry its'ftlbomblO~d~re- bythearc thrbughwhichthe striker body assem-

gardless of'individua bomb size. For exahple; a- 'bly must rotatebef6re. itindexes-with the.index
,certain plane is designed to carry two 1000-lb stop (7). At this time, the strikerlbody spring,(8)
bombs. In order -to carry the same weightof forcesthe striker body assembly forward-to make
100-lb bombs, 'these s maller bombs, can be contact with the bottom plate, oi the arming
grouped- into two clusters of 10 bombs eadch. stop. Immediately thereafter, a striker ball (9) is
Secondly, clustering, also-provides a convehient for~dd .by spring action into the void above the
means (of releasing bombs for area bombing tin striker pin.
contrast to~pdiil-bonibing. At the same :time, a longitudinal' slot in the

Cluster b'6mbs.are.held together and suspended striker pin guide- indexes with the rotor release
'from the plane by meansbf acluster-adapter. The plunger (10) allowing ,it to move forward by
adaptei may- -be designed to. open 'immediately spring action. 'rhis.frees:the-rotorassembly(11)
,upon release from the plahe or after-a delay. Us- to'rdiate by sping~action bringing the detonator
ually, a mechanical time fuzewith its'asso.iated into line with-the rest of th6 explosive train. A
arming. wire opens the adapter. Each b6mb in detent (12) locks the ioto in the armed position.

'the cluster' is equipped With its own faze, the .Subsequent impact on the nose of the fuze'
arming of -which may be started by withdrawal sheafs'the lugs holding itin portion allowing the
of an arming vire,, by opening of, a fuze vane entire nose assembly to-move rearward. This mo-
ldck,'or by other m-cans. tion forces the striker body assembly agaihst the

striker' pin which -inturn -ihitiates the explosive

12-3 IMPACT FUZES' 'train.
Various arming delay times are selected-by de-

Impact fuze is a term used for, bomb fuzes just pressing.the indexlock pin (13) and rotatingthe
as for other fuzes. The 'tacticalpurposes ofobomb nose assembly as a unit. This establishes the arc
fuze§- are depicted in Table 12-1. The general through which the striker body assembly must ro-
categories of detonation when- approaching, tate before it'indexes with theifidex stop. A min-
when contacting, and-after-inmpacting the target imuhi arming setting of 2 seconds is provided by
are also typical of'other items of ammunition; tijt 4ndex ring (14).

Bombs do not strike the ground at 900 hut al- blaperfquick 'action, and functioning-delays of
ways at a smallerangle depending upon release 0:010, 0.025, 0.050, 0.100, and 0.250 sec~are
-altitude, and aircraft- velocity. Table 1'2-2-gives selectable by-inseiting-thel proper-Delay'Element,
approximate, striking velocities and angles for M9, ,in the fuze cavit just aft of the striker pin.
two altitudes and several bombs. This table indi- This is a pyrotechnic element, shown in Fig. 4-7,
cates that the fuzes inust be initiated atan ob- which Contains Primer, M42, a pyrotechnic delay
i lique -impact. column, and'an Element Relay, M6.7,he output
1OUof the element flashes into an addi. iona lead
12-3.1 SUPERQUiCK OR SHORT DELAalFFzZES azide relay:and thence into the detonator.

! 12;3.1.1 A Typical Fuze

12,3.1.2, Gear-Trains
Short delay -fuzes are exemplified by Fuze,

Bomb Nose, M904E2 (Fig. 12-3)1 4 .Operation
is described as follows: Gear* trains are needed in bombfuzes becausp

Rotation of' Zhe vane (1) drives-the governor the power source for the fuze is a-high speed
drum and spindle assembly (2) directly. A gov- propeller:Normally, the propeller vanes turn at a
.ernor spring (3) holds centrifugal -weights in con- high speed with a governor used for regulation.
-tact with this drum; design of spring and weights The rotation must be transferred 'to low speed
provides for a governing speed of approximately arming shafts that actuate restraints on the arm-
1800 rpi. This motion translated through a gear ing'mechanisms:,
redtiction rotates the arming stop (4). Drive lugs When designing a gear train 'for bomb-fuzes,

12.3 -
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TABLE 12-1. TATCLPURPOSES OF BOMB FUZES,

Bomb Pos it ionr Bel14;ive, -Chtrac ter tstic Pisij iiOil of P1oss ib le TIypep I
to Target, at' Det-onat~ion Fwric tioni -De lay, Fuze in Bomb- of Fae

Approachinig (Airburstlbef~re' Nose or Mechaniciil ~ime
-cqntact)' Tail

Nose Proximity

First kinhimum11 Nose Impact-SQ

-Contacting (instahlten~ous)(itatnos

'tail Imp-act ineitia-
-nopdelay-

Penetrating, Short Nose- Impact-A
Bounc~ing. Or' short delay
Resting . in
COL-tac Taft 'Impact inertia-

wtth' .- ~short delayi

'Medium Tail Impact inertia
triggered--
medium bel6ay

Long Tail ',Impact" chemical
or, mechanical
triggered long
delay

Plus, antiwithdrawall

'TABLE' 12.2: -0BOM-BALLISTICS:

All released' fromn an aircraft at 400 'miles/hodur

ALtitzide 10,0600 Feet 25,000'Feet
$triking Ageo Strikinzg Angle of

We ight, Ve 16citiy, Impac t, Vel6c ity, Impac t,
Bomb No. lb fps a fps 0__

AN-M30 100 750 61 850 12
AN4M57 250 800 59 975 '72
AN-M64 500 850 -55 1050 69
AN-M65- 1000 850 5 1050 64
AN-M66 2000 875 55 1056- 68',
AN-M56 4000 850 ~ 57 1050 69

the following factors are important: gear ratio of The gear. ratio is usually large, about 1000 to
the train, torque outj~ut desired, space allotted, 1;1 so that multiple, pairs of spur gears are indi-
friction 41osses, manufacturing costsi and mate- cated. Since there cannot be less than six teeth
rials to be employed, on pinion gears for efficient operation, an upper

12-4'
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IFLIGHT
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lmTipAG e pntega ai.Saemyb f333,,, rdcsa vrl ai f921

IsavdTI wihitra ers te r oe' ieietca ar rdalst itrna garca
pes TA requr moreY cVEpRe monigDbIitdSnoteKw-,h aiyFraga

'th~i su~ gar rain. Hnce~heiisesoulbe rtioof ~:1'the-purgearcanbeROT inhRan-th
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OO limited. A3 mansatadDcutrhf nepno nh aevlETOORhfaewdho

arrangedwith idntical pirs of ears'andpinions the geRINb opte rmth ei

(2)i sapeng up&e atisfactio ac mfog y beause' r,33, Frdup an overal ratio..L972lb
thve-iie span's short; b(3)'nothe toot one- Fieietclpisad a is(itena garca
tors'aepe nsiveadreure betteta cylida ooutng werfted ist the lloble ciraviy stress psi;S1

ontours byai somet deinrs hioweverht reativbe ainiofetfactor (say 3); b is the ohface Width, o
virtued wi,.tide nreslved.s-o Geas andar in.;ns ~th r ae iamlpitc. in.; and, Fwish
ptheelimingase rductione wttee crtea formul fac forsthe tothe aaproxiselya1)

considerationsare sisfyrt the se fr locki r- F8 = lb acothe facowith wilthabe005en
workms erte face (150%) fbr. eas, ~

(2 tmpings Fuze gafcotainsagear bobe-s thn 'nes gerlobeei hetehfo e
Fhi. 12.) *Te istga speed is sot 3 iv limie toohcr P
1800s r. Aon240redrottero the yla gear h iser de- 123.. the xplowble Tai m stes 'i'f

svirte os au armingil uneovdears of snar'1

ma~nfactheedaure quienre man gertof h oen h xlsv ri f obfzsdsge

* , i~dr of100):1.Th us ofinteralgea ratos o cnvesrt hetargeto impact forc eerthe frmubes
twe 12.5r~narigsooasmby(e
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GOEROR - tGAR TRAIN PLATE -- N*DEX STOP RING
GOVERNO

SPPLATE --:ARMING STOP- -

GOVERNOR~-
-WEIGHTS. 

k

PiNION'SHAFT REDUCTION ITRA
ftountei shfI) GEAR AND PINION GEAR

- Figure 12-4. Gear Assemb'Jy 6f'Fuze, M9NJE2

of-target influience into a d~tonation- that will ini- -will be- sufficient if used -as a qylincier with a,-
tiate the buisting charge of the bomb. Thi iste -- ngth to diameter, ratio, of 3: 2- This mnakes the
same action, that is required:for-any other fuze cylinder 2' in. long (density, of -tetryl. is C.'056'
explosive train. Specifications for bomb fuzes. ibi in?): itisusually convenienit to make-up the
comniohl , require that, a functioning dela.y be booster charge of two or 'three-pellets. The cup

-incorporated into the explosive train. ,One bomb may be made 6foaluminumf because it ,is easy-t6-
may be used aigainst many different targets-and" form, is readily available, is'lighit, will ,protect th6
its effectiveness against ch target often depends tetryl against effects ofniough handling, and'is
upon the functioning delay. It istconvenie-t to compatible with tetryl (see Table 4-2).
-provide~plug~in-elay elements to make the fuzes The initiating inout-req~uiremenit for tetryl is a
more versatile. -deto jiAtion wave that is'proViIAed- bya detonator.

Ijely is usrually achieved, by pyrotechnic A detonator is sensitiet hc n et" o
means. A primier is needed to initiate the delay safety, it must be placed out of line with the-
element because it re Iquires input energy, in-the 'booster. Thus' it will' be,,held~in ~a movable part
-form of, flash of 'flame. Further, since deflagra- 'and'shielded-,from- the booster- charge until the-
tion of the delay, element does not. produce a, fuzeis armed. A large thick plate is used;,to sepa-
flash -that will initiate -a, detonator, a relay, is rate them, as shown on Fig 1225' ~4. Wlhen the
nieeded to- amplify the- output of the delay- ele- detonator swings into alignment,. ther6 will be a
ment. Of c6uise- the detonator is -required to large gap (the -thick'ness 'of the shield,.0.30, in.)
produce a detonation wave. -A booster -is Ineceis- between it and the booster. Whil2 -epossible in
sary to9 enliarge the detonation- wave for reliable -some2-desigfis, it'cannot be aisumed~hat thte out-
initiation of the high -explosive bursting-charge. pi#_ wa.e- from the detonttor will. carry across
Furrther, a lead' is useful to guide the-detonation this, gap and rdliably initiate -the booster charge,
waveinto the booster. These components (firing Hfence, -a tetryl' lead (same'explo'sive as booster
pin, primer,. delay, relay, detonator, lead, And charge) is-added to eliffinate -oart of -the gap.
-booster) form the explosive train.. it- is, 'necessary Co -etr -the lead- over, tihe

A2-designer might-start his 'Work at theoutput tiocdter face. Approximately 1.5 &ains-'of tetrl-
end'of the train. T'he size of the booster charge is- with a specific avity bf, 1.45 to 1.60 encased in--
determined from empjrical data. Fort the M904E2 an aluminum cup is sufficient. A slight- ga be-,
Fuzej 1100-grains of~rlpesdat 10,000 psi tweeh detonator, and lead- is desirable in- oi'der to

1 2-6--
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RELAY ROTOR THICK -BOOSTER tratioii. A shear wire is used, to hold the pin in

place prior to:targat impact.,

I12-DE LAY- FUZS

__ Delaylfuzes are made so, that pyrotechnic de'
4'lays may be-insertedhin the explosive train asde-

I / %I. sired. They.-are usually in the tail or-midsection
lq° of the bomb for protection during impact., Fig.

i - ' ',, 12-6 illustrates Fuze; 'Bomb Tail,,M906' 4 'rhe
operatiois described in the pOaraaphs which

DETONATOR -LEAD ALUMINUM, CUP follow.

Figure 12-5. Explosive Trainof'Fuze, M904E-2 ,12.3.2. uzeOperation,

raise the 'reliability of lead "iitiaion (see.. .
4-2). A -gp ,of as much as 0.0A60 in. will suit this- a re, pinion a Vn tson aeble 1o , shaft rotats~pifiion aind,extensiohl assembly, (1)(
case asa first'trial. Tests will dictaterany change.

The detonator must,,be sensitive and iiiated at a Constant speed of approximately1800 rpm.
saThis miotioin drives the plunger release screw (2)

by flash; hence, it will. contain, an igniting, mix-tur~a riary wil. ontindirectly, which withdra,*s from the plunger as-,
txre, ii primary exlosive, and an explosive,sinii- sembly (3) freeing it to move longitudinally upon

l to at' in helead. For the detonatorto ft sufficient deceleration of the' fuze:., A creep
into the armin rotor, it cannotibe over 0.4 in. "

long. It should have a length to diameter ratio of s evets henge fombmoing bee
abou 3: fo proer ropgatin. f te ' cause, of velocity changes of the bomb~during-freabout 3:'2 for proper piopagition,,of the -deto-l.,

nation wave (see par; 4-4.4.2). The M35 Deto- A.
tAs theplunger release screw rotates, the rotor ,

'fiator en The.auminum release. screw assembly (5); beingkeyed. to it;
cup is 0;370 in. long by 0.241 in. diameter.t 'k

withdraws-,from: the-rotor cavity allowing the
haabse chargeafd200 aie anrotor (6) to move by spring action thus bringing

charge of266 ng lead azide. the detonator into line-with, the rest of the explo-
, s~ otl sive train. This occurs approximately 0.4 sec be-

ment contain primer, pyrotechnic delay column, fore release of the plunger. A detent- (7) locks
and relay. Delay Element, M9 is such a unit (Fig. -the rotor-in the'a Iiedposition
4:7) Atually,'it-is aik diff~ffnt-ufiits, d6pehding ed
on the. delay (noiidelay, 0.010,. 0.025, 0.056, Impact then causes-the plunger assembly to

0.100; and 0.250 sec). The primeris a~standard move forward until an annular groove in' it in-

Percussion Primer, M42, and the relayelement a dexes with a steel -ball '(8). The spring-loaded'

lead azide relay similar to the M6 Zirconium/ firing pin (9) then forces the ballintothegroove

-barium chromate delay composition is used for and'is thus freed to be propelled into the primer.

the .delay,- added between primer and' relay to 'This particular fuze has a desirable safety fea-
make up the component which i stamped and ture. An inspection window- (10) judiciously

coded as to delay for'easy, identification. A lock-' placed serves to indicate whether the fuze is

ing,' pin is added to the fuze to, orient this-coin- safe or armed. The flexible drive'shaft drives the

ponent in the proper position in order to mini- spindle from which the plunger release screw is

mize the possibility of the fuze being'inserted' turned. As the plnger release turns, the gea
into the bomb without~this part. moves away from the,widow.

On target impact,. the frangiblenoSe of',the, A Delay Element, T6, loaded to give either
fuze is crushed 'so that the'strike& body is driven 4-5 sec or 11-14,se& functioning delay, is inserted
-rearward forcing the striker'pin into the pfrime. intothe fuze cavity just' forward-of the firing pin.
For this percussion primer, the firing pin has a, This delay element contains a primer, a pyrotech-
hemisphericil point to fit the anvil' of-the primer nic delay colunifi, -and' a lead nzide.relay-charge.
(see par. 3.3.1). It should be made ofesteebl0 re- The output of this delay element flashes into an-
sist bending or compressin duringtarget i0ene- additional relay and thence into the detonator.

12-7
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FLIGHT

2 -

65

3.44

Section, -A-!d9

I - PINION AND EXTENSION -ASSEMBLY -6-ROTOR.

2- PLUNGER RELEASE SCREW- 7-DETENT

3- PLUNGER ASSEMBLY 81- S1rEEL BALL
4.- CREEP SPRING .9- FIRING PIN

5 - ROTOR RELEASE SCREW -ASSEMBLY IO-INSPECTION

'WIN60W

Figure 12-6. Fuze, Bomb-Tail, M906

This unit is similar to Delay Element, M9, where r is the radius to the centrifugal weights.
shown in Fig. 4-7. To release the-rotor,,F must be positiveso that-

mC0 2 > k. Forthe drura:to grab thei6tor, iMust
-be negative or k-> nio) 2.- Therefore, the grab

2 speed is less. than the release speed. Thus the

The fuze arming mechanism-is driven through grab speed is the proper one to us in designing

a flexible shift by Drive Assembly, M44, in' the the governor.
tail- fin" of the bomb. Since the -fuze canbe used. The spring willstretch becauseit is in the cen-

on many sizes of bombs, this arrangement allows trifugal field.Hence, this factor must also be con.
drive and fuze to be-separatedLdifferent distances sidered in designing, the spring. The assembly is i

raiern~is~c~e -broken down into p#ts, thii iiisss deterinied,as required by various tail finassemblies. Three and the centrifugaJ forces. calculated, to deter-
different lengths of 'flexible shafts coverthe nec-- o

essary range of-bomb sizes. mine the initial spring tension.•The spring, is d-

The governor is the same as that in Fuze,- signedas discussed in pars. 10-2.1 and 10-3.1.
M904E2, Figs. 12-3 and 1-2-4. A, close-up of the 12.4 TIME FUZES. ..
governor-is shown ih Fig. 12-7. Vanes spin the
internal drum which enigages one-piece die-cast Time fuzes mry be used to-function bombs in
aluminum weights. At 'the, proper speed (1800-
rpni) the weights disengage from the drum under ,EIGHr -

the influenco of the centrifugal field, -thereby 12 J DRU'A
preveiting f rther increase of output shaft speed.'

The governor spring is-made strong enough-4 9 ,.

hold' the weights in contact with-the internal 3
dum ,at the desired speed. Note that,the centrif-
ugal force Uipon the parts increases as they move -

radially outward. The -equation of motion for
these parts-at a constafitspin velocity (Ois (see GOVEROR

par. 6-2 for terms) SPRI, . ,
Figure 12-7. Constant Speed Goverinor~of Drive;

mF = (rjO - k) r (12.2) M4&

12-8
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the air. An, explosion above the-grbuhd- creates ejected -alowing- they fiing-pin.(2): to-move-for-
an-area of greatest lethality *for gfoiin(1 troops ward" oUt of the slider. cavrity. Thris motion per-
and' for;soft surface targets. The -newest ffuzes mrits the 'P5 moVemfent-assembly to'-stairt. Simil-
use timiing -devices for -both iirmizig and' ftinc- tan~ously, the varfie-(3) is freed to rotate. Then
tioningprocesses. (a) ARMING uIS'-ACCOMPLISHED AS FOI1-

LOWS: Jtbtatiori of the vane drives the governor
12.1OPRTION drum (4) ,directly. A governor spring, (5)- holds

cenirifugal'weikll4s in ~do(t-tith- this drum; --de-
Fig. i2-8' illustrateseFuze,. Bomib Nose, MA98, 'sign, of -the spring and, weights, .povfides 'for-a--

that -contains a tither'for both arming And firing,, governing speed, of :approxim~ately- 1950t rpm.
processes. Tepats operate as 0olos Upn his~ffiotion- translated throu'te-afolw- b ngh-a gear reduction

release from -the -aircraft and^ consequient with- (6)-dri~'es the arming gear (7). 'The arming~delay
drawal- of aringf wire, the arming pin (1) is- is determiined- by-the arc 'through which, this gear,

AFIERR INGIN WIRN M-AR N SE

2-TE PINN-'I AN SLICER
VANE WO 0- PEMOIMER

ARIN (W -

SECIO AA

EN 7VE

Fiue 0-.Fz, obNsM9

Z, I ARMNG PN 8-AMIN12TE 9

FIRIN ' PI 9 SICER
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must rotate to index 'a notch, in it with -the The mass,, 6.34 x i0.7 slug, is calculated from
a g stem (8). The stem themmoves.forwArd volume and density; the spring constant,, 6.43
ahd allows the slider (9) to move by sping action in.-lb, is obtained from-Table6-1; and.by letting
,bringnthe'primer,(10) into line with the-firing S'be 0.55,in,, one-half the maximum.tr vel (the
p- andthe rest of the explosive-train. A spring same- as x), the time-is.found to be -4.5 ifisec.
loaded detent (11),thendrops into a hole in the This 'short time mayobe neglected. Even, With-a

'slider and holds-itin the aimed-position. 'friction force .of 1 ,b, the-time is only extended
(b), FuNCTIONINGIS ACCOMPLISHED to .6-mse. For all wpractical..purposes then, the

AS'FOLLOWS: Ejection of the- ariing, pin re- time- to eject the arming pin may be neglecled
moves a~prjectiononit "from, a slot in theDisk in coniputing the ain- ing delay. __

A'bl9,,T5.('12)' '7a11owing the m'ei&'t
Itart. Staiti g isassuyd by a spring-loaded wm- 12-4.3 THE PRoPELLER
ber (nitsh1wn) which sweeps across the escape
whelimpating -motion to-it. The timing disk The propeller has twovanes which act like the
levejr(13) ridsthe periphery of'the disk assembly blades of a windmillas shown, on Fig, 12-8. They
until tiie nbtch iiithe disk.from'which' e arming

pin was ejected indexes with the lever The sprihg -_loaded lever thendrops into theslot-releasing 0.090

sytem.of lgeis.which intumreleagsesthe spring-
liaded' retainer firihg.pini spring (4).This retainer

then drives the firing pin into the priinerfiring -

the fuze. The functioning delay.is dbtermihed by 0.16
the, ar through which the Disk Assembly, T5.
,must-.-r6tate. before the system, of levers, is ac- _ o

The functioning, delay may.-.be set in 0.5 sec
'intervals between 4 and' 91 sec. This is accom-
,puished by rotating the head and bearing housing o.1 "-

assembly relative to-thelbody assembly. 'The arm-
ing delay is automatically~set at about half the
functioning, delay.PRING PI N

12-4:2 THE ARMING PIN

The arming pin must be.removed before the
disk assembly can turn. Fig.12-9 shows the-de-
tails of the arming pin assembly. The arming pin
is held ,by a cotter -pin, during shipment and in-
stallation in the bomb rack. The initial spring
load on the cotter pin-6an be calculated, from the
equation for a helical spring given-in Table 6-1
and by using Fig. 12-9; it is'found to be 3:53lb. COTTER PIN 7 -

The shear stess on thepin is then 580 psi which 0'oi2 .610

is well within normal limits.
Compuiation of time to airis based on Eq.

6-3 without friction or'on Eq.,6-6 with friction.-
Ifone assumes negligible friction, the minimum 0 -j-"- .30 2
time, t for the arming pin-to move a distance Sis 0.0478
then obtained'(see-pars. 6-2.2,2 and 6-2.2;3 for 0.350
terms) NOTE.- ALL DiIVIENSIPNS IN INCHES

t, os"

k (12-3) Figure 12-9. Arming Pin Assembly of Fuze, M198

1210
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ifhile- air W a it a high ate to turn the instanice; a safety device such -fas -a m n wr

of the fist Ahaft'of the'gear reduction, train, to, employ ant-octopus I-type device jn- which -the
The power output of, the vanes depends upon aiinng'Wires from 'the separate bornbs are 'con

Oier, efficiencyl -in- assimilitting th'energy of nectej' to-one pawl on the bomb-rack.,
tharstrt~an., If the, vanes are teated jike-sails,

an, ,expression for- -the power, developed, 11,, 12.5.2 DEPTH4 BOMBS
ftlb/s:e, is

'Depthr'bombs are dropped fibm' aircraft and

'I =Ap (v -v~ in'0s are-expected&-to explodeAftr intking -to a cer-
P 2g 124 tamn depth.. Fuze acltions,'then -follow, this se-

quenice:. the fuie, rms during, its free fall, water,
where -. is the meadn radius of thevarie in. ;,A is impact does not affect -the fu~e, and the -fuze
the area, is;,P0 i the air density, 'Ibft3; i ,i the functions by the increased waiter pressure-.present
velocity 'behjid-the blade, fps;,,v0. s the- velocity at the required depth. Of the many features hec-
in- front of the'blade, ps; , end -- fheag essair, only the, method -for preventing water
attAck of the vane, ,deg. This equation reuie impact-fr~m affecting~the'fuze will be discussed.

e Jpircal -validation beas~h eoiyote- Let Fuze, Bomib Tail, AN"MARK 20(i.1.0

air stream -near the vane~is, now, known. If'we as. serve als an example.
sume a,.vanq ang;6 0 of 200, the air near the vane This, fuze is armed-, Ai heair before it hits,the
-moving at -42 phi -(61. 6, fps), an, increase in air- wateR. The arming.-processrleases detents (5)
soee~d after passing through the vanie by 10p1 that. free t1he- depth spring, (9). Upon water stir-

67:76~-, .ps lOfadscanreof004 in2 face impact, the -firing plunger (Th tends to move

and-ia radius of 1.2 in.,Ahe-powergjeneritted-will forward' into the- firing pin (6), but thle inertia
be 10.5 watt, The'-diefsity of air P. is assumed. counterbalance (8) re strains it. An approximlate'

tobe0087 l/t 3  hu tepoe gnrae setback force may be, calculated from Eq. 5.10
is S~ightly more than-that cc-:,sumedby 'an elec- from the drag force on the 'bomb because ~the
tric clock. drag coefficientfor the bomb, in water is the

same as th~at for'the-bomb in air',

12-5 SPECIAL FUZES While boinb'velocit varies' with drop height,
velocity reaches a constant value eventually when

A nuber>of pecil fzes re ued n 'bmbs the drag force in air just equals the bomb weight.
A4 tha coero arosptcil ues are~g, ue'bomb his f~S.steady.v-l yo .ttainedd during free -fall, -is,,

_ _ -' --- ~also the 'Wei dfti .eiy ~.53'"ther
ters deth bmbs an framenatio bobs; used' to determine K. (see par. 5-3.1.1 'for

12451 BOMB CILUSTER temt

Bomb clusters-are used to drop several bombs ID - 12p,,d2V 2  (12-5)
'at one time with one born b'sightirig. Usually,
several small -bombs are enclosed in a, single from which, the force on the part of weight
casing. Ani-explosive device -disrnpts the casing is firm Eq. 5-10
and separates, the 'bomfbs before th,6y strike the F £~ 7 I
ground. Hence, a- fuize -is needed to operate the P '(26

exposie dvic. Sncethis fuze,'ft inctions~ffirly.
close to the, aircraft, low qtplosives, such as
black powder or -nitrocellufkSs, are specified- when the densities of waterP,, and air P0 at 2000
with initiators simnilar-to cartridge primers, Of, are substituted in-Eq. 12-q.

A course, each" bom~b -has its,-own 'fuize that must The counterbalance weights (8) are~effective
not be initiated by the cluster, fuze'. because they Icreate a larger moment, than the

If the bombs are -too large to ~be enclosed in firing plunger (7)-at the pivot'pini (3).. Eq. 12-6 is
one casing, they may bepacked in a bundle that. used to calculate the forces from which the stress"
separates ~upon~releas6 from- the aircraft. 'In this in the pivotis; found, (see pair'-6-4.2).

12-11
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D .The operation -of poximity fues rquiresthe >'
following cdmponents: radio transmitter and re- -

-ceiver, selective amplifier,electronic- sitch, elec-
---------- ..... tric detonator, electric power supply,and safintg'

and arming device.-
For, bombs, the radio must be built so that it

is relativelyinsensitive to vibrations,produced-by
the buffeting ofthe air stream. The radio signals

8OT "should be concentrated'in. front of the bomb so,
2- - that the groudwill reflect the waves strongly. A

- l--pvor , - NE'R"IACO N"T dipole, antenna with a'reflector has ilobe-shaped'

4- -wf HS..f , t S. radiation.,pattern as shown 'in Fig. 12-11: The,
-"---wide lobe indicates, that the sensiivity is about

the gamie for all' angles of impact near the .vrti-
Figuie-2. Fluze, Bo b TaiIA cal. Commonangle. of ground Iinpact for.bombs

dropped from various heights-vary from 55? to
Water seeps through, the. water ports, (4),and 7 g2 a hown in-Table 12-2.

(2) into the bellows (1). When the water pres- The proximity fuze is initiated -by circum-
sure exceeds the pressure outside the :bellowis,. stances, explained by -the Doppler principle: "If

Sthe exPansion moves- the firng, plunger. Bellows there-is relative motion between source and- re-
arei anufctured with speifiedpressure-motidh- ceiVer,-the received waves~wfltldiffer infrequency,
ratios. from the trnsmitted waves.-Fig. 12-12 shows the -

condition in which the receiver-gets waves re-
12"5'3-FRAGMENTATION BOMBS flected from the ground just as though-an image

source beneath the ground were sendinigt iem.Frgnnttobombs~contaifi fuzes that may Since thisinmage is equidistant from' grou nd level
be initiated ,either after -a preset time interval or with the s e estarom ground lev-

th source, 'it moves toward- the ground sur-
upon target'influenbe 6 . Theprxny fize ff-te fproxiity face at. the same velocity as the bomb falls. The
;lustrates the latter initiation featdres. Proximity receivedfrequency f is

* -fuzes'detonate'themssile upon its approach to a
target (a-direct hit is not required). In many in- ICL + VL\

*stances, explosion before ,actual contact is the fr ft ( - , cycle/sec (127)
cofiditionmwhich max'mumdmt is inflicted.. - - -

Tli ic nept f-~ 60eratinof 'pro~iit f uz es-
is offered merely as an introduction to the sub- in which CL is the velocitywof the radio-aves,I wf is the e ~c sfit e o ndl v, thel
jct of proximity fuzes.. These fuzes are treated L is - quency trhsmitted, and -vL= v the

in detail in other publications -,t vertical velocities of receiver and source. Since
Since, proximit fzes detonate as they ap- the bomb velocity v, << CL , the expression for

proach, the target, ,,they are ideal for, bombs in- fAcan be approximated~by
tended, to 'be exploded as air bursts. Air bursts
have, advantages over ground bursts because frag- s (128)
.ments-of an exploded-bomb and dispersedchem- rt = 'a

icals ,travel- in relatively straight lines. A ditch or
slight hill offers a high degree-6f protection4rom :ahd.-the -difference in- :frequencies' -becomes
gr ound bursts to soldier-6r truck. If the bomb ex- 2v ft/cL.
-plodes in the, air, fr-agments or chemicals will be The receiver comparesthe two signals (the re-
hurled into foxholesor over barriers so that the flected and a portion of the transmitted) by am-
shielding effect is greatly reduced. The height at plifying,'the beat'frequency note (2v, J'/L)pro-
which an air burst produces its maximum-damage, duced by the. two signals. The amplitude of-this
-is rather critical. Itmust be high enough to ex- note depends upon the amplitude of the reflectedpose the proper targetarea but not so high-that signal which, is' a function oftarget range. In this
the targetis beyond the lethal range of fragments way, fuze initiation is controlled by bomb-target J,
or the-optimum range of chemicals. distance;

12-12 , ]
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cap. Withdrawal of the firing-pin fromi its posi -nismh that provides a delay of 0.8 to.1.3-sec, at
tion against the side of,'th6 rotor permnits the which time the stab detonator is in line with-ithe
spring-loaded rotor to-turn. However, rotation- firing, pin. The, explosive trainconisists of:-deto>-
of the -rotor is slowed- down. by- it delay rnebha- nator, lead, booster pellet, and'shaped charge.
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-CHAPTER' 13
STATIONARY AMMUNITION FUZES

13-1 GENERAL 'aianually, mechanically by minelayer, .or- de-
livered aerially.

Stationary ammuniin, such as a mine, is am- FuzeM603, a-typicaLmine fuze, is shown in

muiition thatis set intoplace'to impede enemy, Fig. 1-5, iiistalled'in the'high explosive-Antitank
advance. Whereas other ammunition iraveis tb Mine,M1l5. When pressure is applied tothe top;
the taget, staionary aifimunition demands that aBelleville spring is reversed and drivesthe firing'
'the tar et aproach,it. 'Its fuzes are designed with pin into th detonator
the samde considerations as tho,! for other ammu- 'Laiid mmes are triggered mechinically,-by pres-
nition exiept.hat environmental fbrces c'annot sure, (as Fuze, M603), pull, or release 6f tension.
ulually be used- for arning action. Fuzes fOr sta 'Pressure~opeated' ahtipersonniel mines are de-
tionary ammunition contain a triggering, device, signed the triggered by. loads of auput 25 lb.
two independentarmingactions, afidaneplosive , Antitankmines are designed so that they will not
oitput charge. Incendiary and chemical-charges initiate. when, a person walks on them.. They are
ari used:occisionally. Stationa ammUnition is triggered by a force from'200 to 750 lb. Hidden
often hidden from view 'by buying it in -the trip wires can be used to set off, the mine when
gr6und; planting 't under water, or disguisi-git pulled (tension) or cut(terision releases).
in-harmless !okifig objects (boobytraps). Fiizes lifluence devices such as magnetic dipneedles
are initiated ;by mechanical or electrical stimuli or magnetomefrrs ,may also be used to'fire anti,
through eitheicontact or proximityaction of the tank ininesift cases where .it is desirablefor firing
approaching target. to occurbetw eethe treads of thevehicle. Here, ,

:technology must be applied, involving study-of
S 13-2 LAND MINES the magnetic disturbahces produced by moving

armor of the-weight-and speed'it'is.desired to in,
13 21 LAND MINE TYPES terdept, and the heading in, the earth's magnetic~field.

A land mine is a-charge of high explosive, in fl

cendiary mixture, or chemical:composition en- 13-2.2 REVERSING BELLEVILLE SPRING-TRIGGER
Scasedin a-metalic or.nonmetal'ic housing-with
an, appropriate fuze, firing device, 'or both that Reversing. Belleville springs provide aconven-
is designed to, be- adtuated unknowingly 'by ient method for initiating land mines. 'When a
enemy personnel or vehicles. Although meant to force is'. applied to this special type of' Belleville
damage or destoy enemy vehicles ,anl oer spring in one of its equilibrium positions, the

materiel or to kill brincapacitate enemy person- spring flattens and theni moves iapidly into its,
fiel, the primary fufidt_-on of a land mine is to de- other equilibrium position. Asindicated in Fig.
!ay'and restrict the movements-of the enemy' ,2. 134, the spring does. not require any external

Land mines are divided ito two generalbiases, force to snap- through to the second position
designated dntipersonnel and antitank. Anti- after passing the flat position. These springs are
personnel mines may be of fragmentation or designed with' the equations below. In applying
blast type. Both types may lie, designed' to ex- the equations it is important that dimensions be
plode in place, whether buried'or emplaced'above consistent The spring force is given by
ground.,0thers;'known as bouhding.mines, con-
tain^,an expeling c-harge othat'projects the frag- 4
menting component of the mine aboveground be- F hE)h(h - y) t + t3 ybe 2(l _ ,,,2)B

fore it detonates. Antitank mines are used against d0 )

Staeks a ind other wheeled- or tracked vehicles. (13
These mines may I* of the blast type or-may em-
ploy the shaped charge effect. Mines are emplaced F maximumoccurs when

i3-1
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APPLIEO FORCE For purposeS of reliable initiation, the designer

-may pr~fer to place the detonator at th, hposition
in which the, firing pin has the maximum -kinetic

ts " , -energy. This position is found by further derivas,
SPRING "tions based 6nthe above equations 3 .

Suppose a reversing Belleville spring is needed
PIN fora mineihatls actuated by.aminimum force

of 35, Ib. According to the space-available do
JI :, do, -" may be 2 -in. and d = 0.5 in. For nonmagnetic

PRIMEand nonmetallic mines a- phenolic laminate i
-' = 13.5 x lWs psi,,v = 0.3), iS used for the-

(A) Applicatioh of FOrce spring material. This leaves the spring height-h
and'th-ethickness t to be deterined. Eqr 13-2
gives the deflection y for'imaximum pressurein
terms of,handjt. As' trial let t, = 0:025 in. and
h -0.25 in. so that y bedomes'0.107in. Substi-
tutibn ofthese values in Eq. 13-1 gives the maxi-
mum spring force F as 144'1b which, is too great
for a 35 lb actuating-force.

For a second ,trial; h is reduced to 0.15 in.
from which y at, the miaximum load becomes
0.066 im Then from Eq. 13-1, the maximun

(8)India/ion of Primer force becomaes 31 lb. This valuefalls' withinthe
specifiedliiit.

Figure 131. Action of Reversihg Belleville Soring It remains to determine whether the spring
material will withstand the stresses caused by
this load. Eq. 13-4 indicates that the maximum

2(132) stress 'in the spring oax is 49;000 psi which is
, h- /h 2 not excessive for a phenolic laminate.

where E is the-moduilus Ofeiasticity of the mate- 13.2.3 PULL-RELEASE TRIGGER
rial; . 'is the leaftthickness, y is the spring deflec-
,tion,,h-isothe initial distance-ofthe.leaf.from~the

center point (see Fig. 13-1), v is Poisson's ratio 'Tntes'th6 iuse 'i a tri ha...ii m
aretrates the use of a trip wire.,One foa land minefor themaer d isthe mater d. inner is shown -in Fig. 13-2'. The main fuze body is

diameters, respectively. B ,s the foliowing pa- mounted' firmly to the mine. The trip wire is
rameter stretched across he expected path of enemy ad-

6 (d - d4)2 . vance and the slack taken -up by turning the
B= (13-3) knurledknob. The safety cotter pin is removed

0 d In (d/d )  and the device cocked by turning the, knurled

knob until the safety pin can be removed from
Maximum stress-'ar 0ccurs on- the inner edge its slot. The shoulder on the safety pin andthe
of'the spring when y = h and is given by safetywire are interlocks that require 'the device

d. 0 _ d  0i to be armed 'in this sequence. The device is now
4Eh- '7___ d. readyt betriggdred..

(an -2 d d The pull-release device also serves to provide
2  n (d. -d )2 (13-4) an antiremoval feature. When the mine is buried

d 1 / 0  in the,giound, the device isplanted-on the mine

t' with the Wire attached to the ground. Personne,
+2 d (do + d1 ) who remove the mine will set the-fuzeoff.

The essential part of the trigger is an expansible
socket shown schematically in Fig. 13-3. When a

13-2
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4 - - -DETONATOR~

SAFETY -C0OTTER4 PIiN

4 ~BODY
-'IIG PIN- SPRING

SAFETY P:.N

CKUID KNOB

-SAFETY, INTERLOCK
FIRING PIN FINGERS

'Figure 13-2. 'Pull-release Device

-tension is applied to the trip wire, the trip plun- faces6f the fingers, the equations of-ec,iiibrium
ger auid thp'firing piwt fur cantilever spring, will be
fingers move-to -the right and compress the coil F F,
spring. 'If the-large section of the fingers passesn F4 0 s 1 FIT sinO =- (36

4- 4
firom-beneath the shoulder, only the stiffness of
the fingers and the friction at the joint can retard F1 =F , sino - PyF, CoO
their opening.-,As,- the..sprinig~force-k, -increases,, 'The- two -equations- are- s olved---simultanfeously-
'the forces at point B increase causing the fingers wihE.1--oyelthtrp ie rgein-
to deflect and the joint to separate.- The trp freF predclrtt -ie
plunger continues to the, right, and- the firing,
pin is di"Ven into the detonator by the firing .ATCEE D

Pin spring.
The -forces on the- trip plunger and finger are L

-' ia-led on Fig. 13-3. The force F1  atn as,\d
the, reaction- to -a concentrated-load on a canti- 'ONL mCO

lever, beam) is given by Sectin A -A En/orglhvtf 0, point aB1

SMOULOER-

F1  3IA , (3.5' -FORCE'

where y is the deflection,-at B, Iis the effective -- /FTRiP OC

legt f hefngrEisthe modulus of elasticity, GC

and 'A i's the second moment of areaat~the sec- FIiN-

-- tion AA .,Any consistent-set of dimensions may Figure- ij-3. -Expansible Socket of Pull-re lease
b -used.

If F, is the-component of F1 normal to the Dvc

13.3
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Sten-footwir,1= 120 inS 6 n-,S,03tn-
b ~(13-7) and ,F-=817 lb;jtien .F, 1.2 lib.

/ 13-3 SEA MINES
where-IL -4 the coe ffici~rit of- friction.,andI y is
the def'lection, necessa ry-fqr the parts to separate. 'Sea mines are. expibsive devices~placed, irnthe

The- -following design criteria are, evidpt: path of vessels to impede thei porss. The in-
(1)fo a enitme rip'wreth reuiedtrip 'herqnt-strengtil .of-. a, ship requires that sea inines

'forceshfou14 not be-.great, hence (2) thie fingers 'contain, large explosive charges, usually -HBX, or
should niot be -too stiff 'yet should, return to, the TNT. They are actuated When touched or closely
closcd position quickly sohsf~ oegg he approiached by a ship; Since co6ncealmient; in, wat'er
shouideron~t he-firing-stroke., isreiitivej. ead'y, size- is not necessarilY, limhited

To. d&sigiiv a devicesimilar, to that in 'Fig. 13-2j, soj-hit generally there is abundant space-for the
Ahe designer fiiight_ stait with, steel, -fingers one fuze-mechainisnms.
ii'chlong. The cross setion of -the finciers must All-naval' underwater'miiines fall within one or
be a quadrant of a ring so that- its second momemnt the, other of two broad classes, independent or
oCarea is controlled.G Oce planited and armed, indepehdent

(1~\ 8 4 - ~) 2 mines are actuated automatically by the--pr0esence-I
4,;) - of a ship, In contra't, conitrolledmines trnmit

A=~~Ti~h~~J~r2 dur-r)(38 nlelectrical sig1 alto awshore statioL When a ship
2 1 passes. Personnel st-the shore station may either

where r and r-,are 'the infier and outer, radii, anee~6sreth inlo ny deoaete
rtpciely. If 'r- 0.36 in. and r, 0.10 in., mine -by a -return 'signal. This, broad system of

'A 20 x~106 in Th raialinteferncebe- classifying miths is cut across -by three otherj
tween fingers and'trip-,plunger can'be 0:065'in.. classification, mrethods, nameply:, (1)' method of
'From 'Eq. 13-7 withlO -= 300',, the plfocon planting (by minelayer, submarine, or 'aircraft),
the trio wire'-must be 8 lb t~o release the firing ,(2) position -after, plantinj'(bo ttom, nioored. or
pi1*n. th rpwrei e ti teiftin)g),,!and (3) b - type, of firing mechanism .,

d~ice'i -The fiing me'hanism carf'be activated by con-
cocked, the firing pi~pigis compressed two :tact (electroclidmical,gavnormcnil

inches. In this condition-thefingers.,will -not be ato)rbynfucnce (antcaosio
forced apart(Ft. 7.6 lb) and thi'body shoulder Pressure action).
will continue to restric thi cntie' cin Safet is, provided in a number 'of- Ways. Sur-
Onily after the spring. has, been compressed'ar fct-i''iesisalyhv soluble washer thdt-
other 0.30 iny. 'can the increased section jiass the prevents arming until the washer has been dis-
body shoulder. Since the spring-, force now ex-! solved- by sea water (see par. 8-8). Aircraft laid
ceeds the 8-lb release requirem Ient, the fingers can, Mines employ an arming wire. just like bombs. "

open to rehease the fliig pin. Suibmarine mines have-a positive lock safety bar
To'dterinethesenitiity ofthedevce o ~ which falls :free when the mine is ejectLd from a

Toping- fore the f61iiv seaatn the detonato the A
ii~~~ed~ loi- qainmyb torpedo tube. Detonator safety is provided by

u~ed hydros Itatic extender mechanism is a conm'momi de-
F1 S-.S 21S, +'S, / \?Vice for Moving the detonator close to the-

F,. - (13-9) 'booster charge. Many ines'also have a timing
- .~,) 4 ' / echanism to delay arming for a preset time

wer F e prng ore~t-elese Sis after planting. This 'same timer can oalsosrea
wher is the then- oso, servedeS ash

di'stance the spring must be compressed. from theL __________

cocked position t6 release the firin~g pin, I is'the St- ---- s-------- Ft
trip wire length, -anid S t is the distance from the
fuze to the tri*p force. This 'is il'ustrated on Fig. 4
13-4.

If the tripping force -occurs at the centerof a Figure 13-4. TripWire Action

13;4
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" a self-destruction-iniechanism tb-destroy the mine UAF;IAEK

after. a fixed elapse of- tm.

* 13-4'BQB.YTRAPS V

Boobytr-aps are expibsive charges-fitted-with a3 TCET

detonator,-aid, a firing devi~e,,all usually con-
pealed and set~to explo'de when an unsuspectig'I HL

- - per.n tp riggers its 'firingt- mechaism- as by, step- ~k
ping. upon, lifting, or -moving'harmless looking-
objects'. The- pressure-release. type' firi devica%
(mousetrap),is an example.' Fig. -187 5' illustrates
the action'of theM5' Firing Device. The release FIRING PINt

plate has a-long-lever so that a--light weight Willsot' 5
restrain it The spnng,-propels the firing pin A(YP \~

against, the porimne'r when the -release plate lifts. PIE

The firing-pin spring tuins',the firing pin through -

an angle of about 1800. COUPLING BAWi

The ex'plosive train in- the fuze consists simply ~
* of" the firing pin and- a Percussion primer. A-tuibe

directs the~flash .to'the'b6ase cup which. is coupled
at the threads. Nordelayi is, iisd>' Safety'is~pro- A-TR I

vided by a safety ~ininserted-and~held by acotter
pin- so* asto prevent the release -plate from~lifting -.
The 'firin pi 4srngi of the torsion type in-
which a wire coil is wound as the device is cocked. ,gtire,13-5. Pressuri-ree sFiring Device, M5
This spring'force is calculated from the equatioh,

provides static friction on -the shaft., When a
'A focei xre o h-,pull wire, the spring de-.

-F 0- (13410)- "flects until the force'is large enouglt to overcome'
_ir shaft frictio n; At this imze the' -shaft slip -s through 'lk
wh~e 1is he engh o th s r.is the lever am the explosive arnd'wip~s-aainst the igniter mix.

-of the-force F-,-aid'Oisth-angle-of'-,tWA in-rad for- The--friction- generate6s- enough'-heat--to--start--the
the coil. For this spring'tihe approximate dimeni- chmcsretignodrtogiethcag.

sion miht e- 0 ~0 ~ ,0.5in. d~ Design. of-this mechanism, therefore, depends

0.035~~~~ ~ ~~ 4ns ht'A*~ .7 06i~ critically upon the -force reuired to -ove'cm

A 64 satfriction. The spring should' store:-enough
E 30'x 16psi, -and.,O0.-7 rad. F then- is 28 lb, enierg-y to extract 'the~ shaft, once motion 'is

anbcueof the-7-:1 lever jatio, t Ihe force on, started,, because the- rise ini temperature at thie
-the release * Jate will be about 44lb. Thus, a-heavy jr~erfade of head and- explosive is'a fUnction" of
book could serve ag the bait for-this boobytrap., !4aft Velocity.

Adifferemit method -ol iniiating boobytap
is employed 4ii -hM Firing Device, -shown in FRICTIGN COMPOSITION
'Fig. 4-6s. A f riction d evice initiates afuze from COATED HEAD -

the heat created' by an action similar to that of a
Safety mnatch being- pulled through a, pair of-.C.
striker covers placed face to face. The-head-of SHT

the Wire, coated With a. fri~tion, comtposition,. , UPR

*usually a red phosphorus compqund&i supported - /UL
in a channel by a silicone Conmpound. The igniter IGNIT--CR
compound may'be a mixture of ptsimchl- MI

rdte, charcoal, and dextrine.
'In addition to servinig? as a, seal, the silicone Figure 13.6. Firing Deyice, M2

13.5'
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-CHAPTER. 14
'DESIGN- "GUIDANCE

14-1 NEED FOR DESIGN DETAILS' are due to oversight, Fuzedesigifers are'apt to.
consider' _copo'i ~ -as-. coMpI'etJ' iteis with.

Beaie iltay uzs resujete t geaer litl ~atni -given to 'their ffitferials, of con-

rigors than-switches, timers, or other-corfne'cial, stru.ction Until a failure or high contact'registance
-dbvice, their design rqieunusual care afdat- occurs That could pos§sibly 'ete.rsito h

tention to detatiled feature&~ Fuzes mu~st function outgassing, of organic plastic 'materials. 'Erratic
reliably, operate over .a wide range dt-efiviroh- contact-behfavior 6an be minimized-by hmonitor-
menits, and perform, Without, mainitenaince aft-iri -i~
long-;storae -Nocommhffecialvsystem; be-ilec; ~ontitii ra saeaefrl wth
tricil or _mechanica, s called upon to,,fxlfill'all- 'idg situations a~nd cornpromis must. always be.
o f hese stringent conditions. Once the fuze'has, -made keeping in'mind .the most critical charac-
beeniI manufactured,, it is 'sttred, 'until' used. It teristics to, bie §atisfied. The -contact, material'
must. then-performf asitended. For this reason, should. have the 1following ideal characteristics'
lihe- fuze designer rfistriiake certain.jthat all de- (1) Conductivity- of copper or silver
tqis~aie ~given -their, Pr6pqr ak'enti6n -du~ring, de- (2) Heat resistance of Itungsten
sign ifia'devetom~en' -(3) Freedom from o; idttion ofplatinum or

Guidaiice -is 'provided in~this Chapter for sey- palladium
era deais. his iforatin-complements the (4) 4esistance to, orgaffic film, formation of

onsidedtinsin .fuze design .(Chapter ,9) con- gold
cend ithahving the fuze functioncas intended (5) Ihexpehsiveneiss of ~iron.

as welsthe- general' design considerations There, are two) distinct typcs ,of contact coni-
(Chapter 2) treatinfg such factors as design philos- -taniination, organic' or tir . Ifilin 66htamination
ophy, economics, standardization, and-,human arhd, poirticle o6i particulate -contaminationt'. The
factors engineering. Some of the details presented edffect 'of 'particle contamination can be highly

:4 ~~'here pertain to common components- such a's 'disastrous becauseof itseracbhvirMotr
switch contacts or 'time setters. Other's treat the tests can 'show low resistancefor. h'undiods ,of

use6 o materil n~urcnsthe-selectionf operations with -a sudden ~rise1 to~very-highjre

Which can adversely., affect -fuze performnance sistance value. Sipcnta 1 pri~~cnb un
'KSubjects like tolierancing, potting; and packaging Mivay by the qconL,6tcirent,.anc Vo votg~ t is

deal 'With assembly proble-s. evident tlat partictilate uouitarnmati'on can per-
'sist,.for a-Vebin tie r ani fimcn, ii

1442. REVENTION OF CONTACT CONTAMI- -nation, oi-ithe othelr hanid; will grenerlly indicav, ,
NATION agradualfieithe contc eitneadcn

partialy bu'rnt, awdy, if, 'thc voltaes.' are hiigh',
The widrspread use- of transistor, circuits in 'enough. '

-fuies for -electromnechanial devices such' as re-, Particle c6hitaifffiatioh. can- be c'aus~id' biy:
lays'and switches~has emphasized the problem of ('1), Poor choice of Thisilaitg rin'AterialI
contact failure in. low-level switching -circuits. ~-2) Poor-cl6dniin. or' ahiie I n inse
Since 'transistor- &icuits are charaicterized~by fow parts
voltages and currencs, care must be exercised in (3) Use of poor,grades, of intelrnal gas
-the.-selection'wof the-conitacts employed. A high (4) Normal weari or erusidfi particl'6.
percent of relay failures can be charged directly 'Organic' film contfirinatio 'ha bse caused by:
to contact failure; One of the most prevalent fac- (1) 'Poor' choice of~insuiating materials- "

tors tacussc6htact failures, is contamination (~.Inferior clearming~techrique§'
S which, result in, excess contact resistance and, (3) No bake-out f organic- Art§

Wear. (4) Poor choice bf~iolderin -techniqties
Many switch'contact contamination problems (5)' Poor-h-ermetic scaling

14-1
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(6) Lubicating oils
-(7) Organic dyes present in anodized prdte- .

'When contamination-particle 6r organic:fili.-
occursi the following steps hould be taken:

.(1), Determine -if 'the.,contact .requirements.
are realistic.

(2) -Pet" ne 4f wipig -actio,-Andcontctr-
-.psi~fesf'canbeincre-asedd without adversely af-,

fecting,theoperatioWof thb.d&Vice:
(3)- Make an initial, simple chemical analysis"

test Of contaminant.
(4) Determine if- the contamination p6blem-""

is of a particle -nature, organic film nature, or
bot. Smeof hemethods 'for analysis, are,

solubility testsi, spectrographic -analysis, chem-
ica spot'tests, micoscoo0py,.
electron, diffraction, X-ray diffraction, radio-
active tricers, infrared' spectroseopy, and plastic
replica,.

(5) Take appropriate st psto eliniinate.the
'contamination by acomplete materials review of. . -

-metals, insulators, and gases used, an -inispction
of the manufacturer's-quality control and clean- Figre 14-1. Packing BOx' and Fuz. Supports
,ing techniques, ind _an inspection of the.,Validity
of test results for thehermnetic seals.

14-4 LINKAGE OF, SETTER COMPONENTS
14-3 PACKAGING

Designs of mechanical setter devices should
Safety in transportion and storage depends include consideration Of the linkage of thesetter

to a large degree on-how the fuze i packaged. Al- components and ,setter display components in
though:speifications and packaging designs have conjunction, With the device being ,et.
,been standardized, the desiginr sldibe fa- 'The-,PaMalal-mechanicallinkage-(Fig 1-4-2(A)),
miliar with',the v'ious -levels of shipment as they permiti ' concurrent positoning of setter displiy
might ,afect his design. A Packaging handbook components-and the item to be set.This tpe of
should be consuled3 . linkage, could cause the display of a false reading

'Forthe most-part,, the packaging of fuzes has because- the setter display does pot hecessarily'
'n-rita hdardized4 .For 6verseas shipment (Level 'have to, agree vith, the information actually set
A), 8 artillery or 10 rocket fuzes are-packaged in into item,(thelinkageto 6itherthesetter dipiiay
a, Water-vaporpioof, rectangular, quick-opening componentsor item being set could be faulty).
type, metal boxhaving polystyrene supports to The series linkage (Fig. 14-2(B)) is little improve-,
contain the fuzes ('Fig. 14-1). Two metal boxes ment rover the'first because the linkage to the
are -overpacked with a wooden wirebound box. item to be set could be deficient even though a
Forlong term storage (Level B), 36 metal boxes setting is displayed. -Deficisricies are more prone
of packaged fuzes are placed in apaIllet type'box, to occur inthe high-torque gea trains of the item
For interplant shipment (Level-C), theassembled to be set rather than in the low-torque gear trains
or partially asseibled fuzes are packaged' in a of the setter display asseinbly -(the, linkage, be.
fiberboard carton utilizing the same polystyrene tween,-the two could shear. The,most ieliable-
supports used in the -metal boxes. The rocket and safest linkage (at io increased' costs) -is a
fuzes areplaced in a carton having. an,-eggcrate ,diffrefnt series linkage (Fig. 14-2(C)):in -which
type separator. The cartons are overpacked with -the 'setting actually positioned' into, item being
an inexpensive-wooden wireboundbox. set is displayed after the fact of ictual'setting.

14-2
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(A) -comodund',and (7),potting compounds may af-
tAP CO MoENtS ETR-IPAY TE feet the electrical ch~racterisicsofacrit

-'NNS 8EN~STThe most commlon. ty'eCs 'of potting -corh- §
(LO TOQUE (I~ OROEN pouhds4 inuse are: epoxies, polyurethane poly-

-esters, and silicohiie. Typica c -haracteristics; of-
SETR S~tTER-DISPLAYI IT these potting nateriLS5 are-shown-in Tlable 14-1K

ALOW TOR~UE (HIGHTOQE
-~.. TO9U) patiblwith, explosives. If the.,potting-resin and

'S~lRexplosiV6'areL not, in -close proximiity, inicomhpati-
SETTER "I SF bility, is-'of ittle c'oncern. Curing of? some resins-(CST I;PU COPOENTS

NT directly 'in contact wfih explogives is the-most
-risky. condition., Also; intimate mixtures,,of-pre-

14-2 Likag ofSeter ompnens cred' resins with certainexplosives may be'dan;
Figuregerptis.4t ithe amine curing-,agent and lnot the

resin -itself that is incompatible with- an- explo-
'14-5 MATERIALS sive., Frequently, acid, anhydride -curing agents

-can be used near explosives if temoeratures are
The characteristics and properties of-the 6ngi- not too high In any event, the fuze-designer

'peering materials used' in. the- constru.-,tion :of should, always specify that mater ili4 used near
fuzes are, best deternmined -by- consulting hand- explosives 'must be compatible with them6.
books and specification sheets prvvided thv manu- The potting, comipound desired for a "fuze
facturers. The mffaierials- are .Continuously sub- AsseibI' 'shouild:
ject to improvements, because, of-development (1) ?Hermetically, seal the unit from~ ts-ein-
work, and- technical dta are subject to constant vironment with 'a minimum of stress at the
revision. This paragraph,, therefore, presents in- 'boundaries and'a,,minimumn of'strain in the-resin
formation. only on a few specialmaterials of par- iiself.
ticular ,inte rest to' the fuze designer. (2), 'Support the unit and cushion it. from

shock. This requires some resiliency at all oper-
i 4-6.1: POTTI NG COMPOUNDS ating' temperatures.

(3) Provide good electrical' i 'nsulation at all
Potting compounds are used to encapsulate freq1qencies, and- low abortn epeilya

etectronic ,parts for protection against-tempera- high fr~quencies.,
turb, pressure, moisture, dirt, corrosion; fungus, (4) Protect the unit from extreme tempera-
'rbiftion, -shock,- and--arcing-;between '-compo-- -ture> changes,. yet dissipate the internal ea
-nents.- generated.

The electronic components of-rnioderate.power -(5) Be transpajelit s, thaft em bede.ld com--
-rating, such. as-those- used, in fuzes, arc more re- ponient's can'be. seen.
liable, and have loniger-life when properly encap- (6), Have good adhesion to all potted surfaces
sulated. In this case the pottinig material provides including sides of the container.,
not, only protection, from the adverse environ- (7) Hive A curingor baking tmperature not
me Ints but also structural rigidity. -higher than' 1500 F. Have low-iter'nal- tempera-

bDisadvantage ofptigeectronic compo- -tures due to controlled, slow exothermal reaction.
'4,nents are: -(1) replacing~mires and components of (8) N6t-shrink duringcuring.

a potted assembly, is almost-impossible,.(2),qcorn- 1(9) Not becomfe brittle at. ,temp~ratures as
pounds geierall y do not Wvithstarnd very, high or- low as -~65o F,, ielt at'I high temnperatures, or lose
very low temperature, (3) §inc6e the potting-,ma- any of the ab6ve desirabIe qualities at any- op -
terial' odcupies all- fiee spate in an-assemibly,,it erating te6mperature.
sometimes 'adds weight to, the assemblyi (4) the, (10) Resist deterioration by the weather and
circuit must. bespecifically designed for potting, chemical' agents.
(5) extra time and labor are required to clean the (11),,Be compatible with -the~effbedded corn-
circuit ad to protet components prior to em- pnbt and adaetmaterials.,
bedment, (6) component heat is trapped and-re- (1)Ntcueognco 'aticle contami-
-tained by, the insulating, character of the potting nation of electrical contActs (see par. 14.2).

14-3
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TABLE 14A1. C PARISON 00- P1OPERTIES OF-T-YPICAL POfTING MATERIALS,

- ivqr-' The~tUiI Tlg~l'oluxmeIilcit
*iri-'V Sh~rttk'ge' k~p uo, Colkhicilty. citvtk

-Unfile vr lowv-meid, 36w-high low:medium good~exceI;- veiytgqod
*Fillwd (rigi) vetry low-low low high very good-excel. veiy good-excel.-

K" illed (fli6:4le) w-hiih, low-igh mediium g966d-vpry good' very good

*WitV 'very,16w-low V'ery lo* trwfi erl6 go

Fom. ~ vey owlow-high, very low ieyf o (hot avad.)
Pu *ery low-high 'high very low- 'gjodd v. goodl

nk'Fla (rigid) rned-very'high low-high mhediumn good-very good, very good,
'Filled (flie) 6iid.VMr h high, medium godgood-veiy good

Cai(iw ~ y high veyhh excellent !4000

INASI7NAE (iTiV) very~r lowum 0.02 owO02-OO;geiun .04
0.0;hi00101; very high- Very 9 V

(in.Iin. high, meeyilw 20;6low e.le.5. excell.ent,

TEMLCONDUCTIVITY,'(cil/siec/&mi /*00 per cm) x 10"4: veiy low 1'5; low 1.6-4
-40; medliumi 4.1--9.0;h igh,9A-20; very high,20.1.

VOLUME RES ISTIVITY, (ohm-cm): good 10' ' -101' ;very g',od 1O'"-10" ; xcellent

4 ~DIELECTRIC STRENGTH, (volt/il): good 225-399; verogood '40O-500-,exeellent 50 0.

14462 SEALING MATERIALS- rubber, iynthbtic rubber, afid plastics.. Whenever
possible, the dsigner-should us6,this kind of me-

Ini addition -t6; th'ottffig-oni-p-o-uln~ithe'se -chinical--eaI-rather-. han~iui r~atbcu
lection of sealing, methiods forl uzes requires the production -quality~is mhore-readily-assured.-
careful consideration of the desinr rhe locatosadue fsasi typia_ lc

A sealant is a, liquid' or,,pastd which is applied tronic fuze are shown-Ain Fig. t4-3.
to a- joinit to,- prevent or reduce the ~penetrationi The following 'factors must be carefully
of j"se,, liquids, dust. or all of 'these. Two types weighed when- selecting, a sealant or sealing
of jointa oni which e&xants 'are often used in fuze material:
construction are the-buttor crimpedjoifit, and (1) Physical- properties, of, the sealant or'
thfe- threaded joint. A* sealant' used on threads sealing, material, such 'as tensile, strength, comn-
must not act as a, cement for_ the threaded joint, pression set, elongation, and hardness.
but must be easily broken to 'permnit inspection. (2) Chelmicalcomnpatibilit.!lThe seal must be
or, repair of-encl6sed, components. A sealant for chemia coptil wt'hemasfels
a butt or crimped joint'has-greater 'latitude be- lubrimts;. 'explosives, 'acids, or other materials

caseths ~ye f oit is-uiiuallya permnanent to which it may, be exposed .see- also itemn (4)
'one and'ementing is desired. -,belo*).

The term'- sealing materials, is-also one which (3) Storage -characteristics. The' seal must
refers to the sheet sto ck and molded shaoe& of, withstand exposure to aiwidc'range-of environ-
resilient ch'aracter which formh 'the gasket type ments over a long Oeriod'of tithe in storage. A),of seal commonly, used in ies. The materials, (4) Outgassing. Any prioducts of outgassing,
most-often used for"this purpoeicuenua especially' dIn th. uigpoeso the sealing

1qs inld4-4a uigtec'H*gpoeso
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S'- -: material, mustnot causeparicle or organic con- electric and-prximity fuzes, have a number of

laination- of electrical con cts (see-pr. 14-2)- desirable properties. Some-of these-are:
noF-fouling or. corrosion of other fuze parts. (1) They- can be usedrto join metas at reia-

0 - (5) Temperature. tively ow emperatures..
Nosealant or sealing material'has all the qu4i- (2) hey can Withstand-c6nsiderable bend-

ties requied.The problem, the, -is to choose the, ing without fracture.

best combination- of characteristics. Choice is, (3) ,;They ban usually .be applied by simple
usually basd-primarily - on ,the overall physical means h ' be usddwith metalshving rea-
and- chemical properties of the materiidl and- tively low melting,points., '

secondarily 6n -its aging properties. Other-things The ni6st-commonly, used soft solders are tin-
to be considered before a final decision is made lead-alloys. Thse soft solders; have the primary
are availability of materials, cost, ease ofapplica- disadvanage tat h-ey have .low 'sirength, com-
tfon, txicity, useful pot life, and service-life?, paired with the metas usually joined. Character-

The mateials commonly Used, asfsealants in- istics of soft solder alloys are shown -in, Table
-lude- ,various rubbers, neoprene,, polyesters, 14-2."
alkyds,. phenolics, vinyls;, and flexible epoxy Conductive adhesives can sometimes, be, used,
resins". No? sealant has,-been found Which will in applieatiofiswhere heatgenerated during the
pro4ue-a-joint as tight-as-a- well-soldered joint: soldering process might damage temperatue-

- The designer, should look to the present ef- sensitive components. Ty ,pical applicationsbin-
-fort made to apply-one-componentsealers soas, clude bonding barium titanate elements together
to avoid pot iife problems. or to ferrite rods, making electrical donnections

,to battery- terminals,, and repairing printed cir-
P:LYETHYLENE: cuits.

NOSE CUP,

146 -CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

B ASE GASKET Two -important aspDects muist be colnsidered in
he_ design-of a fuze.-First, the componentsmust

be selected and incorporated into the fuze in
-,A*ASN6R NG such ,a manner'that they will- perform ttheir in-

.. m- 8s'tended 'function- properly. Second, the -com-
:ppnents must be assembled into;the complet6d-
fuze so a 's to maintaini their. integity, their re-
lationship with oneT-another, and-their function-
-ng, reliability in spite of-the extremeeiviron-
-ment. to which they are subjected. This-seond -

aspect requires unusual care-in the construction 4

T and assembly of the fuzes, in order to assure
,RING proper performance. -9

144.1- MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS

NOTE' RINGS COATED"WITH OW-CO*NINGT*Pf O Thepermissible volume and weight of the, fuze
SILICONE GREASE OR EQUAL' and its, location -are generally specified at the 2

Figure 14-3. Location of Seals. in a Typical start of a program. The anticipated fuze enviion-
Electronic Fuze ments'during operational'use and during storage,

handliigi andtrafisporation are also specified. -
14.5:3-SOLDERS These environments, paiticulariy :any unusual,

ones, must be kept in mind from thestart of a
C, N " -Solders are: one of-the more troublesome en- fuze program.

gineering materials" ,' 0 The two general.classes When designing hoUsihgs,-packages,,and other
offsblder, are soft sol der and hard solder: mechanical parts of a fuze, it is not' sufficient to

Soft splders, which are used extensively in Consider only the mechanical requiremfents for
9 445

F,+. .. .. - __+. . ;. . . -. --. +- - .. +. . - +- .. 9-4+ _ . . . .. ..... ,
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TABLE_14-2. LOW-MELTING SO$FT SOLDERS USED IN*ELECTRICAL-tEOUIPMAENt -

&!,% Pb,5' Bi, ed L iqiidWas, 'F So Iidus, v . 3-C

30 '70- 361 -496 Wiping solders
35 65 361 477

40' 60 3 6 460 GeneMFlPurpose,
45, 55 61, 441 r~iTV
50 50 361, 421-

60 40- 361 370 Electronics, printed
',62 38 361-eutectic, 361 circuits

16, 32- 52, 205,eutectic -205, Low temp'orature
25 25 -5Q 266 205
~37.5 50' 12.5 374, .205-
50, 25, 25 338 205

51 31 -18 -288-eutectic, 288 Low-.te peratuire

-strength, volume, -and weigh t. Inmainy instances, (7) Design. all uzes, with -the possible excep-
-their effect on'the performance-of the. fuze-must tion -of the miost inexpensive designs, so that
be considered, The dimensions4 o1 some parts, they miay, be taken apart- should a functiona or
andAth tolerances-on the dimensions, may-have- safety 11failure-occur in ~subs equent~ot-adceptance

4. - -adirect-relation to, perform ajice. 'On other parts, testingk.
4the - degree 4of stifffneis or- p6sitioniaV variation (8), Locatez-ororienit lunctionil compoients

under conditions of shoc~k o"' vibration may-af- so as to experience the least detrimental: effect
feet-the pe'rformn'ance of'a fuze, from'interior and exterior~baflistic environments.

M!Any mechanical design problems cnin be elim- n() rent gear and' pinion assemrbly -in
matIed by, following-ajogicakL#eign.ipproc.. tnr 19i~S Aie~piion ,shoulder-sup- -

suggested approach is as follows: ports, the- gear under setback'loading rather than
-(1): Determine- the--mechanical requirements relying on tesaigospnprtons'usdi
4shape, dimenision,,rigidity, material, andfinish ,assembling the gear'to the -pinion- to accomplish

imosd ey funct is of the fuze. 'th erqie structural, integrity- under, setback.
(2) Determine the mechanical -requirements (b) Use a- vertical- hairspring ';n the

4in shiape, dimensi'_)n, Wtrngth, material, id- Popovitch escapement to, reduce hairspring dis-
fInish, etc., -impo'sed, by operational use, trans- tortion due- to ballistic environments, thereby in-
portation, handling, and storage. creasing,-timer accuracy.

(3) Make a preliminary design and- check (9) Prepare the mranufacturing,,informiation,
criticaL -elemfents- for stress, resoant frequency, Incorporating, all of the information which must.

sttcaddynai aacec be observed in 'the manufacture and inspection
(4 xmine these desigfis with resoect,to othfue

ability of -the shop to nianufactureand to main-
tam 'therequired, tolerances,(see par. 14-8).14.ENASLTO

(5) Check the preliminary 'designs by 'ob. One -of 'the most commonly used methods of
serving the performane. of a,preliminary -fuze mnaitaining -the funictional 'relationship of com-
model subjected, to tests pertinent to the verifi- ponents-and preserving the integrity of the fuze
cation of the design.. is'that of, encdpsulati6nof 'the, main, fuze assemf--

()Revise the design as, indicated, by the bly . The ,materials used for encapsulation Are de-
pmodel, tests -and repeat the tests -if necessary. scribed, in' par.' -14-5.- The present discussion is

14-6
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concerned with- encapsulation as a-construction iie of the, fuze. The remaining electronic corn-
technique. ponenticonsistiig of-a'two-stage arnplifier and a

The-basic ec.apulating methods arepotting, thyratrnfiringc-hcuit, are mountedifmediately
dipping, coating, -mdcasting. Potting involves below the. oscillator tube.. A plastic c atomb,

el"tin the, embeding copmpoundand pouring it which houses many- of the electronic compo-
into a pot 6r mold.The pot-is normally left in nents, is shown in the lower right part of-Fig.
place, and-the rein used is comparatively. soft. 14-4. The catacomb also serves As a mounting
Dipping and- coatingare-generally cofifined to block around which the coqponents are wired
Ssigl'e-components such as coils, resistors, or ca- -(Fig. 14-5). 'In othe applications, printed-end
pacitors.Cstingusually involves te use ofesins plates have been.used on one or both sides.of the
which require th, chemical 4rcess of polymeri- catacomb,(Fig. 14-6).
ati, t is-hardThe catacomb may'be molded-from',ap las'tic

'the moldis stripirom it. Molds may be made material, cast, die-cast, or machined from inetal.

of metals orrigid plastics. Sometimes the catacombs are also. iolded and'
Twodifferent approaches, arepossible inthe fired from a ceramic material.

-embedmenfit, of' elec;roiic assemblies. One 'is to, Fuzes. for missiles often use the central spine
embed the entire circuit in one 1arg casting. The suppor concept. In this tyle of construction, a

disadvantage of this is, ione, component fils,, structural shape, usualy an I or crucifoin sec-
the entire circuit is useless and must bediarded.. tion, is used as the-central frame of the fuze The
The repaiiof embedded circuits is difficult be- components-of the fuzing-system-areattached to
cause- dissoving-theresin istimeconmsuming and. thisfrane, then-joined by interconnecting cab-
may be injurious to ,elements of the circui t .  ling, With the covering skin forming a second
Drilling and other, machininmg processes .to -gain portionr of the- struc turessurrounding the fuze.
access. t defective componients are expensive,
time-consurmg, and ,practcal -only whlere clear 14-7 LUBRICATION
resins havebeen-used.

'The s eond approach is to make several smaller -A lubricant is expected to perform the jobs of
castings, embed-ing components -such as tubes minimiing friction, wear, and galling between
(having high failure rates) separately. 'his re- sliding 'or rolling parts. It must do the~e. jobs
duces the possibility of'havingto throw away undertwo types of conditions: (1) those -which
large castings dontaining many Usable compo- are inherent in the component element itself--
fitsnst Wheif ,nfe coiipnit-,-fails: 'Ideally -unit such -as -load; -gpeed -geom ,try. and= frictional

castingi should contain components having simi- heat-and (2) those which are. imposed from ex-
-lar life expectancies. ternal sources"-such as temperature and compo-

sition of the surrounding atmosphee, nuclear
14-6.3 SUPPORTING STRUCTURE radiationj inactive storage, vibration, and mech-

anical shock. The impbsed conditions are usually
Because of the ektreme environments of shock the more restrictive ones for lubricant selection.

andvibration in which fuzes must operate, a Mechanical fuze components contain elements
great dealof design effort is devoted to the main which undergo a variety of sliding 'and rolling
structure of the fuze. There are two common inotions, and €o-binations,0f the'two. For'ex-
concepts , used in the . coristructin, of ,the main mple, amass 'trnslating on guiderods involves
fuze structure-the c atacomb-concept, and the linear sliding only, the balls in a ball'bearing in-
central spine support concept. volve essentially all rolling motion, and meshing

Fuzes' for, conventional weapons, such as, -gear teeth surfaces, experience ,both, rolling and'
rockets, and mnortar projectiles, are generally of sliding motions. For any given type of motion,,

:catacomb" c0nstruction. Ideally, all parts should 'the lubricant found to be satisfactory in one-case
be made as a block so that the-6oipletedlfuze is will -not -necessarily be suitable for another if
literally "as solid as a rock." loads, speeds, etc., are not similar.

Fig. 14.4 showst e basic construction of a Selection of the proper lubricant requires not
typical imotar, proximity fuze. The top part, only knowledge of the specific 'function which
which is made of-plastic, contains -a four-tube Ahe lubricant is required to perform in the de-
electronic system- with the RF oscillator i n the vice being, lubricated- -but also consideration -'of

14-7
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' ) the -interactions- include' chemical processes- greases, and solid-with summinarieg of thiir po
such as coiiosiv 4o the: metial-partby comnpo- perties, 'are containied in 'a. JANAF Joura
nents of,-the lubrcat;, *g., corrosiondute to Article"'
oxidation of Mo82 inth e absence -of siitible iin-
-hibitorsi osolution, of-copper alloys durfing lub- '14;8 TOLERANCING
'ricahtt6oxidatiof iOrocesiei;-'6r-physial- initerac-
'tions;,e.g.. attack 'by active brg-nic materils on All'-fuze ,parts- must be pz~pry toleranced'
synthetic, elastomers and plastic structural mem- followinig -good- design, practice. Ever length, t

j" -~beis. In.-addition, theihrent"1' bility of "the dianetqr,.4aigle, anfdi6cation-,dimnerision ,mu st-be
!ubficint utt osdrE ~ i fpr given diid, defI!iedi -in tolerAnces ai 'broad as the
ticular-im-poitaiice if storae fotlong ,periodis of performance of the part. can tolerate -,to permit

timewi -'or, w ithout leAtdem raue :most economical riiafiufacturihigpogedure.;Par- S
'(which speeds up- oxidatin rate)6' nolved. .(In ticularlt, in high-volume p arts, costs rise rapidly
general, ubricants are inhibited against oxidation as to1~ra~ices are mnade tighter. 'All fif.must be
by -appiopriate additives,, but sinice'temnperature stipulated. These fits should: be chosen with-pri.
is animportant parameter, -the oxidation, sta- mary consideration for function -and-, accuacy
bility -characteristics -of -the lubricant~should be -but they' should- be usable in inspection. and
taken- intoaccount in ',connection1 with theo ex marnufacturing. All, tolerance -combinations and
pected siorage ifie .and' perti ne6,nt temperatures permutations must be both workableand safe.
of-;the.Mehn~ being lubricated). Oxidation Assembly drawings1 can- readily show ,the phy-
of -fluid oGr semi-fluid lubricants -may lead,;to sical relationship of' various- componients but
thicken~-in - ftie'lubridant with consequent in- interferences and clearances"ms b cluae

cresed~foce beng ~dired -fo operationi,'or from the dimnehsions! '. T61-rance stack-ups in-
corrosive attack on the mateifials of construction; dicate whether parts can- be properly' assembled

A wde arityof fluid-and'semi-fluid' lubri- aid ,Whether An assml wioe Aas ex-
canti ire, ivailible covering a wide temperature pected. Consideration- should be given, to. ex-

-'range of -apiaiiy, a'range ofcompiatibility pected. user 'environments, temperatuire extremes,-
with organic and inorganic structural materials, and their. effects upon, critical interference, and
and a range -of other properties which fyiy b clearance fits.

petiet,6,g.,j nonspreading, lubricity,-etc. In It is imperative inthe, development of ,me&h-
adtn,'both -dry pOowdered and- bonded solid- anical timers, arnd, fuzing that tolerance stack-~up

film 'ubricaft are ava Iibe. The choice of a bibb- determinations be complete before -the, ninu-
rican deed nTettlt fficin'hc facture-- o-developm dinth tt t' -nt~ihardware. -It -is further
the lubricant must perform, and the structural imperative that all- engineering change ,orders
and fnnoa etrso h ehns en (d evelopment arid production) request continual
lubricated. For examiplej-a very, seviere nonspreid- review, revision,, and updating of original stack-up
ing and-low'vao pressure reqirement in con-- c& culations With every contemiplated, change.
nection'-with long 'term,, storage. may leadj-o a This is-extremely importantbecause tolerances in
choice- of. ,a solid lubricant; whereas, adhesion, mechaicial'timer and fuzling systems are on order 1
problms with bonded lubricanti at-high lodads or of 0,001 'inch. Value engineers must be particii-
with tlhih films-'ssoc-iated-with low mechanical larly alert to- this, requirement. Even extremely
tolerances' may complicate,- the use of- dry film, small-,undesired iterference's and/or clearances
lubricants. In fuzes subject to high rates of spin can tause:z-(1) expensive failures, those that ate

* '(above 25,000 rpm), fluid, and semfi-fluid lubri- difficult to, debug, (2)- delay in meeting sched-
canitstenid to be displaced by centrifugal-force ules, (3) cancellation of ideas that are worthy of
causing loss of lubricant,-and possible- contami- continued effort, (4).failures of an inconsistnt
nation' of -other fuze parts. lRequirements --or nature, (5) inability to apply corrective measures,
corrosion protection may -require ~additives not and (6) uncontrollable quality assurance pro-
accessible-with. dr-y lubricants. grams.

'In simpler fuzes, choice of proper- materials, The true-ppsition- dimensioning systemn (de-
plating; and finishes can obviate a 3eparate fined in MIL-STD-8B) is a-mfethod of expressing
lubricant. accurately,, the 16o'cation and size of critical fea- '-

Descriptons of available, lubricants-oils, tires ofmating parts. True-position dimenisioning

4.-'
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consists of establishing exact.locations of impor- (toAe difficulty-, in the selection ft'comporit. -
'tatf'eatures, identifyingtheselocations as exact. For 'these reasons, the desi r should useor basic-and using the true position symbol,,with standard, components whee... standard g.€mptent trueheoeva-r Possible. (se
a toeriance, to control the variation-of the-futuire. par. 2-4); heiust be we-llac'quainted.with the

The system should be-applied where closecontrol environmen.i. coiditions underwhicha -the ft"e -Tor pyecie interpretationiof locations is needed. operaies (s par. 9-2.i);he must also ecognize

It involves- calcilating-tolerance limits -early in- thef effect of the combinatioh.ofndifferent con-
the.design-stage. This; in turn, encouragesthe use ditions. Of'particuiar imp~rtanceis "th relation-
'of realistic' and practical,d'mansions. to satisfy ship between temperatuiread rate bfchemical
desigdnintent action. 'This relationship- ais citical, factor -aft

Tolerancing affects-the interchangeability of' ecting the-storagelife, of equ#Pmen t, Eplosive
components. Complete interchangeabflity- of components p7es~nt specl problems t6 thefuze

components is d~sirble~whenever feasible. How- designer (s apter4).
"' eyer, C. complex mechanisms, such is, timers,
"here components- ire sr ail-Mndtolerancesare 14-9.2 ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

critic I, complete iiiterchangeab"ity is' often im-
practical..'n these-instaicei, conformance with Electrical, domionents re-oth6selectric ele-,
the tolerance specificationsmay be achieved by ments. used in" the circuits of iAectric fuz s.
,electivenassembly of parts. - Capacitors, resistors, Mductors, transformers,

switches, transistors, and tubes, hav-, ecal.
14-9- COMPONENTS puroblems as a-result/of their.,environiiient that

put -stringent. rquirements, on their rggedns,

4.9.1 SELECTION OF-COMPONENTS, agir.g, and temperature characteris ics. In, addi-
.tion, the componehts must meet, many other

In many cases,failuie of afuze component is, specifications 'depending, upon -the, p rticular -

a greqter calamit than failure of a-component; fuzein Whichthey are6to:be used.
6inanother system. Early:activation .can causea Components must be rugged' enough topero,

,p0sonnelhazard . Improper activation, results in ate after withstanding. betback -forces, high ro-
failure of.the weapon after'other systems have. tational fories,, and ocasionall severe'deelera
done, thairjob. tion forces 'imposed by target impact~i Toa]le-

When selectirg fuze components, the fuze de- viate these requirements, 2jmponents Canbe
signermust.bear in mind that many cmpohents mounted in a preferred oientition, For ex-
-of. questionablie reliability for, long-time applica- a nple, a. fuze which 'is subjectedf to high rota-
.tionsimay bentirely uitable for -use-.infuzes.. -tional forces-can have its cb )onents so:4iounted,
'Components with a relatively short operating- that the rotational forces operate on their strong-
life or with, failure,-rates that rise -sharply with estdirmensions. Another solution is topot allof.
cycling might not be usable in other typesofsys, the components so as -to addstrength to the en-.
tems. These componentsibowever, might be quite, tire configuration and'to give added support 'to
satisfa~tory f0r fuzingapplications. Even though the wire-leads.
some -fuzes-undergb many tests prior to actual4 To relieve the effects ol aging and thermal, "
use, their total operating life expectancy'is 'nor- changes, three sdlutions are available: (1), co-n--
mally much, less than that of other weapon sys- ponents 'might beused whose c-iginal properties,
tem components, 'and they ari .subjected' to far are adequate (to begin with ,r after bum-in);
'less cycling. Similarly, tolerances of'some com- (2) the fuzecor'the components alone may' be
ponents may prohibit their use in certaintypes hermetcally sealed to'prevent excessive damage
of electronic equipment, but they might be used from Wre environmental conditicns;.or, (3) the
in anon-off fuze application., comlonents can be so chosen that.the'varia'tion

The factors, working against fuze component -in one is'oplosed by that in another. The third
reliability vary, with'the type-of fuze with which indicates, that careful selection,.could minimize
'the components are used. The requirements for the total effect in the circuit. For exm"iple, in a
.long inactive shelf life,, extreme efivironmental simple RC circuit, a resistor whose value in-
conditions while in operation, and the inability, creases with increasing. temperature can be
'to pretest for complete function before use add 'coupled wih a condenser whose vrlue decreases
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with increasing. tempoirture. if the .bhanges ,in- -teristcs after lorz periods of inactive-storae.
these conponens are ,comparable, then the-,net Lubricants, if used; must be carefully chosen
eff6ct on the RC'time'constant is small. (se par. 14-7). In-compbnents where-theparts

At tpresent, practical limitations of, size aj. rug- require- operating clearainces, there is the- possi-
gedness odncomponents limit:the maximum time bility of frt I ing Gor'os ion'that will inactivate
-delaypossible-with RC operated'devices to an or- the coniponent'
der of magnitude of ten seconds. Resistors are To relieve' the effects -of aging afid thermal
available up :to 10 6h

2 bhm and capacitors for cha ges, several solutions areavailable. The fuze
fuze circuits are imited' to a-maximum of'10 or,-Ats. compoients ,may be hermetically sealed,
microfarads. -the c6mponents may: be chosen so 'that heir'

An additional problem is introduced'with cold: ,perforance is n0or thanadcquae, or the coMo-
Scathdeddiodes andtriodes. These tubes-depend poneht design- may- be such that Ainy variation
upon 'light to -provde initial ionization. This in performance with- time would be in ;aonoi-
problem hasbeen solved by, placing -a band of critijal diection.
radioactive, material ar6und the tube. The band
helps to obtain, a consistent-breakdown voltage.. 14r10, USE OF ANALOG COMPUTER
The choice between'a-diode and-a triode is often
made on the basisof aiailable energy' because. a The, analog siiuiation technique'is a valuable
triode, while slightly more complicated, has more tool in the design-of fuz.3s. This technique will'
efficient energy transfer characteristics, reduce the number 6fpreliminary tests and will

Switches must be positive in action, must close aid "in ithe determination bf effects thatare diffi-
every time; should' have as low power losses as cult to evaluate by-other means.
possible, i.e., low contact resistaiice;-andshould The equatiofsdescribingfuze-behavior are ex-
remain, 'closed sufficiently: long to permit the tremely time-consuming tosolve without the aid,
powersource to deliver adequate energy to the of a-cpmputer. Also, the~instrumentation to-mon-
circuit. itor. the 'performance of various compohentsin

'pr6ving grounds tests is comllex. The usual test
149.3 MECHANICAL COMPONENS result determines' only whether the fuze funcz

tions or ,not.
Mechanical components are the. oper.ting Incontrast, the- analog computer determines

mechanical elements;used in fuzes. Some exam- the elemental behavior of the fuze-under con-
ples of these components are safing, and arming trolled laboratory conditions where' every vari-
mechanisms, arming rotbrs, s; abcelerbm 'able-,1'esily-chaiiged- and-itsnfluence-on- each-
eters,,and power-operated-switches. .. component observed. For. example, 'the effect,

These components differ from the electrical of'different setback-forces or the effect of-vary-
components in that they are not usually avail- ing design parameterssuch as masses or spring
able as standard items: It"is often required that constants can be readily investigated.
the fuze- designer provide mechanical compo- Fuzes of many different types-have been an-
nents having characteristics different from those alyzed using analog simulation" 3- .These fuzes
presently in use. In this, case it is td6his advantage have included components such as mass-spring

* to reap the benefits of previous work in the field systems with various types of spring, clockwork
by starting with the basic features of an existing mechanisms, dash pots, gear trains,'rolling balls",
design having similar characteristics.,In tiis way, sliders, and rotors. The simulations'involve asub-
the eliability and environmental 'resistance of 'stantial amount of logic elements to account for
the basic design, are incorporated into the new the various operations such as the movement of
design. a detent a certain distance freeing another'com-

The mechanical comronents must be rugged ponent and "bottoming and topoing" action of
enough to perform reliably and towithstand the springs.
setback, rotational, creep, and target impact Anialog simulation is used by the test engineer
forces that are imposed. One-of the major prob- to-provide a more diredted and 'economical test-
lems encounteredin the design and application ing program by providing more information
of operating mechanical components in fuzes is about the perf6rmance of the fuze. In cases
that of maintaining the proper frictional charac- where manufactured fuzes are not functioning as
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required, simiulation &an. -often indicate the. various, patsothe fuze were ,simulatiid and,
troubled kda, Also, where it isdesired..io -use solVed:6n-theianalog'compuer
proven-fusesfor newapliain, 0 iuaini A visual display wass set up to-show the move
useful b3causci any -type-of-set1%ck curve can'be rnent~of the mi p"t of thef6 .Te itra
applied to the -computer "model" of 'the 'fuze.- display (Fig. 147.7.) used-.cardboafd cut-outs to
Oftenl a change in a fuze.component is suggested, simulate movinig parts. Timem-as scaled by'a'fiuc:
such as-use-of -a~lcwercost nliaterial. The physi- tor ofiO4 (10 ec of comhputer time representing

atcharctestic of this ~material could affect 1 msec -of rel'timeji hieeso oin h
the f uncti -onal performance Iof the fuze. This boird aided invisualizing' the problem anid poved,
chqange can be finvestigated~on-the analog com,- useful in evaluating thedesign.
puter,, ossibly sin 3edless mfanufacture The armiiig~ofthe fuize, ,was, studied' for, two *

Tolerance studies -have- also been perfcormed or, "different setback functions: (1), it-40-foot 4o
the- analog' computer::to determine,-what -toler- itest,., and' (2.a zozie-zeo, charge-zero- setback
ance ryange of a, fuze -component is. permissible -force. It was found'that'theftiz would arm on.
without chlanging.,thd required'functioning. se,.tbackb bt would not arm-in the drop teat.

The fuze simulations mfentioned labove are
-typical' of ,the, many -that-have, been. performed. 14-1 1 FAULT TREE-ANALYSIS

'With the .advent of hybrid simu~ati'on, the possi-
biltie fo thsefuze: s-dis unlimited. This One of the important functions of a fuze-or a

type'oi-equpment is well suited, to- these fivesti- saifng and airming device isto keep the ainmuni-,
gatiohs-because-results are imeiaey obtained tion item. safe, to store, handle, -andtuie._This.
in a meanin lpresentation.= Witgte eptiiv must continue-,aft~r~the, item ha be~en

-operatio~n feature of this - uiprfient it-is possible placed ~into use, and'until it is saely separated-
'toiapidly',optihiie a fuze design. from its launchier and- no longer presents a, hazard-

A typical application ofthe -analog.,simulation tothe crew or surrounding friendly,-rop.
-techique was the-analysis of performance of a To test enough fuzes--f a new- designv t6 as-
proposed,8,1 mmi-mortar fuze, Given the, blue- certan -its safety features wouldrequire'so 'many,-
prihts for the proposed fui6 and the weights of, saniples that the cost would become prohibitive
its components,, the. equations -of motion-,of the To overcome this problem, a new method using

Figure 14-7; Fuzc,,on Analog Display B&Wr
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lOgicdagais Iola algfebra, and'probabilfyi afty of fuzes.

hal been developed. This method,, knowni'
as -Fault Tree, Analyisis, hel ps to, assess the safety 1442: MAINTENANCE'

f fuze y-pointing outthe weaknesses of de -
sign, maiterial, manufteturing--piocesies, inspec-- Ideally,, fuzes§, should ,be completely, mainte-
tion-procedues, or adverse environmental condi- nurice free. They should be so designed- that, they

ti~ns''~' 7.can be placed-on'the-shelf and-peifoperfe tly
An: itemn may fiinsvral different ways. wnsv ehen withdrawn for use,20- years later. Every

Hence, it-Ai essential' that a, Fault Tree, clearly effort should'be., made- to aoproach- this, condition,
sttsthe sitdation to be, 'ifves-tigated. 'Some to produce Ammunition having optimum -proper-

typical situations are: ties of 'handling, storage,,shelf -life, and iervice,
(1-fiize prtemfaturely, detonates,-projectile a1bility

duritgtirnsport~Ation -and rough hanidling. Design for',maintainabiity requires incorpora-
()'Satinig-and'arming, device- detonates mis- tion, of at 'least the following maintenance

sle'lbefore inimitum,-safe distanice -down range. -principles'.
(3), Fuze prematurely detonates rocket -in ()Design to mihimize-'maintenance-and'sup -

launcher. -ply'requiremfents through attainment ofo otimum
Haii~slete the: situation- to,'be investi- durability and~service life of materiel.

gawe, thieFault Tre s onstructed in diagrm- -(2), Recognition of. field' -maintenance probW
matic form,,based 'on the Iproposition' -that' a, lems, encountered, in earlier designed items.
logil statementis eithrtu"rfle butee ('3) Design for ease of maintenance by as-
partially true or, partially false. The~se logical wuring 'accessibility to facilitate inspection, re-
statements are used to describe a condition, Which pair, and replacement.
-alone or in comnbination with 'another,condition (4) Consideration of field maintenance based
would cause an event. If 'several conditions, inide- on geograpia loain n lmtc conditions.
pendently, can. cause an--event, the branch is (5) 7Design for niaximum'utilization of intei-
mrade through an O gteIftoomrecdi. changeablecomponents.
tions are neided to cauise an eventt, thebranch is (6) Detection of canditions which will' ad-
made through an AND gate., versely affect .the, condu-ct of mnaintenance ,op-

When the, Fault Tree construction 'has,. been erations. or generate exce ssive maintenance and I
-completed, al ,the-coitibu-ting' conditibns -are''suPPIYrqu ief et-s'.
comfibined by the use' of- goolean algebri.'FurtheL', '(7) Design to effect'maimnum compatibility
each -of the 'contributing condition§ can be'given' of maintenance-"operations with 6ontemporary-
I probability value of occurrence. These values common tools.
cambe'actual numbers., if 'sufficient data exist or, (8) Evaluation for ease' of. packaging, car-
the values can be hypothetical, based -on' engi- loading, arkd shipment.
neering juidgment. After thie val~~es have been,as- (9) Design to enable removal- of major~com-
signed anid 3properly~substituted in'the algebraic ponehts as i ndividual 'units.
expressi'on, 'final probability nufinber,,can be de. ;(10) Assurance-that proper mateials ifnd spe--
terihiW' for the -hazardous condition being cial treatment are used for maximum resistance
scrutinized. to deterioration.

While not the only method whichcan'be used, (11) donsideration of long term- storage, with
the 'Fault. Tree tech~nique is considered to be a a minimum of periodic checks and maintenance
Very -effective ajialytical tool 'in 'assessing the in storage.
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RUZETESTING

151 GENERAL that-lacks, one or more components-of the entire
fuzeis 6ften constructedfor devel(opmenttest-

Throughout the develbpment of a-fuze, the de- ing.. Sometime;a , special component is substi-
signer submitseach component to development tiited for the purpose of, failitatingthe, test of-a
test& to ansWer.the question: Does-this, compo- particular fuze function-0r action, To test- a Irm-
nient act-in-the aiinaner for-.whichit is designed? ing distance, for example,, the designer may., re-
When the prototype of the fuze is built, tit is sub- place the- explosive, train by-a flash ch*argethat
jected' to Perfornancezor proof:-tests in' order-to -ignites when the arming-process is completed. In
answer the question: Does this fuze satisfyt it; acceptanceltests, on the other hand, the fuze can-
quirements ?- Since ,these-tests, often destroy the, notbe so modified;H -re; the ,fuze-is-prosuifeto i
f.ze-aid-since the available number of'fuzes is have armed whenAt functions at the target. A'limited, it is necessary t apply, speciar'methods separate acceptance test,is requiredto check the

of analysis to-the test data. There-is a defifite safe arning distance
trend "tbow&d standardization so that-special'at- (2), Development tests, are often more pre-
tention is given tostandard tests-(see Table 15!5 cise or-more severe than acceptancetests. Rather
in-pa. 15-5). There are,-however, many-estab- than stop at the required limit, the designer pre-
lished procedures- that aih serve in', the ,absence fers-to test a given part until it is destroyed so as
of a-standard(se6 JouraLarticles, Appendix II); to' acquire useful design dat For example most

fuzes are accepted if they withstand 1750*jolts
15-2 PERFORMANCE TESTS in eadhWof three-positions on a-standard machine.

However, the designer -nay 1rofit frbm the knowl-
Fuzes are tested in various ways -to determine edge that his fuze withstood-5 times that number

whether-they operate as intended, -whether.they of jolts. As another example, in the arming test
are safe, and whether, they withstand different mentioned-above, a flash charge permits the de-
environments. Performance -tests -include- both signer to locate the distance at which the fuze be-
those concerned with operation of the complete came armed, not merely, to determine that it
fuze and of the individual components. Common armed within a certain zone. These examples

-or-standard-tests aredescribed-and - yicallabora- -show how-a test- can indicate:the marginal-point,
tory -programs for testing-fuzes during develop- i.e. the point where engineering judgment can
-ment phase or acceptance phase of the fuze de- be effective in specifying further refinement.
sign are suggested: It is necessary to include test - (3) Development tests are specified by the
programming in the initial planning for a fuze *designer; acceptance tests, on the other hand, are
development project. specified by a Service Board; This arrangement

permits an evaluation by 'an independent engi-
15-2.1 DEVELOPMENT AND ACCEPTANCE TESTS neering agency. The designer will always test the

complete fuze to ascertain that the modifications
Development tests are performed to evaluate he ,has introduced -do not adversely-affect 'its

the designer's latst effort; acceptancetests-are overall performance. 'However, since judgment
performed to evaluate the final design and are governs the type of tests-selected and the number
often called approval tests-or evaluation tests. of samples chosen, final acceptance tests must
Development tests seek an answer;-while accept- confirm the fact that the fuze does perform as
ance tests .confirm it. The tests are.similar, yet specified.
theydiffer in threerespects: 4-

(1) Development tests are-applied to indivi- 15.2.2 TEST PROGRAMMING'
dual components, to modifiedfuzes or to the en-
tire fuze; acceptance tests a-e aiplied to the en- Before any tests are made, a test program'tire fuze only. Armodified fuze-or-a- test model should be set up to include appropriate tests'for

;15:1
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each component and fOr the entire fuze. Each detents, springs), and, (3) power sources that,
progKam should b6 adapt to the particular provide, theenergy needed to initiate the first ex-
fu ze being d6signed. A mple program ofsafety plosive element. The-tests described -below are

and uveillainceAs'shown in Table 15-1. It is rec- concerned With performance and simulate actual
rbimiended that schedules of this sort be set, at, gonditions satisfactorily.,
t e~strof'a 0 dev0Pment progii. Such plan-

ning -- ilf :avoid -wating fues ihiovertestingand' 15-2.3.1 Exposive Eiements
* eil prm it sequertialm esting when desied. FOr
any particular fuze design, some of thesetests- since fuzes must furiction, explsive compo-
may be omitted while other more approprite nents are the:key parts They are tested singly or

ones-may.,be added: It is fiportafit,thatthe sam- in combination' with other-elements of-the train.
pie size be-sufficiently larie that the conclusions Component tests are-normally-dividedinto-three
arevalid (see par. 15-6). parts-input, output, and train continuity-wheie

The, order Of tests. mustbe considered;.care- the'last one is reallya combinationofthe-other
fully. Somieiimes,the orderione of'mere con two.

venience; at-other times, a definite order is-essen- For-stab andpercussion detonators and prim-
tiA. Generally-prior to firing teits,-a particulai ers; input is-simulated by dropping onto thdfir-
fuze, design should' be subjected to a variety of ingpin a ball of a known-weight from a measured
ribughhaiidling tests to fisure that it is-safelihile height. Flash detonators and'other flash initiated
Sbeipg handled by proving groundrpersonnel. It is components are set off with a standard primer of
-most desirable tozperform sequential tests where. the particular train. -Electric detonators are ini-
the same fuze is subjected first'to one test,then tiated from test sets, that simulate the charac-
to another. In this way,-cumulative effects-may teristics-such as voltage, current, capacity,and
be-evaluated.. It is necessa to have extra fuzes-r duation-of the planned power source.
15 is a, tyical quantity- for -comparison pur- There are several explosive output tests but as
,poses. These, are inserted as controls at various yet there is no definite agreement as to Which
stages in the sequential test. test most aptly indicates the ability of a comp0-

-nent to transmit detonation -to the next- com-
TABLE 15-1. SAFETY AND SURVEILLANCE TESTS ponent . While absolute results of these, tests

may be in doubt, they are a good yadstick for

MIL-S2D)-331 Typical q-uality assurahce-and for measuring'the effect of

Tist Test No. Quantity mi-or changes. In the sandbomb test, the deto-
- natoi is set 7off Jn a prescribed fixture where it

-Jolt 'u01 6" crshes sand of i specified:grade. The AMount of-
Jumble 102 6 ,sand crushed is a measure-of output (see par.
-Five-foot-drop ill 10 4-2.3). -In the iead disktest (MIL-STD-331, Test
Forty-foot drop 103 10 302), the detonator is placed on top of a speci-
Transportation vibraton 104 10 fied disk (usually Grade B lead sheet,.0.1345in;
Temperature and-humidity 105 5Vacuum--steam pressure 106 thick and 1/4 in: diameter). The size of the hole-

Waterproofness - 108 5 blown through the disk-is a measure of output.

'Salt spray 107 2 In the steeldent test (MIL-STD-331, Test 301),
the detonator is placed Within a prescribed sleeve

* Sequential in 3 positiois on top of-a specified size steel block. The depth
, - - -of the dent is a measure of output. Depths range

from 0.005 to 0.100 in.
15-2.3 COMPONENT TE$TS The explosive train continuity test determines

whethereach component in the train wilbe ini-
The performance of most'components is tested tiated ,and whethe the final detonation will be

by-means other thi -firing, although firing tosts sufficieht forlits purpose. During 'this test, the
are -used occasionally. In addition to housing components may be assembled in-line (the-armed }
parts, components may -be ,divided into three position) in either a fuze or a test fixture. In cases
groups; (1) explosive elements, (2)-,mechanicai where different triggering actions (impact, time,
devices that must be displaced (rotors, sliders, graze) set off separate trains, each train must be

154
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testedindividually. Test- results, will be more A, centrifuge consists of an- arm or plate r-
meaning~fuf-ihb actual rather thah some simu- tated about, an axis. i. principal use-is foy simu-
lated tests indicate but do, not .guaranitee field lation- of setback The fze br its parts cahbe
performance, In addition to learning whether a mounted in-various po ins onte arm ofthetra " hinctions it' is-often de'sablej particulary centrifge as $howft~in'Fig.. 52.1lt canwbe.,seen

when delay elements are used,to know how.long from Eq. 5-11 (Y = W, -ra/g )-that by rotatin
it- tkes the fuze to fufiction . Functioning time the centrifuge arm, a force is exert;e&on the.par.
may be m eaured on an electronic counter started -The equaionalso shows that when the-radius
with an -ifpulse from the input device and is lane, the angular rotational veocity (a must be-
stopped by a transducer that, picks up'light.or keptsmallso that the forces'will hotexceed the
ionizafion of the output flame. physical, limitations of the equipment. Many

The static detonator sfety-test (MIL-STD- novel'afidvaluable techniques have been applied
331i, Test 115) determines whether the- rest of, to these centrifuges,, such as:-, (1) opticalsystems
the-train will ,be set off when the detonator is toobserve-the partduihg the-test,,(2) slip rings
initiated in the unarmed position. Results of this to take- off-signals for data recording, (3) data
testae in a sense directly oppositeto those of src systems to be carried on the rotating arm, V

the last named- test..The fuze or test fixture must and (4) telemetering systems using high frequency
be modified-so that the detonator may beinitia- radio waves. The accleration-time patterns may t
tedin the safe:positibn. A typical modification is be programmedfoi the part.- Since the centrifugal - -

- shown in Fig. 154. The testis successful if no forces depend upon the, rdial distance ,t-the 4
explosive-part beyond the armn*g device chars or -part,that force changes if the part moves radiilly
ideforms and there has been no hazardous ejec- but not if it moves:perpendicularly to the radius.,

tion-of paris. Hence, by proper fixituri desigh the-effects of
Typical quo-ntities-are ten for. each- explosive axial accelerations (propulsion) -ateral accelera-

-. train coninuf'ty and detonator safety-tests. tion (steering), and rolling accelerations can be
S , It may also be.desirable to measure thecook- simulated and measured. Sincethe strength of

off temperature of the explosives as described in the test device linits -the- size of -the spe cimen
JANAF Journal Article 43.0 (see Appendix 1l). that may be, mounted, centrifuges are built in

various, sizes with approximate extremesasgiven,
FEST FININPI in Table 15-2.

A spin machine-is-"used to. siiulate the spin-
TEST ning of a fuze in flight. 'In-this tst, a fuze is

- mounted on an arbor-and-spiin at'the.required
TEST H ,- N - - -speed. It -canh-thenbe ascertained,:for~example,.

whether a rotor does not turn at the nonarm
limit (say, 1500 rpm) but doesturn at-the arm

FUZE r I I I limit-(say, 2100 rpm). Measurement is by means
- - ~)ToA~of a lightshining through tfe detonator hole in A

DTOTORo the rotor or by means of a probe, depending on
fuze construction. The movement of othei parts,
such as detents, under-the influence of spin canJTETRYL

BOOSTE also bedetermined by this machine. Instrumen-
H ,ISHOL IS D IF LE IN FUZE Y IN ORDER YOjNTIE THE DETONATOR tation -similar 'to that used with -centrifuges is
IN THE UNARMED- POSITION, employed.

Figure 75-5. Arrangement for Detonator Safety Test Setback forces maybe sinfulated inca drop test
fixture or, more conveniently, in an air gun. The

15-2.3.2 Mechanical DOsices air gun is a-smooth bore cannon. with, a 'high-
pressure- air tank attached to the breech and a

*" Centrifugal or setback forces-that are encoun- long pipe extendingfrom the muzzle. One type
" tered -by a fuze-can be employedto move me- of air gun operates as -follows: when a valve is-

chanical devices. These forces are simulated for opened, a piston With the test compofient at-
- - test cdnditions by centrifuges, spin machines, tached is propelled through.iube and-pipe against

-air guns, and other miscellaneous devices. a,target. A velocity of 750 fps has been reached

15-3
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HOUSING. L(Safety Barrier}?, At

-Figure 15-2. Low-g Centrifuge

TABLE 15-2. DIMENSIONS OF PRESENT DAY assurance inspection of fuzes in production.
CENTRIFUGES A shock machine covers the range. of low ac-

Acceleration, 'Secimen weight,. Arm length, celerations, below those of drop tests, and air
Type 9 ib ft guns. Fig. 15-3 shows a hydraulic shock ma-

chine-in-its concrete-test pit'-having a range of
Low g 100 100 14.5 Oto 3000-5000 g. It is used to test graz.e impact
High g 60,000 1 1.5 sensitivity, fuze load during automatic ramming,

-6r-setback,-in- a7mortar-tube It~canmoperate.,on-
in air guns.&- One advantage of both centrifuge and controlled start or stop of the piston. Piston moo
air gun tests over .a firingtest is the fact, that the ,tion is controlled by a series, of valves-to vary the -*

specimen may be exanined'afteiwards. Auxiliary shape of -the shock.
instrumentation is provided in tthe -form of high Rocket sleds,, that now approach-hypersonic
speed cameras and strain gages' For impact tests velocities, are used for two purposes in testing
in, an &ir gun, the-instrumentation can be greatly fuzes and ammunition: (1) With the sledfired in
simplified if the specimen is mounted stationary the. same direction as the projectile, the relative J
at the target position and a simulated target velocities of' sled'and projectile can be-adjusted"

fastened to'the piston.s shot against-it. 'for -projectile recovery -in excellent 6ondition,
Test quantitiesvary with requirements. Five and (2) vith sopposing velocities, perfohimance

to ten items, are a reasonable sample size for air under extremely high velocity impact cai, be
gun tests. If -the items are,not,,damaged in the assessed.
test, they can be used repeatedly;'Both air gun Parachute recovery methods are useful in

.and centrifugetests also lend themselves well to, testing fuzes. Missile fuze systems that operate
operability tests at-extreme temperatures. on burst height may be allowed to go through-

-Since centrifuge and spin tests may be non- the, firing sequence with- subsequent parachute -.

destructive,:developmenta! fuze samples are fre- deployment and intact recovery. Hypersonic
quently so tested before andafter other testing rockets, mortirs, and bombs may:be usedas Vest
a. applicable. These tests are alsoused in quality vehicles for fuze components. The vehicle body

15-4
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'ransduces in the device being tested convert

the vriable being measured into an electrical sig-
nat- that- is subsequently used o moduila the
ciarier of an RFItransmitter., Modulation ,in-es changing the amplitude, frequency, or

" ' , phase of-the carrier. The signal is received, ampli-
fied, and', demodulated on" the ground and"re-

-vo corded on, magnetic -Op-0or o0fian, 06igraph

I f for subsequent afialysis.
If developmenttests appeai to warrant tele-

,met ring, its well'to sek'guidance from soime-
one& 0 famfiliar-with equipment and facilities ,f the

TONtest areabing considered foi use.ti
7 15-2.3.3 Power Sources

:Power sources require special ,tests only occa- 4
sionallyV.iWheh the source-is a'mechanical.trans-
ducer, such as a spring or arotor,jit is tested like- any other mechafical device.-Hydraulic sources

.may require pr6sure tanks or windf unnels if the
Figure 15.3. Shock Mach'ine medium is aii-oragas ;Elecic sources, as wellas,

auxiliary electric circuit components, are tested
conitains the parachute aid deployment-mecha- as breadboard models in conventional ways. In
nism. in addition to the fuze component under all instances, the final test must establish that the
test.emrin in the base o vethe source can, set off the-primer, or detona-

STelemetering i thebroad sensei i t tor,, in the particular fuze.
transmissio n,,of data by any meahs from a re-
mote and usually inaccessible point to, an access- 15-2.4 PROOF TESTS
ible location2 . Usually, :telemetering refers to
electrical, means of acquiring, and transmitting The performance ofa. final design for afuze,

transmission usualy being accomplished is evaluated ,by actually firing a' complete r6und
zbyzmeansof ahRF--link from, themunitionto a containingthenew- fuze; - this: is-.called -a-proof-

ground station. The requirement for telemetering test. Firing tests die not only a powerful'check
- " " data from fuzes'-may be quite severe, as in-the *on the validityof simulated tests, but they also

artillery fuze where survival of the telemetering permit a checkon .perfonnance of the complete
transmitter, power source, and antenna is essen- fuze' when subjected to the total environment
tial under -accelerations, in excess of 50,000 g that it willexperience. Theproof test is the only
during setback. A tylical system.meeting these means of evaluating final assembly operations
requirements is shown in Fig. 15.4'. On the other and. possible effects of force combinations that
hand, the tel, metering equipment in rockets, were not apparent when individual components
'bombs, andgrenades neednot be'as rugged al- were subjected to single forces one 'it a time.
though size and weight might be critical. Table '15-3 enumerates the type of information,

Often in military applications, a simple yes or that can be determined by proof tests..,no responswill provide answcrs that will-isolate Proof tests have not~been standardized to the

troublesome portions of the fuze in development -same extent as other tests because they must be:
programs. Simple modifications of the munition, adapted to individual, requirements, that ,ary
may give a light"flash or a puff of'smoke that can -widely., It is, therefore, not possible to describe
be detected by a human observer or by a de- individual tasts in detail. Test conditions, equip-
tecting device. However, Zor variable data such ment, quantities, and 'methods of analyzing re-
as acceleration, strain in a member,,or rotorposi- suits differ from fuzet fuze.
tion,-conventiohial RF telemetering is necessary. The basic.condept of the proof test is: A fuzeI15-
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SENSOR ' OANTENNA-

SE NSOR OSCILLATOR

. . . . "NE TIA.:

TSWITCH

PREAMPLIFIER REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

ANTENNK SENOR O LRADIO; FREOUENCY.,OSrATOR

. , SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR

Figure 15-4. Typical VHFHigh;g Telemetry Systeir

TABLE 15-3. TYPICAL FIELD PROOF'TESTS, bility is not required. Here, the design is accept
able-even ;though the fuze may be damaged pro-

ARMING DETAILS;* vided no explosive element ppt ,the safety de-

Arming distance vice functions, the fuze does -nt' arm, and, it is
4 Arming time safe to &pose of-thereafter;

-Parachute-delivery (2) Nondestructive tests are those where op-

erability is required. Here, the design is accept-FUNCTIO N ING D ETA ILS* abb o l w n th .u eJ : o h a ed n ' sur -
Cablebonly whnA~fz~~nthre~n _

Dependent upon Target Independent of Target vives" the test-by virtue of functioning afterward

Normal or oblique impact' Clockwork as intended. Specific tests are lifted below and a
Penetration 1Fluid flow suggested test program is given in par. 15-2.2.
Delay Pressure (for mines)
Grazp action Self-destruction 15-3.1 DESTRUCTIVE TESTS
Sensing (for proximity-fuzes) Rain and snow
Manual disturbance

Drop, jolt, and jumble tests check the rugged-
* Proof tests should he made both at ambient and' ness of a fuze and measure the sensitivity of ex-

extreme temperatures. plosive components when subjected to severe im-
pacts.'Drop tests simulate the effects of free fall,

is tested at- all conditions similar to those under of fuzeditefis of ammunition during handling or
which it is expected-to perform. transportation. It is advisable to perf6drm tests at

extreme temperatures (-65" to 160 ° F)'ip order
15-3 SAFETY TESTS to find out Whether the materials or the compo-

nents are vulnerable at these~temperatures.
Safety tests, designed to investigate the re- The 40-foot drop test (MIL-STD-331, Test

quirements for safe handling as, given in par. 103) simulates a severe condition that- may be
9-2.2,are of two types: mei during normal handling. Ammunition with

(1) Destructive tests are those where opera- live fuzes is-dropped in-free fall onto a steel plate

..56
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on a reinforced concrete base. The severity of
drop tests, is -demonstrated'in -the acceleration- -s'# -

tm-traces reproduced, in Fig. 15-51. Five df
4 ferenft striking- orientations Are used: inose-down,

-base, down, ,horizontal, axis 450' from vertical
with nose down, and-axis.45 from, vertical wit

j nose utp. -Fig. 15.6 -is.a photogiphof-.A- 40-foot
drop~~wer.Not just a mere tower, a fuze drop

-toweriquirqs many accessories for-Ammuiftion
hdisting -and oibservationi.

400 ~ o o q 200

300 15,009

0, -5 10,5 0~ o 100 200 3W_ 400

U 300 WSOPTROP 1, 0 -5 rv p

200 10,000-

100 5000-

Figure 15-6. 4094t Do.T6IiYr
0 5 1 15 1 100200 300 400

TIME, msac TIMIE, sic,

Figv're 15-5. Acceleration Experienced by 81.mm R I

Mortar- Projecti le- Dropped Base Down AM NTS

Thejott test(MIL-STD-.331,,Test 101) requires
that the sample fuze be jolted or bounced 1750 .+

times. in~each~of-three-positions.- This~test-istde-
signed- to expose -the most vulnerable plane of
weakness. A photogrph of the appropriate test

r I ~~machline, is shown in Fig. 15-7. During the devel- CM UC HE

opment phase, te6sts are sometimes continued un- ETPOIIN

til destruction to gain' additibnal design infonra-
tion-. On the, other hand, many designers re-
-quire operability after both stdndard,.jolt andue157 ot ahie
jumble tests. Ts 0)

In the jumble test,(MIL.STD-331, Tet10)
fuzes -are tumbled in, the appropriate,'machine. -or parachute delivery), and, (2) not as planned (ac-
This test est.ablishes,'the basic ruggeoness of a ~Cider~tal missile release -duri ng take-off or land-
fuze design. The machine .(Fig. 15-8) co-nsists of ing). &eral tests-,hiv6- been. standardized. that
a, Wood-lined, steel box which, is rotated, about simulate such fal fronri aircraft. For example,
i wodiagonal corners at 30 rpm. je t tison 'tes ts may be performed in one of,-four

It shculd be noted, that-'shape and size of-the -ways, (MIL-STD-331, Tests'_ - 205): (1) drop,
fuze being jumbled are important factors and from Aircraft (frmurnitions that are~released),
may cause the machine to record shocks different (2) 'launched from aircraft (for munitions that
from those experienced by the fkuzein-actual use, are fired), (3) simulated' Aircraft drop by firing

Aircraft may drop ammunition with unarmed from a gr6und launcher into a sand filled bin at a
fuzes for two-reasons: (1) as planned (jettisoning velocity- that approximates the termi~nal g'peed of

15-7
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~~ ~ ' FUZE PLAdED ~ I TW
-IN -8 TWOJUMBLE COAES

EAC 'IDE"

'Figure 15-8. JumnblecMchine

a high-altitude drop, and (4), simulated aircraft Test 2A'1) determines the distance 'from the
-launch by- firg from a grond launch:YAr.n all, weapon within 'which- the- fuze wiilnoifunction
cases, arming wires are left-in place and the~fuze- as a result of impiact if free to-arm. 'This test is
must not exCplode after droppifig. Tests like these performed under the,-same conditions as those
are becoming-,more -popular- and- ar exqpected ,q o-h- muzzle-Iinpact-test, except-thath tre
become more applicable to all types of military is placed at-several positions near theminimum(
items. distance specified in design requiirements., The

The accidenlal release ('low -alitude, hard, percentage "that function ar determined-at each,
s'urfc~ce) test (MIL-STD;331, Tesi,206) is used position alongthe range. Fig. 15-9 showsatypical,
to determine Whethr uzes-assembled-t'o muni- -curve'bf results for a 20 mm fuze.
tions released from-an aircraft- during: take off or- The miss ild piill-oJffrom'a ircraf t tist,(MIL-
landing Will remain safe after hard-surface impact. ';Di Ts20)stoetth-fldaey
Thie need for this test ari'ses fr'om the pos.4ibiity during arrested landing. It is -used to assure that
that"'Lhe nial'function of an aircraft or its release the, fuze will undergo impacts in 'th6 unarmed'
e quipment (occurring, during or, immediately co6ndition equivalent to- those that might be re-,
after takeoff or -1andinig), could accidefitaly re- <ceived if the munition-were to strike ahard surt
lease 'or necessitate the release. ofinunitions. face after accidental release- during arrested

'The muzz le impact test (MIL-STD-331~ ;Test landing. -

207), determines whether a'. fuze is -bore safe. The time- to-a ir burst test.(MIL.STDL331, Test
This test is performed -under actual conditimf but 210) is an operational test used to deteiihine the
with inert 'missiles., A targeLtthat reliably initiates timing efror-o'f the fuze under field firing condi-
the fuze is 'Placed ag close as 'feasible to the, tins. It consists offiring a time fuze, assemubled
muzzle. to an appropriate explosive'loaded jrojectle, set

The imipact safe-distance tesl (MIL-STD-331, to function at a predetermined'time. The time to

15-j
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ibrt'ftdit~ ise edbyrnmsurifig the~~td fo.sft~ -the6vent of ainalfunc-
tirw Of, fligt 6U--he pr'ojecild. fr nvie' vaon tniprcu.

4cdh.poii~C~b~iSt. Sfi,&1 Ssteins'used lIectuuIt n r' ~ andin!' tes-t (MIL>
'~~' o~easrfe ltime to-A a hUtrsgt ares tsop -watch es, S'1Th31, Test -212) is -needed .6 ~r~a

'eletfc cokaifuehrogph.fuzis-can.,,ithistbid'catapiilt takeoffand arrested'
Ai lAniding foie'ceS-and~yet relnain-safejbtasot

T~~CRE A hn'dlei and',store, as, wellbas renmain-,oeal
cTeirE cunonWditiofl., The' fuze is dasnbe

4h nrIae'nnto for'~hich-it i§Adsignie4

P~- puited &'iaccelerated-to 'obtain -the aceleration
~§'1 Jtime patterq~s required. iEach -ddeelated fuze ~iS

examined~for evidence ofu -saf6,conditiofis.
The transpOr tat iontd bitd t ion, test :(ISTD-

60" rest 104) c-6nsistgifVbain,,* l fuzs
1' co~rding to a,.specifiedschedule of~frequeicitb-'.

'~ I.niplitudes, .andl durationis., They ire vibrated'
I ~~~~~~~both 'in'and out, of'their sipn~oties I

hipthn ontaist,.,f
this test f-uz es are accepted ifth6yhoW-reason-

-40 able wea~r but -they aie rbjecteed if seriously,
damaed. Engineering-Judgment afid' laorat6ry
or 'fi'eld. testin i deterfi" Whether boidcYrlhi
daffiagbe is-likely lto~affect safety -or opeiability.

_____ ___ Th6 equipment for this test consists of a spring-

20' -____ '~'mounted table having an adjustable, unbalanced,,
~rotiting weight' attached to the underside. A ie--
mote 'controL'system re gu lates the varticad-mo-
tion of the table by shifting the rotating, weights

10 -~ 40 'and I manual control of the motor spedrglts
0 0 20, 30 0 ' 50 the frequency of vibration. A photograph of the

ISTANE UNTS, transpo'rtation-vibratioh machine' is shown' in
'Figqre-15-9. 'Results of IrnpoZf'S'afeDI-Stance fist Fig. 15-10.

The 5-footdrop) test(MIL-S -TD-331, Test 111)
15.32 NODESTUCTIE TETS simulates severe 9hocks encountered during acci-

'dental mishandling in transportation or serv.ice
These tests check the permanence, ruggedniess, use. 'Fuzes '(assembled to their inert-loaded

i. and ieliability~of the ftiz6-safety feat resby siftiu- 'dariier) are dropped,, 5 feet on to 'a~coricrete sup-
lating_ awide variey of actual. hdndlinig. and poite d-steel'plate. Five different striking orienta-
tfansp~d ion-\conditions such,,as:'.vibration,-cand tions are used: (1) nose down, (2) basb down,
short drops. Some designers 'also require opera- (3) horizontal, (4) axis 450 from vertical, nose
bility after jolt and jumble-tests. These-,are .de down, and (5) acis 450 from vertical; base down.,
Scribed in th -e foregoing text. A numaber of tests,. The 5-foot 'drop- test differs~fronfi the 40-foot
deliberately' exaggeritcetly conditions-to which drop test wvhichN\1s solely a destructive test'at an
the -fuze may be6 6kxosdd"' Often these tests are extreme condition. After the 5-foot drop test,
performed in sequ '6xce, t 'o make sure'that cumu- the fuze must perform~ as intended.
lative effects of the tests--do no-Weaken the fuze. The roiugh landliqg'test (MIL-STD-331, Test

the parachute drop 'test (MIL-STD-331, Test 114) simulates rough-handling which may be en-
21't)'is-a fieldltest to determine whether the fuze countered' by fuzes during transportation and
will remalit' safe and Operable after subjection to handling while in the standard packaged condi-
the forces iincident to P-lrachute delivery. It con- tion. The test consists of subjecting the packaged
sists of 'dr opping, from an aircraft, ftim-es in pack- fuzes to vibration, free fall drops, and recurring
ages to'-which parachu tes are attached. Fuzes are impacts.
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M- TI Piuk metals crxl:mbie easily-in thb presence of
'moisture, -the problems of moisture sealing adnd-

F A~~t ~OM~CR :surfaceAtreatme6nt are paramount. Corrosion-is -re-
duced'by, plating and -sealing.' Since a coatinig also
s~al§ in any entra pd moisture, awsmall amount
af;silica gel as an ~krethas on occasion been-
inserted, -ineach -fuze. "In certain instances, -fuzes

aifilled' with an, inert gas such bs.freon'. .Poly-
sulfide rubbers andepoxy resms'are iepresenVa&

Avof-s~alling -mat rials.. Ea,-4,hps certain quali-
-. ties that'make it-suitable for tbe-different compo-

nents of-a-,fuze.
Of, all- fuze frtits, the explosive- componentg

are the least stafie so that precautions shbuld be
taken 'to insure -their operability over an 'ex-

~~ 73 Ofal vN MCIIS tendedperibd' It: xpedient'.to-condIuct accelk
erated tests u-inder-simulfate-d-conditi-ons because

Figure 75-10. Transportation -vibration ,iMachine. the storage interval is, Measured,,in years. Some
indication of' the deterioration can be obtain~d

15 4 SURVEILLANCE TE TS if tests are afedutat high,, temperature and,
p weight-loss, :gas evolved, time until 'nitrogen ox-

Surveillance is the observation, nspectioiii- ides-'per ad- iniion te rperature,:are meas-
vestigation,.-test, .study, afid classification of' am- ured.
munition; animunition, components, and ex~lo- For exampl e,-,th6 rate of gas evolutionisgiven
sives in movement storage;-and use-with respect in tablel-A14for equal weights of some common
,to egre of serviceability-' and rate: ofdeteriora- eoiplesfiveg. These values indicate 'the, chemical7
tion. Since fuiesmay -be kept in storage over a stability-of the explosives, from' which their, per!.
'number of years, they requite surveillance at their. formanice may be deduced. Lower values are pre-
place -of -storr e to determine their serviceability ferred and all up ,to 5 ml are acceptable.

aany given time. Tests td detect ih~sical and
chemical changes-as wel-as to-check'operability. TBE1-.VLM.FGSEOVDI 0
are -performed at intervals of shc months pr a HUSI AUMA 2 0

15-4.1 FACTORS A0FE6TIi4G SHELF~ato LIFE-
SHEL 'fetryl 2.98

Fizes are adversely...affected by corrosive at-,xlsveD05
mriospheres and extreme heat-or cold; but the two TNT 0.44-
most destructive factors are -fmoisture and fire.

* Protective coatings, are used ,to decrease the for-
mation of harmful chemical combinations. Pro' 15-4.2., ACCELERATED ENVIRONMENT TESTS-
tection 'against fire is best'affdrded if the packinj

* cases~are constructed of metal instead of wood. The-fuze designer should get advance informa-
The designer should'keep these basic concepts in tion on howv well his fuize will withstand'the ef-
mmnd:' (1),the fuze-should be as moistureproof as- fects of- storage by subjpeing, it to-accelerated
possible, and (2) the. explosive components and tests of salt spray,'humidity, te mpqratuire,,moist-
the methods of loading should be such -that long ure, and fungus. Since lonig-term tests cannot be
storage of the fuze, either alone or assembled in tolerated dur ing development, severe environ-
loaded .projectiles, will not result in deteriora- ments. are used for ~a short period to simfulate
tion or in formation of sensitive chemical com- milder environments over extended p~eriods;
pounds. If hermetically sealed cans are used, hence, the tests are accelerated.
many, problems do not arise. All environmental tests are performed with

Since explosives deteriorate more rapidly and bare fuzes containing'all of their elements. The
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tests are' nondestructive,, tehe fuies niust-be 'K V]
'both sife and- o-J-beafe th-T-t

-The- i lt spray (fog) test(MIL SID331,,lest
107) 'is, used to ascertain-the extent-to-which theBjc '0C1MV

70 1 -65'fuze is--Waterpo and orsI reIsistant. The 1~00 - - 160

test congists 6,f exposing bare fu'tzes to a bait spray ~
* atmo~sphere-- contintv ou'sly for -48 hoursjto check ~ " __

'o biiit 4 f-d6,06, * hours to check saifety.,Ihe ~ Cj

'fuzes must be safe~following the 964hourt tst but. 0 A

boh ,safii ahd operable 'following 'th6 '48-hotir
test., Many, times, inidividual components are~re- -

quired to be able topass a similar ftss'as a 'quality, .L . I
control chkok on their protectivec6oatings. 0 2 5 0 75 100 125, Io 175 200

A schematic 14ayqut -of 'the test, chaffibernd -TIME, Folomes.

the~oiientati6nwof thd,fuzesto bedtested is shown- Figure ,15-12. Cooling 6nd Heating, Curv as of
'in Fig. 1'541. Fuzes Subjected'to'the 'Temp'erature

The starxdard temperature arwid ihumidity' test and HiiiyTs
-(MIL-STD-331, 'Test 105) i's considered lo beHcmdt'Tt
best for use, during develbphient of' fuzes. The, of fuzes to -withstand prolo~ged storage. at ex-,
test involves exposing'bare fuzes to two identical treme temperatures. The,. test-consists of-placing,
14-day 'cycles' for a total of 28, cdays. During the fuzes in a 'temperature chamber 'at -650 F
these periqds, )fuzds are heated to '160 F .anrd, for 28 days, followed 'by expo'sui'eat 1600 'ior
then ' cooled .to -450 F nine times. A, relative an additional 28 days.
humidity o-f 95 percent atthe high temperatures The vacuum -steam -pressure test' (Mi!L-STD-
Js~used to acelerate the dain~e, StAtic and-oper- 331, Test 106) simulates tropical climates. It is
ational, tests under field, conditions are used, to 'especially important for ~fuzes that contain elec-
determine whether the fuze withstood the test. trical components. The 'testhas been found to, be'

Fig.15-2 sowsaverage heating and cooling the~equivalent of abu ight months storageiji
characteristics of fuzes'suhject~d, tO 'the'-tempera- the- Pacific. Each sample fuze is exposed to 100
ture and humidity test cyple., consecutive, 15-minute cycles in a vacuium-steam-

The-extreme temperature storage test (MIL- pressure eliamb~r. Fig. 15-13 shows a typical
STD-331,_Test 112), is used'to-check the ability' 'installation.,

AXES- 9F ALL FUZES ARE IN THE PLANE
PAIlALLEL TO LONG 'SIDES, OF CNAMBEW

Lil
SPRAY NOZZLES

'3'N3SE DOWN, AXIS 15P
,NOS UPXISBELOW HORIZONTAL

15 ROM vERTICAL
-AIR SUPIY

0 ' NOZZLES

NOSE OOWN.AXIS
150 ROM VERTICAL NOSE UP. AXIS 1-.1

FOG ~ m4IABOVE HORIZONTAL

COLLECTORA

IIIISALT SATURATOR
~...,.~j SOLUTION

Figure 15-11. Layout of Salt Spray (Fog) Chamber
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777 _:I-

A ~

A MBER

Figure, 15-13. Vacuum 'Stiam Pressure Chamber

i the waterpirooffress test, (MIL-STD-331,? The thermal shock!,tes, (MIL-STD-331,,,Test,
Test 108)i fuzes are immersed ir 'iuater to' de: 1.13), consists of. subjecting, the fuze-totheima1.
termine their. ability to witlutand' water pen& shocks (three hot and three bdold).I betivee n the

traio.Afer~akngforonhor..inwaterconi-t4emperatures of m650 .and.1 ~ 0 'wti ors
taing -a fluorescent dye,, they are examined to determine, whether 4he ;fuz~s will Withstand
under ultx~violetlight-'for i'vidence of moisture. the" effects of, sudden chang~s, in tempe Irature..

'The4 rain exposure 'test (MIL-STD-81,, Test' In addition to these~rfior6 common tests,4 the
109) is intended to simulate field opeiati6ns to fuze may be subjected to other ernJrormenta
'vhichr'tf6 'fuze ffmight be subjedted during stor- conditions that it.ffmay eicounter; e.g., the cold
age in rainy w eather. Thd test consists of placing andres'othplrrgosaidheow
bare fuzes in a 'test' chamber wher6.a-water dis- 'pressure, cold air .;treams at high altitude. Pro-
tribUtion system, generally simulating rainfall, cedures a&~ &viiAble 'to test effectsof sand andI
causes droplets to fall upon. the, test fuzes. dust, solar radiation, low pressure, and ,sensi-

The fungus resistanke test (MIL-STD-331,, Test tivity of the fa.ze to rainfall'. A~numberof rain,
'110) consists ~of exposing bare, fuzes inoculated simulation techniques have 'been develkiped'; 4
with fungi to conditions con ,ducive to fungus description of'a'sihiulated rain field'testfacility
growth 'to detini-ne if fuze performance is ad- follows7 .
versely affected by 'this environment. The ap- A simulated rain~ field',(iocated at Holloman
pearance 'of fungi on the fuze is not in itself'a Air 'Force Base, Alamogordo, New Mexico) has
cause for rejection, unless thegrowth could con- been successfully used in testing for rain,sensi-
ceivably interfere with the safety and operability' tivity and erosion of point-detonating fuzes.

oftefuze. :nti eret'h~test'differs from. Functioning of various sta idard PD fuie& (not
tests designed to evaluate fungus resistance pro- desensitized against rain functioning), has been
perties as such. induced by firing the fuzes from cannon or by'
15-12
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ftransporting the. fuzes~on-ro(;ket-propelled sledls _fuzes-andfuze comnponents,It isthe purpose~of
41"" thiroughlthe situated-rain-field. Veloi~tics fromf 'the safety tests -to detect unsafe, odtosad

1500 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o to20 tsin o~h h rtc1 4 ake sure that-fuzes will not'break,, deform,
,range for-fuze fuih,%ioiiing.Funcitioniinga hhr, arm, or -become -otherWise dangerous tohande
velocities can also-,be~realized, however, approx- or use. -It is the purpose of the operation'tests to
iately, 3000, ft/sec seeins- to be the Hiniitfor determine, whether-a fuzez operates satisfact6rily

miost presen t day artillery munitions requ -iring duringan atraien.t-fcdtins, And-

A poinit-detonating ,fuizing. ,A -typical iain field is -mk~-sure .that- fuzes' 6in pienetrAte targets,
created by nplacing -water spray niozzles parallel to- d(estroy- thenselves, anJd 'othierwise functioji as
the-line 6f-Xfire or-parallel-to-thfe rocket sled -riiil - intended.
at dWsuitable -height, and angle Wat& -is supplied, MIL-STD) 4ests~dfi- fuzes areL divided-into three
to the fiozzlesa the pressure-which -wlprdc in 'cories (-1)- Laboratory,, -given the 100
the desired amount and size of water. droplets. st~ries-of -test numbers-42YEField, givenvAhe 200
-Availability of, water in -sufficient, volume and series of test numbcr ;-afid'(3)'Explosive Compo-
pressure is critical. The-density of'large rain drops- nient, given- -the 300 serieis of'-test numbers. In
(greater than- 4rnm-diamnetei) in-simulated-rain addition-to these portionsof MIL-STD-331, there
should, be sereal timed -greater than that of a are three .,additiona , Mil itary Standards that ap-,
typical -heavy tropical rain so, that a -correso id-- -ply to fuzes. MIL-STD-320 covers terminiology,.
ingly greater range will be slhiulatg&by' apraqc- dimensions, -aild,, materials of explosive compo-

tialdistan e-of rajn~iadility.' Por -example, ,rain nents 'sed. in fuzes;:'MIL-STD-322 covers the
produced by-a:xtst~facil ity- of'1200, ft inj-ength 6 valu~tion of-electrically initiated explosive d&-
should I eS times greater in denisity-of 'rain, drops vices thatare usedcin-'fiiies;' and a MIL-STD) not--
in order to simutie a natural-rain showe'r of 'ap- ye numbered covers fuze Threads and contours,
proximately §000.it of depth. for artillery a~nd'mortar amimunition8 . AIll of the

In both cases, the ,OrobabllIity of impacti nga -pertinentU;MIL-STD) tests'-that'a ply. to-fuzes are
-- similar-number-o drops of equivalent size would lifted,41 Table '15.5..

beaproximately the same. MIL-Q TD tests are-not usually-specified Iunless
they serve a definite purp6ge.MTh selection of -

-15.5 MILITARY STANDARDS'AND SftblFI: tests for'- ppi-ction in a specific'-aerqie
-dATibNS engiheering~judgment.'In no case shoul1d testsbe'

Stadar tets dd pecfictio~ ire'~ssntil- applied inidiscriminately- without due cofisidera-
Sta dadtets nd pecfictios- ire ds~ntal, tion- as,-to~necessity and cbsts involved. The fuiet

for, efficient ciberatimn, intelligent design, and' tests are grouped together-forcovneebt
suc~ ffi mas iodudtibti. 'They Piit tffii- niot With-th-iiiti6ttht.;allshoutldapply- to-e'very-

form evaluationi ind'promote inthehangeability. development or production. On the' other hand,
Military Siandard Tests hive beeniestablished for these i-ests; are standaids. -Onc6 ,a particular test

- all military itemns-anid the tests in MIL2STD-331 has been prescribed, it is mandatory- that it,,be
contain the 'bulk, bf the, information on fuze pei'formed. precisely as. specified'without excep- -

tests. tion or-deviation.
In add ition, there is for each service fuze a -Occasionally during developMent, certain tests

-- -Militaiy .Specification- that describes Ri fully. aqe conducted'on fuies, wh~re -deiidt 'ions from
Typical. headings of a fuze.-specificatiofi--include the MIL-STD's-aie requiired. If -this is the case,
~name; purpose, description, 'requirements, related when the test is re'ported, -the deviations should
specifications, -handlig "or safety precautions, be sufficiently described, in- order to pef-nit
and assembly, drawings. anotherpetson to;rep~at this test.

A series of Military Stafidards covering perti--
nent technical 'knowledge has been developed i5-6 ANALYSIS OF DATA -

jointly by- the Army, Navy, and Air Force. Some
of these Standards and -Specifications list mate- To mike'certAin that-his conclusions are valid,
rials and components used in fuies, and suggest the fuz~e designer employs statistical procedures.

-- methods for testing, sampling, and packaging. Such procedures have been developed- from the
The Military Standards for fuzes are tests for first step of selecting -a sample to the final in-
checking both safety, 'features, and operation of ference of future performance.
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* TABLE 15.5. MI L itARY'',ANDARDS FOOR 'FUZES,

1. MIL-D331, 'Fuze (ilk! hze Coirqwnenfs,* -nutronme.ntaI and I?erfqrrnqanc~ Tests,'For,'
-10 JanuaryO 1966.

S6pe rsededAIIL-8$iD

Test M;. 7h h Cl a

9his 'too, bz(bora tory VIest-s

101 Jolt n00, 350, 6'July 1951

102 Jumble, 301, 351 6 July 0951

-- 103 40-foot Drop 302, 352. 6 July 1951"

104 Transp~oitation, Vibration 303, 22'July: 1963

353' 15 October 19

105 Tern erature,Humnidity, 904, -6 July 1951

354 -27-Maich 1952,

166 Vacuium, SteamPresgure 305, 26 March,1952

355 13 April -1953

107, Salt Spray (Fog) 306, 27 March 1952'

356 1-3 April 1953k

108 WAteiproofness -314{ 20 September,1954.

10 'Rain Test (Eip6osed Fu~ie'Stdrag6) k23 '5 June ,1953

110 Fungus Resistanc6 324 12 June,196.~

Ili: 5-foot Drop 325, 30 S&ptembcf 1963

'358 17 November 1958

112 Extreid' Tempeiature Storage 326 '7 Octpbe r,1963

113, Therm61 Shock 327 11" October 1963

114, Rough Hanidlling,(Packaged), .328 1.5 Odcobei'1960)

115 Static Detoniator-Safety 315 29 November 1954,

Class 2OO,,Fi'eld Tests

201 Jettison,(Aircraft Safe Drop) (Fuzes) 307 17 Novemfber 1958,

202 Jettison (Sifiulated Aircraft Safe 308 -4 'August 19,53
Firing, From Groufid-Launcher)
(Rocket TYPO)

203 Jettison (Simulated Aircraft'Safe 309 5 August 1953
Drop, Fro' 'Gromund Launcher)-

2 4 Jettison (Aircraft Safe Firing) 310 5 August1953
(Rocket Type)

C 15-14
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TIABLt15-5, MILITARY STANDARDS FOR FUZEStICont'd)

~~~Sup r se d' MIJL!.$iD' .

Test Vo. Title Nos, I)ate 

Class, 200, Field -Ths ts '(Cont'd)rC

205 Jettison'(Aircraft Safe Drop) 321 rSeptember '1959
(Fuze Systeis)

206 Acidenta Rele,.se (Low Altitude, 811 4-Augus1i953
Hard Surface

207 Muiz!elinpact Safety, (Projectile) 312 15,January i954

208 Imhpact Safety Distance (Piojectile) 313, 15 January 1954

209 Missile Puliofffrom Aircraft on 18' 6 February 1959-
ArrestedLanding,(Ground Launcher
Simulated)

210 Time-to-air Burst (Projectile Time) 8319, 20 May ,1959

211 Field Pxachute'Drop 329 4 November 1963

212 Catapult and Arrested Landing' 330 7 November',l963

Class 300, Explosive Components Test-s

301 Detonator OutputMeasurement by 316 23'N0veniber i961,
Steel Dentb

302 Detonator Output Measurement by 317' i December 1959'
Lead, Disc

2. MIL-STD-320, Termtnology, Dimensions, and Mtaterials of Explosive Component's, Foi 'IUse
: in Fuze s,.2 July'1962.

3. MIL-STD-322, Basic -Eva luat ioricfo- WUse in Deve lopment of Electrica,l 'I nitiated
Explos ive o mponents for Use in Fuzes, 15October 1962.

4. MIL-STD- , Fuze Thread, Fuze Contour and Projectile Cavity Designs' for Art,i'llery
and ortar hmmun it On. (Under prepation at present-use ABCA-Armny:STD-101A
during'interim.)

It is, impoitant'that all variables-be considere, &AhO Ipe is large,,its behavior-under test will' con-
when dnalying test results. Whilethe imporuint form closely with that of-the'drigin lot. Ho.-
variables may be obvious, care must be taken not -ever, the sample size has practical. limitations
to overlook any critical parameters. Often a based on costs of procuring fuzes and running
check list is'helpful for this purpose. tests, pa ticularly so because many,-tests' are'de-

Fuzes are manufactured' in huge lots from structive so that each fuze can, be tested only
which only a few are chosento be'tested. These once.
constitute a "sample" that must be selected care- Realizing the impoitance of considering all as-
fully. Standard statistical, methods are available pects-of evaluation, the fize'designer is particu-
to make sure that samples are selected "at lrly concerned with the peculiarities arising
random" to represent the lot faithfully. If the from fuze testing, with sampling procedures, and

15.15 -
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with data ana lysis. Ahaysis of variable data dif- tcoiclusipiis"may b~p drawn in the same inanner.,j
&~rs from-totf yesoruno datstd aftyanla

Ishe a v omenphauzs iscmiictdb nearly all measuremients hVea deviation fron
dteomn ''f *ue is , omplicated ra& value. TIhus-there are -atleast two im-7-the fact, thatthe_ only completely reliable test is

the roo tet;'i~e tetin th fueinthemmi- lortant qualifying terms. about -a, set of-data,
,tin fr hic i. ws esinedbu unersizu- namely,, the average -value or arithm -etic mean,

and thestanda d -deviation (adefined ds the'robot
lated combat conditions. Since p~roof testing nnsqar'othdeiin.Tefrt idias

usually~~ dsryan rtinly damages~the fuie, Ih Ienral
the causes of 'mkitoscan not be reliabl uef'hdaandteecdtefoud y mlfnction slprea '-around that value, Further, when,,apply-

to eamintio. Ths fze citei~)hiv ing,,the!-average sam ple measuremnent 'to the lot
omydtiermne' b sttiticl ifernc. EOII fom hic .he san' pile-was chosen, the designer

o -re quires that a- small sahiple' bqAtsted, 'but
cnfidence in a high, reliability cannot.'be assured mutsekol froal dau~fteva-

if the test samp~le is too srnail-.Since tepicpe r' aaee;Te~rmt~'tnaddva
of statistics nbuke ita cer- ,t nof ithe sample value and- from 1the sample;

,tai degee f'cofidecet to~ttriutesize,, this, 'probable value is~quaiified by' a state-waitherb6-~ni~iet the results obtained, ~.
wiha sample' of gi~en-size, the designer cande- mz fcnlec niscretes

tern'ri e what coniproimise between a'ceuracyand, 'The concepts of ranidomf sampling,, frequenc-y
economy must' be .adopted in his, particular, case. distributions, measures of ' reliability, saistca
In. laboratory tests, it is possible- to measure the significan'ce, and, practical' significance should all'
parameters of the' fuze arming mechafiism. As a be'come part-of -the designer'.4 'working vocabu-
contiiuous, variable. On the' other 'hand,, it is, lary g6, that, at the vbry minimumi he can recog-

'possible to measure those-of thei'uze'functioig nize those situations- where -a'.'professional. statis-
lhechaiism only for quAhtal response (yes, or, no, tician is ro"quired. The subject of experimental'
fire or misfire). EV-en though the data from'thesc statistics aimed specifically. toward military, appli-,
*two types of test must be treated differentlY, the cations'is the subject of, other'haidbooks 91 .
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'A'pr ['1968, -AD;835 813'. oFijzc.llolesranzd~hu.-e-j2'ntouirsfor Arittery Pro-

2., P. A.,Borden and W. J Mayo-Wells, T'elemeter- 2Jectil's 75,mm diidL~rger in Calib-r, iiclaidng

ing Systems, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 81 mmn, 4.2" an-107' mm Moirtars, 'Ameredn.:
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AIL-STD-302, 'Rheem 'Mfg, 'Co., N.Y., R eport 11.,AMCP '706,-112, Efigineering' CDesign Hondbqk,
R-159-19, 30O September 1955. Experimental' Statistics,, 'Section, 3, Plannin-g

5; MIL!E-5272B, Environmental Testing, Aero- and' Analysis of Comnparative Experiments.
nauti a'l and Associated' Equipment, General 12. AMCP' 7061' 13, Ehqineeri~g IDesign Handbook,
Specificat iona for, -Dept. of Defense, 5 June 1957. Experimtlental Statistics, Section 4 i Special

6. A 'Rain Survey of Rain Simulation Techniques, 7'011 ics.
Journal Article '52.0 of the JANAF Fuze Corn- 13. AMCP 706-114, Engineering Design Handbook,
mittee, 3 May 1967, AD-834 086. Experim-ental Statistics, Section 5, TIables.
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aGLOSSARY
J

This- Glossary is prinpipjally an experpt; of, sod ium hi Crate charcoal and' sulphur.. It, -is
Nomecburue aihd Def intioiss in -the 4fAm,~lni- easily -ignited andt is -friction- sensitive. For-
tiohi Ared,'MIW4D.444;,-hang 2,9Juy1964. -merly extensively used as a-propellant, but
Dpefinitions, are- often abbreviated' and-- nion-fuze now its military use is, almost exclusively in-
terms -are -notinfcluded. l~~eln giesadpies, in fuzes" to

give -short, delay, in powder train time-fuzes,
Actuator-An-explogive device'that produues gas, -in blank ammuintion, and as spottinig charges.

at high pressure in shot periods-of time into a, Boobytrap-An eplosive 'charge, usually-c

work. Dimple-motors, bellows motors, and& ing -person touches o6ff its firing-mechanism-as,
swiche ae eamlesofactatrs. by stepping upon, lifting, or. moving a harmless-

Aliedai of -an. explosive train -when ar- -looking object.
ranged':in,:such ovde that the detonation Booster -An-assembly Wo metal parts anid explo-
*w -can propagate- as -required .for func: ,sive 'chargebpOvqided-to augment thie explosive
tioninig. 'components of-a'fuze tocause detoniation of

Ammunition-A -generic termi -for. muniti ;in- the miain explosive charge of the Affimunition.
cluding all materials thrown-or used against afi It may be- an integral'p" t of the fuze. (This~
enemi. -Items ofUammunition,4re explosive or te-.m is often used as an abbreviation for
pyrotechnic devices useid'rnainlyto inflict dam- -- booster charge.)'
age-upon miliary' objectives kut also used "for Booster COharge-I. The explosive charge con-
such purpo:ses siLluiaig inlnd- tmdi a'booster.. It must be-, sufficiently

--- molisifinig, or o perating-mechanisms. sensitive to ~be actuated by the small explosive
AngIe.of Entry-The , acute, angle betweeni the elements in1 the-fuze and'powerfullenouglv t

-~-- tangent to-the trajectory-and. the perpendicu- cause -detonation of the, main explosive filling.
lar to-- the target-surface. Itis the compleifieh-t 2:The-amoiint or type of>'6xplosive used~to re-
of, th ageeo mat Also called angle, of liably detonate the bursting charge of amimu-
obliquity and angle of-4icidence. nition.

Angle .of I mpact-The acute angle between the Bore Riding Pin-See Pin, Bore Riding.
tangent to the~trqjectory and the target Plane. Borb.Safety-! See,*FUze,'Bore Safe.
It is thecomplementof the angle of entry. -Brisance- The ability, of a~n explosive, to, shatter

Angle of, nci dence=SeeAngleofEntry. -the inedium ,which~conffies. it; theetshattering-
Angle of Qbliquity-See Angie of Entry. effectshown-'by ant explosive.
Antiremoval Device-A device attached to a land 'BLirster-An explosive element used'in chemnical

mirnp to protect it against r~m6val. ammunitiontopnhectaeindism
-Armed-The condition. of afuze 'normally re- thcoens

quiredto permit;fUnctionng Bursting Charge-The main explosive charge-in a,
Armin~g- The changing frbmai safe condition (to a mine,. bomb, proje~tile, or the-like .th Abreak

st-ate of 'readiness for functioning. Armring per-, the~ casifig and produces fragmentaion or,-de-
tsinis to safety arid is-onfeof the-two principal rn6liti on.', tis the pay load'.
actions of a fuze (the other isfntoug) Conmmitted-The condition of afuze in which-the

Arming Delay-See beiay,, Arming. arming- process 'h6~ reached the pont from
Armig Pn orWir-SeePin Armng.which'-arining will continue to cpmpletibn

Arming Range-The distance from a -weapon or -- ee-huhteaming, forces cease,
-- -- Cdok-off-Che deflagriation or detonation of ailaunching',point at which a fuze is expected-to muionbthasotonfhetroit -

becoe. rme. Alo clle-- afe rmig- is- environment. Usually it, consists of the Iacci.-
tane.dental and'-spontaneous discharge of, 6i~ 6x-

- -Armng aneSe Vae, rmig.plosion in; a, gap- or -firearm caused by an
-Black Po~der,(BP):-A lbwexplosive consisting of overheatcd'chatmber or barrel-igniting'a-fuze,

an intimate, mixture of potassium nritrate' or propellant charge,_or-bursting charge.
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Cord Dooairg A flexibte fabric tWhecdntini- primer. In the -former case-il. is also called ini-

-lafg a-fillet of-high explosivejntendedtto bdein- tidtor. It is-caprablesof reliably initiating hlighi
itiateda by-a: blastinig Aca relectric detIoniator.. ordei detoniation in. the -next high. explosive

Creep-The forward motion 6f- fuze parts- rela- :omjjqnehtof-; he- -rain.
t'6e fl Io th- iil tatis .a1 i" by deee~--Detonktor SafetY.-A Au -, said' to have aci(0Q-

tio-o te mssledUriil~flight., Also called 'natorsafetywvhen-funictioninig-of, te~ietujt
creep action.. carnot iite subsequent e"plosival train corn-

DeflAgration-;A, viry, rapid conuto ome ponints.
-times-accompanied by- flame., parks- oir spat- DdAnexplosive ammuifnition or compoent-
Lering otbrnn I atls A, deflagratijon al- -that 'has failed, to expldde, al4though detona-
thiough -classed 'as an-e xplosion, genieilly un- tioh Wsas inUended.

-~-ple tebi~in fa ustne ih ef Escapement Amechankidbdevice that regu)Ats,-
contained- oxygen so -that the reaction- zone -ie ra te"of tranismissioni ;of-energy- -It-is nor-
advances into the -unreacted~i-mterial ,at" less mally used -as a ipart (X-thie-clockwork in
thanAhe velocity of- sound in, the unreacted -mehncltm ue
material. Explosion'-A chemical -reaction. or change of--

Delay-An explosive train co-nponent that intro- state, which is effected'ifivan exc;eedingly short -

duces -a controlled -time d~,ay ii-the -functon- -time with ithe geiierati6n of a high-te'mpe rature
ing proqes. and-generally a large quantity-,of gas. .An-e-

Delay, Artming-I. -The interval'expressed ifi time Olosion produces a shock wave in the surround-
or distance-, between the instant a piece o6f am- in eium. The term, includes -both detona-
muitnition, carrying a fuze is launcehed-and the -tion and deflagration; '

instant -the fuze becomes armed. 2.-The.time Explosive-A substance-oiriniixture of subs-tances
interval required forthe "arniing proceesses, to-be which miay be made to undergo arapid chem-
completed i a nonlaunched piece of amimu- 'ical-change; -without anmoutside:supply of oxy-

Dela, Fnctoin-h inev epesdi ewithi the liheration - f laige quantities of
M~y, Otnctonig-le :iteral xprsse in energy generally addornpanied by the -&olution-

time or distance betweeninitiition of the fuzze, ofhot gases.
ande'onutioh of thbbuisting~qharge., Explosive,'High-Scee High ,Explosive.

Destructor-A cylindricametallic item contain- E*plosive, Lo- See Lbw Explosivei
* ing explosive components fo dstructioii of * Explosive,Priniary High-See Primary- High Ex-

initerial by -explosion. pOlosive.
Detent-A rdleasable eleffient used to restrain a. Explosive Train-TA trin -of 'comfbustible ,and ex,

-part before or' after its motion. Detent§ are plosive elemenits arranged in an order of de-
coninon-in arming miechaniisms. creasing sensitivity. Iti function is to accom-

_etonation-An--exotheimic dchemicaL~f~66 plish t- ciftrled- iiientation of a smal

that piopagatLs With suc rapidity 'that the impulse ifito -6ne of- suitable energy to cause
rate -,fadvance of thereaction zofie into the- t1w main-charge of the munition to-function.
unreacted -material exceeds the Velocity of -It-may consist of priffer, detonator, delay, re-
scujnd, in the unreacted material., The iate, of lay, 16adcand booster charge, one or, more of
advance of the reaction-zone isAtemeddeto- which may be either omitted or combined.'
n 1ation velocity. I-When- this rate-of advance A- (Fail Safe-Descriptive of fuze design feat -ures-
tairis such a-value thit it will continue without whereby a component failure preventb'he fuze
dimujiution -through the uni~eacted material; it from-functioning.

*is termed the stable-detonatin velocity WheOn Firrpg Device-Amepchanism. design to detoiatb
the -detonation velocity is edual'to orgrdatei, the maiin charge of explosives' contined iii
than the stable detonation velocity- of the 6k- -boobytraps, inineg,- and-O demolition charges.
plosive,.-the reaction -is terijied a- high -order There are ,several -tpes --of 'either metailli or
detonation. When.W i is lower- the-treaction is nonmetaPic construction: pressure, pull, :re-
termed a low order detonation. 'lease, or combination thereof.'

Deionator-An -explosive- train comp46nent that. Firing Pin-Sce&Pin, Firing.,
can be activated by either a nonexplosive im- Func'ioning-The sucession of norma! actions
pulse sitch asa firing-piln orby the-action of-a from initiation of the first element- to Qeilvery
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-or-an. -ipuls~4roAX thi-last element of the ek - tzionic natuire. Such-a fuze doies not necessarily
posive 'train. Futietionifig -is onec of the- two have to -be; entirely electric: but~may, contain
principaltactions of~a fuze,(the other one is mechan~ical components.

-ani~.Fuze, 'Electric T ime-A _fuz e it-, which~-the, time
Functioning PO;ay-See Delay, Functionirig. from ~initiation, of action-to functiohing can be
Fuse-An ignitingor exp~losivedeiei tefr controlled by setting, and is deteirmined by-

--- of a, cord,, doiisistifg of a flexible -fabrice tube electronic events.
-. -anda core -ofilow-6rmigh-exolosive- Used-ini Fuze, Hydrostatic-A ituze emp loyed With depth-

blsting and-demolition work,.,Antdii certain, -bomhs or depth chaigesa to ause underwater
ammunition. -detbfnation a aqpredetermfined depth. -Initia-

Fuze"A de'vice- viL-po-v'-op et.de- -tion is'caused'- abienit-fluiid-pressure.
signed to initiate a- traiinoflire or detonation Fuze, Impact-A. fuze in -which ,thieaction is-mi-
in ani iteni-of ammunition by ain- ctiohvsuch-as tiated- by-ihe force of impaict. It is so metimes
hydrostatic pre sue electrical eniergy. chem- called- a contact fu~ze of. percu ssion~fuze'.
ical'acti, iffipact, mechanicil time, "Or a corn- -Fuze, Long, Delay-A typ -oft delay fuze,,-espe-
bifiitiofi of these* Types-,ot fuzes are distini- cially for- boffibs, in which the itizel-sectioxi is,

gshed ,Oy mo tfig rmE torming Part of delayed, for 'a relatively long period., ofire
the, itei iifiine.N som cseiU Th6xposive,- frotmfinutes f~days.
componentsw may be ,simiulated or omitte6d.). Fuze, Mechanical Timne-A fuze which is actuated

Fuze, All:way- An impact-fuze designed to-func- by'a clocklike-mnechani mpre-,et toqthe desired
tion regardless-of -the- direction of- target im-; time.
Pact. F'uze, Mdditi'Delay-A type oi delay fuze, es-

Fuze, Antidisturbanc6-A fuze designed to -be- pecially for bombs, in which the fuieaction
'Cmearedafter ipat.or afe benem- is deied1A hll~uto fite seconds.

plcm ed ota~h impate,mv or ing fue N&yetnomiy- ±o sml-imet cn

turbance will result in detonatioft., tinuojis metal-,tubing-having-a ,high-explosive
Fuze, Bare-An, tiproteted ,and- unpackaged core. The core consists of 1-to 5, grains per foot

fuze separated fromt;itne ic b of PETNAt is-initiated by adetonator or lead.
ammunition. Fuze, Nondelay--A fuze- that functions as are.

Fmze, ,Base-A- fuze inistalled in -the base, of a sult:.f ,inertia of firing, pin (or primr) as-th e
,projectile. munition is retarded during-penetration of tart-

BFze asedonating (BD)r-A fuze, located on get., The inertia-causcs "the firing: pin to strike
the base -of a projectile, designed to be~acti- the Primer, initiating fuze action. This-type of
-vated as a resuit of impact. fuze is inherently, ,316Wer.'ii - Action (usually-

Fuz, -ore-Sfe- fu~ hat has. a- means-for 250'500 tpsed) than the superquick or in,
preventing the ddtonatbr'from initiating an ecx- staneous fuize because its action depends upon,

7plo'sion, of 'the bursting charge while the pro- deceleration (retardation)- of the miunition
-jectile is--within its launiching~tub6. during imnpict with the tiirget. Also called iner-

Fuze, Command-A fuze tfiat functions as a result tii fuze.
of intelligence transmitted to it from a remote Fuze, Nose-A fuze -for use in the-,forwar d 'end
location by means not directly associated-With- (nok) of aI bomb or other munition. The'termn
its environment, is not generally -applied to 'fuzeg for use la ar-

Fuze, Delay-Afiy. impact fuze incorporating a tillery projectiles, Where the term point fvze
mieans of delaying its action after-,contAct with is more corn-monly used.
the target. Delay f1A7es are classified according Fuze, Point-detonating (PO)1l-A fuze which is-h--
to the- ength of- time of thie-dela7. (See also cated in the) nose- of- acprojectile arid is de-
FUie', Long Delay; Fuie,'Medium Delay; Fuze, signed to be actuated as a result .of impact.
Short Delay;,and Fuze, Time.), 'Fuze, Poinit-initiating (P1)-A fuze which has'the

Fuze, Dunmvy-Aninrjtation of a-fuze Which has target sensing elernent~n the nose- of the inuni-
the same shape, weigh t-and center of gravity- as tion. The detonating poition of such-a fuze is I
the-fuze hut has no-coxplosives or moving iat. usilally in t .he base.

Fuze, , dectric-A'fuze which depends for its arm- Fuze, Proximity-A fuze wherein primary initia-
inig and funictioning, upon events of -in eleb- tion -occurs by sensing- the pressure,, distance
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-61anlnpuse ro~thclast eement of the ex- tranic-nature. Such a fuze-does not necessarily
osive rin.Fuioigionoftewo have, to be enitirely, electric -butrnay contain

principal aciioiis of -a'fuze -te o oeris -mechanical components.
arming). F;e,, Electric, Timed-A 'fuze ii- wichihe time

Funictioniog De6ay-See Delay, Functionittg. from. initiation of action to-functioning can-,be
Fus-Aniguitngo eploiv-device in-the form conitrolled by setting, and'is determined by-

of-, a ord, -o istii of -a-flexible-fabric-ttibe electronic events.
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U -- -ada-cr-fo'rhg-x sv.Ue in Fuzi, Hydrotaic--A fuze employed with depth-

blnad~dm to -work, anid-in certain, bombs or depth charges to cause underwater.
ammunition. detonation ,At a predetermined- depth. -Initia

Fuze-A- device- width kplosiVe components- de- tion is caused'by amnbient fluid .pressure.
signed to initiate -utrain of 'fire- or detonation Fuze, I mpact-A. fuze in-which, the,action-is mi-
in -anitemi-of ammunition by airaction-such-as hated ,-by-the force of imfpaict. t is sometimeis
hydrostatic -pressure; electrical -enery, chem-! called-a c'ontact fuze or percussion ffuz.
-icalacfiofi, iilipact,; mechanical time, ora comn- Fuze~ Long. Delay-A typ-of delay -fuze,e6spe
hinatioii of ilise. Types of fuzes are distin- cially- for -bombs, in -which the fuze -'section-is
guishied by 'modiyng, termsE formn prof delayeu for a relatiVely longpeiod. 6fltime

- - ' th itni iiiiii~.ln sme Aethe explosive, from fuinuties >f6 ays.
omonets-maybe-simudlated or omitted.), Fuze,Mechanical Time-A fuze which is ibtuated

- -Fuz e, Alway- An impact-fuz-3 designed to fund- -by'a clocklike mnechanismpre-,et~t& the desired
ti n. regardless- of the -directioni of- target im- time.

'pact., Fuze, Mdicim nDelay-A type at deay-fuze, es-
Fuze, Antidisturbancee-A fuze designed to be- pecially for bombs, in which the fuze~actioh

-come armed' after impact, or after being-ei- -Js delasied "normal ly, four to 'fifteen seconds.
placed, so that' any fuirther movement -or dis- Fuze ,'Mild Detonatinig-A small-diametercn

*turbance will result in detoniatioji., tinuouis metal, tubing, having a high-explosive
Fuze, Bare-An, unprotected and unpackagedq core. The core consists of 1 to 5,grains per foot

fuze separated from -its" in tended piece of. of PETN.,,t is initiated by, a~detonatdr or lead.
ammunition. Fuze, Nondelay-A fuze that functions as a-re-

Fuze, Base-A- 'fuze ,ifistalled in the base of'a sultzofinertia of firinig-pin (or primer) as the
- -projectile. munition is retarded during penetration of tarv

Fuze, Base-detonating (BD)-A fuze, located on get., The inertia causcs the firingpiii to strike -

the base -ofa projectile, designed to" beactl: the primer, initiating fuze action. -This type-of
-vated as a resuit of impact; fuze is inherenitly 316Wer, -ut ,action- -(usually

'Fuze, 'Bor&'S-f&-A fuse- that has, a means- for 250-500' ptsed) than the- superquick or in-
preventing, the detonator'fromn initiating'an e'x- staneous fuze bbcause its action depends upon
*plosion, of the bursting charge While the prio- deceeration (retardation)' of t-he munito
jectileisis-within -its launching.tube. during impact with the, target. Also called iner-

Fuze,-Cormand-A fuze thiat functions as a result tid fuze.
- -of intelligence transmittedto it from-a remote Fuze, Nose-A fuze -fr use in the- forward end

location by means not directly associated-with (nokeY of a~bamb 6r other munition. The term
its enVironment, is not generally 'applied to-fuzes "for use iii ar-

Fuze, Delay-Any- impact fuze incorporating a tillery projectiles, Where ~thb term point fuze
mneans of delaying its action-after-contact with, is more commonly used.-
the-target. Delay fU7es axe classified according Fuze, Point-detonating (P0)-A fuizeWhich i-a
to the -length of- time of the delay '(Se'e'also ca ted in thieN nose- of, a~proje ctile and is-de-
Fuie, Lang 'Delay; Fuie, Medium Delay; Fuze, signed to be actuated as a fesult "of impact.
Short Delaynand Fuze, Time.) Fuze, Point-initiating (P1)-A fuze which has-the

Fuze, Duniv-Animi ,tation of a-fuze 'Which has target sensing-elementin the nose of the inuni.
the same sh~ape, wei gh t and center of gravity as tion. The detonatinfg poition of, such a fuze is
the fuze hut has no cx~losivegs o r moving as. usually in the base.

Fuze, Electric-Afuze which depends for its arm- Fuze, Prdiiity- -A fuze wherein primary initia-
ing and fuzictioning, upcn events of -in elec- tion occurs; by sensing- the pressure, distance'
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SPRTNP ' OTN PRIN~G DETENT 0

(T1P 10 N lIEK STOP

'i'ens are de ined in the figure. This equation A
Wan Ix, used for effects (1) and (2) but 11
for effect (2). The third effect, theexpansion of

the sprint , is calculated with tie vquation 06 o I 0563

7. DA IAK
BALL SPRINJG "d BALL SPRING]ROTOR ROTOR

(A) Long Detent (68 Short Delent

NOTwE - ALL DIMaNSIG'NS IN INCHESwhere

EI Young's nioodulus, psi Figure 10-5. Effect of Detent Length

[a= second mnoment Of the(. Cross-sectionalarea, in ti 10-11, and 10-12, the length of the detent can be

determined as a function of the spin velocity ,

,, = density of thE spring, lb/ft 3  YI1  YBC yfo) (10-15)

= spring thickness, in. The foliowing data apply

= radius of the spring loop, ft a2 =1200

Note that F mrar for the detent where a, = 60"

I' is the radial distance to the center of gravity 0
of the detent. Fig, 10-5-slvows-two extremes for r = 0.0360ft'
the length of the detent. The ball diameter is
0.563 in. and the sprig diameter is.(0.136 + ts = 0.005in.
2:505)j-'= 0.841 in Therefore, the length of
detent extending outside of the ballis 0.39 in. ,sg

The distance to the center of mass for the detent P = 531 slug/fts

E x 18x06 psi

..- = - . 28 1 + .139 - , - in . ( 1 0 _1 ) 1A - 1 .Q 'x '1'Q 9  in !

and A' = 8.62 10 " ft2

(1 - 0. 139), n. (10-13) The expre~gion for I as a function of co becomes

where 1 is the length of the detent, iin., and y is' 1 - 0.0116
the radialdeflection oLthe deteit, in. t(0.7361,- 10.3812 + 0.00155) w2 

>: 10"

Sincethe detent mass is M = p 1Ap, the force F (10-16)
is The rotor Tmust not arm at 2525 rpm. Hence, I

pl(3 2, can be 0.246 in. The spring-has been deflected
F1 " t P 0353  (10.14), 0.432 - 0.650/2 = 0.107'in. during assembly so27 that the detent will not move until the spin

where P is the density of the brass deterit, reaches at least 2525 rpm. What spin is required,
lb/in.,, and 4I is'the cross-sectional area of the with an initial spring deflection of 0.107 in. if 1 is
detent, in. Thus by combining Eqs. 10-10, 0.246 in. long? According to Eq. 10-16, the
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also propagate a detonation wave ill all c1X ftyrces are-exerted on one-or more of the parts
tremely small diameter column. which cause shearing ofthepin or wire.

Primer-A relatively small and sensitive initial, Shelf- Life -The storage timne during which an
exllosive- train componient whichi onl being ac- item remains serviceable.
tuated initiates functioning of the explosive 'Shutter-Sce Intefr !pir.
-train~-and Nvill not -reliably initiate high explo- Signature-The identifying clharaterihticb ICcu-
sive charges. In general, pimers are clahsified hdr 4o each type of-target -which enable fuzes
in- accordance with theniethods of'iiiaition; to sense and differentiate targets.
such as~percussion or stab. Spin-'fhe rotation of- a munition about its longi-

Primer, Percussion -Primer de~signed to be initi- tudinal axi% to-provide stability during flight.
ated by percussion, i.e., crushing the explosive Spin Saf e-Said of a fuze that is safe- when ex-
between a blunt firing pinl qhdan anvil. periencing a -rotation, equivalent to that at-

Primer, Stab-A primer designed~to -be initiated- 14ined during flight;4thus, other-forces are ne-
-by piercing it with a pointed'firing pinl. essary to arm the fuze.

Relay-Ani explosive 'ri * o mlonnt that pro- Squib-A small exploiedvcsmlri p
-V'ides the required explosiveenergy to reliibly pearance -tb a detonator, 'but- loaded'with-low
function the. next element in the traih. It is es- explo -sive, so- that its outpuitAs-priitsrily heat
,pecially applied to small charges tat, are in- (flash). 'Vsually- ciectrically initiated, andpo
itiated by a delay elem~ent and, in turn, cause, vided to initiate-action of pyrotechnic devices.

- th fuctioingof adetnato. Lnarm~d-The condition -of a -fuze (or other
Saf ing -and Arming Device-A mechanism, which -firing device) in which the necessary steps to

prevents or alow~s the warhead train of ex- put in condition to -function have- not taken
plosives to operate. place. It is-the coriditibnyof, the fuze When it is

Self rdesiruction I(SD)-A term descriptive of an sae-o adig,, oae, anid-iafsportation.
event which occuirs-from fuze action without Vane, Aramng-A metallic,-item,- designed for at-

- outside stinulus, whenpiovded for in the de- tachment to the fuze mechanism of 'a bomb.
sign, by which. the fuze effects,,nunition- d- The; vane arms the-fuze through, action of- the-

- truction, -(fter 'flight to a range greater than air stream'dr'eated by falling of the bomb.
that of - 'target. Warhead-That portion of - a rocket or- guided

Setback-The relative rearward movement of missile designed to cofitain'the load which the,
component parts in a munition-,or fuze under- vehicle-is.to deliver. It-mnay b6 empty or con-
going forward accelerations during its launch- tan 'higlh explosives, chemnicals, instruments,
ing., These movements. and -the setback force -or, inert, materials. It ,mqy include boo~ter,
which causes them, are -used to- promote events -fuze(s), and burster.
Which participate, in the arming and eventual Windshield-A rounded or 5pointed hollow cup
functioning -of the -fuze. added to the -nose ofa-.projectile to imnprove

Shear Pin-A pin or wire -provided'in a fuze d6- streamlining. Also-called a false ogive or ballis-

sign -o'hold parts in. a fixed relationship until -tic cap.

Y
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GENERAL REFERENCES

It is assumed, that the reader has a general e. MIL-STD-32.0, 'flerinolog) , lmions w' and
knowledge of military ammunition. For this MaIertJl, vI EvIdiosize Comp~fonent-, for 1Ue illf-rcasonAhc basic -elemieitb of ammnunition-are, not. Fuzes)~ July, 1962.
treated, in this handbook, Such information is E~stablishe~s terminology, dimensions, and-pre-
covered in Reforencb IL 411d t. h fuze 0XlIlo- ferred stiuctural-iniaterials for explosive compo-
sive train, of key importance in fuze design, is rients.
covered in Chapt 'er '4, and, iii greater depth; in f. MILrSTD-322, 'llcz.ic Evaluation Tes.t for Us'e
Referenc~e c. Military Standards on fuze testiig, ~ 1 ~ fEeIi liIiitd'po
-References d, !, and J , are discussed in) detail in SL on~i't o ~ nFz,1 coe
Chapter 14. Thie set on- Jnjorrnation Pertatning ie(11plasfoUs nFus, Ocbr

i k Fuz: %, References gto i, is a series of voluimes '1962.
thdtcows usfulinfrmaton n fzes nd'uze Provides a uniform evaluation of input, output,

deveopmnt, s wll s hitorcalinfomaton, and environmental'response ofinitiated explosive
Various subjects on fuze design have been- eeet ro oTeruri-iia)ies

grouped in a collection of -Journal Articles, g. S. 'Odir,6o, Informnation Pertaining to Fuzes,
Reference it . Individual citpfions are listed,,in Volume I, Mlechanical aiid .'lectronic Tiume
Appendix '1. Th'le fuze catalog, Reference o, is'a Fuzes (U), Picatinny Arsenal, 'Dover, N.J.,
descriptive listing of all fuzes. No,;tih t Ref- 15 August 1963, AD-355- 052 tConfidentio I).
erence .i and I contain a more recent, althouigh
less detailed, listinig- of Army components and fzsfuzes. Alapcsof prox~imity, fuzes are,-dis- Ctlg h hrceitc fatleytn
cussed' in- the classified' handbooks, References -hi. S.~ Odierno, Inforinadon Pertaining to Fuzes,
P to I. Volume 11, Pro peiling Charges, Picatinny Arse-

'Not tht spcifc ree~e~e~ sedfor he- nal,'Dover,N.J., 22 November 1963, AD-45 1 449.
material discussed in this handbook are-listed at
the end of each chaptei. Catalogs the characteristics of propelling

a. . C 0hrtEleent ofilmnuntio,, ohn char&~ for-ammunition.

a. T. Cd.SOhar, Elents of.Ammuitin, John -S. mdeo, Informationt Pertaining to Fuzes,
the basi elment inolve inthe Wl'me 'Ill- Artillery, Afinor 'Defeat- and AMortar

Disc'sse~Fuzes'; PD,, BD, PIBD and Time (Pyrotechnic
- .deign nd eveopmet o ~mmniton.Type) (U), Picdtinny Arsenadl, )Dover, N.J., 1

' b. 'TM9-1900; Ammunition General, Dept. 'of Army, March 1964, AD-355 053 (Confidential)...
J-ine 1956. Ctl hcaatrsiso ue o ri.

Contains basic information arid iflustfations oh Caalg thI chrceitc ofgzsfratl
types and -ietfcto~-fammunition '(tinder lry-dmotrpjeies
revision as TM 9-1300-200). .S. Odierno, Informration Pertaining to Fuses,,

c.AMCP 706-179, Engineering Design~ Haridboo'k, Volume IV, 'Explosive Components, Picotinny.
Fxplosive'-r ains. Arsenal, -Do'ver, N.J., September 1964, AD-451

Contains the priniciples and factors applicable 450.
to the design ofthe various elements of 'explosive Catalogs the characteristics, of explosive corn-
traimps. ponents used in fuzes and of die sizes, for bdd~ter
d. MlL ST D-331b Fuze ahid Fuze Conupon~nts, En- pellets.,

vironlmentat and Perf ormance Tests 'For, Ma~n- k. 'S. 0dibrribi Informnation -Pertaining to, Fuzes,
uar'/ 1966. Volume V, Fuize Safing' Phuil6sojih,p Picatinny

Specfie th eniromenal erfinince Arsenal, Dover, N.J., April- 1965, AD-456 253.

tests for use in 4he development and production Describes methods for establishing realistic
'of fuzes and fuze components. safety and reliabilitygoals for fuzes.
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1. S. Oeierno, lojimnction Perm-uning to Fit v s, book, F u:e I5 Prvutdtj. -e'4'trical, Part -One
-Volume VI, 'Encycloiedw ,,f U.S~. Irti'y -Puj -s (
(1/ P icat inny Ar5e-na I, Dover, N.J., Janiuary In troduces the variou.t%-ypesof~ietticalhfze
1966, AD;371 076L (Confidenitial). and presents basic philo)sophies Jnw'ilved-An fuze

Tabulates the characteristics of all Army' dsg
fuzes. q. AMCP 706-212, vz), IEngikeerirn9-Des ign Hand-

m. , Odierno, injoimnationi Pertaiing to Fu,-es,I'r w
Volume VII,, Fuze Design, Testing Teehniques,

Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J., November 1 9o6, Discusses, basic principlestikid design-, consider-

D-801 ~78L. ati')fs for radic p~roximity fuzesboperabedin~the

articles on, fuzes.
ni. J'ANAF 'Fuze CmiteJunlAtvs(e

Appendix 11). -fuzes that-operate at microwave fre uericies.
Cont~ains at present 51rilscovering~various s ~P761-1 SEgneigDs~ ad

subjectsdealing with fuzs. tbo' ae,~rxiiy J 5ectrical, Part Four

o. Gunther Cohn, Arq ay nd Air Force -Fuze ()
Catailog, (q), The 'Franklin Institute, Report Descuss escribes tpe s of murlipl fuing s
F-vA2238, Philadelphia, Pa., March 1959, and esnd ecrbste-eofmlie.uzg
Supplement F-A2238-1, November 1959, AD-305 mtos
02 an tD3372(onieia) . AMCP 706-215 -(C), Engineering,"Design 'Hand-

Coirpfls mii~ay ad, tchncal dat onall b~ok, Fuzes, Proximity, Elect rical, .-Part Five

stanardand devlopentl fzes nd uzeex~ Discusses fuze testing -and various, types of
,plosive components. pwrsucsue ntedsg ofsf~ n

p. AMCP 706.-211 (C), 'En ineering Des ign' Hand- armin devices.,
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AOPENOX'!. MVA THEMA-TICS OF THE-BALL RO TOR

Fig. A-1 shows a ball rotor with a diantral, angular velocity of the triad in the body. The
hno e o tan~ng a detonator, A typical t, y, .~vector components of angrular -velocity,.monien-
triad is oriented with-its direction along thle deL- turn, and -torque arc

-on.-or and is turned in space at the velocitytl I)
exactly as the detonator axis turns. The ball may X
frther rotau aboult this-triad with the velocity ~. ~ ~ -0

The ball is encased' within the missile that is as. f- jCOja-0 (A-2)
Suflied to be following at straight path along -itsZ
axis-aid -to be spinning at the -rate(,) 1

In-the figitre,-tbe y ,-the z, and The spin axes are (a-0
in-, the plane of the paper which. makes the x axis ItY hsi(a 0

peipendicuilar tolThe -paper. The mnoment of-iL- h, AI wo (a -0-) (A-3)
ertia with respecttothe xand vwaxes isl1and with
-resjiect to-the z axis isJ. The angular motion of GA Yr - 2,d i t F
the ballhsgiven by about the z a.,is, (o about'the -jk-0

missile spin, axis, and-0about the t axis.-X osa-0 .- tros(I
To solve for the mnotion of the ball, 6ne~as- Gz ,Vr~ sin~'a - 0) =-1iZr sin (a r0) -(A-4),

sumes th' e following: The ball is acted'uponi by
the setback or -creep,-forces, Z, with X and 1'the Combining-Eqs. A-2, A-3,,-and A-4 according to
frictional forces given by ItZ, aind p~Z respec- Eq.,A-1, one-obtains the cqqations
-tivaly and- the detent forces, Fd - Z acts along the - it Zr - 2F r =1O0
missile -axis, X is parallel to the x axis, -Y isper-d
pendicular to X,j and- F. is in .-theiilane-of the 4sn(
paper. -r tZr cos(a"0) - Jcsin(a,-O)I - (-.,

for~he dyrnamics of- rotatihig bodies, the geii--Jcsa 0)+21,Go(a )
'eral differ~ntial equation -for unbalanced torque Zi-(a-0
is-given in vector notation as- 1 sn( 0 )+J A5

J)C'os(a-- 0) + JoiOsin(d ) +a
dh

'G= - + Ox h (A) when the detents are,effctive-, 0~z-O; '0' =-(,
cd t, u 0 and 0 (k= O. Eq. A-5, become -

>.~~ where Ij is the vectof anigular ffihzintan u is + 2P r-.1-) cssia ( )
- the- ,torque applied- to the body, and EX-is -the d-

-MISSILE Before the detents drop out, the pk6blem is
SPIN AXsstAically indeterminiate, - and therefore, no 6value

- "'1 c an b ssigne~d to the friction torque-abotthe
OAT SART ;7axis. All that/is known is that its aboute mag

I-/~--------------------------------ust be less -han.I, inatCuli
Eq. A-6,-only the surm frfction torque about the
x-axis, (+2Fdr) is, known. To obtain a first ap-
proximation, -assumre a -coefficienit of friction, u
and _that Td Js ap~liedi at radius r. An approxi-I

Fd ~mate value of Fd can,,han besolved for because-allth ohertemsareknwn

4-..(J-I) 0,2 Sina Cosa - ttZr
/- 2-Y - -(Ak7)

i (ORCES) 2r

From Eq; 6-17'and f = vFd ),the approximate
Figureq A., _AqII Rotor Nomenc latur - spin- at which the detents tend, to. modie will -be
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I -ly c it ig- i(s.61 an --- -

obt.ui 2bimn~s icc7 an 4 owet catui a ehange in o, or the( 'Jynami -
terplisi-istdive-ffie ball.

1Vhr~io il-I hi~n co-r must be -- ua/ ki x i-
Sfoir, 0 to he reictr than- zeto. When. iLbey are

~f 1i Lt~ ~)Sa. 2 ~ ~oul, thle ball wvill be relkoy to move. Thenl,

D)oes the ball rotate wheti the detents drop /--
out? Set T~ 0 intheli first E~q. A-5. S8inee nZ can~(1 )'~u "r (-A-9)

1. K. L. Niewkon and J. L. Synge, "Orn Alh Motion Dover, N.J., January 1.955(Confident~ai).-
of -a Spi ining Shell," Q. Appi.-Math. IV. 3 (Oc I. W,. Kizner,fl'- Baull Roto'r Profini - Nu 11 (Q1.
tober i946).

2. 'k Kizner, The hUll Rotor P~roblem (C'), Pica- Picatinnpy ArsenaI,.Rebrch4AMemorandum No.7/?
tinity Arseral, Re-search Memorandum No. 4- Dover, N.J., Februo:y 1-955-(Confilentiol).

-A-I-/
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APPENDIX 1l. JOURNAC, ARTICLES OF THlE JANAF FUZE COMMITTEE

01,0 ,trou zun 4, the I 1111, -l _Vlii, d, '.d. 8 December 1959, AD,232 555,

(No$. 300-39-9) 23 August 1955, A0 467 997. 17.Q Iie Plz, a Pj, ',te,t of E(4 , ',. rd
02.0 a.,u , t n, tivnn. s I t f I 't t rit Jhniria., II h,' I' t, (1 Prfp, 4

lIevelipm, at o 1,.ie,, 23 Augusl 1955, AD.- l',d,- T 4,..a t4 l,/,.tt,".. I MalcJi 1960,
467 998. AD-468-070.

03.0 CP; -ck L..t or I staili ,n a le-ting 18.0 "pottin g(.Ir .e as i.ri t Vonetor Fuzk
sehbdule" for .,idl-d lis.-il, Ffu:e, and I!,tw,,. 7 June 1960, AD.468 071.
';atc nd rmng 1I,'hunt,,, 18 January 19.0 1 llibh .lhaps of lr, troli_ 1 ftLztg Prin-
1956. AD-467 999. eies (C). 6December '%,0-tSecret).

04.0 l'wrget Funetirtiung Tes.t or 1%r Cn litecl 20.0 I Surv,' of Fl.;,I,,, i'li ltaated 1 1.tu, ios
opment ot Impa, t Fuze,, 20 June 1956, AD- Used if Ia:es, September 1960, AD-222604.
468-066. 21.0 Some -l-pe-t.- of the Design of Bootw-vr.8,

05.0 'Wt t i anl Operal iliti I'est aUppt r Seri i, v. Richard Stre.4u and Milton Lipntck, -Diomond
lEre.e., of icceleration., for ('xVc in l)e Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, (now US Army
velopment of Projectile Fuzes, 20 June 1956, Harry Diamond. ;Laboratories), Washington,
AD-468 067. D.C., 20 June 1961, AD:270, 275.

06.0, Target Impact Rug gednes~s Test for Use in 22.0 Some .Aspeclts of ,P~rotei ],uic :-Delizis, 5 De-
)eL'elopment of Fuzes liorporating Delay cember- 1961, AD-270 444.

After Impaet, 20 June 1956, AD-468 068. 23.0 '4 lethod for lnstrumentating Fly..Over Tests,
07.0 Safety and .Operabilit Test at Serviee 'Ex- *5 December 1961i AD-269 551.

trem es of- Temperature and .llaxi, u, - ccel- 24.0 Scope, Purpose and Use of iilitar) Standards
erations, for Use in Development of Projec- for Fuzes, A. W. Baldwin, U.S. Naval Qrd.
tile Euzes. 20. Juiie .1956, AD-468 069. nance Laboratpy,, White. Ok,. Md., 15 Feb-

08.0 Investigation of Arming Distance for the 2" ruary 1962, AD;-28V,845.
Aircraft Rocket Fuzes (U), 20 June 1956 25.0 A Target Firing Procedure for Evaluation of
(Confidenti61) AD-112 815. of Missile Impact Fuzing Sytems, T. W.

09.0 Some Problems Associated' with Arming Truslow, U.S. Naval W9e6-pons Laboratory,
ffWires;._0 .urtii 1956,, AD-11'2 814. Dahlgien, ,Va, 'IT 'Septe ,ber 1962, AD-285

10-0 Fuze Test Facilities of the U.S. Department, 504.
of Defense, -Revised 7 June. -1960, AD-208, 26.0 lunQidity es d Factor .in.-Fze Oesig and

140. Evaluation, A. W. Bal1din, ,US.. Nayal Ord-
11.0, Automatic-Loading -Test for- Use in Develop- nanceLaboiatory, White Oak, 11d., I Feberu-

nent of Projectile Fuzes, 10' September 1957, ary 1963, AD-296 582-
AD-210 o te44, 27. 0 A. Compendiumn of Mechanics Used inMissile12.0 Breakdown of Tested .Fuzes, "10 September S~t"adAnigOvcs() Aclr
1057,fety and Ar25ing Devices-(), "Acceler-
15 AD208 2.m -eters .(U)," Part I, "Rufiaway Escape,

13.0 The Sensitivity of Explosive Initiators, 13 ments(U);" Secibn- I, Th&.Mechanical-and
-February 1958, AD-208 252. J) Scln1,ThMeaia-ad

F~brary 958 AP-0 22. E lectromechanical- 'Systems, Subcommittee,
14.0 A Discussion of the Need for Study of h. 'Nlactroe aneaJ "Sy atos S hitee,

Causes of U&nintentional Initiations of Ex- U.d. 'a rh noi e b1962(Con.i A 4 125.

plosive Devices Such as Are Used in Fuze "Coc a e en tis )A -2"Clock Escapment 'Tiimers (U);';"Par~t ,11,
Explosive Trains, 13 February 1958; AD- Section I, June 196T.(Confideiitial),AD-384-

210 743. 5...530.
15.0 Methods of Measuring Arming Distaices of 28O0 Jumble TesuIlistory, -C. A. Dock, Frankford

Rocket Fuzes, 11 February 1958, AD 217'966. .Arsenal , Philadelphia, Pa., 13 September
16.0 A 'rocedure for Measuring *Functioning Char- 19631 AD-453,621;

acteristics of Acceleration Armed Fuzes, 2§.0 Random l'ibiation Testing, A. J. Kaflsin,
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U.S. Naval Ordnance -Laboratory, Corona, 42.0 leouseicily bIdat -4d '7hration, -Laboratory
Calif., 17 July, 1962,, AD-486 920. Tests Subcommittee, i15'Der.eiber 1966, AD-

30.0O, 'E'pluding IBridgeiwire z urvey-N. 6Elosv.~s 84 [648.
C-omponent Subcommittee, 23 Oct'nber 1963, 43.0 1reir i toil C-1(ook-DffTmwan~
AD -3I 831' Explosive Components Subcommittee, 3 May

31.0 _- Covipendlium of-P),'otecllic IPela) IDevice,,, '1967, AD.816 238.
Explosives, Componc-nts. 'Subcommittee, 23 44.0 1fil Petiiting Cord, Explosive Components
Octoeer- 1963, AD-474_833. Subcommittee, 3 May 1967, AD-816 229.

31~0 Jlh~thod of CoinputinPg limpact Safe IDistance 45.0 Th f eo ,4IIleti ihfb'di

F30 ~or MIL-STJ}-13, Picatioy Arsenal, Dover, 460Ruoket-Sld Ilet hod, Field Tests Subco:-
NJ., W0September 1964, AD447 755. mittee, October 1967.

8hk~nik U.. NoelOrdanc, Laoraory mitee,3 My 16TAD-828 308.
White Oak, Md., 18 August .1964, AD-454'840. 47.0 TIech~niques for fietermnining Buirst H~eigt,

kf Catie-Hight. lerraine-intercepft, Fuze lest of' Puze D~etonation, -Field Tests Subcom.
Technique, A.P. Sutten, U.S. Army Hirry mittee -3'May 1967, AD-829 738.
Diamond- Laboratories, Washington, D.C., 48.0 The. Use~ of Conductiv~e Mixes its Eiectro-
14 September 1964, AD-449 94 1. Explosive lDevices. H.S. Leopold, Naval

351 0 Flasi X-Ray Techniques for Studying F'uze Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Md., Ek-
Operation, L. J. Shkolnik, U.S. Noveal OrdT plosive Components Subcommittee, 3 MayI
nance Laborbtory,- White -Oak, Md., 18 August 1967, AD-829 731.

19624 vhn~s, Employe 119. 1 hdso 49.0- The Lubrication of Ammnunition Fuzing Mech.
36.0 Tehniqes'Empoyedin wo ~e~zds f tnismns, Mechanical and Electra-mechanical

F~ddTesingMisileand Rocet nfrredSystems Subcommittee, 3 May 1967, ADI!829
Fazes, T. W., Halrwell, Field Tests Subcom-

370'iittee, '25.Novertiber '1964, AD,453'164. 'oo Cn~etso~teIdso fEpoie

Sedld' CvityFu~e LekageDetetionandin Laboratory' and Fieldl Tests of 'Fuzes,
f~lesurmen; '.. uai, Lbortor Tet'sLaboratory Tests Subcommittee, 3 May 1967,

Spbcommrittee, 1-1 January 1965, AD457 968.
38.0 Rotary Acceleration Jlthods and Ilnstrunen- A.3'18

intion, \kR'; K. Krueger, Explos ive Comiponents 51.0 The Application of Flueric Devices to Ord-
S~ibcommittee,_5,N'4vdhiber 1964. stance Timters, 'Mechanical and Electra-

39.0 A Field Test Prograffi for Jfissile- -Radar rie-hi'c'al[ 'Sstii Subcommittee, 3- May
Fuzes, Field Tests ,Subcomm ittee,, A- Sep- - 1967,,AD-834'083;
timnber 1965, AD-468 871. 52.0 A' Rain Survey pf' iBain Simulation Tech-

40.0 Air 'Delivery of Ammunition and Explosives, nius aboratory ,Tests Subcommittee,
'by Parachute, Laboratory 'Tests Subcbnm. 3 May 1967, AD-834 086.

.mnittee, 1 September- 1965,,AD-475 515. 53.0 XCoib'ined 'Environments Testing, Labora- 1
41.0' Vert ical Firing 'Recovery, Field Tests Sub- tory Tests Subcommittee, 12 April 1968, AD-

3'committee,.)-Jtuly 1966, AD-486 508. '835 813.
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INDEX

A fragmentation, 12-12
fuze action, 12-1

Acceleration impact fuze, 12-3
drop, 15-6 propeller gear train, 12-3
firing, 5-2 proximity fuze, 1-2-12
high, fuze design, 10-1 time fuze, 12-8
low, fuze design, 11-1 trajectories, 12-1
rocket, 5-3, 6-21 typical, 1-3

Actuator, 4-11, 7-3 Bomblet-fuze, 12-13
Adiabatic compression initiation, 3-4 -Boobytrap, 13-5
Air force, 5-7 Booste"
Air gun. test, 15-3 M21A4, 10.7
Alignment force, 5-7 assembly, 4-11 9-7
Ambient pressure, 5-7 ase, 410
Ammunition, typical 1- charge, 4-0

Bore safety, 9-2
Analog computer use, 1t-11
Analysis of data, 14-12 15-14 C
Antiremoval device, 13-2
Arming Capacitor, 3-9;,J14-10

bomb fuze, 124', 12-7 Centrifugal force, 5-6, 6-4
chemic.d,8-10 Centrifugal pendulum, 6-14
consideiatons, 8:2 Centrifuge test, 153
delay, 8-2, 8-7, 8-9,,8-10; 12-6 Chemical aiming delay, 8-11.
el~tric,'7- Clockwork,'6-19, 10-8. See a 1s6 Escapement
fluid, 84,,'8-9 'Clustering, bomb,. 1-2-3, 12-11
mechanical tdCoanda effect,8-1

concept, 5-1 Coirspfing; 6-10-1
devices, 6-1 Combinationrfuze,.1:6
rotary devices, 61.3, 98, 10-.3, ACommand fuze, 1-6, 3-2, 841
sequential leaf, 6-16, 10-3 Compatibility, of common explosives and metals,
spiral unwinder, 6-12 4-3

motion-induced, 8-11 Components, 14-10. See-also, Explosive coin-
pin, 1-7,12-9 poneni
principles,.5-1 Compression spring, data, 6-5
,pi6cess,,1-2 Computer, analog, 1441 j
two-featurv requirement, 9-3 -Constant force spring, 6-5

Construction. techniques, 4-9, 14-5-Contact contamination prevention, 14-1

Contact sensing, 3-1
-Ball rotor, ball cam rotor, 6-17, A-I-1 Contour, .2-4
Ballistic environments, 5-2, 12-4, 15.5 Cord, detonation, 4-12
Battery,,3-8, 5-8 Coriolis force, 5-6
Belleville spring, 13-1 Creep; 5-3
Bellows motor, 7-3
Bomb

bomblet fuze, 12-13 D
clustering, 12-3, 12-11
depth, 12-11 Dashpot, 8-7

-explosive -train, 12-5 Definition and. purpose of fuzes, 1-1

I-i-
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' °Delay ,Junghians, 6-22
$'element, ,-9, 12-7 rinaway, 6-20for rming, 8-1, 84, 8-9, 8-10, 12;5 spring design, 6-23,

for functioning, 1-5, 3-9, 12-22, 12-10 tuned, three center, 6-24
miLIture, 4-.9 tuned, two center, 6-21

Depth bomb fuze, 12-11 untuned, Iwo center, 6-20
Design Explosive

explosive -train, considerations for, 1-12 actuator, 4-11, 7-3
for high acceleration, 9-6, 10-4, 10-3 compatibility, 4-3
for low acceleration, 11-1, 12-1 component, 4-1, -15-2
for stationary ammunition, 13-1 detonation velocity, 4-2
general considerations, 2-, 9-1, 14-1 eiement initiation, 3-9
guidance, 14-1 gas evolved. 15-10
human factors engineering, 2-6- -initiation, 3-1, 1-5
need for formality, 2-4 materials, ,1-1, 4-4
trade-offs, 2-2 motor. 7-3
use of standard components, 2-3 precautions -for safety, 4-3

Detent, 6-10, 9-8, 10-5 properties, 4-4
Detonating cord, 41-12 rules for, handling, 4-4

Dettratin cord 4-1-125Detonation, 4- sensitivity, 4-3Detonation, 4-6, 9-train, 4-1, 4-12,, 12-5
Detonator; 4-6, 9-8
Detonator safe, 5-1, 9-2
Development steps, 9-3 F
Dimple motor, 7-3
-Disk rotor, 6-13 Fault tree analysis. 14-12
Dodk escapement 6-23 Fin-stabilized projectile, fuzes for, 10-1
Drag, 5-3 Firing pin, 3-3

Flash detonator, 4-6
Fluerics, 81
Fluid flow, 8-1

Economics, -2-2 Forces of the air stream, 5-7
'Electric Formality, need for, 2-4

arming,, 7-1 'Fragmeitation bomb,. 12-12
comp6nent, 14-10 Friction initiation, 3.5, 13-5
component .initiatibni 4-6 ;Fuhctioning, 1-5, 3-9,, 12-2, 12-10
'fuze initiation, .4-6: - - - Euse,.412:
,generator, 7-3 Fuze
ihitiator; 4-6 AN MARK 230, 12-11
-power- source M48A3, 6-4

battery, 3-8 M198, 12-9
electrostatic generatoi; 3-7 M204A2,, 11-4
piezoelectric generator, 3-6- M211, 114
test, 15-2, XM218, 8-9

timing, circuit, 3-9 M404A1, 1-2
Electronic 'tube, 7-3 M502A1, 10-8
Electrostatic generator, 3-7 M505A3, 10-11
Encapsulation, 14-6 M517, 14-8
Environment,, 5-5, 9-1, 15-10 M525, 1-7, '6-4
Escapement M532, 10-3

clockwork, 6-19, 10-8 XM539E4, 3-7, 9.10
description, -6-22 XM544E1, 4-12
gear train, 6-22, 6-24 M551, 11-'6

1-2
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Fuze- (Cont'd) Internipter, 6-7, 10-5, 11-2
XM557pl, 9-12

XM571, 2-6. 3-4
M603, 1 3
XM717, 8-7 Journal articles of JANAF Fuze Committee,
M9042, 3-i, 12-3, A-11-1
M906, 127 Junghans escapement, 6-22
action, 1-1
calculations, 9-3 K
categories, 1-5
definition of fuzes, 1-5 Knob, (-10
design considerations,- 2-1, 9-3, 9-3
development steps, 9-3
model desigiation, 1-6
purpose, 1-5 Land mine fuze, 13-1
requirements, 1-5, 9-1, 9-3 Launched grenade fuze, 11-6
specification origin, 2-1 Lead, 4-10

'Lever, 6-10
-Linkage,,6-10,.14-9
Logic techniques, compared with fiueric, 8-8

Gasless-andgas producing delay mixture, 4-9 Low exp!osive, 4-4
Gear train, 6-22, 6-24, 12-3 Lubrication, 14-7
Glass beads for arming delay, 8-10
Glossary, G-1 M
Grenade fuze, 8-9. 11-3
-Guided missile fuze,.11-2 Maintenance, 14-13

Materials, 14-3
Mathematids of the ball rotor, A-I-1

'Hairspring; 6-5 Mechanical
Hand grenade fuze, 11-3 components.1441'1
.High explosive, 4-1 f uze initiation, 3-3
'Hinge pin, 6-9 time fuze,10-8
Human factors engineering, 2-5 'Mild'detonating fuze, 4-1-2] : ItHniidit -envirorfent,'9.2 MIL.STD-test;, 51- 1541-3 .

Hydrostatic pressure, 577 Mine fut., 1-3; 13-1
Model designation of fuzes, 1-6
Mortar projectile,fuze, 1-7, 10-3
Motion-induced arming, 8- ,

Igniter, 4-11 Multipk.fuzing, 2-3
Illustrati6hs, list, ix
Iipact fuze 'N

,action,,1-5
bomnb,12-3 Nonexplosive fuze, 1-6
description of representative, 1-7'
design, 9-5, 12-2 0

Impact sensitivity of explosives, 4.3
Influence sensing,,3-2 Outputcharacteristics of initiators, 4-8
Information sources, 2-7
Initiation P

electric fuze,-3-5
:mechanical fuze, 3-3 Packaging, 14-2
principles, 3-1 Patenting, 2-5

Initiator, 4-6, 9-7 Percussion initiation, 3-4

1-3
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Percussion primer, 4 6 Seinple plunger,,6-.5
Peforianhetest, [5-I ;sequential leaf 6-15, 10-3 -

Philosophy -f design, 24 Rotational velocity, 5-3
.Physical prbperties.of explosivos,-4-5 :Ruehlmann RC circuit, 7-6'
Piezoelectric.tiansdu c6; 3-6 Runaway escapenent, 6-20

arming. 1-7; i2-40 S
firing, 3-3 "

-linkage 6.1 0  Safety
sh~e .6-9 onsideratidns;.'2-2

Y ivot, 6"40, eatures, 9-2,
S Pneumatic arming delay,. §-7 r equirements , 2-2, 9;2

Popovitch escapement,.6-23  tests,94, 15-2, 15-6

Potting compound. 14-3 Safing and armihg mechanism, 11-2
Power source, 3-5, 3-7, 15-2, 15-5, Sa mine fuze, 13-4
'Power spring, 6-5 Sealing material, 14-4'
Presettiig oftime fuzes, 3-2 Secondary high explosive, 4-2

Pressure, ambient, 5-7 Seif-destruction, 1-6, 3-2, 11-2

PresSure-travel relation of:projectile, 5-2 Semple plunger, 615
Primary high explosive, 4-2 Sensitivity of explosives, 4-3 -

Primer, 4-6 Sequ-ential leaf arming, 645, 10-3
Projectile'fuze Setback, 5:5

design,'9-5, 9-10, 12-2 Setfbrward, 5-7
impact, 1-5, 1-7, 12-3 Setter componentslinkage, 14-2
mechanical time, 10-8 Shear pin, 6-9
typical, 1-2. Shelf life factors, -15-10

Proof test, 15-5 Shock machine, 15-4
Propeller, bomb fuze, 12-10 Slider, 6-8, 10-4, 11-2
Proximity fuze, 1-6, 3-2, 12-12 Small'arms fuze, l0-10
Pul-release device, -13-2 Solder, 14-5.

Purp6seof fuzes, 1-1 Specifications, 2-1, 2-4,'9-1
Spin,

R during Asseibly,9-3
-stabilizedprojectiles,.fuzes for, 10-3

Rain insensitive fuze, 9-11 test, 15-3
Rain test facility, 15-12 velocity,

RC circuit,'3-9; 7-4 Spiral unwinder, 6-12
References, R-1. See also the endofqeach chapter Spring
Relay, 4-10 Belleville, 6-5, 13-1
Reliability, 2-2 coil, 6-1, -10-1

Requirements, 1-3,:9-1 compression data, 6-5

Resistor, 14-10 constant force,, 6-5

Rifle grenadefuze,.11-5' design, 6-23, 10-1, 10-3, 12-10, 13-1

Rocket equations, 6-2

-assisted projectile, 10-8 escapement, 6-19

fuze,-1-2, 11-1 hair, 6-5
sled test, 15-4 motion of masses of springs, 6-1

Rotary device power, 6-§
ball cam rotor,,6-18 types, 6-1
ball rotor, 6-18, A-I-1 Squib, 4-6, 4-11
centrifugal pendulum, 6-14 Stab initiation, 3-3
disk rotor, 6-13, 9-8 Stab~initiator, 4-6 -
rotary shutter, 6-17, 10-7 Standardization, 2-3
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Stationary- arfmuniti~h, 1341 procedure,.9-3; 15-1
Statistical data analysis, 15-1-3 safety, 9-4, 157-
Storage life; 4-§ surveillance, 15;10
Superquick fuze; - Thermal battery, 3-8
Surveillantce'test, 15-10 !limne
Switch, 7-1,'14-4 -circuits, 3-9;'T-3
Symbols, List of, -xiv fuze, 1-6, 12-'8

presetting;'3-2.
T setting,,mecharuism, 2-6.

Tolerancihgi 14'9-
Tables, List of, xiii T ooth desT in-for escapementsi,6-23,-6-24
Tactical purpose ofbomb fuzes, 1241 Torque, 5-6_
Tangantialf6rc6,,5-6 Trade-offs in design, 2-2
Target sensinig, 3-1 rembler switchi,7- 7
Telenetiy, 15-5 Trip lever, 6-11,,13-4
Temperature environment,,9-2, Tube,, electronic, 7-3
Testing- se, -

enivironmient,,15-10
MILSTD 4-;1-3 Vane, 12-10

performhnce,.15-1 Velocity, of detonation, 4-2
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